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ADDRESS TO THE READER.

Ere the pages now given to the pnhlic had left the

press, the hand that had written them was cold, the

heart—of which few could know the loving depth

—

had ceased to beat, tlic far-rangii]g mind was for

ever still, the fervent spirit was at rest.

Let this be remembered by those who read, and

add solemnity to the solemn purpose of the book.

May those who iiiid in it their most cherished

beliefs questioned or contemned, their surest con-

solations set at naught, remember that he had not

sljrunk from pain and anguish to himself, as one by

one he parted with portions of that faith which in

boyhood and early youth had been the mainspring

of his life.

Let them remember that, however many the years

o;r-anted to him on earth might have been, his search

after' truth would have ended only with his exist-

ence ; that he would have been the first to call for

unsparing examination of his own opinions, argu-

ments, and conclusions ; the first to welcome any

new lights thrown by other workers in the same
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field oil tlic mysteries of our heiiii]^ and of the

universe.

Let them remember that whik^. lie assails much

wliich they reckon unassailable, he does so in what

to him is the cause of goodness, nobleness, love,

truth, and of the mental progress of mankind.

Let them remember that the utterance of that

whicli, after earnest and laborious thought he deemed

to be the truth, was to him a sacred duty ; and may

they feel, as he would have felt, the justness of these

words of a <Tood man and unswerviniy Christian

lately passed away :
" A man's charit}' to those who

differ from him upon great and difhcult questions

will be in the ratio of his own knowledge of them

:

the more knowledge, the more charily."

F. R.



3In0cnbcti,

//'//// all rcju/rihf aiul all aI]retion ^ lo llir iiuiiiory of the

nirr-lai/initfil loifc lultosc hearty interest in this I'ook was^

(luring many years of preparatory toil, my best support ; whose

judgment as to its merits or its faults 7vo .Id have been my most

trusted ij^uiile ; ivhose synipalliy my truest eneour<f^enient

;

ivhosc joyous ivelconw of the completed 7vork I had loji;^ looked,

forituird to as my one (^rcat reward : whose nature, combini/it^^

in rare union seicuti/ie clearness with spiritual depth, may in

some sl/i^ht (le;e;ree have lift its impress on the pirj^e, tJiough

Jar too faintly to coutcv an ade</uate eo)iceplion of one whose

reli}:;ious zeal in the ca//se of truth 7(ias rivalled only by the

ardour of her humajiitv and the abi/ndanee of her loi'e.

Ravenscrokt,

No7'i'tiiber 1875.
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EXPLANATION OF SHORT TITLES.

In order to avoid encuniLering- the pages with notes con-

taining the names of books, many of which would require

to be frequently repeated, I have adopted, in referring to the

under-mentioned works, the following abbreviations :

—

A. B Tlie Aitareya Brahmaiiaui of the Rig-Veda. Edited, trans-

lated, and explained by Martin Haug, Ph.D. Vol. i.

Sanscrit text. Vol. ii. Translation, with notes. Bombay,

1863.

A. I. C An Account of the Island of Ceylon, by Robert Percival,

Esq., of His Majesty's igtli Regiment of Foot. London,

1803.

A. M Antiquities of Mexico (Lord Kingsborough's), comprising

facsimiles of Ancient Mexican paintings and hieroglyphics.

Together with the Monuments of New Spain, by MoNS.

DuPAix ; with their respective scales of measurement and

accompanying descriptions. The whole illustrated by

many valuable inedited manuscripts, by Augustine

Aglio. In 9 vols. London, 1831-48.

A. N. L....Ante-Nicene Christian Library; translations of the Writings

of the Fathers down to a.d. 325. Edinburgli : T. & T.

Clark, 1870, &c.

A. R Algic Researches, comprising inquiries respecting the mental

characteristics of tlie Nortli American Indians. First

Series. Indian Tales and Legends. In 2 vols. By

Henry Rowe Schoolcraft. New York, 1S39.

Aslia Ashantee and the Gold Coast, by John Beecham. London,

1841.

A. S. L History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, by Max Mijller.

London, 1859.

As. Re Researches of the Asiatic Society in Bengal. Calcutta,

1 788- 1 839.

"
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Av Avesta,clie Heili.i;'en Schriften der Parsen. Ausdem Grund-

texte iibersetzt, init steter Eiicksicht auf die Tradition.

Von Dr Frikd. Spiegel. Erster Band. Der Vendidad.

Leipzii,', 1852. Zweiter Band. Vispered und Yagna. Leip-

zig', 1859. iJritter Band. Khorda-Avesta. Leipzig, 1863.

B. A. U Bibliotheca Indica. Vol. ii. part iii. The Brihad Aran-

yaka Upani.shad, with the Commentary of Sankara

A'cha'rya. Trans^lated from the Original Sanskrit by Dr
E. RoER. Calcutta, 1856.

Bergeron...Voyages faits principalement en Asie, dans les XIP, XIIP,

XIV^, et XV siecles, par Benjamin de Tiidele, Jean

du Plan-Carpin, N. Ascelin, Guil. de Rubruquis, Marc-

Paul, Haiton, Jean de Mandeville et Ambroise Contarini
;

accompagnes de I'llistoire des Sarrazins et des Tartares,

par P. Bergeron. A la Haye, 1735.

Bi-rnard Recneil des Voyages an Nord. Amsterdam, chez Jean
Fr:6d^uic Bernard, 1727.

Bh. G The Bhagavat-Gitd ; or a Discourse between Krishna and

Arjuna on divine matters. A Sanskrit Philosophical

Poem ; translated, with copious notes, an Introduction

on Sanskrit Philosophy, and other matter, by J. Cockburn
Thomson. Hertford, 1855.

Bib Apollodori Bibliotheca.

B. T Buddhism in Tibet, by Emil Schlagintweit, LL.D.

Leipzig and London, 1863.

C. B. S A Catena of Biiddhist Scriptures from the Chinese, by

Samuel Beal. London, 1871.

C. C The Chinese Classics, wdth a translation, critical and exege-

ticul notes, i)rolegomena, and copions indexes, by James
Legge, D.D. In 7 vols. Vol. i. Confucian Analects, the

Great Learning, and the Doctrine of the Mean. Vol. ii

Works of Mencius. Vol. iii. 2 parts, The Shoo King.

Vol. iv. 2 parts, The She King. Vol. v. The Ch'un T.s'ew.

London, 1861, &c. (In course of iiublication.)

Ceylon Ceylon, an Account of the Island, physical, historical, and
topographical, with notices of its natural history, anti-

quities, and ])roductions, by Sir James Emerson Tennent,
K.C.S., LL.D., &c. London, 1859.

C. G A new and accurate Description of the Coast of Guinea,

divided into the Gold, the Slave, and the Ivory Coasts,

Written originally in Dutch, by William Bosman. The
2d edition. London, 1721.

Chan. Up... Bibliotheca Indica, Nos. 78 and 181 The Cliiindogya

Upanishad of the Sfinia Veda, with extracts from the

Commentary of Saukara A'clui'rya. Translated from the

orij^inal Sanskrit by R.xjkndralAla MiTRA. Calcutta

1862.



EXPLANATION OF SHORT TITLES. xi

Clniie.«e The Chinese: a general Description of China ami its Inha-

bitants, by John Francis Davis, Esq., F.R.S. A new-

edition. London, 1844.

Chips Chips from a German Workshop, by Max MUller, M.A.

4 vols. London, 1867-75.

C. N. E....Historia General de las Cosas de Nueva Espaua, que en doce

libros y dos volumes escribio el R. P. Fr. Bernardino de

Sahagun, de la Observancia de San Francisco, y uno de

los primeros predicadores del Santo Evangelio en aquellas

regiones. Dala a Inz con uotas y supplementos, Carlos
Maria DE Bdstamante. Mexico, 1829.

C. O China Opened, by the Rev. Charles Gutzlaff, revised

by the Rev. Andrew Reid, D.D. In 2 vols. London,

1838.

C. R Primera Parte de los " Commentarios Reales, que tratan

del Origen de los Yncas," Reyes que fueron del Peru, de

su idolatria, leyes, y govierno en paz y en guerra ; de sus

vidas y conquistas, y de toto lo que fue aquel Imperio y
su Republica, antes que los Espanoles passan a el. Escrito

por el Ynca Garcilasso de la Vega, natural del Cozco,

y Capitan de su Magestad. Lisboa, 1609.

Dervishes...The Dervishes ; or Oriental Spiritualism, by John P.

Brown. London, 1868.

E, M Ea.stern Monachism, by Robert Spence Hardy. London,

1850.

E. Y Eleven Years in Ceylon, by Major Forbes, 78th Highlanders.

London, 1 840.

F.G Die fiinf Giltha's, oder Sammlungen von Liedern und
Spriichen Zarathustra's, seiner Jiinger und Nachfolger.

Herausgegeben, iibersetzt und erklart von Dr Martin
Haug. Erste Abtheilung. Die erste Sammlung (Gatha

ahunavaiti) enthaltend. Leipzig, 1858. Zweite Abthei-

lung. Die vier iibrigen Sammlungen enthaltend. Neb.st

einer Schlussabhandlung. Leipzig, i860.

Gaudama...The Life, or Legend of Gaudama, the Buddha of the Bur-

mese, with annotations. The ways to Neibban, and

notice on the Phongyies, or Burmese Monks, by the Rt.

Rev. P. Bigandet. Rangoon, 1866.

G. d. M....C. G. A. Oldendorp's Geschichte der Mission der evange-

lischen Briider auf den Caraibischen Inseln St Thomas,

St Croix, und St Jean. Burby, 1777.

H. B. I Introduction a I'llistoire du Buddhisme Indien, par E.

BuRNOUF. Tome premier. Paris, 1844.

H. G David Cranz. Historic von Gronland. Niirnberg und
Leipzig, 1782.

H. I Historia natural y moral de las Indias, en que se tratan las

cosas notables del cielo, y elemento.s, metales, plantas, y
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aniniales dellas : y los ritos, y ceremonias, leyes, y govierno,

y guerras de los Iiulios. Coinpuesta por el Padre Joseph

DE AcosTA, Religiose do la Coinpania de Jesns. Madrid,

1608.

H. N. S Histoire naturelle et politique du Royaimie de Siam, par

Nicolas Gervaise. Paris, 1688.

H. R. C An Historical Relation of the Island of Ceylon in the East

Indies, together with an account of the detaining in cap-

tivity the Author and divers other Englishmen now living

there, and of the Author's miraculous escape, by Robert

Knox, a captive there near twenty years. London,

1681.

Ic. Cli Icnnographie Chrotienne. Histoire de Dieu, par M. DiniWN.

Paris, 1S43.

K The Koran, translated from the Arabic, the Suras arranged

in chronological order ; with notes and index, by the Rev.

J. M. RoDWKLL, M.A. London and Edinburgh, 1871.

Kamtschatka...GEORG Wilhelm Steller's Beschreibung von dem
Lande Kamtschatka, dessen Einwohnern, deren Sitten,

Namen, Lebensart und verschiedenen Gewohnheilen.

Frankfurt und Leipzig, 1774.

K. X The Kafirs of Natal, by J. Shooter. London and Guild-

ford, 1857.

L. L. M....Das Leben und die Lehre des Mohammad, nach bisher

grosstentheils unbenutzten Quellen. Bearbeitet von A.

Sprenger. 3 vols. Berlin, 1869.

Lotus Le Lotus de la Bonne Loi, traduit du Sanscrit, accompagne

d'un conimentaire, et de vingt-et-un memoires relatifs au

Buddhisnie, par M. E. Burnouf. Paris, 1852.

L, T Lao-tse Tao-te-king. Der Weg zur Tugend. Aus dem
Chinesischen ilbersetzt und erklart von Reixhold von
Plancknicr. Leipzig, 1870.

Manu Institutes of Hindu Law, or the Ordinances of Menu,
according to tlie Gloss of Culluca. Comprising the

Indian system of duties, religious and civil. Verbally

translated from the original, with a preface, by Sir

"William Jones. A new edition, collated with the

San.scrit text, by Graves Chamnky Hacgmton, M.A.,

F.R.S., &c. London, 1825.

M. B ]\Iiuiual of Buddhism, by R. Spknce Hardy. London, i860.

M. d'O Li's Moines d'Occident depuis Saint Benoit jusqu'a Saint

Bernard. Par le ('onile de Montalemiskrt. In 5 vols.

Paris et Lyon, 1 868.

Misc. Essays...Mi.scellaneous Essays, by H. T. Colebrooke. 2 vol.'*.

Liiiidon, 1837. (The only complete edition, however, is

the one published in 3 vols., London, 1873.)

.M. N. W...The Mvths of the New AVorld : a Treatise on the Synd)olisni
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and Mythology of the Red Race of America, by Daniel
G. Brinton, A.M , M.D. New York, 1868.

N. A An Account of the Native Africans in the neighbourhood of

Sierra Leone, by Thomas Winterbottom. 2 vols. London,

1803.

N. F Hi.stoire et Description generale de la Nouvelle France, avec

le journal historique d'uu voyage fait par ordre du Roi

dans I'Anierique Septentrionale. Par le P. DE Charle-
voix, de la Conipagnie de J&us. 3 vols. Paris, 1744.

N. ]\I. E...A Narrative of Missionary Enterprises in the South Sea

Islands, -with remarks upon the natural history of the

Islands, origin, languages, traditions, and usages of the

inhabitants, by the Rev. John Williams. London. 1837.

N. S. W...An Account of the English Colony in New South Wales,

from its first settlement in January 1788 to August 1801,

by Lieutenant-Colonel Collins, of the Royal Marines.

London, 1804.

N. Y Nineteen Years in Polynesia : Missionary Life, Travels, and

Researches in the Islands of the Pacific, by the Rev.

George Turner. London, 1861.

N. Z New Zealand and its Aborigines, by William Brown.
London, 1845.

0-kc'e-iia....O-kee-pa : A Religious Ceremony ; and other customs of the

Mandans, by George Catlin. London, 1867.

0. P The Speculations on Metaphysics, Polity, and Morality of

" the Old Philosopher," Lau-tsze, translated from the

Chinese, with an Introduction, by John Chalmers, A.M.

London, 1868.

O. S. T Original Sanskrit Texts on the origin and history of the

pt>ople of India, their Religion and Institutions. Col-

lected, translated, and illustrated by J. MuiR, D.C.L.,

LL.D. Volume First. Mythical and Legendary Accounts

li' the Origin of Caste, with an inquiry into its existence

in the Vedic age. 2d edition. London, 1868. Volume

Second. Inquiry whether the Hindus are of Trans-

Himalayan Origin, and akin to the Western branches of

the Indo-European Race. 2d edition. London, 1871.

Volume Third. The Vedas : opinions of their authors

and of later Indian writers on their origin, inspiration,

and authority. 2d edition. London, 1868. Volume

Fourth. Comparison of the Vedic with the later repre-

sentations of the principal Indian deities. 2d edition.

London, 1873. Volume Fifth. Contributions to a Cos-

mogony, Mythology, Religious Ideas, Life and Manners of

the Indians in the Vedic age. London, 1870.

P. A An Examination of the Pali Buddhistical Annals, l)y the

Honourable George Turnour, of the Ceylon Civil Ser-
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vice. [From the Juimial uf the Asiatic Society fur July

1S37.]

P. A. B....Die Propheteii des Alton Buiules, erklart von Heinrich

EwALD. Zweite Aupp,'al)e in drei Biinden. Erster Band.

Jesaja niit den iil)ri,L;en iilteren Propheten. GiJltingen,

1867. Zweiter Band. Jerenija und Hezei[uicl niit ihren

Zeitgenossen. Gottingen, 1868. Dritter Band. Die

jiingsten Propheten des Alien Bundes mit den Biichern

Banikh und Daniel. Gottingen, 1868.

Parsees Es.'^ays on the Sacred Language, Writings, and Relitrion of

tlie Parsees, by Martin Haug, Ph.D. . Bombay, 1862.

Picard Tlie Ceremonies and Religious Customs of the various

Nations of the known World, by l\Ir Bernard Picaru.

Faithfully translated into English by a gentleman,

London, 1733.

Popul Vuh...Popol Vuh.—Le Livre Sacre et les Mythes de rAnti(|uite

Americaine, avec les livres h(5roiques et historiques des

Quich(iS. Texte Quich6 et traduction Frangaise en regard,

&c., &c. Compost sur des documents originaux et inudits,

par I'Abbe Brassecr de Bourbourg. Paris, 1861.

R. B Die Religion des Buddha und ihre Entstehung, von Karl
Friedrich Koppen. Erster Band. Die Religion des

Buddha und ihre Entstehung. Berlin, 1857. Zweiter

Band. Die Lamaische Hierarcliie und Kirche. Berlin,

1859.

Rel. of Jews.,.Tlic Book of the Religion, Ceremonies, and Prayers of the

Jews, as practised in their Synagogues and Families on all

Occasions ; on their Sabbath and other Holidays through-

out the year. Translated immediately from the Hebrew,

by Gamaliel ben Pedazur, Gent. London, 1738.

R. I Die ReligiiJsen, Politischen, und Socialen Ideen der Asiati-

schen CulturviJlker und der Aegypter, in ihrer historischeu

Eutwickeluug, dargestellt von Carl Twesten. Heraus-

gegeben von Pi-of. Dr M. Lazarus. 2 vols. Berlin,

1872.

Roer Bibliotheca Indica, Nos. i to 4. The first two Lectures of

the Rig-Veda-Sanhita. Edited by Dr E, Roer. Calcutta,

1848.

R. S. A The Religious System of the Amazulu, by the Rev, Canon

Callaway, M.D. Parti. Uukulunkulu ; or the Tradition

of Creation as existing among the Anuizulu and other

tribes of South Africa, in their own words, with a trans-

lation into English, and notes. Part ii. Amatongo, or

Ancestor- Worship, Part iii. Izinyauga Zokubula, or

Divination. Natal, »tc., 1M68-70.

R, T. R. P...l!gya Tcher Rol Pa, on Develo))pement des Jeux, contenant

ihistuire du Bouddha Oikva-Mouni, traduit sur la version
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Tibetaine du Bkah Hgyour, et revu sur roriginal Sans-

crit (Lalitavistara) par Ph. Ed. Foucaux. Premiere

Partie. Texte Tibetain. Paris, 1847. Deuxieme Partie.

Traduction Fraiigaise. Paris, 1848.

R. V. S Rig-Veda-Sanhita. The Sacred Hymns of the Brahmans,

transhited and explained by F. Max Moller, M.A., LL.D.

Vol. i. Hymns to the Maruts or the Storm-Gods. Lon-

don, 1869.

S. A Savage Africa ; the Narrative of a Tour in Equatorial, South-

western, and North-Western Africa, by W. Winwood
Reade. London, 1863.

Sale The Koran, commonly called the Alcoran of Mohajimed
;

translated into English immediately from the original

Arabic. With explanatory notes, taken from the most

approved Commentators. To which is prefixed a prelimi-

nary discourse, by George Sale, Gent. A new edition,

with a memoir of the translator, and with various read-

ings and illustrative notes from Savary's version of the

Koran. London, 1867.

S. L A Voyage to the River Sierra Leone, on the Coast of Africa,

by John Matthews, Lieutenant in the Royal Navy
;

during his residence in that country in the years 1785,

1786, and 1787. London, 1 791.

S. L. A Savage Life and Scenes in Australia and New Zealand, by
George French Angas. London, 1847.

Ssabismus...Die Ssabier und der Ssabismus, von Dr D. Chwolsohn.
Band I. Die Eiitwickelung der Begritle Ssabier und
Ssabismus und die Geschichte der harranischen Ssabier,

oder der Syro-hellenistischen Heiden im nordlichen

Mesopotamien und in Bagdad, zur Zeit des Chalifats.

Band II. Orieutalische Quellen zur Geschichte der

Ssabier und des Ssabismus. St Petersburg, 1856,

S. V Die Hymnen des Sama-Veda, herausgegeben, iibersetzt und
mit Glossar versehen, von Theodor Benfey. LeijDzig,

1848.

T. R. a. S...Tran!sactions of the Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain

and Ireland. London, 1827-35.

T. T. K Lao-tse's Tao Te King. Ausdem Chinesischen ins.Deutsche

iibersetzt, eingeleitet und commentirt, von Victor von
Strauss. Leipzig, 1870.

V. G Voyage du Chevalier Des Marchais en Guinee, Isles

voisines, et a Cayenne, fait en 1725.

Viti Viti : An Account of a Government Mission to the Vitian

or Fijian Islands in the years 1860-61, by Bertholo
Seemann, Ph.D., F.L.S., F.R.G.S. Cambridge, 1862.

Wassiljew...Der Buddhismus, seine Dogmen, Geschichte und Litteratur,

von W, Wassiljew. Erster Theil. Allgemeine Ueber-
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sicbt. Aus dem Russisclien iibersetzt. St Petersburg,

i860.

W. E Tlie World Eucoiuixissed, by Sir Francis Dkake, 1577-80.

Written by Francis Fletcher ; coUated with an un-

published MS. Edited with Appendices and Introduction

by W. S. W. Vaux. 8vo, map. London, Hakluyt So-

ciety, 1855.

Wheel The Wheel of the Law. Buddhism illustrated from Siamese

sources by tlie Modern Buddhist, a Life of Buddha, and

an account of the Phrabat, by Henry Alabastkk, Esq.

London, 1871.

Wilson Rij^-Veda-Sanhita. Translated from the originid Sanskrit,

by H. H. Wilson, M.A., F.R.S. Vol. i. The first Ash-

taka, or Book, of the Rig-Veda. 2d edition. London,

1866. Vol. ii. The second Ashtaka. London, 1854.

Vol. iii. The third and fourth Ashtakas. London, 1857.

Vol. iv. The fifth Ashtaka. Edited by E. B. Cowell,

M.A. London, 1866.

W. u. T Der Weise und der Thor. Aus dem Tibetischen iibersetzt

und mit dem Originaltexte herausgegeben von I. J.

Schmidt. St Petersburg, 1843.

W. W Works by the late Horace Hayman Wilson, 12 vols.

London, 1862-71.

Y Conmientaire sur le Ya^na, I'un des Livrcs Religieux des

Parses ; ouvrage contenant le texte Zend explique pour

la premiere fois ; les variantes des qiiatre manuscrits de

la Bibliothfeque Royale ; et la version Sanscrite inedite de

N^riosengh, par EuGfeNE Burnouf. Tome i. ^Paris,

1833. Tome ii. Paris, 1835.

Z. A Zend Avesta, Ouvrage de Zoroastre, traduit en FrauQois sur

I'original Zend, avec des remarques ; et accomjiagn^ de

plusieurs traites propres a eclaircir les matieres qui en

sont I'objet, par M. Anquetil du Perron. 3 vols.

Palis, 1 77 1.
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PUBLISHERS' XOTICE.

The reader should bear in f/iind that, beyond page 336 0/ the

first vo/u7ne, this work has not had the benefit of the authors

final corrections^ eitJier as to thought or style.

TRUBXER & CO.

57 AND 59, LUDGATE HiLL,

June, 1S76.

Liie ueeuug uiiious ui taiLiiiN jjcissiun , &e]jciiciLiug

others, even when every motive of interest and natural

affection conspired to unite them, so completely as to

impel them to deliver each other up to the ghastliest

tortures ; Eeligion deserves a foremost place— if not

the foremost place of all—among the emotions which
VOL. I. A
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sicht. Aus deiii Ilussischeu iibcrsetzt. St Petersburg,

i860.

W. E The World Encompassed, by Sir Fuancis Drake, 1577-80.

Written l)y Francis Fletcher ; collated witli an un-

published MS. Edited with Ai)pendices and Introduction

by W. S. W. Vaux. 8vo, map. London, Hakluyt So-

ciety, 1855.

Wheel The Wheel of the Law. Buddhism illustrated from Siamese



AN

ANALYSIS OF RELIGIOUS BELIEF.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

Human nature, among all the phenomena it oflfers to

the curious inquiries of the student, presents none of

more transcendent interest than the phenomenon of

Religion, Pervading the whole history of mankind

from the very earliest ages of which we have any

authentic knowledge up to the present day ; exercis-

ino^ on the wild and wanderinoj tribes, which seem to

have divided the earth among them in those primitive

times, an influence scarcely less profound than it has

ever exercised on the most polite and cultivated

nations of the modern world ; leading now to peace

and now to war ; now to the firmest of alliances, now

to the bitterest enmities ; uniting some in the bonds

of a love so enduring as to outlast and put to shame

the fleeting unions of earthly passion; separating

others, even when every motive of interest and natural

aff"cction conspired to unite them, so completely as to

impel them to deliver each other up to the ghastliest

tortures ; Religion deserves a foremost place— if not

the foremost place of all—among the emotions which
VOL. I. A
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have in their several ways aflected, modified, and con-

trolled the current of human events.

Forming, as it does, so large an element in the

constitution of our complex nature, and playing so

vast a part in guiding our actions, Religion must well

deserve to be made the subject of philosophical in-

quiry. If we can by any scientific means discover

its origin, lay bare its true character to the gaze of

students, and estimate the value of its pretensions to

be in possession of truths of equal, if not superior,

authority to those of either natural or moral science,

we shall have performed a task which may not be

wholly useless or altogether uninstructive.

Our first business, in such an inquiry as this, should

be to determine the method on which it ought to be

conducted. In analysing the religious systems of the

world, the question of method is all-important. In-

deed, it will be abundantly evident in the course

of the ensuing investigations that the conclusions

reached by those who have cultivated this field of

knowledge have often been unsound, simply because

they have failed to pursue the only proper method.

Nothing can be easier, for instance, than to construct

elaborate systems of religious philosophy, the several

parts of which hang so well together that we find

it difficult to urge any solid objection against them,

while yet the whole edifice rests upon so insecure a

foundation that at the least touch of its lowest stones

it will faU in ruins to the ground. This too common

mistake arises from the fact that the first principles

of the system are assumed without adequate warrant,

and will not bear examination. Half, if not many

more than half, the common errors of believers in the
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various current creeds are due to a similar cause.

These persons start from some principle which they

conceive to be indisjDutable, and proceed to draw in-

ferences from it with the most complete confidence.

An extreme instance of this is mentioned by Dr
Sprenger, who was asked by a Mussulman how he

could disbelieve the religion of Islam, seeing that

Mahomet's name was written on the gates of para-

dise. In a less palpable form, the same mode of

reasoning is constantly adopted among ourselves.

Either we do not take the trouble to submit the

evidence of the facts upon which we erect our

arguments to a sufficiently rigorous scrutiny, or we

fail to perceive that the axioms we take for

granted are in reality neither self-evident, as our

system requires, nor capable of any satisfactory

demonstration.

Another and perhaps scarcely a less common kind

of error arising from defective method is a failure to

distinguish between adequate and inadequate evidence

of religious truth. A sound and exhaustive method

would not fail to disclose, if not what kind of evidence

is sufficient, at least what kind of evidence is insuffi-

cient, to prove our doctrines. It is plain that if we
should find arguments of the same character used by

the adherents of difi"erent creeds to prove contradic-

tory propositions, we should be forced to dismiss such

arguments as of comparatively little value. Suppos-

ing, for example, that a Hebrew, desirous of proving

the pre-eminence of the Jews over the Gentiles, should

rely for his justification on the miraculous deliverance

of the ancient Israelites from the Egyptians, and on

their subsequent special protection by the Deity, his
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argument, however apparently conclusive, would be

considerably weakened if it were found that the

annals of other nations contained similar tales evinc-

ing a similar exclusive care for their welfare on the

part of their local divinities. Or if we should claim

for our own school the advantage of being supported

by the authority of a long succession of able, wise,

and virtuous men, fully competent to judge of its

truth, yet if our adversaries can produce an ecjually

imposing list of authorities against us, we shall have

gained but little by our mode of reasoning. These

one-sided ways of proving the exclusive claims of a

particular creed are as if a person should maintain

the vast superiority of his countrymen over foreigners

by a reference to the battles they had won, the terri-

tory they had conquered, and the bravery they had

displayed; forgetful to inquire whether there were

not other nations which had gained victories equally

transcendent, made conquests equally extensive, and

evinced a heroism equally admirable.

These blunders, it may be objected, do not arise

exclusively from a faulty method. It is true that

they have a deeper source, yet, if a correct method

were pursued they would be avoided. Hence the

paramount importance of fixing upon one which shall

not be likely to lead us astray.

Now, the method which in the natural sciences,

and in the science of language, has led to such vast

results, may be, and ought to be pursued here. This

method is that of comparison.

When the philologist is desirous of discovering

what elements, if any, a group of languages possesses

in common, and what therefore may be considered as
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its fundamental stock, or essence, he compares them

with one another. When the naturalist wishes to

arrive at an accurate knowledge of the conformation,

habits, or character of any class of animals, he can

only do so by a comparison of different members of

that class. How misleading our conclusions frequently

are in matters like these when they are not based

upon a sufficiently wide comparison, will be familiar

to all. And though the analogy between these

sciences and religion is far from precise, yet no good

reason can be assigned why a method, which has been

so successful in the one case, should be totally

neglected in the latter. Nor is it enough to say that

this method is capable of application to the subject

in hand. Eeligion, owing to certain characteristics

which will now be explained, lends itself with peculiar

facility to an inquiry thus conducted.

A merely superficial and passing glance at the

phenomena presented to us by the history and actual

condition of the world brings clearly to light two

facts

:

1. The absolute, or all but absolute universa.itv

of some kind of religious perception or religious

feeling.

2. The countless variety of forms under which that

feeling has made its appearance.

History, and the works of travellers, amply prove

that no considerable nation has ever been without

religion, and that if it has ever been wanting, it has

only been among the rudest savages, whose mental

and moral condition was too low to be capable of any
but the most obvious impressions of sense. Equally
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indubitable is the second proposition. We are ac-

(]iiainted with no period in whicli each country did

not possess its own special variety of religious doc-

trine ; we are acquainted with none in which there

w^ere not many and wide divergences within the

bosom of each country among individuals, among
sects, and among churches.

In this universality of a certain sentiment, accom-

panied by this variety of modes, we have at least

a possible distinction between the Substance and the

Form, between the universal emotion known as Eeli-

gion, and the local or temporary colouring it may
happen to assume.

It will be convenient if we call the substance by

the name of Faith, and the form by that of Belief.

The use of these terms in these senses is no doubt

slightly arbitrary, yet the shade of difference in their

ordinary meaning is sufficient to justify it. Faith is

a term of larore and ojeneral sis^nification, referrino^

rather to the feelings than the reason ; whereas

Belief generally implies the intellectual adoption of

some definite proposition, capable of distinct state-

ment in words.

The importance of the comparative method in

the process of sifting, classifying, and ordering the

elements of these respective spheres will now be

apparent. For it is only by a comparison of the

varieties of Belief that we can hope to arrive at an

acquaintance with Faith. Setting one system beside

another, carefully observing wherein they differ and

wherein they agree, we may at length hope to dis-

cover what elements, if any, are to be set down to

the account of Faith, and what other elements to that
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of Belief. Even after a full comparison there will still

be considerable danger that we may mistake tenets

which are widely held, but not universal, for primor-

dial conceptions of the human mind. Without such

a comparison, we should most undoubtedly do so, for

we are ever unwilling to recognise how wide are the

limits of variation of which the opinions and senti-

ments of men are capable.

Should we, however, succeed in eliminating by our

analysis all that is local, and all that is temporary, we

shall possess, in what remains to us after this process,

a universal truth of human nature. Observe that I

sj^eak here of a truth of human nature as distin-

guished from a truth of external nature. The one

does not of necessity imply the other, for it is con-

ceivable that men might universally entertain certain

hopes, fears, aspirations, or convictions which were

wholly groundless ; the supposed objects of which

had no existence whatever beyond the mind that

entertained them. In the present case, then, all that

the most exhaustive comparison could do would be to

lead us up to the scientific fact, that there is in human
beings an irresistible tendency towards certain senti-

ments of a spiritual kind. Whether those sentiments

can be the foundation of any rational conviction it is

unable to tell us.

This question, however, is fully as important as the

other, and I do not propose to pass it over in silence.

It will be one object of our investigation to discover

how far we are entitled to treat truths of human
nature as identical with objective truths. If we are

obliged to confess that no inference can be drawn from

the one to the other, then it will be plain that Faith,
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however profoundly implanted in our hearts, docs

not convey to us any assurance of a single religious

truth ; for the impressions which we call our Faith

may be as purely illusory as the fancies of delirium,

or the images of our dreams. If, on the other

hand, an internal sentiment may be accepted, not

so much as a basis for truth, but as itself true ; as

leading, and not misleading us ; then we must

further examine what are the truths which are in a

manner contained in Faith, and of which Faith is the

warrant.

The first Book, therefore, will deal mainly with

Belief. Its object will be, by a comparison of some

of the various creeds that are, or have been, accepted

by men, to discover the general characteristics of

Belief, and to separate these from the more special

and distinctive elements peculiar to given times,

districts, and races. These general characteristics

will, however, belong exclusively to the region of

Belief, and not to that of Faith. In other words,

they will have no title to a place in a Universal

Keligion.

In the second Book we shall proceed to investigate

the nature of Faith. AVe shall endeavour to lay bare

the foundation of the vast superstructure of Theolog}'

and Eitual erected by the piety of the human race.

We shall seek to discover, if that be possible, the ele-

ment of unity amid so much variety, of permanence

amid so much change. And should we be successful

in the search, we shall be in a position, if not

absolutely to solve, at least to attempt the solution

of the great problem which ever has interested, and

ever must interest mankind : Is there any such thing
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as positive truth in the sphere of Religion ? And if

so, what is it ? Or are the human faculties strictly

limited to that species of knowledge which is acquired

through the medium of the senses, and doomed, in all

spiritual things, to be the victims of endless longings

for which there is no satisfaction, and of perpetual

questionings to which there is no response ?
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Religious Feeling, like all other human emotions,

makes itself objectively known to us by its manifesta-

tions. With its subjective character we are not now
concerned, our business in the present book being to

treat it merely as an objective phenomenon. Thus

regarded, its manifestations appear extremely various,

but on closer examination they will be found to spring

from a common principle. This principle is the de-

sire felt by the human race in general to establish a

relationship between itself and those superhuman or

supernatural powers upon whose will it supposes the

course of nature and the wellbeing of men to be

dependent. Were it not for this desire, the Religious

Idea—if I may venture by this term to denominate

the original sentiment which is the beginping of posi-

tive religion—might remain locked up for ever in the

l)reast of each individual who felt it. But there is

innate in human beinos—arriving^ like wanderers in

the midst of a world they cannot understand—an

overpowering wish to enter into some sort of com-

munication with the mysterious agencies of whose

extraordinary force they are continually conscious,

but which appear to be hidden from their observation

in impenetrable darkness.

Any man who seems able to give information as to
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tlie nature of these agencies; who can deckire their

wishes with regard to the conduct of men ; who can

assert, with apparent authority, their determination to

reward certain kinds of actions, and to punish others,

is listened to with avidity ; and if he is believed to

speak truly his counsels are followed. Any tradition

which is held to make known the proper manner of

approaching these great powers is devoutly conserved,

and becomes the foundation of the conduct of many
generations. Any writing which is consecrated by

popular belief as either emanating directly from these

powers, or as having been composed under their

authority and at their dictation, is regarded with pro-

found reverence ; and no one is allowed to question

either its statements of fact or its injunctions. AVhat

are the particular characteristics which enable either

men, traditions, or writings to acquire so extraordinary

an authority, it is difficult, if not impossible, to say.

Some approach to a reply may be made in the course

of the inquiry, but much will still remain unac-

counted for : one of those ultimate secrets of our

nature which admit of no comj^lete discovery. Cer-

tain it is, however, that this passionate longing to

enter into some kind of relation with the unknown

receives its satisfaction in the earliest stages of

human society.

Man, isolated, fearful, struck with wonder at his

own existence, craves to become acquainted with the

Divine will, to hear the accents of the Divine voice,

to offer up his petitions to those higher beings who
iire able to grant them, and to offer them up in such

a manner that they may be willing as well as able.

Impelled by this craving, the Religious Idea passea
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out of its condition of vague emotion into that of

positive opinion. It becomes manifest, or, if I may
use an appropriate image, incarnate.

The means by which the wished-for intercourse be-

tween man and the higher powers is effected are

obviously twofold : such as convey information from

the worshippers to their deities, and such as convey it

from the deities back to their worshippers. In other

words they might be described as serving for com-

munication upwards, or communication downwards

;

from mankind to God, or from God to mankind. In

the former case human beings are the agents ; in the

latter the patients. In the former, they consciously

and intentionally place themselves, or endeavour to

place themselves, in correspondence with the unseen

powers ; in the latter, they simply receive the injunc-

tions, reproofs, or other intimations with which those

powers may think fit to favour them.

The methods by which this correspondence is sought

to be effected are very various. Let us take first those

which carry the thoughts of men's hearts upwards.

1. The earliest, simplest, and most universal method

is the performance of certain solemnities of a regularly

recurrent kind, which, as expressive of their object,

I will term consec7xited actions. Such actions arc

prayer, praise, sacrifice, ceremonies and rites, offerings,

and, in short, all the numerous external acts compre-

hended under the term Worship.

2. The second is the consecration of distinct places

for the purpose of carrying on such worshi]3, or other-

wise approaching the Deity more closely and solemnly

than can be done on common and unsanctified ground.

These I term consecrated plcwes.
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3. Thirdly, we have a large class of objects dedi-

cated expressly to religious purposes. Such are votive

offerings of all kinds
;

pictures, statues, vestments,

gifts bestowed on the priesthood for employment in

Divine worship, or whatever else the piety of the

devotees of any deity may induce them to withdraw

from their own consumption, and set apart for his

service. These are consecrated ohjects.

4. Devoutly disposed persons seek to enter into a

more than commonly direct relation with their god

by dedication of their own persons to him, such dedi-

cation being signified by some special characteristics

in their mode of life. Such are ascetics of all descrip-

tions, whether they be known as Essenes, Nazarites,

Bonzes, monks, or any other term. I describe them

henceforward as consecrated persons.

5. Lastly, we have a class of men who are also con-

secrated, but who differ from the preceding in that the

object of their consecration is not personal but social.

They are devoted to the service of the deity not in

order that they individually may enter into more

intimate relations with him, but that they may carry

on the needful intercourse between the community at

large and its gods. To emphasise this distinction, I

call them consecrated mediators.

The second great division of our subject is that

which treats of the several modes by which divine

ideas are carried downwards. And here we will fol-

low a classification corresponding as nearly as possible

to that adopted in the preceding section.

I. First, then, the Deity conveys his will or his

intention through events ; such as omens, auguries,
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miracles, dreams, and many otlier plienomena. All

these may be termed lioly events.

2. Secondly, there are certain spots which are either

favourable to the reception of supernatural communi-

cations, or have on some occasion been the scene of

such a communication, which we will call lioly p/ac(.'A\

3. Thirdly, certain objects are held to possess mys-

terious powers, as that of healing disease. Relics,

articles tliat have been used by holy men, and such-

like remains, come within this category. They may
be described as holy objects.

4. All communities above the very lowest employ

professional persons for the express object of convey-

ing to them the will of their Deity, or discovering his

intentions as to the future. The most usual name for

such functionaries is that of Priest, and for the sake

of embracing all ecclesiastical or quasi-ecclesiastical

classes under one designation I shall call them holy

oixlers.

5. The 230ssession of a professional character dis-

tinguishes them from the next class, who serve as the

fifth channel between God and man, but who differ

from the fourth in the circumstance of being self-

aj^pointed. Prophets (for it is of these I am speak-

ing) receive no regular consecration ; nevertheless the

part they have played in the religious history of man-

kind has been of such transcendent importance that

they deserve to be placed in a class apart under the

title of holy persons.

6. Sixthly, there remains a mode of communication

from God to man to which there is nothing corre-

sponding on our side ; it is that of written documents.

Man has never (so far as I am aware) imagined him-
VOL. I. g
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self capable of sending a letter or written composition

of any kind to God ; but God is supposed, through

the medium of human instruments, to have em-

bodied his thouirhts in writincj for the benefit of the

human race. The result is the very im])ortant cate-

gory of liol^j hool's.



EXTERNAL MANIFESTATIONS OF
RELIGIOUS SENTIMENT.

Jirst Part.

MEANS OF COMMUNICATION UPWARDS.

CHAPTER I.

CONSECRATED ACTIONS.

Adoration, or worsliip, is a direct result of one of the

most universal of human instincts. After the in-

stincts which impel us to provide for the necessities of

the body, and to satisfy the passion of love, there is

perhaps none more potent or more general. Men are

driven to pray by an irresistible impulse. Differing

widely as to the object of worship ; differing not less

widely as to its mode ; differing in a minor degree as

to the blessings it secures ; they are agreed as to the

fundamental ideas which it involves. In the first

place it presupposes a power superior to, or at any

rate different from, the power of man ; in the second

place it assumes a belief that this superhuman or non-

human power can be approached by his worshippers
;

can be induced to listen to their desires, and to grant

their petitions.

Of the first of the two elements thus im^^lied in

prayer, this is not the appropriate place to speak at

length. In a very early and primitive stage of man's
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existence, lie begins to feel liis dependence upon

powers invisible to Lis mortal eyes, whose mode of

action be can but imperfectly comprehend. His

way of conceiving these beings will depend upon his

mental elevation, upon historical influences, upon

local conditions, and other causes. Among very rude

nations, the commonest and apparently most unim-

pressive objects will serve as fetishes, or incarnations

of the mysterious force. Pieces of wood, stones, orna-

ments worn on the person, or almost anything, may
under some circumstances do duty in this capacity.

It is a further stage of progress when the more con-

spicuous objects of nature, lofty mountains, rivers,

trees, fountains, and so forth, are deified, to the exclu-

sion of more insignificant things. Still higher is the

adoration of bodies which do not belong to this earth

at all, and whose nature is, therefore, more mysterious

—the sun, the moon, the planets or the stars, the

clouds and tempests, the winds, and similar imposing

phenomena. And this stage passes naturally into one

where the gods, at first merely forces of nature per-

sonified, lose their character of forces, and become

exclusively persons. They are then conceived as

beings in human form, but endowed with much more

than human faculties. Actual persons, especially the

ancestors of the living generation, are also the fre-

c^uent recipients of religious adoration. By other

races, or by the same races at a later period, the nume-'

rous gods of polytheism arc merged in one supreme

god, to whom the others are subordinated as agents

of his will, or before whose grandeur they disappear

altogether ; while this worship of powers conceived

as beneficent is very frequently accomimnied, more or
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less avowedly, bj a parallel worship of powers con-

ceived as malevolent, and whom, by reason of that

very malevolence, it is occasionally deemed the more

needful to conciliate.

The second element— the conviction that these

deities are accessible to human requests— is shown

both by the fact of w^orship being offered and by the

mode in which it is conducted. In the first place, it

is plain that prayer would not be offered at all but for

the belief that it exercises some influence on the

l)eings prayed to. But the theory does not require

that they should be equally amenable to it at all

times, from all persons, or in whatever way it is

uttered. On the contrary, accessibility to prayer im-

plies in those who receive it an inclination to listen

with attention to the language in which they are

addressed, and to be more or less moved by it accord-

ing to its nature.

Reasoning from the authorities of earth whom he

knows, to those of heaven whom he does not know,

the primitive man concludes that the best way of

obtaining the satisfaction of his wishes from the latter

will be to address them in a tone of humble supplica-

tion, intermingled with such laudatory epithets as he

deems most suitable to the deity invoked, or most

likely to be agreeable to his ear. Hence we have the

two devotional acts of prayer and praise, which in all

religions constantly accompany one another, and con-

stitute the simplest, most natural, and most ancient ex-

pression on the part of human beings of their conscious-

ness of an overruling power, and of their desire to enter

into relations with that dreaded and venerated agency.

Prayer in its original form is simply a request for
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some personal advantage addressed by tlic worship-

pers to their god. Whatever loftier associations it

may afterwards acquire, its intention at the outset is

unquestionably this, as may be proved by reference

to innumerable instances, quoted by travellers or

scholars, of savage prayer, where the benefit expected

from the deity is demanded in the most barefaced

manner. But even after men have long ceased to be

savages, the primary object of prayer may easily be

discerned; sometimes plainly avowed by the persons

praying, sometimes cloaked under complimentary

phrases or devotional utterances. However disguised,

the fact remains, that prayer was originally designed,

and to a large extent is designed still, to obtain cer-

tain advantages for ourselves, either as individuals, or

as a community. Private prayer, partaking to some

extent of the character of a meditation, may, and no

doubt often does, form an exception to this rule ; but

(jven this very frequently falls under it, and of the

2)rayer offered by tribes or nations it always holds good.

Two excellent specimens of primitive prayer are

given by Brinton in his " Myths of the New World."

According to that writer, the Nootka Indian, on prepar-

ing for war, thus expresses his wishes :

—
" Great Qua-

hootzee, let me live, not be sick, find the enemy, not fear

him, find him asleep, and kill a great many of him."

The next instance, quoted by him from Father

l^reboeuf, is equally apposite. It is the prayer of a

Huron :

—
" Oki, thou who livest in this spot, I offer thee

tobacco. Help us, save us from shipwreck, defend us

from our enemies, give us a good trade, and bring us

l)ack safe and sound to our villages." ^

1 M. N. W., p. 297.
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The Kafirs, according to Shooter, address the

" spirits " whom they worship in the following style :

" Take care of me, take care of my children, take care

of my wives, take care of all my people. Remove the

sickness, and let my child recover. Give me plenty of

children—many boys and a few girls. Give me abun-

dance of food and cattle. Make right all my people."
^

Of the negroes on the Caribbean Islands, Oldendorp

says, " Their concerns which they lay before God in

their prayers, even on their knees, have reference only

to the body, to health, fine weather, a good harvest,

victory over their enemies, and so forth."
^

The Samoans, on taking their evening " cup of ava,"

would thus express their petitions to the gods :
" Here

is ava for you, gods ! Look kindly towards this

fixmily : let it prosper and increase ; and let us all be

kept in health. Let our plantations be productive,

let fruit grow, and may there be abundance of food for

ns, your creatures. Here is ava for you, our war-gods!

Let there be a strong and numerous people for you

in this land. Here is ava for vou, sailino; ofods ! Do
not come on shore at this place ; but be pleased to

depart along the ocean to some other laud."^

Mr Turner, to whom I am indebted for the above

prayer, remarks that in Tanna, another of the Poly-

nesian islands, the chief of a village rejoeats a short

prayer at the evening meal, "asking health, long life,

good crops, and success in battle."
*

The authors of the Vedic hymns, though standing

on a far higher level of civilisation, do not differ essen-

tially from these rude people in the character of the

1 K. N.,p. 16). 3 N. Y.,p. 200.

2 G. d. M., p. 325. * Ibid., p. 85.
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objects for wbicli they pray. The several deities are

continually invoked to grant health, wealth, pros-

jjerity, posterity, and other temporal blessings. Thus

(to quote one instance among many) in Mandala 1,

iSukta G4, translated by Max Muller, the Maruts are

requested to grant " strengtli, glorious, invincible in

battle, brilliant, wealth - conferring, praiseworthy,

known to all men ; " and again, " wealth, durable, rich

in men, defying all onslaughts ; wealth a hundred and

a thousandfold, always increasing."^ The liturgies of

the Zend-Avesta, while sometimes assuming a loftier

strain, frequently move upon the same level. The

same tone is to be observed in the Hebrew Scrip-

tures. Solomon's prayer, for instance, at the dedica-

tion of the temple, may be taken as an enumeration of

the objects commonly prayed for among the ancient

Hebrews. It specifies among the objects to be ob-

tained at the hands of Jehovah, the prevention of

famine, of pestilence, blasting, mildew, locust or

caterpillar, plague or sickness." Christian liturgies

contain the same universal elements, though inter-

mingled with many others, and not in general put

forward with the same crudity of language.

Besides these general objects, there are others of

an ephemeral and special kind which are generally

drawn within the sphere of prayer. Eain is a com-

mon object of prayer, and other changes of weather

are equally prayed for if they are held to be im-

portant. Callaway, for example, was informed by a

" very old man " in South Africa that " if it does not

rain, the heads of villages and petty chiefs assemble

and go to a black chief; they converse and pray

1 R. V. S., i. 64. 14, 15.—Vol. i. p. 93. " I Kings viii. 37.
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for rain." ^ Another native descril)cd the mode of

supplication more particularly. A certain chieftain

named Utshaka " came and made his prayers greater

than those who preceded him." When he desired

rain, he sang the following song, which " consists of

musical sounds merely, without any meaning :
"

—

" One Part—I ya avu ; a wu ; o ye i ye."

" Second Part or Response—1 ya wo."

And this prayer, so touching in its simplicity, was

as successful as the most elaborate composition of

Jewish prophet or Christian bishop ; for the narrator

states that Utshaka " Sang a song and prayed to the

Lord of lieaven ; and asked his forefathers to pray

for rain to the Lord of heaven. And it rained'''^

The efficacy of prayer is plainly independent of the

creed of him who offers it.

The Mexicans held an important annual festival in

the month of May, of which the main purpose was

to entreat for water from the sky, this being the

season at which there was the- greatest need of rain.^

They used to address an elaborate prayer to a god

named Tlaloc, the king of the terrestrial paradise, to

obtain deliverance from drought. They entreated

him not to visit the offences they had committed

with such severity as to continue the privation under

Avhicli they were labouring.* The Tannesc, when put

to much inconvenience by the dust fixlling from a

certain volcano, " were in the liabit of praying to their

gods for a change of wind."^ Certain otlier South

1 R. S. A., vol. i. p. 59. - Ibid., vol. i. p. 92.

= H. I., b. V. ch. 28.

* This prayer, •which is too long to quote, may be I'ound in Aglio, A. ]\r.,

V. 372, and in Sahagun, C. N. E., book vi. cliap. 8. According to Sahagiin,

it contains " muy delicada materia.'' ^ jf_ y_^ p ^^^
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Sea Islanders used to pray to tlieir gods to avert the

supposed calamity of a lunar eclipse. " As the eclipse

passes off, they think it is all owing to their prayers,"

a mode of reasoning wliich presents an exact parallel

to that employed by many Christians.

Sir John Davis gives a very interesting specimen

of a prayer for rain employed by Taou-Kuang, the

Emperor of Cliina, in 1832, on the occasion of a long

drought in that country.^ As may be expected from

so civilised a people, this prayer rises far above the

outspoken begging of savage petitions, yet it has in

substance precisely the same end. The emperor de-

scribes himself as "scorched with grief," and patheti-

cally inquires whether he has been remiss in sacrifice,

has been proud or prodigal, irreverent, unjust, or

wanting in discretion in the exercise of patronage.

Here Ave see the intrusion of the theological idea that

calamities arc sent as punishments for sin, wliich

plays no small part in Christian theology ; but this

only serves to veil, Avithout effacing, the essenti'al

character of the prayer. The very same notion, that

sin is visited by unfavourable weather, is found in

the prayer of Solomon, whose mind upon this ques-

tion seems to have been in the same stage of thought

as that attained by the Chinese emperor. "When
heaven is shut up, and there is no rain, because

they have sinned against thee,"^ is the language of

Solomon: "My sins are so numerous that it is hope-

less to escape their consequences," so runs the peni-

tent confession of Taou-Kuang. But whatever may
be the cause to which the drouglit is attributed,

the prayer, Avhether uttered by Chinaman, Jew, or

1 Chinese, vol, ii. p. 75. ^ i Kings viii. 35.
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Christian, is still simply the petition of the Amazulu,

the South Sea Islander, or the native American—

a

request that God will so influence the phenomena of

the skies as to suit our convenience. The notion that

this object may sometimes be attained by our prayers

is not extinct even among ourselves.

Other special occasions are sometimes held to call

for prayer. Such are national calamities ; as a pesti-

lence among men or cattle, the illness of some eminent

person, and other similar misfortunes. A good har-

vest is very generally prayed for; so is victory in

time of war. The ancient Aryans, who composed the

Vedic hymns one thousand years or more before

Christ, continually prayed for this last blessing ; and

we ourselves, when engaged in warfare, piously con-

tinue the'same custom.

Very frequently the notion of a bargain betvN^een

the god and his worshipper appears in prayer. The

worshipper claims to have rendered some service for

which the god ought in equity to reward him ; or he

holds out the discontinuance of his former devotion as

a motive to induce the concession of his desires. The

constant conjunction of praise with prayer is expli-

cable on this principle of a reciprocity of benefits.

If the worshipper gains much from the god, yet the

god gains something from him, being addressed in a

strain of unbounded eulogy. His power, his great-

ness, his goodness, his excellences of all kinds are

vaunted in glowing terms, no doubt sincerely used

by the worshipper, but repeated and accumulated to

satiety from an impression that they are pleasing

to their object, and may dispose him to beneficence.

Titles thus bestowed upon their deities are aptly
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tlescribctl by tlic Amazulus as " laiul-oiving names."*

In the Vedic hymns and in the Psalms, the deities

spoken of are constantly addressed by such com-

])limentary epithets. One of the hymns to the

Maruts begins by announcing the poet's intention to

praise "their ancient greatness." And at the con-

clusion, after he lias done so, lie says, "May this

praise, Maruts, . . . approach you (asking) for off-

spring to our body, together with food. May we find

food, and a camp with running Avatcr.^ The Psalmists

were never weary of exalting the extraordinary might

and majesty of Jehovah, mingling petitions with

panegyric; and a large portion of the worship of

Christians consists in expressions of i)ious admira-

tion at the extraordinary goodness of their God,

especially for his redemption of the world which

he had himself condemned. All these extravagant

eulogies betray a latent impression that the Deity

is, after all, a very arbitrary personage, and may bo

moved to more mercifLil conduct than he woidd

otherwise pursue by large doses of flattery.

Still more clearly does the idea of a commercial

relationship with the gods make its appearance in a

poet who stands on a higher intellectual and moral

level than the writers of the Hebrew Psalms, namely

Aischylos, In the Seven against Thebes, Eteokles

implores Zeus, the Earth, and the tutelar deities of

the city to protect Thebes ; and subjoins as a motive

for compliance, "And I trust that what I say is our

common interest ; for a prosperous city honours the

gods."^ And thera is a similar appeal to the divine

* K. S, A., vol. i. p. 72, ami vol. ii. p. 149.

2 R. V. S., vol. i. pp. 197, 201.

s Aisch.. Sept. c. Tli. 76, -j-j (Dindorf}.
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selfishness further on in the same phiy, where the

chorus inquires of the gods what better plain they

can expect to obtain in exchange for this one, if they

shall suffer it to pass into the enemy's hands.

^

In the Choephorse, Zeus is distinctly asked in the

prayer of Agamemnon's children whence he can expect

to obtain the sacrifice and honours which have been

paid him by Orestes and Electra if he should

suffer them to perish.^ While in the Electra of So-

phokles the converse motive of gratitude is appealed

to ; the god Apollon being desired to remember not

what he may get, but what he already has got, from

the piety of his supplicant.^ And Jacob, who was a

good hand at a bargain, makes his terms with Jehovah

in a thoroughly business-like spirit. " If God will

be with me, and will keep me in this way that I go,

and will give me bread to eat and raiment to put

on, so that I come again to my father's house in

peace ; tlien shall the Lord be my God ; and this

stone, which I have set up for a pillar, shall be God's

house : and of all that thou slialt give me I will

surely give the tenth unto thee." The adoption of

Jehovah as Jacob's God being thus entirely dependent

on the performance by that Deity of his share in the

contract.*

Sometimes it is quaintly suggested that were the

AYorshipper in the place of the god, lie would not ne-

glect the interests of his devotee. Thus, the author

of a hymn in the Rig-Veda-Sanhita, addressing the

Gods of Tempest, exclaims :
" If you, sons of Prisni,

were mortals, and your worshipper an immortal,

—

1 Aiscli., Sept. c. Th. 304. 2 Sop]^_ yX., 1376 (Sclmeidewin).
2 Aisch., Clioepli., 255.

•* Gen. xxviii. 20-12.
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then never should your praiser be unwelcome, like a

(leer in pasture grass, nor should he go on the path

of Yam a." ^ Another unsophisticated poet gives the

following hint to the god Indra, the Hindu Jupiter

:

"Were I, Indra, like thee, the sole lord of wealth, the

singer of my praises should be rich in cattle."^ And
the same god is asked elsewhere in the Veda

:

" When wilt thou make us hrippy ? for it is just this

that is desired."^ With equal plainness is the expec-

tation of a (iidd -pro quo enunciated in one of the

most ancient hymns, contained in the sacred books of

the Parsees :

—

'' Every adoration, True One, con-

sists in actions whereby one may obtain good posses-

sions, full of security, and hapjwness round about."*

More emphatically still is this conception of a reci-

procity of benefits expressed in another consecrated

action, that of Sacrifice. Sacrifice holds a most im-

portant place in all religions. It originates in a stage

of the human mind which, if not quite as primitive

as that which gives rise to prayer, is nevertheless

so early as to be practicably inseparable from it.

Wherever we find prayei-, we find sacrifice ; but as

the latter is generally found organised under definite

forms, and confined to certain specified objects, we

may conclude that in the state in which we recognise

it, it implies a certain degree of regulation and fore-

thought on the part of religious authorities which we
do not meet with in the simplest types of prayer.

Prayer is often the mere natural outpouring of our

wants before a power which is considered capable of

fulfilling them ; sacrifice, though doubtless in the first

» R. V. S., vnl. i. p. 65. 3 S. v., i. 5. i. 3. p. 233.
' S. v., i. 3. i. 3. p. 218. * F. (J. vol. ii. p. 54.—Vann 51. i.
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instance an equally artless offering of gifts to beings

who are regarded with veneration and gratitude, is

soon converted into a formal presentation of acknow-

ledged dues, performed under ecclesiastical supervi-

sion. No doubt prayer also tends to assume this

formal character ; but we have hitherto considered it

in its uncorrupted aspect; its treatment in its later

developments belongs to another portion of this

chapter.

The idea which presides over sacrifice is obvious.

The sacrificer argues that if he can make acceptable

presents to the gods, they will smile upon him and

be disposed to promote his ends ; whereas if he keeps

the whole of his possessions for worldly purposes,

they will regard him with indignation, and refuse him

their assistance when he may happen to stand in

need of it. There is also involved in sacrifice a sense

of gratitude : the gods having given us the fruits of

the earth, it behoves us to make some acknowledg-

ment of their bounty.

Such notions, once propounded, were certain to be

fertile. Every motive of piety and of interest would

combine to support them. The piety of the worship-

pers, coupled with their hopes of advantage, would

be stimulated by the self-interest of the priests, who
generally share in the sacrifices offered. If any piece

of good fortune occurred to one who was devout and

liberal in sacrificinc^, it would be attributed to the

satisfaction felt by the gods at his exemplary con-

duct. If ill fortune befell those who had neglected to

sacrifice, this would be an equally manifest indication

of their high displeasure. As soon, therefore, as the

step was taken—and it was one of the earliest in the
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religious history of man—of instituting sacrifices to

idols or to deities, the worsliippers vied with one

another in the liberality of their offerings. Adopted

as a mode of propitiating the celestial beings by

spontaneous gifts, it became, among all nations whose

religious belief had arrived at a state of fixity and

consolidation, a positive duty ; much as monarchs

have frequently exacted large and burdensome con-

tributions under the guise of voluntary jDresents.

Illustrations of this conception, that sacrifice is a

sort of 2'>ayment for services rendered or to be rendered,

might be found abundantly in many quarters. Per-

haps it is seldom more quaintly expressed than l)y

the Amazulus, who, when going to battle, sacrifice to

the Amatongo, or manes of their ancestors, in order

that these, in their own language, "may have no

cause of complaint, because they have made amends

to them, and made them bright." On reaching the

enemy, they say, " Can it be, since we have made
amends to the Amadhlozi, that they will say we have

wronged them by anything ? " And when it comes to

fighting, they are filled with valour, observing that

" the Amatongo will turn their backs on us without

cause."
^

The objects of sacrifice are very various, but it is

noticeable that they are almost invariably things held

in esteem among men, and either possessing a con-

siderable value as commodities, or capable by their

properties of ministering to their pleasure. All sac-

rifices of meat and corn or other edibles belono: to the

former class ; those of flowers to the latter, for these,

though of little value in the market, yet give great

1 R. S. A., vol. ii. p. 133.
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pleasure, and are much esteemed. An exception is

indeed presented by the wild hordes in Kamtschatka,

who, according to Steller, offer nothing to their gods

but what is valueless to themselves/ If this state-

ment does not originate in a misunderstanding of the

traveller, the fact must be due to the singularly low

religiosity of those people, who seem to have little

reverence for the very objects of their worship.

The most valuable sacrifice that can possibly be

made—that of human beings—has always been com-

mon amouoj savao-e or uncivilised nations. Thus, in

some of the South Sea Islands, human sacrifices were

"fearfully common."^ They prevailed among some

of the negro tribes known to the missionary Olden-

dorp.^

In Mexico, where the natives had arrived at a far

higher condition, human sacrifices still prevailed,

though the original brutality of the rite was modified

by the fact of the victims being enemies. Indeed,

Moteguma, when at the height of his power, expressly

refused to conquer a certain province which he might

easily have added to his dominions ; assigning as his

first reason, that he desired to keep the Mexican

youth in practice ; as his second and principal one,

that he might reserve a province for the supply of

victims to sacrifice to the gods.^

At the great Mexican festival of tiie Jubilee, how-

ever, it was not an enemy, but a slave, who was

offered. This slave had represented the idol during

the period of a year, and had received the greatest

honour during his term of ofiice, at the end of which

^ Kamtschatka, p. 265. ^ 6, d. M., p. 329.
'' N. M. E., p. 547. * H. I., b. V. ch. 20.

VOL. I. C
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liis head was severed from his body by the priest, who
then held it as high as he could, and showed it to the

Sun and to the idol.^

Next in value to the human race are cattle, and

these too are frequently immolated in honour of the

o^ods. Thus amono^ the Kafirs, " the animals ofiered are

exclusively cattle and goats. The largest ox in a herd

is specially reserved for sacrifices on important occa-

sions ', it is called the Ox of the Spirits, and is never

sold except in cases of extreme necessity." ^ Here we

find it expressly stated that it is the best ox, in other

words, the most valuable portion of the sacrificer's pro-

perty, which is devoted to the gods. And the prin-

ciple which leads in Natal to this reservation of the

best will be found predominating over sacrifice through-

out the world. The Soosoos, a people inhabiting the

west coast of Africa, are so careful to propitiate their

deity, that they "never undertake any affair of import-

ance until they have sacrificed to him a bullock."^

Other domestic and edible animals, being of great

importance to mankind, are held worthy of the honour

of sacrifice. The same writer to whom I owe the last

quotation tells us of the Western Africans, that " be-

fore they begin to sow their plantations, they sacrifice

a slieep, goat, fowl, or fish to the ay-min, to beg that

their crop may aljound ; for were this neglected, they

are persuaded that nothing would grow there."* Old-

endor^), who was particularly fiimiliar with the Carib-

bean Islands, describes the sacrifices of the negroes

as consisting of *' oxen, cows, sheep, goats, hens, palm-

oil, brandy, yams, &c."
^

* H. I., b. V. ch. 28. 2 N. A., vol. i. p. 230.

2 Kafirs, p. 165. * Ibid., vol. i. p. 223.

' G. d. M., p. 329.
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Besides porcelain collars, tobacco, maize, and skins,

tlie American Indians used to offer " entire ani-

mals, especially dogs, on the borders of difficult or

dangerous roads or rocks, or by the side of rapids."

These offerings were made to the spirits who presided

in these places. The great value attached by the

natives of America to the dog is well known, and it

is deserving of remark that the dog was the commonest

victim, and that at the war-festival, which was a sort

of sacrifice, it was always dogs who were offered.

In China, the animals slain are "bullocks, heifers,

sheep, and pigs," which are duly purified for a certain

period beforehand.^ Among the Jews, pigs, whose flesh

was regarded as impure, were not offered ; bullocks,

goats, and sheep Avere the chief sacrificial animals

;

and extreme care was taken in their law that they

should be entirely without blemish ; that is, that, like

the ox of the Kafirs, they should be the best obtain-

able.^ This is a remarkable illustration of the ten-

dency to offer only articles of value in human esti-

mation to God ; for here that which would be good

enough for men is treated as unfit for Jehovah.

Animals of lesser magnitude are sometimes offered
;

as, for instance, the quails which the Mexicans used to

sacrifice.^ Birds are not unfrequently chosen as fit-

ting objects to present to the gods. Among the Ibos,

a negro tribe, it is the custom for women, six weeks

after childbirth, to present a pair of hens as an offer-

ing, which, however, are not killed, but liberated after

certain ceremonies. In like manner, the Hebrew

woman after her delivery was enjoined to bring a lamb

and a pigeon or turtle-dove ; or, if she were unable

^ C. 0., vol. ii. p. 192. 2 Lgy^ xxii. 17-25. ^ H. I., b. v. ch. 18.
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to Lriiig tlie lamb, two young pigcous or two turtle-

doves.^

In addition to animals, a considerable variety of

objects is sacrificed, generally the fruits of the earth

or flowers. There is, however, no limit to the number

of things which may be held suitable for presentation

to the gods. Thus, in Samoa (in Polynesia), " the

offerings were principally cooked food." ^ In other

islands "the first-fruits are presented to the gods,"^

a practice which corresponds, as the missionary who
records it justly remarks, to that of the ancient

Israelites. The Eed Indians used to offer to their

spirits "petun, tobacco, or bii'ds." In honour of

the Sun, and even of subordinate spirits, they would

throw into the fire everything they were in the habit

of using, and which they acknowledged as received

from them.* Acosta divides the sacrifices of the

Mexicans and Peruvians into three classes: the first,

of inanimate objects ; the second, of animals ; the

third, of men. In the first class are included cocoa,

maize, coloured feathers, sea-shells, gold and silver,

and fine linen. ^ Among the sacrifices offered by the

Incas to the sun, the most esteemed, according

to Garcilasso de la Vega, w^ere lambs, then sheep,

then barren ewes. Besides these, they sacrificed tame

rabbits, all edible birds (remark the limitation), and

fat of beasts, as w^ell as all the grains and vege-

tables up to cocoa, and the finest linen (observe again

the care that it should be fine).** At a certain

Hindu festival described by Wilson, a goddess named

' Lev. xii. 6-8. * N. F., vol. iii. pp. 347, 34S.

«N. Y.,p. 241. « H. I., b. V. ch. 18.

a Ibid., p. 327. » C. R., b. ii. cli. 8.
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Varacla Chaturtlii "is worshipped with offerings of

flowers, of incense, or of lights, with platters of

sugar and ginger, or milk or salt, with scarlet or

saffron-tinted strings and golden bracelets."^ Among
the Parsees the sacrifices consist of little loaves

of bread, and of Haoma, the sacred plant. The

Indian Parsees send from time to time to Kirman to

obtain Haoma-branches from this holy territory.^

The Parsees also offer flowers, fruits, rice, odoriferous

grains, perfumes, milk, roots of certain trees, and

meat. The Jews, like them, ofi*ered the productions

of the soil in sacrifice.

Beauty, and even utility, Avhen not accompanied

by considerable value in exchange, do not suffice to

constitute fitness for religious sacrifice. Common
plants and shrubs, branches of trees, wild bfi-ds or

insects, are some of them among the most beautiful

productions of nature
;

yet they are not sacrificed.

Stones and wood are both useful, but they are

obtained, as a rule, at little cost ; and they are not

sacrificed. Flowers, which certainly have no high

value, were sometimes offered to idols in the form of

wreaths and garlands : they scarcely constitute an

exception to the rule, for they are prized as orna-

ments by men, and the process of plucking and

weaving them into appropriate shapes imposes

trouble—the equivalent of cost—on the devotee. It

is plainly not owing to any accidental circumstance

that highly valuable ol)jects have been selected by all

the nations of the earth as alone appropriate for

religious sacrifice. Two reasons may be assigned

for this selection. In the first place, the general

1 "\V. W., vol. ii. pp. 184. 185.
'•^ Z. A., vol. ii. p. 535.
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assimilation of deities to mankind goes far to account

for it. Everywhere, and at all times—as we shall

have occasion frequently to observe in this work

—

men have reasoned as to the divine nature from their

knowledge of their own. A noteworthy instance of

this is to be seen in Malachi, who does not scruple to

tell the Jews that tlieir God feels the same kind of

offence at the poverty of their offerings as a human

governor would do. ''And if," says that prophet,

"ye offer the blind for sacrifice, is it not evil? and if

ye offer the lame and sick, is it not evil ? offer it now

unto thy governor ; will he be pleased with thee, or

accept thy person? saith the Lord of hosts." A few

verses later he recurs to the sorrow felt by Jehovah at

such insults. '' And ye bring that which is robbed,

and the lame, and the sick ; thus ye bring an offer-

ing : should I accept this of your hand ? saith the

Lord. But cursed be the deceiver, which hath in his

flock a male, and voweth and sacrificeth unto the Lord

a bad female."^ It would be difhcult to find the

theory of God's resemblance to man expre.'^sed in a

cruder form. Even as a governor will show the

greatest favour to those who approach him with

the costliest gifts, so the mouthpiece of the Hebrew

deity declares in his name that he must have the

l)ick of his servants' flocks—the males, not the

females, the sound and the perfect, not the sickly

or the maimed. In a precisely similar spirit, it is

enjoined in one of the sacred books of the Buddhists

that no spoilt victuals or drinks may be used in

sacrifice.^

J I adopt Ewald's rendering of Jini:'^, Mai. i. 8, 13, 14 ; P. A. B.,

vol, iii. p. 218. ^ Wassiljew, p. 211.
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Men's notion of tlieir god was often derived, like

Malachi's, not only from human nature, but from

those who were by no means the best specimens of

human nature,— the rulers. The religious emotion,

imbued with this conception of its deities, shrank

through a sense of piety from the irreverent, and, as

it seemed, sacrilegious act of presenting them with

anything but the best. But there was another reason

which, doubtless, had its weight. Not only must the

offering be of a kind acceptable to the god ta whom
it was given ; it must also impose some cost upon

the worshipper. Eeligious sentiment imperatively

required that there should be an actual sacrifice of

something which the owner valued, and the surrender

of which imposed a burden upon him. This seemed

to be involved in the very notion of sacrifice. Its sense

and purpose was, that the devotee, coming to his god,

and desiring to obtain some favour from him, should

show the high importance he attached to it by parting

with some portion of his possessions. And plainly

this portion must be such as to indicate by its char-

acter the esteem and reverence felt by the worshipper

for the being whom he worshipped. To indicate this,

it must be something which he would unwillingly re-

sign but for his religious feelings. Hence a special

part of the fruits of the soil would be an appropriate

offering. It would involve a real diminution in the

wealth of the worshijoper, a real surrender of some-

thing useful and valuable to mankind. To these two

reasons may be added a third, which, no doubt, must

have had its weight. In many cases, a portion of

the sacrifices was the property of the priests. As will

be more fully shown hereafter, the priesthood fre-
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quently coulrived to transfer to themselves the piety

which was felt towards the gods. Hence the sacri-

fices, originally given to the divine beings, were in

part appropriated by their ministers ; and it was

obviously of importance to them that the things sac-

rificed should be such as they could profit by and

enjoy.

It sometimes happens that the sacrifice, or a por-

tion of it, is consumed either by the worshipjDcrs in

general, or by their priests. A case of the former

kind is mentioned by Oldendorp. AVhen the young

men among the Tembus (negroes) are going to battle,

the old men ©O'er sheep and hens to their god Zioo

for their success ; the blood and bowels they bestow

upon Zioo, and the flesh they eat themselves.i Some-

times the thing sacrificed is itself regarded as an

idol or god, and is eaten religiously, under a belief

that it is a food of peculiar efiacacy. Such is the

case W'itli the Christian sacrament ; and such was the

case, too, with the remarkable custom observed amojjg

the Mexicans at the feast of Vitziliputzli, wdiere an

idol composed of corn and honey used to be solemnly

consecrated, and afterwards distributed to be eaten

by the people, who received it with extreme rever-

ence, awe, and tears, as the flesh and bones of the

god himself.^ It is an exception, however, when

the laity partake in the consummation of the sacrifices

;

they are generally reserved for the priests. Among
the Jews, it w^as the privilege of the priests to eat

certain portions of the animals brought for sacrifice

;

and in like manner the Parsee priest, or Zaota, eats

the bread and drinks the Haoma.^ And it deserves

^ G. d. M., p, 330. 2 H. I., b. V. cl). 24. 3 Av., vol. ii, p. Ixxii.
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especial meution, that the Haoma, a plant of wliicli

the juice is thus drunk in certain rites both in the

Indian and the Parsee religions, is in both considered

a god as well as a plant
;

just as the wine of the

Christian sacrament is both the juice of the grape and

the blood of the Eedeemer.

In the above cases, food consecrated to the gods

is eaten by men. The converse practice, that of

bestowing a portion of the ordinary food of men
upon the gods, is also common. The habit of the

ancients of making libations is well known. But the

same practice has prevailed, or prevails still, in many
distinct parts of the world. A traveller who visited

Tartary in the thirteenth century states that it was the

custom of the Tartar chiefs of looo or lOO men,

before they eat or drank anything, to offer some of it

to an idol which they always kept in the middle of

their dwelling-place.^ In Samoa, when a family feast

was held in honour of the household gods, "a cup of

their intoxicating ava draught was poured out as a

drink-offering."^ Among the Soosoos, on the west

coast of Africa, a custom prevails "which resembles

the ancient practice of pouring out a libation : they

seldom or never drink spirits, wine, &c., without

spilling a little of it upon the ground, and wetting

the gree-gree or fetish hung round the neck: at

the same time they mutter a kind of short prayer."
*

Again, in Sierra Leone, "when they want to render

their devil propitious to any undertaking, they gene-

^ Av., vol. i. p. 8.

2 Bergeron, Voyage de Carpin, art. iii., p. 30.
s N. Y., p. 239.

^N. A, p. 123.
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rally proviile liquor : a vciy small libation is made to

him, and the rest they drink before his altar."
^

"While in Thibet, "the execution by a Lama is not

lequired for the usual libations to the personal genii,

nor to those of the house, the country, &c., in ^vhose

honour it is the custom to pour out upon the ground

some drink or food, and to fill one of the oflfering

vessels ranj^ed before their imasjes before eatincj or

drinking one's self."'
^

Great importance is in all religions attached to sacri-

fice. It is universally supposed to conciliate, to soften,

or to appease the deity in whose honour it is offered.

Sometimes it is even conceived to have an actual

material power of its own, the spirits deriving a

positive benefit from the food presented to them.

Spiegel states that the subordinate genii in the

Parsee hierarchy of angels derive from the sacrifices

strength and vigour to fulfil their duties.^ Generally,

however, the conception of the influence of sacrifice

is less materialistic. The Amazulus naively express

the general sentiment by saying, that, in prospect of

a battle, they sacrifice to their ancestors in order that

they "may have no cause of complaint." Much
more mystical were the views entertained on this

point by the ancient Hindus, among whom the theory

t)f sacrifice was probably more highly elaborated

than in any other nation. Of a certain sacrificial

ceremony it is stated, that the gods, after having

performed it, " gained the celestial world. Likewise

a sacrificer, after having done the same, gains the

celestial world."* And it is added, that the sacrificer

^ S, L., p. 66. ' Av., vol. ii. p. Ixiii.

- B. T., p. 247. * A. B., vol. ii. p. 22.
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who performs this rite ''succeeds in both worlds, and

obtains a firm footing in both worlds."^ While to

another rite the following promise is attached: "He
Avho, knowing this, sacrifices according to this rite, is

born (anew) from the w^omb of Agni and the ofierings,

and participates in the nature of the Eik, Yajus, and

S4man, the Veda (sacred knowledge), the Brahma

(sacred element), and immortality, and is absorbed in

the deity." ^ Often it is the forgiveness of some

ofi"ence that is sought to be obtained by pacifying the

indignant deity with a gift. In the Jewish law a

large portion of the sacrifices enjoined have this object.

They are termed sin-off"erings or trespass-ofi*erings.

The general idea which leads to sacrifice is in all re-

ligions the same. EesjDcctis intended to be shown to

the deity in whose honour the sacrifice is made by

depriving ourselves of some valuable possession, and

bestowing it on him. The pleasure supposed to be

felt by God on receiving such presents is somewhat

coarsely but emphatically expressed in the Hebrew

Bible by the statement that wdien Aaron had made a

sacrifice in the wilderness there came a fire from the

Lord and consumed the meat which had been laid

upon the altar.^

Christianity ofi'ers only an apparent exception to the

rule of the universal predominance of this idea. AVe do

not, indeed, find among Christians the periodical and

stated ofi'erings, either of animals or of the products of

the soil, w^hich exist elsewhere. Nevertheless, the idea

of sacrifice subsists among them in all its force. Indeed,

it is the fundamental conception of the Christian reli-

^ A. B,, vol. ii. p. 25. 2 Ibid., vol. ii. p. 51.

2 Lev, ix. 24.
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gion itself, iu which the sacrifice of the founder upon

the cross embodies all those notions which are held

to legitimate the custom of sacrificing among heathen

nations. We have first the notion of an angry and ex-

acting deity, who can only be rendered placable towards

mankind by the surrender to him of some valuable

thing ; w^e have, consequently, the sacrifice of the most

valuable thing that can possibly be off"ered, namely,

the life of a human being ; we have, lastly, the belief

that this sacrifice w\as accepted, and that promises

of mercy were in consequence held out to the human
race. By a peculiar exaltation of the idea, the life

thus given up is declared to be that of his own son

—

a conception by w^hich the value of the sacrifice, and

consequently the advantages it is capable of procuring,

are indefinitely heightened.

Thus the idea of sacrifice is carried to its extreme

limits in the religion of Christendom. Had it not

been for the absolute necessity of some sacrifice being

offered to God, there w^ould—according to the theory

of the Christian faith—have been absolutely no reason

for the execution of Christ. He miorht have taucjlit

every doctrine associated with his name, performed

every miracle related in the Gospels, have drawn to

himself every disciple named in them, and yet have

died, like the Buddha, in the calm of a venerated and

untroubled old age. He was obliged to undergo this

painful and mcLmcholy death, if we accept the

general belief of Christendom, solely because God

required a sacrifice, and because without that sacrifice

he could not forgive the oSences of mankind.

Simple prayer and sacrifice are, then, the most

primitive and most general methods by which man
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approaclies those whom his nature impels him to

worship. But as these acts are repeated from time to

time, and as their frequent repetition is supposed to be

highly agreeable to their objects, it naturally happens

that some particular mode of performing them comes

to be preferred to others. By and by, the mode of

worship usually adopted will become habitual ; and a

habit once formed will be strengthened by every

repetition of the acts in question. Not only will

certain forms of prayer, certain ways of sacrificing,

certain postures, certain gestures, and a certain order

of proceeding become established as usual and regular,

but they will be regarded as the only appropriate and

respectful forms, every attempt to depart from them

being treated as a sacrilegious innovation. The

form will be deemed no less essential than the sub-

stance.

Hence Eitual, which we do not find in the most

primitive religions, but which is discovered in all of

those that have advanced to a higher type. Even in

the earliest Vedic hymns—those of the Rig-Veda-

Sanhita—we perceive clear traces of an established

ritual from the manner in wdiich the sacrifices are

spoken of as having been duly ofi'ered. In the Zend-

Avesta, elaborate ritualistic directions are given for

certain specified purposes, especially for that of purifi-

cation after any defilement. The oldest books of the

Jewish Bible are in like manner full of instructions

for the due observance of ritual. Both the Buddhists,

who broke ofi" from Brahmanism, and the Christians,

who made a schism from Judaism, established a ritual

of their own ; and this ritual was soon regarded as no

less sacred than that which they had abandoned.
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Every wliere, when religion has passed out of its first

unsettled condition, we find a fixed ritual, and its

fixity is one of its most striking features. Dogmas,

in* spite of the efibrts of sacerdotal orders, inevitably

change. If the words in which they are expressed re-

main unaltered, yet the meaning attached to them con-

tinually varies. But ritual does not change, or changes

only when some great convulsion uproots the settled

iustitutions of the country. From age to age the

same forms and th-e same prayers remain, sometimes

long after their original meaning has been forgotten.

Thus prayer, ceasing to be spontaneous and irregu-

lar, becomes formal, ceremonial, and regular. And as

there are many occasions besides sacrifice on which

men desire to pray, so there will be many besides

tliis on which the craving for order, and the readiness

to believe that God is better pleased with one form

of devotion than another, will lead to the establishment

of ritual.

Kites may be performed daily, w^eekly, or at any

other interval. Sometimes, indeed, they are still

more frequent, haunting the everyday life of the

devotee, and intruding upon his commonest actions.

Thus the Parsees are required to repeat certain

prayers on rising, before and after eating, on going

to bed, on cutting their nails or their hair, and on

several other natural occasions, besides praying to the

sun three times a day.i The Jews are encompassed

Avith obligations which, if less minute, are of a like

burdensome character. A devout Jew has to repeat

a certain prayer on rising ; he has to wear garments

of a particular kind, and to wash and di'ess in a par-

^ Z. A., vol, ii. p. 564-567.
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ticular order.i Mussulmans are commanded to pray

five times a day, turning their faces towards Mecca.'^

Eitual, liowever, is not always of this purely per-

sonal nature, but is generally performed by a con-

gregation to whose needs it refers, or by priests on

their behalf. And in this case, again, a lonoer or

shorter interval may elapse between the recurrence of

the rites. In the Mexican temples, for instance, the

ministering priests were in the habit of performing a

service before their idols four times a day.^ " The

perpetual exercise of the priests," says Acosta, speak-

ing of these temples, "is to offer incense to the

idols." The ritual of the Catholic Church, like that

of the ancient Mexicans, is repeated every day. The

morning and evening services of the Church of

England were framed with the same intention ; and

the Eitualistic clergy, rightly conceiving the teaching

of their Church, have introduced the practice of so

employing them. Weekly or bi-monthly observances

prevail among Hindus, Singhalese, Jews, and Chris-

tians. With the Hindus, the seventh lunar day, both

during the fortnight of the moon's waxing and during

that of her waning, is a festival, the first seventh day

in the month being peculiarly holy, and observed with

very special rites. More than this, the weekly period

is known to them ; for, according to Wilson, " a sort

of sanctity is, or was, attached even to Sunday, and

fasting on it was considered obligatory or meritori-

ous."* In Ceylon the people attend divine service

twice a week, on Wednesdays and Saturdays ; besides

which, there are in each month four days devoted to

1 Eel. of Jews, p. i-8. ^ H. I., b. v. ch. 14.

^ Sale, prel. discourse, pp. "jt, -j-j. •* W. W., vol. ii. p. 109.
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religious acts—the 8tli, i5tli, 23(1, and 30tli.i The

Jewish ritual differs on the Sabbath-day from that

used on week-days ; and such is the solemnity attached

to this festival, that a quasi-personality is attributed

to the day itself, which is exalted in the service for

Friday evening as the bride of God, and which the

congregation is invited to go in quest of, and to

meet.^ A similar sanctity is considered by many
Christians to pertain to the Sunday, while all of

them observe it as an important festival, and mark

it by peculiar rites. Friday, too, is regarded by the

majority of Christians as a day to be observed with

distinctive rites, of which fasting is the principal.

When the interval observed between the performance

of certain rites exceeds some very short period—as

a day or week—it is generally a year. In this case,

the time, whether it be a month, a week, a fev/ days,

or any other period, set apart for their performance

assumes the character of a Festival. Under the general

term Festival I include any annually recurrent season,

^^hethcr it be one of mourning or rejoicing, of fasting

or feasting, which is consecrated by the observance of

special ceremonies of a religious order. In all religions

above the lowest stage such festivals occur. The time

of their occurrence is generally marked out by the

seasons of the year. Mid- winter, or the season of

sowing ; spring, or the time when the seed is in the

ground or beginning to spring up ; and autumn,

when the harvest has been gathered in,—are the most

natural seasons for festivals ; and it is at these that

tliey usually take place. For instance, Oldendorp

states that nearly all the Guinea nations have an

' A. I. C, pp. 222, 223 ; IT. R. C, p. 76. " Rul. of Jews, p. 128.
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annual harvest-festival, at wliicli solemn thank- offer-

ings are presented to the gods.^ In China, this reference

to the seasons is obvious. "At every new moon, and

the change of the season, there are festivals." Of

these, "the most imposing" is "the emperor's plough-

ing the sacred field. This takes place when the sun

enters the fifteenth degree of Aquarius." But the

precise day is determined by astrologers. This is the

winter festival, or that of sowing. The "Leih-chun,

at the commencement of the spring, continues for ten

days." And in autumn the feast of harvest is celebrated

with great merriment.^ The Parsees have numerous

festivals, which it would be tedious to enumerate in

detail.^ After the Gahanbars, which refer to creation,

the two principal ones are the No rouz and the

Meherdjan, and of these Anquetil du Perron expressly

states that the first originally corresjjonded to spring,

and the second to autumn.^ Of the Hindu festivals

described Jby Wilson, by far the greatest are the Pon-

gol, at the beginning of the year, and the Holi, in

the middle of March. ^ Compared with these, the rest

are insignificant ; and these plainly refer to the pro-

cesses of nature. That the great festivals of the Jews

had the same reference, needs no proof ; for the pass-

over took place in spring, and the feast of Pentecost,

as well as the feast of tabernacles, after harvest. Our
Christmas and Easter correspond to the Pongol and

Holi of the Hindus in point of time ; and even the

observances usual at Christmas have, as AVilson has

pointed out, much resemblance to those of the Pongol.

1 G. d. M., p. 332. 3 2. A., vol. ii. jx 574-581.
* C. 0., vol. ii. p. 195-199. 4 Ibid., vol. ii. p. 603.

" W. W.. vol. ii. p. 151.

VOL. I. D
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There are in C'eyloii five auuual festivals, of wliicli

one, occurring at the commencement of tlie year (in

April), is marked by the singular circumstance that

" before New Year's day every individual procures

from an astrologer a writing, fixing the fortunate hours

of the approaching year on which to commence duties

or ceremonies." Of the five festivals the most im-

portant was the Perahenva, which lasted from the

new moon to the full moon in July, and consisted

mainly in a series of religious processions, concluding

with one in which the casket containing the Dalada,

or tooth of Buddha, was borne upon an elej)hant. The

fifth festival, called that of "Nev/ Eice," was held

at the commencement of the great harvest, and was

the occasion of ofi'erings made with a view to good

crops. 1

The consecrated actions by ^vllich men seek to re-

commend themselves to their gods at these special

seasons are very various. It would be useless to

attempt to enumerate them at length. Of the manner

in which New Year's day is observed among the

Chinese,- the commencement of the year among

Hindus,^ and Christmas among ourselves, it will be

unnecessary to speak at all, for there is little of a

religious character in these festivals. Indeed, New
Year's day in China seems to be a merely secular

festival ; while the Christmas season in European

countries, thoufrh varnished over with a relic^ious iiloss,

is in reality palpal )ly one of popular rejoicing, handed

down from our pagan ancestors, and placed in a

legendary relation to the birth of Christ. The reli-

1 E. Y., vol. i. p. 314-318. - C. O., vol. ii. pp. 194, 195.

' W. W., vol. ii. p. 158 ir.
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1

gious rites wliicli may accompany tliis festival have

therefore a secondary importance. Those observed at

other times bear reference either to the frame of

mind induced by the season, or to the j)articular legend

commemorated ; or they may be purely arbitrary and

enjoined by ecclesiastical authority.. An example of

the first kind is the Jewish feast of tabernacles, when

the harvest had been gathered in, and the Jews were

enjoined to carry boughs of trees and rejoice seven

days.^ Examples of the second class are common.

Legends are frequently related in order to account for

festivals, while sometimes festivals may be instituted

in consequence of a legend. Thus, the extraordinary

story of the manifestation of Siva as an interminable

Linga, is told by the Hindus to account for their

worship of that organ on the 2 7tli February.- In this

case, the rites have reference to the legend ; the setting

up a Linga in their houses, consecrating, and ofiering

to it, are-ceremonies which refer to the event present

in the minds of the worshippers ; but it is more natural

to suppose that the existence of the rites led to the

invention of the legend, than that the legend induced

the establishment of the rites. " The three essen-

tial observances," says Wilson, " are fasting during the

whole Tithi, or lunar day, and holding a vigil and

worshipping the Linga during the night ; but the ritual

is loaded with a vast number of directions, not only

for the presentation of offerings of various kinds to

the Linga, but for gesticulations to be employed,

and prayers to be addressed to various subordinate

divinities connected with Siva, and to Siva himself

in a variety of forms." ^ At another of the Hindu

1 Lev.xxiii. 40. - W. "W., vol. ii. p. 211. ^ Ibid., vol. ii. p. 212.
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festivals, the effigy of Kama is burnt, to commemo-

rate the fact of that god having been reduced to

ashes by flames from Siva, and having been subse-

quently restored to life at the intercession of Siva's

bride.^ In like manner the jesting of the Greek

woman at the Thesmophoria was ex})laiiied by re-

ference to the laughter of Demeter.- The Jewish

passover was eaten with rites which were symbolical

of the state of the nation just before its escape from

Egypt, the time to which their tradition assigned the

original j)assover; and the ritual in use among Chris-

tians at Easter bears reference to the story of Christ's

resurrection, which in this case no doubt preceded

the institution of the festival. The third class of

rites—those which are purely arbitrary or have a

merely theological significance—are the most usual of

all. These, as will be obvious at once, may vary

indefinitely. Fasting is one of the most usual of

such observances. It is practised by the Hindus at

many of their festivals, by Mussulmans during the

month of Kamadan, and by Christians in Lent. Bath-

ing is also a common religious practice of the Hindus

at their festivals. The use of holy water by Catholics

on entering their churches is a ceremony of a similar

kind, and no doubt having the same intention, that

of purification. The Jews were to sacrifice at all their

festivals, and on one of them to afflict their souls.^

Christians, among whom there arc very numerous

festivals, vary their ritual according to the character

of the day.

One or two specimens of tlic rites observed on fes-

tival days will suffice as an illustration. The Peru-

MV. W., vol. ii. p. 231. - Bib., i. 5. i. ^ Lev. xxiii. 27.
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vians, in their pagan days, used to liave festivals every

month : the greatest of these was that of the Trinity,

celebrated in December. " In this feast," says Acosta,

" they sacrificed a great number of sheep and lambs,

and they burnt them with worked and odoriferous

wood ; and some sheep carried gold and silver, and

they placed on them the three statues of the Sun, and

the three of Thunder ; father, brother, and son, whom
they said that the Sun and Thunder had. In this feast

they dedicated the Inca children, and placed the

Guacas, or ensigns on them, and the old men whipped

them with slings, and anointed their faces with blood,

all in token that they should be loyal knights of the

Inca. No stranger might remain during this month

and feast at Cuzco, and at the end all those from

without entered ; and they gave them those pieces of

maize with the blood of the sacrifice, w^hich they eat,

in token of confederation with the Inca." ^ Equally

curious ale the rites prescribed by the Catholic Church

for Holy Saturday. They are much too long to be

described in full, but the following extract will convey

a notion of their character : "At a proper hour, the

altars are covered over, and the hours are said, the

candles beiuo; extinejuished on the altar until the

begrinninjTf of mass. In the meanwhile, fire is struck

from a stone at the church-door, and coals kindled

with it. The none being said, the priest, putting on

his amice, alb, girdle, stole, and violet pluvial, or

without his capsula, the attendants standing by him

with the cross, with the blessed water and incense,

before the gate of the church, if convenient, or in the

porch of the church, he blesses the new fire, saying,

1 II. I., b. 5. ch. 27.
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The Lord be with you ; and tlie attendauts reply.

And with thy spirit." Prayers follow. "Then he

blesses five grains of incense to be placed on the

wax, saying his prayer." After the prayer, incense is

put in the censer, and sprinkled with water. " Mean-

while, all the lights of the church are extinguished,

that they may be afterwards kindled from the blessed

fire." The candles are lighted with many ceremonies.

The incense having been previously blessed, "the

deacon fixes five grains of the blessed incense on the

wax in the form of a cross." This wax is then lighted.

When " the blessing of the wax taper " is finished,

the prophets are read, and the catechumens during the

reading are prepared for baptism.^ These proceedings,

in which the notion of the sanctity of fire—a notion

shared by Roman Catholics with Parsees and others

—

is apparent, are particularly interesting, as showing

the community of sentiment and of rites between the

Church of Rome and her pagan predecessors.

In the instances hitherto given, the consecrated

actions have been performed by the whole body of

believers for the benefit of all. They are means by

which their religious union among each other is

strengthened, as well as their relation to the deity

they worship solemnly expressed. But there is

another class of consecrated actions which benefit,

not the congregation or sect at large, but a particular

individual for whose advantage they are performed.

There are certain moments in the life of the indivi-

dual at which he seems peculiarly to need the protec-

^ Lewis, The Bible, &c., p. 496. For a full account of the ceremonies

on Holy Saturday at Rome, see C. M, Baggs, D.D., The Ceremonies of

Holy Week, ^i. 96.
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tion of God. Were these moments suffered to pass

imobserved in a single case, it would appear as if lie

whose life had been thus untouched by religion stood

outside the pale of the common faith, unhallowed and

unblessed. And a total neglect of all these periods,

even among savages, is, if not altogether unknown,

at least so rare as to demand no special notice in a

general analysis of religious systems. With ex-

traordinary unanimity, those systems have pitched

upon four epochs as demanding consecration by the

observance of special rites. Two of them are thus

consecrated wherever a definite relio;ion exists at all.

The other two are generally consecrated, though in

their case exceptions more frequently occur. The

four moments, or periods of life to which I refer, are

1. Birth.

2. Puberty.

3. Matrimony.

4. Death.

Of these, the first and fourth are never suffered to

pass without religious observances, or at least, obser-

vances which, by their solemnity and indispensable

obligation, approach to a religious character. The

second is usually marked by some kind of rite in the

case of males ; in that- of females it is often suffered

to pass unobserved. The third is always placed under

a religious sanction, except among savages of a very

low order.

Let us proceed to illustrate these propositions in

the case of birth. The ceremonies attendant upon

this event need not take place immediately after it

;

they may be deferred some days, weeks, or months

;
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they will still f\ill under the same category, as

designed to mark the child's entry into the world.

Their form will iiaturally vary according to the state

of civilisation of the nation observing them ; but not-

withstanding this there is a strange similarity among
them. In Samoa, for instance, " if the little stranger

was a boy, the umbilicus was cut on a club, that he

might grow up to be brave in war. If of the other

sex, it was done on the board on which they beat

out the bark of which they make their native cloth.

Cloth-making is the work of women ; and their wish

was, that the little girl should grow up and prove

useful to the family in her proper occupation." ^ I

have added Mr Turner's observation to T^endcr the

nature of this ceremony plainer. It appears hardly

religious
;

yet when we consider the symbolical

means by which the end is sought to be attained,

and that among savages so rude as those of Poly-

nesia religion would have no higher practical aims

than to make the boys good Avarriors, and the women
industrious cloth-makers, we may admit that even

this elementary rite has in it something of a reli-

gious consecration. AVhen secular objects are at-

tained by mystical ceremonials, which have no di-

rect tendency to produce the desired result, we may
generally conclude that religious belief is at the

bottom of them. In the present instance this con-

clusion is still further strengthened by the description

given by the same author of a similar ceremony in

another island of the Polynesian group. There, when

a boy is born, " a priest cuts the uml)ilicus on a par-

ticular stone from Lifu, that tlic youth may be stone-

' N.Y.,p. 175.
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hearted in battle. The priest, too, at the moment of

the operation, must have a vessel of water before

him, dyed black as ink, that the boy, when he grows

np, may be courageous to go anywhere to battle on a

pitch-dark night, and thus, from his very birth, the

little fellow is consecrated to war. " ^ Here the

religious nature of the operation is explicitly proved

by the presence of the priest, the inevitable agent

in such communications between God and man.

Another missionary to the same race—the Polynesian

islanders—informs us tliat among these people mothers

dedicated their ofispring to various deities, but prin-

cipally to Hiro, the god of thieves, and Oro, the god of

war. " Most parents, however, were anxious that their

children should become brave and renowned war-

riors," and with this end they dedicated them, by

means of ceremonies beginning before parturition,

and ending after it, to the god Oro. The principal

ceremony tifter birth consisted in the priest catching

the spirit of the god, by a peculiar j^^'ocess, and

imparting it to the child. Here again the presence

of the priest, and the formal dedication to a god

—even though he be a god of questionable mora-

lity—render the religious element in the natal cere-

monies of these very primitive savages abundantly

j^lain.^

Baptism, or washing at birth, is a common pro-

cess, and is found in countries the most widely

separated on the surface of the earth, and the most

unconnected in relio-ious oenealoc^v. Asia, America,

and Europe alike present us with examples of this

rite. It seems to be a rude form of it which pre-

1 N. Y., pp. 423, 424.
'^ N. :M. E., p. 543.
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Viiils in Fautcc in Africa, wliere the fiiLhci-, on the

eighth (lay after birth, after thanking the gods for the

birth of his child, squirts some ardent spirits upon

liim from liis mouth, and then pronouuccs his name, at

the same time praying for his future welfare, and "that

he may live to be old, and become a stay and sup-

port to his family," and if his namesake be living, that

he may prove worthy of the name he has received.^

A rite of baptism at birth, says Brinton, " was of

immemorial antiquity among the Cherokees, Aztecs,

Mayas, and Peruvians," and this rite was " connected

with the imposing of a name, done avowedly for the

purpose of freeing from inherent sin, believed to pro-

duce a spiritual regeneration, nay, in more than one

instance, called by an indigenous word signifying 'to be

born again.' " ' Mexico possessed elaborate rites to

consecrate nativity. AVhen the Mexican infant was

four days old it was carried naked by the midwife

into the court of the mother's house. Here it was

bathed in a vessel prepared for the pur^jose, and three

boys, who were engaged in eating a special food, were

desired by the midwife to pronounce its name aloud,

this name being prescribed to them by her. The in-

fant, if a boy, carried with it the symbol of its father's

jjrofession ; if a girl, a spinning-wheel and distaff, with

a small basket and a handful of brooms, to indicate

its future occupation. The umbilical cord was then

offered with the symbols ; and in case of a male

infant, these objects were buried in the place where

war was likely to occur ; in case of a female infant,

beneath the stone where meal was ground.^ The

1 Asha., p. 226. 2 II X. W., p. 128.

=* A. M., vol. V. p. 90 (Spanish), ami vol. vi. p. +3 '^Englbli).
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cabove statements rest on the authority of MenJoza's

collection. A still more complete narrative of these

baptismal ceremonies is given by Bernardino de

Sahagun, who records the terms of the prayers

habitually employed by the officiating midwife. Their

extreme interest to the study of comparative religion

will justify me in extracting some of them, the more

so as they have never (so far as I am aware) been

published in English.^

Suppose that the infant to be baptized was a boy.

After the symbolical military apparatus had been

prepared, and all its relatives assembled in the court

of the parents' house, the midwife placed it with the

head to the east, and prayed for a blessing from the

god Quetzalcoatl and the goddess of the water,

Chalchivitlycue. She then gave it water to taste by

moistening the fingers, and spoke as follows :
" Take,

receive ; thou seest here that with which thou hast

to live on earth, that thou mayest grow and flourish :

this it is to which we owe tlie necessaries of life, that

we may live on earth : receive it/' Hereupon, hav-

ing touched its breast with the fingers dipped in

water, she continued: ''Omictomx! my child!

receive the water of the Lord of the w^orld, which

is our life, and by which our body grows and flour-

ishes : it is to wash and to purify ; may this sky-blue

and light-blue water enter thy body and there live.

May it destroy and separate from thee all the evil

that was bcfrinninc: in thee before the beg-inninof of the

world, since all of us men are subject to its power, for

our mother is Chalchivitlycue." After this she washed

^ Brinton has given a A'ery imperfect version of two of them iu liis

M. N. W., pp. 127, 128.
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the child's wliolc body with water, and proceeded to

request all things that might injure him to depart

from him, " that now lie luay live again, and be boru

again : now a second time he is purified and cleansed,

and a second time our mother Chalchivitlycue forms

and beirGts him." Then liftiuir the child in both hands

towards the sky, she said :
" Lord, thou scest here

thy child whom thou hast sent to this world of pain,

affliction, and penitence : give him, Lord, thy gifts

and thy inspiration, for thou art the great God, and

great is the goddess also. ' After this she deposited

the infant on the ground, and then raising it a second

time tow^ards the sky, implored the "mother of

heaven " to endow it with her virtue. Next, havinor

again laid it down, and a third time lifted it up, she

off^ered this prayer :
" Lords, the gods of heaven I

here is this child ; be pleased to inspire him with

your grace and your spirit, that he may live on earth."

After a final depositing she raised him a fourth time

towards the sky, and in a prayer, addressed to the sun,

solemnly placed him under the protection of that deity.

Taking the weapons she proceeded further to implore

the sun on his behalf for military virtues :
" Grant

him the gift that thou art wont to give thy soldiers,

that he may go full of joy to thy house, where valiant

soldiers who die in war rest and are happy." While all

this was going on, a large torch of candlewood was

kept burning ; and on conclusion of the prayers the

midwife gave the infant some ancestral name. Let

it be Yautl (which means valiant man) : then she

addressed him thus: " Yautl 1 take thou the shield!

take the dart ! for those are thy recreation, and the

joys of the sun." The completion of the religious
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office was signalised by the youtlis of the vilLage com-

ing in a body to the house and seizing the food pre-

pared for them, which they called "the child's um-

bilicus." As they went along with this food they

shouted out a sort of military exhortation to the new-

born boy, and called upon the soldiers to come and

eat the (so-called) umbilicus. All being over, the

infant was carried back to the house, preceded by the

blazing torch. Much the same w^as the process of

baptizing a girl, except that the clothes and imple-

ments were suited to her sex. In her case, certain

formularies were muttered by the midwife duriiig the

washing, in a low, inaudible tone, to the several parts

of her body : thus she charged the hands not to steal,

the secret parts not to be carnal, and so forth with each

member as she washed it. Moreover, a prayer to the

cradle, which seems in a manner to personify the uni-

versal mother earth, was introduced in the baptism of

females.^

If from heathen America we turn to Asia, we find

that in the vast domain of the Buddhist fiiith the birth

of children is regularly the occasion of a ceremony at

Avhich the priest is present,^ and that in Mongolia and

Thibet this ceremony assumes the special form of

baptism. Candles burn, and incense is offered on

the domestic altar ; the priest reads the prescribed

prayers, dips the child three times, and imposes on

it a namc;^ A species of baptism prevails also among
the Parsees, and was even enjoined by the Parsee

Leviticus, the Vendidad. This very ancient code

required that the child's hands should be washed

1 C. N. E., 1;. 6, chs. 37, 38. 2 r, b., vol. 1. p. 5S4.

^ Ibid., vol. ii. p. 320.
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first, and then its whole botly.^ The moclern prac-

tice goes further. Before putting it to the breast,

the Parsee mother sends to a Mobed (or priest), to

obtain some Haoma juice ; she steeps some cotton

in it, and presses this into the child's mouth. After

tliis, it must be washed three times in cow's urine,

and once in water, the reason assis^ned beinof that it

is impure. If the washing be omitted, it is the

parents, not the child, who bear the sin.'

Slightly different in form, but altogether similar in

essence, is the rite administered by the Christian

Church to its new-born members. Like those which

have been just described, it consists in baptism ; but

it offers a more remarkable instance than any of

them of the tenacity with which the human mind,

under the influence of religious belief, insists upon the

performance of some kind of ceremony immediately

after, or, at the most, at no great interval after birth.

Christian baptism was not originally intended to be

administered to unconscious infants, but to persons

in full possession of their faculties, and responsible

for their actions. IMoreover, it was performed, as is

Avell known, not by merely sprinkling the forehead,

but by causing the candidate to descend naked into the

water, the priest joining him there, and pouring the

water over his head. The catechumen could not receive

baptism until after he understood something of the

nature of the faith he was embracing, and was pre-

pared to assume its obligations. A rite more totally

unfitted for administration to infants could hardly

have been found. Yet such was the need that was

^ Av., vol. ii. p. xix.—Vemlidad, xvi. iS-20.

- Z. A., vol ii. p. 551.
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felt for a solemn recognition by religion of the

entrance of the child into the Avorkl, that this rite,

in course of time, completely lost its original nature.

Infancy took the place of maturity ; sprinkling of im-

mersion. But while the age and manner of baptism

were altered, the ritual remained under the influence

of the primitive idea with which it had been instituted.

The obligations could no longer be undertaken by the

persons baptized ; hence they must be undertaken for

them. Thus was the Christian Church landed in the

absurdity—unparalleled, I believe, in any other natal

ceremony—of requiring the most solemn promises to

be made, not by those who were thereafter to fulfil

them, but by others in their name ; these others

having no power to enforce their fulfilment, and

neither those actually assuming the engagement, nor

those on whose behalf it was assumed, being morally

responsible in case it should be broken. Yet this

strange incongruity was forced upon the Church by

an imperious want of human nature itself; and the

insignificant sects who have adopted the baptism

of adults have failed, in their zeal for historical con-

sistency, to recognise a sentiment whose roots lie far

deeper than the chronological foundation of Christian

rites, and stretch far wider than the geographical

boundaries of the Christian faith.

The intention of all these forms of baptism—that

of Ashantee perhaps excepted—is identical. Water,

as the natural means of physical cleansing, is the

universal symbol of spiritual purification. Hence

immersion, or washing, or sprinkling, implies the

deliverance of the infant from the stain of original

sin. The Mexican and Christian rituals arc perfectly
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clear on tliis head. In botli, tlie avowed intention

is to wasli away the sinful nature common to

humanity ; in both the infiint is declared to be born

again by the agency of water.

Another ceremony very frequently practised at

the birth of children is circumcision. The wide-

spread existence of this rite is one of the most

remarkable facts in comparative religious history.

We know from Herodotos, that it was practised by

the Colchians, Egyptians, Ethiopians, and Phoeni-

cians.^ It has been found in modern times, not only

in many parts of Africa—to which it may have come

from Egypt—but in the South Sea Islands and on

the American continent. Thus, according to Beecham,

there are " some people," among the Gold Coast

Africans, who circumcise their children,^ though what

proportion these circumcisers bear to the rest of the

population, he does not inform us. Another traveller

describes the mode of circumcising infants in the

Negro kingdom of Fida or Juda, a country to

which he believes that Islamism has not pene-

trated.^ The operation is very simple, and appears

to be done without any religious ceremony ; but

the natives, when pressed as to the reason of the

custom, can only reply that their ancestors ob-

served it—an answer which would properly apply to

a rite of religious origin whose meaning has been

forgotten. Acosta, in his account of Mexican baptism,

adds that a ceremony, which in some sort imitated the

circumcision of the Jews, was occasionally performed

by the Mexicans in their baptism, principally on the

children of kings and noblemen. It consisted in

' Herod., ii. 104. ^ Aslia., p. 225. ^ y q. ^.q\ jj, p ^^^^
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cutting the ears and private members of male infants.^

That the Jews circumcise their male children on the

eighth day I need not state. The rite is performed

with much solemnity, and is connected, as is common
in these ceremonies, with the bestowal of a name

on the child, the name being given by the father

after the operation is over. Although circumcision is

a ceremony which usually applies only to boys, and

although it sometimes happens that the birth of girls

is not marked like that of boys by any religious rite,

yet the Jews do not omit to consecrate their female

children as well as those of the stronfrer sex, thouofh

with less solemnity. " The first Saturday after the

end of the month" of the mother's lying-in, she goes

to the synagogue with her friends, where " the father

of the girl is called up to the law on the altar, and

there after a chapter hath been read to him as usual

on the Sabbath morning, he orders the reader to say

a Mee-Shabeyrach," or a prayer for a blessing.^

It is unnecessary, after these instances, to describe

the various modes of consecrating the commencement

of life which are in use in other countries. Enough

has been said to show how general, if not how uni-

versal, such consecrating^ usao-es are; how relio-ion,

supported by the sentiment of mankind, seizes upon

the life of the individual from the first moments of his

existence ; and demands, as one of the very earliest

actions to be performed on his behalf, a solemn recog-

nition of the fact that he stands under the influence,

and needs the protection, of an invisible and super-

human power.

After birth, the next marked epoch in life is the

1 H. I., b. 5, cL 26 (No. 2). - Rel. of Jews, p. 27 (ist part).

VOL. I. E
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arrival at manhood or at womanhood. The transition

from infancy to maturity, from dependence on others

to self-dej^endence, from an imsexual to a sexual phy-

sical and mental condition, has, like the actual en-

trance upon life and departure from it, been appro-

priated by religion with a view to its consecration by

fitting rites. Since there is no precise time at whicli

the boy can be said to become a youth, or the girl

a maiden, the age at which the ceremonies attend-

ing puberty are performed varies very considerably

in different countries. The range of variation is

from eight to sixteen, though there arc excejDtional

cases both of earlier and later initiation into the

new stage of existence. Generally speaking, how-

ever, these ages are the limits within which the

religious solemnities of puberty are confined.

]\Iore clearly, perhaps, than any of those occurring

at the other crises of our lives, these solemnities are

pervaded by common characteristics. Primitive man
in Australia, in America, and in Africa, marks the

advent of puberty in a manner which is essentially

the same. When we rise to the higher class of

religions, we find ceremonies of a diff"erent kind from

which the ruder symbolism of the savage creeds is

absent. But from the uniformity of the types of ini-

tiation into manhood among uncivilised people, it is

highly probable that the progenitors of the Aryan and

Semitic races also, at some period of their history, em-

ployed similar methods of rendering this epoch in

life impressive and remarkable. Two distinguishing

features characterise the rites of puberty—cruelty and

mystery. There is always some painful ordeal to be

undergone by the young men or boys who have
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attained the requisite oge ; and this ordeal is to l)e

passed tliroiigli in extreme secrecy as regards the

opposite sex, and with a ceremonial of an unknown
character, which is hidden from all but the initiated

2:)erformers. Sometimes the puberty of women is aLs<j

sanctified by religious ceremonies, and these follow

the same rules, except that the female sex are not

required to undergo such severe sufferiiig as is often

inflicted upon men. While, however, the cruelty is

less, the mystery is the same. Men are not admitted

to witness the performances gone through, and these

are conducted in secluded places to which no access

is allowed.

The meaninn; of these two features of the rites

of puberty is not difficult to divine. Young men
enter at that age on a period of their lives in which

they are expected to display courage in danger and

firmness under pain. Hence the infliction of some

kind of suffering is an appropriate symbolical pre-

paration for their future careers. j\Ioreover, the

manner in which they endure their agony serves as

a test of their fortitude, and may influence the posi-

tion to be assigned to them in the warlike expeditions

of the tribe. But the primary motive, no doubt, is

the apparent fitness of the infliction of pain at an

age when the necessary pains of manhood are about

to begin.

The explanation of the secrecy observed is equally

simple. A mysterious change takes place in the

physical condition at puberty, the generative func-

tions, which are to play so large a part in the life of

the individual, making their appearance then. It is

this natural process to which the religious process bears
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reference. Without doubt the rites performed stand

in symbolical relation to the new class of actions of

which their subject is, or will be, capable. It is this

allusion to the sexual instinct—a subject always tend-

ing to be shrouded in mystery—which is the origin of

the jealous exclusion of women from the rites under-

gone by men, and of men from those undergone by

women. The members of each sex are, so to sj)eak,

prepared alone for the pleasures they are afterwards

to enjoy together. Religion, ever ready to seize on

the more solemn moments of our existence, seeks

to consecrate the time at which the two sexes are

ready to enter towards one another on a new and

deeply important relationship.

Bearing these characteristics in mind, we may pro-

ceed to notice a few of the ceremonies performed at

puberty. Let us begin with the most barbarous of

all, those witnessed by Mr Catlin among the Mandans,

a tribe of North American Indians now happily

extinct. The usual secrecy was observed about the

" 0-kee-pa," as this great Mandan ceremony is termed,

and it was only by a fixvour, never before accorded

to a stranger, that ]\lr Catlin was enabled to be pre-

sent in the "Medicine Lodge," where the operations

were conducted. In the first place a mysterious per-

sonage, supposed to represent a white man, appeared

from the west and opened the lodge. At his approach

all women and children were ordered to retire within

their wigwams. Next day the young men who had

arrived at maturity during the last year were sum-

moned to come forth, the rest of the villagers remain-

ing shut up. After committing the conduct of the

ceremonies to a "medicine man," this personage re-
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turned to the west with the same mystery with

which lie had come. The young men were now
kept without food, drink, or sleep, for four days aud

four nights. In the middle of the fourth day two

men began to operate upon them, the one making

ineisious with a knife in their flesh, and the other

passing splints through the wounds, from which the

l)lood trickled over their naked, but painted bodies.

The parts through which the knife was passed were on

each arm, above and below the elbow ; on each leg,

above and below the knee ; on each breast, and each

shoulder. The young men not only did not wince,

but smiled at their civilised observer during this

jirocess. " When these incisions were all made, and

the splints passed through, a cord of raw hide was

lowered down through the top of the wigwam, and

fastened to the splints on the breasts or shoulders,

by which the young man was to be raised up and

suspended, by men placed on the top of the lodge for

the purpose. These cords having been attached to

the splints on the breast or the shoulders, each one

had his shield hung to some one of the splints : his

medicine hag was held in his left hand, and a dried

buffalo skull was attached to the splint on each lower

leg and each lower arm, that its weight might prevent

him from struggling." At a signal, the men were

drawn up three or four feet above the ground, and

turned round with gradually increasing velocity, by a

man with a pole, until they fainted. Although they

had never groaned before, they uttered a heart-rending

cry, a sort of prayer to the Great Spirit, during the

turning. Having ceased to cry, they were let down
apparently dead. Left entirely to themselves, they
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ill time were able '' j'^arthj to rise," aiul do sooner

cuukl tliey do thus much than they moved to another

]»art of the lodge, where the little finger of the left

hand was cat off with a hatchet. But their tortures

were not over. The rest of them took place in public,

and were perhaps more frightful than any. The

victims were taken out of the lodge, and, being each

]»laced between two athletic men, were dragged along,

the men holding them by thongs and running with

them as fast as they could, until all the bufialo skulls

and weights hanging to the sjDlints Avere left behind.

These weights must be dragged out through the flesh,

tlic candidates having the option of running in the

race described, or of wandering about the prairies

without food until suppuration took place, and the

weights came off by decay of the flesh. These horrors

concluded, the young men were left alone to recover

as best they might. Mr Catlin could only hear of

one who had died " in the extreme part of this cere-

mony," and his fjitc was considered rather a happy

one: "the Great Spirit had so willed it for some

especial pur[)Ose, and no doubt for the young man's

benefit."

'

Nor were the Mandans alone on the American

continent in marking the entrance upon manhood by

distinctive observances. On the contrary, a writer of

the highest authority on lied Indian subjects, states

that no young man among the native tribes was

considered fit to begin the career of life until he had

accomplished his great fast. Seven days were con-

sidered the maximum time during which a young
man could fast, and the success of the devotee was

' O-kee-pa, j>. 9-32.
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inferred from the length of his abstinence. These

fasts, says Mr Schoolcraft, " are awaited with interest,

prepared for with solemnity, and endured with a self-

devotion bordering on the heroic. ... It is at this

period that the young men and young women ' see

visions and dream dreams,' and fortune or misfortune

is predicted from the guardian spirit chosen during

this, to them, religious ordeal. The hallucinations of

1 he mind are taken for divine inspiration. The effect

is deeply felt and strongly impressed on the mind ; too

deeply, indeed, ever to be obliterated in after life."

It appears that they always in after life trust to, and

meditate on, the guardian spirit whom they have

chosen at this critical moment ; but that " the name

is never uttered, and every circumstance connected

with its selection, and the devotion paid to it, are

most studiously and professedly concealed, even from

their nearest friends." ^ Mystery is certainly pushed

to its highest point, when the name of the spirit

chosen at puberty, and the very circumstances of the

choice, are preserved as an inviolable secret within

the breast of the devotee.

New South Wales is distinguished by a ceremony

which, though far less severe than that of the

Mandans, is nevertheless sufficiently painful. "Be-

tween the ages of eight and sixteen the males and

females undergo the operation which they term Gna-

noong; viz., that of having the septum of the nose

bored to receive a bone or reed. . . . Between the

same years, also, the males receive the qualifications

Avliich are given to them by losing one front tooth.'

The loss of a tooth is not in itself a very serious

1 A. K., vol. i. pp. 149, 150.
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matter, Lut the intention of the extraction being

religious, the natives contrive to get rid of it in the

most barbarous mode. The final event is led up to

by a series of performances of a more or less em-

blematic nature. One of them, for instance, is sup-

posed to give power over the dog ; another refers to

the hunting: of the kannjaroo. There is the usual

mystery about some part of the proceedings. When
the boys ^vere being arranged for the removal of the

tooth "the author [Collins] was not permitted to

witness this part of the business, about which they

appeared to observe a greater degree of mystery and

preparation than he had noticed in either of the pre-

ceding ceremonies." After this, some of the performers

in the rite went through a number of extraordinary

motions, and made strange noises. "A particular

name, hoo-roo-moo-roong, was given to tliis scene

;

but of its import very little could be learned. To tlic

inquiries made respecting it no answer could be

obtained, but that it was very good ; that the boys

would now become brave men ; that they would sec

well and fight well." When the tooth was to be

taken out, the gum was first prepared by a sharply-

pointed bone ; and a throwing-stick, cut for the pur-

pose with " much ceremony," was then applied to the

tooth, and knocked against it by means of a stone in

tlic hand of the operator. The tooth was thus struck

out of the gum, the operation taking ten minutes in

the case of the first boy on whom the author wit-

nessed this process being performed. After the tootli

was gone, " the gum was closed by his friends, who
now equipped him in tlie style that he was to appear

in for some days. A girdle was tied round his waist,
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in which was stuck a wooden sword ; a ligature was

bound round his head, in which were stuck slips of

the grass-gum tree." The boy "was on no account

to speak, and for that day he was not to eat," The

sufferers in this ceremonial did not long remain quies-

cent. In the evening they had fresh duties to dis-

charge. " Suddenly, on a signal being given, they all

started up, and rushed into the town, driving before

them men, women, and children, who were glad to get

out of their way. They were now received into the

class of men ; were privileged to wield the sword an<l

the club, and to oppose their persons in combat ; and

might now seize such females as they chose for

wives." The sexual import of the ceremony is clearly

brought into view by the last words of the writer.

He adds that, having expressed a wish to possess

some of the teeth, they Avere given him by two men
with extreme secrecy, and injunctions not to betray

them.^

Another observer has described the same rite as

performed in a somewhat different manner, " by the

tribes of the Macquarrie district" farther north.

When these tribes assemble " to celebrate the myste-

ries of Kebarrah," as it is termed, all hostility which

may exist at the time is laid aside for the nonce.

" When the cooi or cowack sounds the note of pre-

paration, the women and children in haste make their

way towards the ravines and gulleys, and there

remain concealed." The dentistry of these tribes is

less scientific than that of New South Wales. The

tooth is knocked out " by boring a hole in a tree, and

insertincj into it a small hard twif?: the tooth is

1 N. S. W., p. 364-374.
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tljcn Lrouglit into contact Avitli the cud, and one

individual holds the candidate's head in a firm posi-

tion aGjainst it, whilst another, exertinof all his

strength, pushes the boy's head forwards; the con-

cussiou causes the tooth, with frequently a portion of

the gum adhering to it, to fall out." But this is not

all the poor boy has to endure, for while "some men
stand over him, brandishing their waddies, menacing

him with instant death if he utters any complaint,"

others cut his back in stripes, and make incisions on

his shoulders with flints. It is an interesting part of

these ceremonies, that the least groan or indication of

pain is summarily punished by the utterance, on the

part of the operators, of three yells to proclaim the

fact, and by the transfer of the boy to the care of the

women, who are summoned to receive him. If he

does not shrink, "he is admitted to the rank of a

huntsman and a warrior. " ^

In other parts of Australia, different ceremonies

prevail. Thus, in one of the districts visited by Mr
Angas, M'hen boys arrive at the age of fourteen or

sixteen, they are " selected and caught by stealth,"

and the haii-s of their body are plucked out, and irreen

gum-bushes are placed " under the arm-pits and over

tlie OS p?/^/.s'." Among the privileges conferred on

those who have undergone this treatment, is that of

Avearing " two kangaroo teeth, and a bunch of emu
leathers in their hair." More significant still is the

jtcrmission to " possess themselves of wives," which the

young men now obtain. The " scrub natives " vary the

initiation again. Among them the boy, brought by an

old man, is laid upon his back in the midst of five fires

' S. L. A., vol. ii. p. 216-224.
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wliicli are liglited around him. An instrument, called

a ivittoo ivittoo, is wliirled round over the fires, with the

intention of keeping off evil s^Dirits, Lastly, " with a

sharp fiiot, the old man cuts off the foreskin, and

places it on the third finger of the boy's left hand,

who then gets up, and with another native, selected

for the j^urpose, goes away into the hills to avoid

the siffht of women for some time. No women are

allowed to be present at this rite."^

Elsewhere on the same continent, there are three

stages to be passed on the road from boyhood to

manhood. "At the age of twelve or fifteen the

boys are removed to a place apart from the Avomen,

whom they are not j)ermitted to see, and then blind-

folded. Among some other ceremonies their faces arc

blackened, and they are told to whisf)er, an injunction

peculiarly characteristic of the mysteriousness which

is so constant a feature of the rites of puberty. For

several months this whispering continues, and it is

noteworthy, as a sign of the sexual nature of these

proceedings, that the place where the whisperers have

been " is carefully avoided by the women and children."

In the second ceremony, which occurs two or three

years later," the (//avzs j9e«/s is slit open underneath,

from the extremity to the scrotum, and circumcision

is also performed." After this second stage, the Part-

napas, as the youths are now styled, "are permitted to

take a wife," In the third ceremony each man has a

sponsor, by whom he is tattooed with a sharp quartz.

These sponsors, moreover, bestow on each lad a new

name, which he retains during the remainder of his life.

Certain other performances are gone through, such as

1 S. L. A., vol. i. pjj, 98, 99.
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putting an instrument termed a uitarna round the

lads' necks, and then "the ceremony concludes by the

men all clustering round the initiated ones, enjoining

them a.irain to \vhisp(H' for some months, and bestow-

ing upon thrm tlu'ir advice as regards hunting,

fighting, and contempt of pain. All these ceremonies

are carefully kept from the sight of the women and the

children ; who, when they hear the sound of the

witavjia, hide their heads and exhibit every outward

sign of terror."
^

Leaving Australia, let us pass to Africa, and call

^Ir Reade as a witness to some of the rites of puberty

existing among the savages of that Continent, The

following extract is doubly interesting, as furnishing

some account of the application to girls of the general

principles involved in these rites, and also as supply-

ing, in the author's opinion, that they are of a Phallic

nature, a confirmation of the conclusions we had

reached from a survey of the evidence as a whole :

"Before they are permitted to wear clothes, marry,

and rank in society as men and women, tlie young

have to be initiated into certain mysteries. I received

some information upon this head from Mongilomba,

after he had made mc promise that I would not put

it into a book ; a promise which I am compelled to

break by the stern duties of my vocation. He told

me that he was taken into a fetich-house, stripped,

severely flogged, and plastered with goat-dung ; this

ceremony, like those of Masonry, being conducted to

the sound of music. Afterwards there came from

behind a kind of screen or shrine uncouth and terrible

sounds such as he had never heard before. These, he

* S. L. A., vol. i. p. 1
1
3- 1 1 6.
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was told, emanated from a spirit called UkiiJc. Ho
afterwards brought to me the instrument with which

the fetich-man makes this noise. It is a kind of

whistle made of hollowed mangrove wood, about two

inches in length, and covered at one end with a

scrap of bat's wing. For a period of five days after

initiation the novice wears an apron of dry palm-

leaves, which I have frequently seen.

"The initiation of the girls is jDerformed by elderly

females who call themselves Ncjemhi. They go into

the forest, clear a place, sweep the ground carefully,

come back to the town, and build a sacred hut which

no male may enter. They return to the clearing in

the forest, taking with them the Igonji, or novice. It

is necessary that she should have never been to that

place before, and that she fast during the Avhole of the

ceremony, which lasts three days. All this time a fire

is kept burning in the wood. From morning to night,

and from night to morning, a Ngemhi sits beside it

and feeds it, singing, with a cracked voice, The Jive

will never die out ! The third night is passed in the

sacred hut ; the Igoiiji is rubbed with black, red, and
white paints, and as the men beat drums outside,

she cries, Okanda, yo ! yo ! yo ! which reminds one

of the Evoke ! of the ancient Bacchantes. The cere-

monies which are performed in the hut and in the

wood are kept secret from the men, and I can say

but little of them. Mongilomba had evidently been

playing the spy, but was very reserved upon the

subject. Should it be known, he said, that he had
told me what he had, the women would drag him
into a fetich-house, and would flog him, perhaps till

he was dead.
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" It is pretty certain, however, that these rites, like

those of the Bona Dea, are essentially of a Phallic

nature ; for Mongilomba once confessed, that having

peeped through the chinks of the hut, he saw a

ceremony like that which is described in Petronius

Arbiter. . . .

" During the novitiate which succeeds initiation, the

girls are taught religious dances—the men are in-

structed in the science of fetich."
^

The Suzees and the Mandingocs, tribes of AVestern

Africa, are distinguished by a rite which, so far as

I know, is peculiar—the circumcision of women.

Both sexes, indeed, are circumcised on reaching

puberty, and in the case of the girls it is done " by

cutting off the exterior part of the clitoris." With

a view to this ceremony, " the girls of each town

who are judged marriageable are collected together,

and in the night preceding tlie day on wdiicli the

ceremony takes place, are conducted by the w^omen

of the village into the inmost recesses of a wood.
"

Surrounded by charms to guard every approach to

the " consecrated spot," they are kept here in entire

seclusion for a month and a day, visited only by the

old woman who performs the operation. During this

close confinement they are instructed in the religion

of their country, which hitherto they have not

been thouq-ht fit to learn. A most sincjular scene

is enacted at its close. They return to their

homes by night ; "where they are received by all th(i

women of the village, young and old, quite naked."

In this condition they go about till morning, with

nnisic playing ; and should any man be indiscreet

> S. A, p. 245-247.
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enongli to imitate Peeping Tom, lie is piinislied l)y deatli

or the forfeiture of a slave. After another month of

parading and marching in procession (no longer nude)

the women are given to their destined husbands ;

—

another plain indication of the nature of these rites.

In such veneration is this ceremony held among the

women of the country, that those who have come

from other parts, and are already in years, frequently

submit to it to avoid the reproaches to which uncir-

cumcision exposes them. Indeed, "the most vilifying

term they can possibly use " is applied by the cir-

cumcised female population to those who do not

enjoy their religious privileges."^

Puberty is recognised in much the same way among
the South Sea Islanders. TJius, in Tanna " circum-

cision is regularly practised about the seventh year."^

In Samoa " a modified form of circumcision pre-

vailed," which boys, of their own accord, would get

performed upon themselves about the eighth or tenth

year.^ It may be a faint beginning of the religious

ceremonies of this period of life that, in the same

island, when girls are entering into womanhood, their

parents invite all the unmarried women of the settle-

ment to a feast, at which presents are distributed

among them. At least it is worthy of remark that

" none but females are present " on these occasions.*

When we rise higher in the scale of culture, we
no longer find the painful rites by which savage

nations mark the appearance of the sexual instinct.

The sacred ceremony of investiture with the thread,

which distinguished the twice-born classes among
the Hindus, was performed at this age. The code of

J S. L., p. 70-73. ^ N. Y., p. 87. 3 ib.^ p. 177. 4 iij.^ p, ,34.
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]\Iaiiu is ex})licit on the subject " In the eighth year

from the conception of a Brahman, in the eleventh

from that of Kshatriya, and in the twelfth from that

of a Yaisya, let the father invest the child with the

mark of his class." In the case of children who

desire to advance more rapidly than usual in theii-

vocation, " the investiture may be made in the fifth,

sixth, or eighth years respectively. The ceremony of

investiture hallowed by the gayatri must not be

delayed, in the case of a priest, beyond the sixteenth

year; nor in that of a soldier beyond the twenty-

second ; nor in that of a merchant beyond the

twenty-fourth." Further postponement would render

those who were guilty of it outcasts, impure, and

unfit to associate with Brahmans.^

]\Iembers of the kindred Parsee religion become

responsible human beings after they have been girt

with the kosti, or sacred girdle. The age at which

this took place was formerly fifteen ; and after they had

once put them on, the Parsces might not remove their

girdles, except in bed, without incurring serious guilt.

This regulation applied equally to both sexes. ]\Iodern

usage has advanced the investiture with the kosti to

a much earlier period. It takes place in India at

seven, and in Kirman at nine. In India, the child

is held responsible in the eighth or tenth year for

one half of its sins, the parents bearing the burden

of the other haH?

Tiie young Jew "is looked upon as a man" at

tlie age of thirteen, and is then bound " to observe

all the commandments of the law." At this age he

becomes " Bar-mizva," or a son of tlic law ; that is,

' Mann, ii. 36-40. - Av., vol. i. p. 9 ; vol. ii. pp. xxi., xxii.
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1

lie enters on his spiritual majority/ Christian

nations signalise the advent of the corresponding

epoch by admitting those who attain it to the Sa-

crament of the Lord's supper, and to confirmation.

At puberty they are considered, like the young

Parsees, responsible for the sins which at their birth

their sponsors took upon themselves, and at puberty

they are admitted, like the Jews, to the full privileges

of their faith, by being allowed to partake in the

mystic benefits conferred by the celebration of the

death of Christ in the Holy Communion.

After puberty the two sexes enter on a new relation

towards one another; and though the instinct by
w^hich this relation is established is extremely apt

to break loose from the control of religion, yet the

latter always attempts more or less energetically to

bring it within its grasp. This it does by confining

the irregular indulgences to which the sexual passion

is prone within the legalised forms of matrimony.

To matrimony, and matrimony alone, it gives its

sanction ; and accordingly it confers a peculiar sacred-

ness upon this form of cohabitation, by the perform-

ance of ceremonies at its outset. Such ceremonies

are not indeed equally universal with those of birth

and puberty. Among savage and slightly civilised

communities we do not find them. But in all the

great religions of the world they are firmly estab-

lished.

Little of a distinctively religious character is per-

ceptible in Major Forbes's account of marriage rites in

the island of Ceylon. Yet it is plain that Singhalese

marriages do stand under a religious sanction, for in

1 Picard, vol. i, cli. x. p. 82.
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the first i)lace an astrologer must examine the horo-

scopes of tlie two parties, to discover whether they

correspond, and then the same functionary is called

upon to name an auspicious time for the wedding.

On the day of its occurrence a feast is given at the

bride's house, and " on the astrologer notifying that

the appointed moment is approaching, a half-ripe

cocoa-nut, previously placed near the board with some

mystical ceremonies, is cloven in two at one blow." ^

Turning from southern to northern Buddhism, we

fmd Koppen asserting that in Thibet and the sur-

rounding countries, marriage consists solely in the

]»rivate contract, yet adding that none the less

the lamaist cleroy find business to do in rei^ard to

engagements and weddings. The priests alone know
whether the nativity of the bride stands in a favour-

al)le relation to that of the bridegroom, and if not,

by what ceremonies and sacrifices misfortune may be

averted ; they alone know the day that is most suit-

able and propitious for the wedding; they give the

bond its consecration and its blessing by burning

incense and by prayer."

The Code of Manu is not very clear as to the sort

of marriaofes sanctioned bv relioion ; some irreo-ular

connections apparently receiving a formal recogni-

tion, though regarded with moral disapprobation.

The system of caste, moreover, introduces a confus-

ing element, since the nuptial rites are permitted,

by some authorities, to become less and less solemn

as the grade of tlie contracting parties becomes lower.

This opinion having been mentioned, however, the

legislator adds, that " in this Code, three of the five

' E. v., vul. i. 1'. 326-332. - II. B., vol. ii. p. 32 r.
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last [forms of marriage] are held legal, and two
illegal : the ceremonies of Pisachas and A suras must
never be performed." Of the two prohibited forms,

the first is merely an embrace when the damsel is

asleep, drunk, or of disordered intellect ; the second

is when the bride's family, and the bride herself, have

been enriched by large gifts on the part of the bride-

groom. Strangely enough, this regulation does not

exclude the marriage called Gandharva, which is " the

reciprocal connection of a youth and a damsel, with

mutual desire," and is "contracted for the purpose

of amorous embraces, and proceeding from sexual

inclination." Nor does it forbid forcible capture.

But a little further on, the Code encourages the

more regular modes of marrying by promising-

intelligent, beautiful, and virtuous sons to those v/ho

observe them ; and threatening tliose who do not

with bad and cruel sons. It is then stated that

"the ceremony of joining hands is appointed for

those who marry women of their own class, but

with women of a different class" certain ceremonies,

enumerated in the Code, are to be performed.^ It

is probable that this Code was never actually the

law of any part of India; but it is none the less

interesting to see the legislator striving to bring

the lawless passions with which he is dealing under

the supervision of religion.

An elaborate blessino- and exhortation, ben-inninof

with the words " In the name of God," is appointed

in the Zend-Avesta for the nuptial ceremonial.

While marria.ores anions^ Jews and Christ;lans are.

as is well known, inaugurated by solemn religious

^ Manu, iii. i 44,
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rites, and all unions not tlius consecrated arc, at

least by the formal judgment of their respective

creeds, pronounced unholy, sinful, and impure.

Death, like marriage, is held among all religions

but the lowest to call for the performance of befitting

rites. In these it is usually noticeable that much

regard is paid to the manner in which the deceased

is placed in the grave, this circumstance indicating

as a general rule some form of the belief in his

continued existence. Thus, Lieut.-Colonel Collins,

describing the burial of a boy in New South Wales,

observes that "on laying the body in the grave,

great care was taken so to place it that the sun

might look at it as it passed, the natives cutting

down for that purpose every shrub that could obstruct

the view. He was placed on his right side, with his

head to the N.W."'

If there is little trace among the rude population

of this colony of a religious ceremony at the inter-

ment, we find the position of religion distinctly

recognised by the natives of some parts of Africa.

Oldendorp tells us of the tribes with which he was

acquainted, that the funeral rites are performed by

the priests, who are richly rewarded for the service.

Not only are animals sacrificed at the graves, but

in the case of men of rank their wives and servants

are (as is well known) slaughtered to attend them.'^

In Sierra Leone, where " every town or village,

which has been long inhabited, has a common burial-

place," there is the usual attention to position in the

grave. " The head of the corpse, if a man, lies eithei

east or west ; if a woman, it is turned either to the

^ N. S. W., p. 387-390. 2 o. ,1. M., p. 313-317.
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nortli or south. Au occasional prayer is pronounced

over the grave, importing a wish that God may
receive the deceased, and that no harm may happen

to him." Moreover, there is a ceremony which ap-

pears to be a sort of sacrifice to tlie manes. "A
fowl is fastened by the leg upon the grave, and a

little rice placed near it ; if it refuse to eat the rice,

it is not killed ; but if it eat, the head is cut off,

and the blood sprinkled upon the grave ; after which

it is cooked, and a part placed on the grave, the

remainder being eaten by the attendants." A tribe

called the Soosoos " bury their dead with their faces

to the west."
^

Sometimes we meet with tlie opinion that the

entire removal of the deceased from his accustomed

place of abode on earth depends upon due attention

to the rites of interment. A primitive form of this

widespread belief—which lingers as a survival even

in Christendom—is observable in Polynesia. In

Samoa, " in order to secure the admission of a de-

parted spirit to future joys, the corpse was dressed in

the best attire the relatives could provide, the head

was wreathed with flowers, and other decorations

were added. A Y^g Avas then baked whole, and

placed upon the body of the deceased, surrounded by

a pile of vegetable food." The corpse is then ad-

dressed by a near relation, who desires it with the

property thus bestowed to make its way into " the

palace of Tiki," and not to return to alarm the sur-

vivors. If nothing happened within a few days, the

deceased was supposed to have got in ; but a cricket

^ S. L., vol. i. pp. 238, 239.
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being lieard on the premises was taken as an ill omen,

and led to the repetition of the offering.

Elsewhere in the same group of islands " more costly

sacrifices " were presented to the gods of the celestial

rcirions. At least at the interment of a chief it was

customary for his wives to sit down severally near his

body, to be strangled, and then buried along with

him. "The reasons assigned for this are, that the

spirit of the chief may not be lonely in its passage to

the invisible world, and that by such an ofi'ering its

happiness may be at once secured."
^

Funeral ceremonies in Mexico were performed by

priests and monks, and varied in splendour according

to the rank of the deceased. Offices were chanted at

the graves, and at the burial of persons of quality slaves

were killed to serve them in the next world. More-

over, so sensible were the Mexicans to the import-

ance of religion in all states of being, that even the

domestic chaplain was not omitted ; a priest being-

slaughtered to accompany his lord in that capacity.^

In Ceylon, a dying relative is taken to a detached

apartment, where he is placed with his head towards

the east. After death the body is turned with the

head towards the west, and in the grave this position

is preserved. Bodies of priests, and persons of the

highest rank, are burned, and during the process

of cremation the officiating priest " repeats certain

forms of prayer." The same functionary returns to

deliver "some moral admonitions" after seven days,

when the friends revisit the pyre to collect the ashes.^

Notwithstanding the fact that in countries profess-

^ N. M. E., pp. 145, 146. - H. I., b. V. cli. viii. 3 g. y., pp. 334, 335.
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ing the lamaistic form of Buddhism dead bodies arc

unceremoniously exposed to the open air, and left as

a prey to birds or dogs, the mortality of the laity

"forms, with their sicknesses, the richest source of

income for the priests." A great deal, says the

author from whom we draw this information, depends

on the se^^aration of soul and body taking place

according to rule ; and it is important that the spirit

should not injure those who are left, and should meet

with a happy re-birth. The Lama therefore attends

the death-bed, takes care to place the deceased in

the correct position, and observes the hour of depar-

ture. An operation is then performed on the skin

of the head, which is supposed to liberate the soul.

What rites are now to be performed, how the body is

to be disposed of, towards what quarter it is to be

turned, and various other details, depend on astro-

logical combinations known only to the clergy. But

their most important and profitable business is the

repetition of masses for the dead, which are designed

to pacify the avenging deities, and to help the soul

towards as favourable a career as is possible for it.

The length of time during which these masses are

said varies with the wealth of the survivors
;
poor

people obtaining them for a few days only ; the

richer classes for seven weeks ; and princes being-

able to assist the spirits of their relations for a whole

year.'

Among the Parsees the cemeteries consist of

desolate, open places, on which the corpses are de-

posited and left exposed to the air. These places are

called Dakhmas, and are carefully consecrated by the

1 R. B, vol. ii. p. 323-325.
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priests with an elaborate ceremonial. The position

of the dead in the Dakhmas is fixed by the religious

law. Their dying moments and those that succeed

upon death are watched over by the Parsee faith,

which has determined the prayers to be repeated dur-

ing the last hour of life ; before the body is placed

upon the bier; when it is carried out; on the way to

the Dakhma, and at the Dakhma itself. The cere-

monies required on these occasions must be performed

by the JMaubads, or priests. But the due disposal of

the body by no means concludes the duties of rela-

tions towards the dead. The welfare of the soul also

demands numerous prayers. Being supposed to linger

for three days in the immediate neighbourhood of the

corpse, it is the object during that time of especial

attention, and the rites then performed may be of use

to it in the judgment which takes place on the fourth

day. Prayers are to be recited, and offerings made on

the 30tli and 31st day after death, and even then the

ceremonies attending the close of mortal existence

are not concluded, for it is necessary after the lapse of

a year again to celebrate the memory of the departed.

Moreover, the 26th chapter of the Yasna, a hymn of

praise and blessing, is to be said every day during

the year before eating.^

]\lasses for the dead are no less common in Christian

countries (save where the Protestant faith is professed),

than among Buddhists and Parsees. Their object also

is precisely the same ; namely, the welfare of the soul

which has quitted its earthly home to enter on a new

form of being. And although no such prayers are

repeated in Protestant communities, yet there can be

' Av, vol. ii. p. xxxii.-xlii.
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no doubt tliat interment in clue form, and with due

solemnity, is held by the people, even in England, to

benefit the soul in some undefined way. Nor is any por-

tion of the ritual of the English Church more impressive

than that passage in the Burial Service where the offi-

ciating priest consigns " earth to earth, ashes to ashes,

dust to dust, in sure and certain hope of the resurrec-

tion to eternal life, through our Lord Jesus Christ."

But it is not only the due performance of these

last rites which popular opinion associates with the

prospect of salvation in the world to come. As in

other religions, so in that of our own country, the

position of the body in tlie tomb is deemed to be of

vast importance. The head must be westward and the.

feet eastward, the nominal reason being that the dead

person should rise from his temporary abode with his

face to the east, whence Christ will come ; the real

reason being in all probability the survival of a much
older custom, in which that venerable divinity, the

Sun, stood in the place of the Saviour of mankind.
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CHAPTER II.

CONSECRATED PLACES.

Consecrated actions of various kinds being tlie pri-

mary method of approaching the beings in whose

lionour tliey are performed, there remain various

secondary methods ; sometimes tending to lieighten

the effect of the primary method, sometimes supple-

menting it. These secondary means of giving effect

to the religious sentiment may be divided into three

classes :—the consecration of places, of things, and of

persons ; while the last of these falls into two subdi-

visions : the self-dedication of certain individuals to

their deity, and the dedication of a certain class to the

more special performance of religious services on behalf

of the community.

Consecration of places evidently confers on the

actions performed within them a higher sanctity.

Prayer offered in a place which has been devoted to

the service of God is more likely to be successful.

Praise from within its walls will l)c more acceptable.

AVedlock contracted under its influence will be more

solemn, and will j^ossess a more binding character.

Children may most fitly enter upon life by a profession

of faith made in their behalf in a consecrated temple.

And the bodies of the dead will rest more peacefully

in consecrated earth.
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It is scarcely needful to offer evidence of the fact

that in various lands, and by many kinds of belief, the

performance of certain ceremonies is held to consecrate

places to the purpose of communication between man
and the higher powers. From the savage in Sierra

Leone, where " a small shed of dry leaves " presents

perhaps the rudest form of temple to be found on

earth, ^ to the European who worships his God in St

Peter's or AVestminster Abbey, the same oj)inion

prevails. Everywhere the consecration of places is

conceived to render them fitter for the celebration of

religious rites, and unfit for all profaner uses.

Of the state of feeling with which such localities

are endowed by the ordinary worshipper, an excellent

example is offered in Solomon's speech at the dedica-

tion of the temple. He specially requests Jehovah that

when prayers are made to him in this place, or toward

this 2:)lace, he will hear such prayers : that is, he expects

that the sanctity he will confer upon the temple, by de-

voting it to Jehovah, will add something to the efficacy

of petitions in which it is in some way concerned. The

manner in which he dedicates the temple may serve,

too, as a type of this kind of ceremony. " Solomon,"

we are told, " offered a sacrifice of peace-offerings,

which he offered unto the Lord, two-and-twenty

thousand oxen, and an hundred and twenty thousand

sheep." With this barbaric magnificence he "dedi-

cated the house of the Lord," and he subsequently

hallowed the middle of the court by " burnt-ofterings,

and meat-offerings, and the fat of the peace-offerings."
"

How great was the respect attached to this temple

by the Israelites, and how anxiously they sought to

^ S. L., p. 65. ^ I Kings viii.
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guard it against such profanation as it received at the

hands of Pompey, is well known.

The lavish splendour with Avhicli Solomon adorned

his temple is a common feature of consecrated places.

Like the ancient Hebrews, the Mexicans and Peruvians

had luiildin2:s in honour of their gods, of extreme

magnificence. The temple of Pachacamac, or the

Creator, in Peru, was a verv lara;e and ancient build-

ing, richly decorated, which was found to contain an

immense wealth of gold and silver vessels.^ The

l)Oundless munificence with which pious Christians

have sought to beautify their places of worship needs

no description. Along with the more formal conse-

cration given to such sanctuaries of the Most High by

special rites, they have sought to render them more

worthy of his habitation by the liberality displayed

in their erection and embellishment.

' If. r., b. v., clis. iii., xii.
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CHAPTER III.

CONSECRATED OBJECTS.

Besides consecration of places to religious uses,

material things may be consecrated to the deity

worshipped by those who thus apply them. These

things may be of the most varied description, from

common objects of the most trifling value, to those of

the utmost possible estimation. Among consecrated

objects are the furniture of temples or churches, which

is reserved for divine service ; the garments worn by

priests in their liturgical functions ; the votive tablets

in which men record their gratitude for preservation

in danger
;
pictures, statues, endowments of land for

monasteries or the supj^ort of ecclesiastical oflices;

and anything else which the owners may part with

from pious motives, and with the view of bestowing

it entirely on their god or his vicegerents on earth.

Such consecrated objects were seen in abundance

l)y Lieutenant Matthews in Sierra Leone, where the

natives devoted them to the idols who reigned in the

small sheds of dry leaves mentioned in the preceding

chapter. The offerings made by the natives to these

superhuman beings consisted of " bits of cloth, pieces

of broken cups, plates, mugs, or glass bottles, brass

rings, beads, and such articles." But a still more

precious object was bestowed upon these gods by the

people when they wished to render them particularly
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comj^laisaut. Tlieu " tliey generally provide liquor,"

of wliicli they make a very small libation to the object

of their petitions, and drink the rest. Moreover, they

have also little genii, or household gods, consisting of

inia<]jes of wood from ei^ijht to twelve inches lon;^,

to whom they consecrate certain things. These

might be of a very miscellaneous order. There might

l)e seen, for instance, "a brass pan fastened to the

stump of a tree by driving a country axe through it

—

a glass bottle set up on the stump of a tree—a broken

Itottle placed upon the ground with two or three beads

in it, covered with a bit of cloth, and surrounded with

stones—a rag laid upon small sticks and covered with

a broken calabash," and so forth. As in more civilised

countries, the sanctity conferred upon these objects by

religion places them under the special protection of

the law. "To remove one of them even unknow-

ingly," continues the author, " is a great offence, and

subjects the aggressor to a pcdave?^ or action in their

courts of law."^ The Tartar chiefs, as described by

the traveller Carpin, kept idols in their places of

abode, to whom they offered not only the first milk

of their ewes and mares, and something of all they

eat, but to whom they even consecrated horses. After

this dedication to the idol no one might mount these

horses.^ Among the Singhalese a curious mode prevails

of consecrating fruit to some demon, in order to pre-

vent its being stolen. " A band of leaves " is to be

seen fastened around the stem of a fruit-tree, and it

is supposed that no thief will be so sacrilegious as to

toucli the fruit that has been thus hallowed. " Occa-

sionally," says Sir Emerson Tennent, "these dedica-

^ S. L,, p. 65-67. 2 Beryeron, Voyage de Cari>in, p. 30.
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tions are made to the temples of Buddha, and even to

the Roman Catholic altars, as to that of St Anne of

Calpentyn. This ceremony is called Gokbandeema,
' the tying of the tender leaf,' and its operation is to

prevent the fruit from pillage, till ripe enough to be

plucked and sent as an offering to the divinity to

whom it has thus been consecrated." He adds, that

a few only of the finest are offered, the rest being kept

by the owner. ^ Another author, describing the same

custom, says, "To prevent fruit being stolen, the

people hang up certain grotesque figures around the

orchards and dedicate it to the devils, after which none

of the native Ceylonese will dare even to touch the fruit

on any account. Even the owner will not venture to

use it, till it be first liberated from the dedication. For

this purpose, they carry some of it to the pagoda,

where the priests, after receiving a certain proportion

for themselves, remove the incantations with which it

was dedicated." ^ Here the consecration, contrary to

the usual rule, is made with an interested motive,

and is of the nature of a direct bargain for temporal

advantages. Of the common form of consecration

among the same people, another visitor gives evidence
;

their temples are, he says, "adorned with such things

as the people's ability and poverty can afford ; account-

ing it the highest point of devotion, bountifully to

dedicate such things unto their gods, which in their

estimation are most precious."
^

Sometimes consecration is held to confer special

jiowers, not otherwise possessed, upon the objects on

which it is performed. Thus, among the rude Mon-

1 Ceylon, vol. i. p. 540 (3d eel.) - A. I. C, p. 198.

3 H. R. C, p. "Z-
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golians, tlic consecrating rites to wliicli sacred writings

and images of Buddha are subjected are described by

a word meaning to animate, which is held by a

learned Orientalist to express their sense of the com-

munication of living power, of which the religious

ceremony is the vehicle.^ Thus, too, among Christians,

the consecration of bread and wine by a priest is

regarded as the means of a still more extraordinar)''

communication of living power to those lifeless ele-

ments. And the writer has been present at the

A^atican when a vast number of rosaries, and other

such trinkets, were held up by a crowd of devotees to

receive the Papal blessing, which was evidently con-

sidered, by their owners, to confer upon them some

kind of virtue that was otherwise lacking.

Naturally it follows from the theory of consecration

—which is that of a gift from men to God—that the

more valuable the objects given, the more pleasing

will they be. Hence, men generally endeavour to

consecrate valuable objects, though instances to the

contrary may be found. The horses bestowed by the

Tartars were, no doubt, among their most precious

possessions. And the large endowments of land,

devoted in perpetuity to the Church during the

middle ages, were gifts of the most permanent and

most coveted form of property.

Consecration differs from sacrifice, in that the ob-

jects of sacrifice are intended for the immediate gratifi

cation of the deity, those of consecration for his con-

tinued use. Hence, things sacrificed arc consumed

upon the spot ; things consecrated are preserved as

long as their nature permits of it. So strong is the-

1 G. 0. M, p. 330.
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sense of permanence attaching to consecration, that

there are probably even now persons among us, who
would regard it as a sort of crime for the State to

assume the ownership of lands once devoted to reli-

gious purposes, or to divert the proceeds to some other

employment. A like sentiment, no doubt, prevails

with regard to the material and the furniture of places

of worship. With regard to sacrifice the case is dif-

ferent. Animals, fruits, or other articles intended for

sacrifice, are given to the god or his representative for

the single occasion, and as a requisite in the perform-

ance of some momentary rite. If a homely compari-

son may be permitted on so sacred a subject, it might

l)e not inaptly said, that things sacrificed are like the

meat and drink j^laced before a guest who is invited

to dinner, while things consecrated rather resemble

the present which he carries away to his own resi-

dence, arud keeps for the remainder of his life.

YOL. I,
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CHAPTER IV.

CONSECRATED PERSONS.

We have seen the religious instinct leading to the

consecration of actions, to the consecration of places,

and to the consecration of things. We are now to

follow it in a yet more striking exhibition of its

power, the consecration Ly human beings of their

own lives and their own persons (or sometimes of

the lives and persons of their children). Not only is

such self-dedication to the service of religion com-

mon ; it is well-nigh universal. There is no phe-

nomenon more constant, none more uniform, than

tliis. Differing in minor details, the grand features

of self-consecration are everywliere tlie same, whether

we look to the saintly Rishis of ancient India ; to

the wearers of the yellow robe in China or Ceylon

;

to the Essenes among the Jews; to the devotees of

Vitziliputzli in pagan Mexico ; or to the monks and

nuns of Christian times in Africa, in Asia, and in

Europe. Throughout the various creeds of these dis-

tant lands there runs the same unconquerable impulse,

])roducing the same remarkable effects. This is not

the place to attempt a psychological explanation of

asceticism as a tendency of human nature. We have

now only to notice some of its most conspicuous

manifestations, and thus to assign to it its proper
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23lace in a history of the mode in whicli man en-

deavours to approach and to propitiate his god.

Generally S23eaking, we may premise that the con-

secration of individuals to a life in which religion is

the predominating element, means the abandonment
of the ordinary pleasures of the world. This is of

the very essence of self-devotion. Sanctity, and

the enjoyment of all those things in which the body
is largely concerned, have always been regarded as

inconsistent and opposite. Hence, in the first line of

things prohibited to consecrated persons, we always

discover the pleasures of sex. To indulge in these is

usually considered the most flagrant outrage ngainst

their rules. Next to sexual delights, or equally wdth

them, the luxuries of clioice food, rich clothing,

comfortable beds, well-furnished rooms, and similar

ministrations to j^hysical ease are withheld from the

votaries. " They are very frequently voluntary paupers

or mendicants; or whore this is not the case, they

usually depend on some endowment derived from the

liberality of others. Where their numbers are large,

they are placed under rules, and bound to the strictest

obedience to their superiors in the same line of life.

Moreover, mere abstinence from ordinary pleasures is

not enough to prove their devotion ; they are called

on to undergo extraordinary pains. These vary with

the rule of the order, or their own fervour. Some-
times they are obliged to live in rooms whicb, in the

coldest weather, no fire is permitted to cheer ; some-

times their sleep is broken by rising at unseasonable

hours to worship their deity; sometimes the garment
they wear is too thick in summer, and too scanty in

winter ; and sometimes they tear their own flesh by
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scourging and Hagellation. Fasting, too, is often im-

posed at certain times. And the zeal of individuals

always outruns the compulsory hardships of their

position. They will show the intensity of their de-

votion by fasting more rigorously than others, sleeping

on harder couches, bearing greater inflictions. Self-

consecration continually tends towards greater and

oreater self-denial ; but the actual dec'Tces of self-denial

vary from the mere observance of some simple rules to

the extremest possibility of self-torture. Confining our-

selves, however, to the general marks which characterise

this devotion of persons to religion, we may say that it

involves principally two things : chastity and poverty.

When the Spaniards had established themselves in

]\Iexico and Peru, they were astonished to find, in the

religious customs and practices of the new world they

had invaded, so much that resembled those of the old

world they had left behind. Es23ecially was this the

case with regard to monastic institutions, in respect

of which it seemed that the Christian missionaries

had little to teach their heathen brothers. " Certainly

it is a matter of surprise," says the Reverend Father

Acosta, " that false religious opinion sliould have

so much power with those young men and young

women of Mexico, that they should do with such

austerity in the service of Satan that which many
of us do not do in the service of the most higho
God. Which is a great confusion to those who are

very proud and very well satisfied with some trifling

penance which they perform."^ In describing more

particularly the manner in which the devil had con-

trived to be served in ^Mexico, he states that around

^ II. I., b. 5, ch. 1 6, sul) fine.
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the great temple tlierc were two monasteries, cue of

youDg women and the other of young men, whom
they called monks (religiosos). Those young men who
served in the temple of Vitziliputzli lived in poverty,

chastity, and obedience ; ministered like Levites to

the priests and dignitaries of the temple, and had

manual labour to do. ' Besides these were others

who j^erformed menial services, and carried the offer-

ings that were made when their superiors went in

quest of alms. All these had persons who took

charge of them, and when they went abroad they

held their heads low and their eyes on the ground,

not daring to raise them to look at the women they

might come across. Should they not receive enough

by way of alms, they had the right of going to the

sown fields, and plucking the ears of corn of which

they had need. They practised penance, rising at

midnight^ and also cutting themselves so as to draw

blood ; but this exercise and penance did not last

more than a year.^

Both in IMexico and in Peru young girls were con-

secrated to a religious life, but this consecration was

sometimes only temporary ; a certain proportion of

the Peruvian nuns being drafted off into the harem

of the Inca. Acosta, describing this consecration of

virgins, is again impressed with the abilities of the

devil. Since, he observes, the religious life is so

pleasing in the eyes of God, the father of lies has

contrived, not only to imitate it, but to cause his

ministers to be distinguished in austerity and regula-

rity. Thus in Peru there were many convents for girls,

who were placed under the tuition of old women whom
1 H. I., b. 5, cb. 1 6.
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they callixl Mamaconas. Indoctrinated by tlie ^Fa-

maconas in ** various things necessary for human life,

and in the rites and ceremonies of their gods," they were

removed, after they had attained fourteen 3'ears, either

to the sanctuaries where they preserved a perpetual

virginity, or to be sacrificed in some religious cere-

monial, or to become Avives and mistresses of the Inca

and his friends. The consecration of these damsels

M'as not, as usual in such cases, voluntary on their

part, but the same idea of merit inspired the gift on

the part of those who made it. For, while the sur-

render of female children to the monastery was

compulsory when demanded by an officer named the

" ApjDopauaca," yet, "many offered their girls of their

own free will, it appearing to them that they gained

great merit, inasmuch as they were sacrificed for the

Inca." If any of the older nuns, who presided over

the children, had sinned against her honour, she was

invariably buried alive or subjected to some other

cruel death.

" In Mexico," continues the pious Jesuit, " the devil

also found his own kind of nuns, although the pro-

fession did not last more than one year." As has been

said, there were two houses, one for men and another

for women. Like the monks, the nuns also wore a

distinctive costume, and dressed their hair in a dis-

tinctive fashion. Like them, they had manual labour

to perform ; like them, they rose at midnight for

matins. They had their abbesses, who occupied them

in making robes for the adornment of the idols.

They also had their penance, in which they cut them-

selves in the points of the cars. Tliey lived with

honour and circumspection, and any delinquency.
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even the smallest, was punished with death ; for they

said that the sinner had violated the honour of their

god.'

Another author, describing the religious orders of

Peru, states that fathers, anxious that their children's

lives should be preserved, used to dedicate them in

infancy to some form of monastic establishment, to

which they were actually committed at the age of

fifteen. If, for instance, they were promised to the

house of Calmecac, it was that they might perform

penance, and serve the gods, and live in purity and

humility and chastity, and be altogether preserved from

carnal vices. A Christian parent could have desired

no more. " And if it were a woman, she was a servant

of the temple called Civatlamacazqui ; she had to be

subject to the women who governed that order ; she

had to live in chastity, and abstain from every carnal act,

and to li^^e with the virgins who were called the sisters^'

who were shut up in the convent. A feast was made
when the child was dedicated by its parents, and the

head of the order took it in his arms in token that it

was his subject till it was married ; the consecration

not being perpetual. Its reception was accompanied

by a solemn ceremonial, in M'hich the following prayer

was offered to their god: "0 Lord,- most merciful,

protector of all, here stand thy handmaidens, who
bring thee a new handmaid, whose father and mother

promise and offer her, that she may serve thee. And
well thou knowest that the poor thing is thine : vouch-

safe to receive her, that for a few days she may sweep

and adorn thy house, which is a house of penance and

weeping, where the daughters of the nobles place their

1 H. I., b. 5, ch. 15.
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liand on thy riches, praying and weeping to thee with

tears and great devotion, and where they demand witli

jjrayers thy words and thy power. Vouchsafe,

Lord, to sliow her grace, and to receive her: })lace her,

Lord, in the company of the virgins who are called

Tlamacazquc, who do penance and serve in the temple,

and wear their hair short. Lord, most merciful, pro-

tector of all, vouchsafe to do with her whatever is thy

holy will, showing her the grace wliieh thou knowest

to he suited to her." If then the girl was of age, she

was marked in the ribs and breast, in evidence of her

beiuo- a nun ; and if she was still a child, a strino- of

beads was put round her neck, which she wore until

she could fulfil the vow of her parents.^

But in addition to these temporary nuns, Peru had

others, whose vows were perpetual. Vega relates in

his Commentaries, that besides the women who entered

into monasteries to profess perj^etual virginity, there

were many women of the blood-royal who lived

in their own houses, subject to a vow of virginity,

though not in "clausura." They went out to visit

their relations on various occasions. They were held

in the greatest respect for their chastity and purity,

which was by no means feigned, but altogether

genuine. Any failure to observe their vow was

punislied by burning or drowning. The writer knew

one of these women when advanced in life, and occa-

sionally saw her when she visited his mother, whose

great-aunt she was. He bears witness himself to the

profound veneration with which this old lady Avas

everywhere received, the place of honour being always

assigned to her, as well by his mother as by her other

1 A. M., vol. V.
i>.

4S4-4S6.
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acquaintances.^ Tlius we find celibacy, as a mark of

piety, in full force in the new world at the time of

its discovery, no less than in the old ; and religious

chastity as much respected by the idolatrous Mexicans

and Peruvians as by their Catholic invaders.

Monasticism, in countries where Buddhism reio-ns

supreme, is a vast and powerful institution. In the

early times of Buddhistic fervour, it would almost

seem from the language of the legends, that to em-

brace the faith of Sakyamuni and to become an ascetic

were one and the same thing. At least every convert

who aspired to be not only a hearer, but a doer of the

word, is described as instantly assuming the tonsure

and the yellow robe. At the same time the distinc-

tion between Bhikshus, mendicants, and Upasakas,

laymen, is no doubt an early one ; and we must
assume, that as soon as the religion of the gentle

ascetic began to spread among the people at large,

those whose circumstances did not permit them to

be monks or nuns were received on easier terms.

"AVhat," asked a discij^le, "must be done in the

condition of a mendicant?"—"The rules of chastity

must be observed during the whole of life." "That
is impossible ; is there no other way ?

"—" There is

another, friend; it is to be a pious man (Upasaka)."
" What is there to be done in this condition ?

"—" It is

necessary to abstain during the whole of life from

murder, theft, pleasure,^ lying, and the use of intoxi-

cating liquors." ^ To these five commandments, bind-

ing on every Buddhist, the rule imposed upon the

mendicants adds five more, to say nothing of many

^ C. R., b. 4, ch. 7. 2 -piie jujcit pleasures of sex must be understood.
3 H. B. I.,p. 281.
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more special obligations and regulations to wliicli tliey

are subject. ^Murder, theft, uncliastity, lying, and

drinking, are forbidden to them as to all others ; the

sixth commandment prohibits eating after mid-day

;

the seventh singing, dancing, and playing musical

instruments ; the eighth adorning the person with

Howers and bands, or using perfume and ointment

;

the ninth sleeping on a high and large bed; the tenth

accepting gold and silver. These several prohibitions

aim, as is evident, at precisely the same objects which

the founders of Christian orders have always had in

view ; that, namely, of weaning their disciples from the

world by keeping from them the enjoyment of its

luxuries, and preventing the acquisition of personal

property.

The obligation to observe these rules commenced

with the novitiate ; a condition which, in Buddhist

as in Catholic communities, precedes that of complete

ordination. The novices are termed Sramanera, a

w ord meaning little Sramanas, while the monks thera-

pelves are either Sramana or Bbikshu. Both these

designations serve to express the nature of their

vocation ; Sramana being " an ascetic who subdues

his senses," and Bhikshu "one who lives by alms."^

The sisters are called Bhikshuni, and they are said to

owe their origin to Maha Prajapati, the aunt of the

threat Sramana Gautama, who obtained from her

nephew, through the intercession of the beloved

disciple Ananda, the permission for her sex to follow

their brothers in the Avay of sah'ation by poverty and

chastity.^

There can be no question tliat, according to the

' u. C. I., pp. 275, 276. 2 Ibid., p. 27S.
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original practice of the mendicant orders, the vow \Yas

taken for life ; and this is, I believe, still the custom

in most of the lands where Buddhism is in the

ascendant. But in Siam, the monastic vow can at

any time be cancelled by the superior of the mon-

astery ; and this rule, which involves a gross abuse

of the original institution, renders temporary asceti-

cism universal in that country/ Another kind of de-

generacy has occurred in Nepaul, where the ministers

of religion, who elsewhere must be monks, are per-

mitted to be married.^

The objects proposed to themselves by Buddhists,

in embracing an ascetic life, are precisely the same

as those proposed to themselves by Christians. By
denying themselves the pleasures of this world, they

hope to obtain a higher reward than other mortals

;

whether in the shape of birth in a happier condition,

or in_ that of complete emancipation from all Ijirth

whatsoever, which is the supreme goal of their reli-

gion. The means they pursue to attain these ends

are also similar. The Pratimoksha Sutra, or Sutra

of Emancipation, which forms the universal regnht

in all their monasteries, is worthy of a St Benedict

or a St Francis. It lays down with the minutest

elaboration, not only all the moral precepts that

must be obeyed by the monk or nun, but all tlie little

observances in regard to dress, eating, walking, social

intercourse, and so forth, to which he must attend. It

contains two hundred and fifty rules, and the breach

of any of these is attended with its ap)propriate

penance, according to the magnitude of the offence.

Asceticism was deeply rooted in the native land of

1 Wheel, p. 45. 2 Hodgson, T.R.A.S., vol. ii. p. 245.
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Buddhism long before the appearance of the reformer

who gave it, by the foundation of communities, an

organisation and a purpose. Just as in Egypt there

were many solitary saints before the time of Pachomius

and Antony, so in India there were holy men who
liad subdued their senses before the gospel of deliver-

ance was preached by Gautama Ihiddha. Some of

these dispensed altogether with clothing, a custom

which was frowned upon by Buddhism and put down

wherever its inlluence was paramount. Others lived

in lonely places, exposed to every sort of hardship and

avoiding every form of carnal pleasure. The popular

mind combined the practice of austerity with the

acquisition of extraordinary powers over nature.

Hence, no doubt, an additional motive for its exercise.

Tlie llamayana abounds with descriptions of holy

hermits, living on roots in the forests, and practising

the utmost austerity. Visvamitra, for example, the

very type of an ascetic, was a monarch, who deter-

mined to obtain from the gods the title of "Brahman
saint," the highest to which he, not by birth a

Brahman, could aspire. This was the manner in

which he went to work :

—

" His arms upraised, without a rest,

With but one foot, the earth he jiressed
;

The air his food, tlie hermit stood

Still as a pillar hewn from wood.

Around him in the summer days

Five mighty fires combined to blaze.

In Hoods of rain no veil was spread,

Save clouds, to canopy his head.

In the dark dews both night and day

Couched in the stream the hermit lay." *

Twice did the gods, alarmed at the power he was

1 Grilhth, The Ramayan, vol. i. p. 26S.
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likely to acquire, direct their efforts against his

chastity. The first time the perfect nymph deputed

ou this errand, seen by him while bathing herself

naked in the stream, caused him to forget his vow
and dally with her for ten years. The second time

the saint perceived the, plot, but allowed himself to

burst forth in words of unholy rage against the damsel

who was trying to seduce him, and thus lost the

merit of his former penance. After this he resolved

never to speak a word, and persisted in his resolution,

until the gods, in a body, addressed him in the long-

desired form :
" Hail, Brahman Saint."

^

Visvamitra is of course a mythical character, and

his penance imaginary ; but the ascetic life he is

described as leading was taken from models which

the writers had before their eyes. All the marvels of

the Thebaid in Christian times were, in fact, anticipated

in India by at least one thousand years.

How deeply the ascetic tendency is implanted in

human nature is strikingly shown in the case of the

Essenes, the Nazarites, and the Therapeuta^, who
sprang from a religion whose ostensible precepts are

eminently opposed to all such courses, that of the

Jews. Judaism powerfully encouraged all those in-

clinations to which monasticism is fatal : the pro-

pagation of the species, the acquisition of property,

the maintenance of family ties, and the enjoyment

of the good things which this world has to offer. Yet

from the bosom of tliis sober faith sprang bodies of

men who neither ate flesh, nor drank wine, nor

cohabited with women. It may be that the Jewish

ascetics were not very numerous ; but it is clear, too,

1 Griffith, Tlie Raniayan, vol. i. p. 274.
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that they were not so few as to be deemed by cou-

temporary observers altogether unimportant. And
the fascination whicli John the Baptist, pre-eminently

an ascetic, exercised over his countrymen in the first

century, is a sign that this mode of living was con-

ducive among the Jews to that spiritual supremacy

which it has so constantly received at the hands of

Christians.

That Christianity should encourage a disposition

whicli even Judaism could not check was no more

than might be expected from the language and

conduct of its founder and his earliest disciples.

Christ was never married, and probably lived in

complete chastity. Paul goes so far as to compare

marriage unfavourably with celibacy. James upholds

])0verty as preferable to riches in the eyes of God.

The wdiole of the New Testament abounds with

passages in which present misery is declared to be

the forerunner of future happiness, and present

prosperity of future suffering. This is the very spirit

of monasticism, and it is not surprising that from

such a root such fruits have sprung. From a very

early age devout Christians have felt that in renounc-

ing individual property, marriage, personal freedom,

and the various other joys which life in the worlJ

offers, they were fulfilling the dictates of their religion

and preparing themselves for heaven. To illustrate

this proposition effectually would be to write the

history of the monastic orders. Beginning in the

deserts of Egypt, these have extended throughout

Europe, and have exercised a vast and potent influence

on the extension of the Christian faith. jMonks have

been missionaries, preachers, martyrs, persecutors,
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bishops, and popes. The greatest names who have

ranged themselves under the banner of the Catholic

Church have belonged to one or other of the several

orders. And alongside of the monks, living by the

same rule, helping them in tlieir several tasks, the

nuns have ever been forward in undero^oinsr their

share of austerity and undertaking their share of

labour.

Very various have been the immediate motives that

have led such large numbers of Christians to betake

themselves to the monastery or the convent. Some
have fled from riches and luxury ; others from poverty

and •wretchedness. Some have been sick of earthly

pleasures ; others have sought to avoid the temptation

of ever knowing them. Many have been drawn by

the irresistible spell of asceticism to flee from opposing

parents and unsympathising friends in order to

embrace it ; others have been destined from their

infancy, like the Mexican and Peruvian youth, to

wear the cowl or to take the veil. But throughout

the history of every order there has been the same

fundamental idea sustaining its existence ; the idea,

namely, that in becoming an ascetic, the person was

consecrated to God, and became by that consecration

purer, holier, and better than those who continued to

pursue the ordinary avocations of secular life.

This consecration is not given Mdthout due so-

lemnity. It is only after a novitiate, in which he has

full experience of the privations to be undergone, that

the candidate can be received into the order of which

he desires to be a member. Should his resolution be

unshaken after his year's trial as a novice, he may
take the irrevocable vow of obedience, under which
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those of poverty and chastity are comprehended. He
is now a consecrated person. He has sacrificed him-

self completely to his divine Master, and whatever

reward he may hope to receive must be given by that

Master in a future state.

It is one of the principal weaknesses of Protestan-

tism that it has omitted to provide for the ascetic in-

stinct. It has lost thereby the mighty hold which the

Catholic Church must ever possess over those who feel

themselves moved to crucify the flesh and devote

themselves wholly to spiritual things. Strange to

say, this remarkable instinct has nevertheless broken

out afresh within the bosom of Protestantism in recent

times. The Shakers are but a somewhat novel species

of monks and nuns. They abstain from marriage,

though the two sexes live together in one community.

Their chastity is said to be perfect. They give up

(dl individual property for the common good. They

wear a peculiar dress and are subject to peculiar

rules. Lastly, they believe that they stand under the

special guidance and protection of the Holy Spirit.
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CHAPTEE V.

CONSECRATED MEDIATORS,

Having seen the manner in wliich individuals devote

themselves to the special service of their deities, we
have now to observe the further fact that a whole

class of men is devoted to this service by the demands

of society. This class is the priesthood. They differ

from the persons last treated of, inasmuch as the

consecration of ascetics has reference exclusively to

their own j^ersonal salvation, while the consecration

of priests has reference exclusively to the salvation of

others. A monk or a nun becomes by the act of

profession a holier being; less occupied with the

world ; mentally nearer to God ; better fitted to com-

municate with him than ordinary unchaste mortals.

A priest becomes by the act of ordination a being

endowed with special powers ; better entitled to offer

up the public prayers than others ; more likely to be

heard when he does so ; more eligible as a channel

of communication between men and God than unor-

dained mortals. In other words, his functions are

of a public, those of the monk of a private, kind.

We must not be confused by the fact that among
Buddhists and among Catholics the two species of

consecration are no longer completely distinct, the
VOL. I. H
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monks in both of those great religions being at tlie

same time priests. The early writings of Buddhism

sufficiently evince the fact that no kind of public

ministry was at first connected with the profession

of a mendicant. He had simply to observe the pre-

cepts of his order, and to aim at such perfection as

should ensure the deliverance of his soul. Priestly

duties are now indeed performed by monks in

Buddhist countries, but this is an addition to their

regular vocation, not a necessary part of it ; while

in Catholic countries, the ecclesiastical character which

the monks at present enjoy in no way belonged to

them when the monastic orders were first established.

The monks, as Montalembert observes, were at first

an intermediate body between laity and clergy, in

whom the latter were to see an ideal which it was not

possible for all to attain. Technically, however, the

monks formed a part of the laity, and the steps' by

which they came to be considered as the "regular

clergy" are, according to the same high authority,

difficult to follow.^ Self-consecration, and consecration

to ecclesiastical duties were therefore two very difi'er-

ent things, and the distinction between regular and

secular clergy shows that, though somewhat obliter-

ated in appearance, the two ideas are still kept apart.

In all religions that have risen above the rudest

stage, those who desire to become priests are initiated

by certain fixed ceremonies. Thus is the consecration

given which fits them to convey to God the wishes of

mortals, and to mortals the will of God. To take an

example from a very primitive form of faith, the

" Angekoks," or priests of the Grcenlanders, receive

' M. d'O., vol. i. p. 288 ; vol. u. p. 57.
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their commission only after long and exhausting rites,

in which a familiar spirit is supposed to appear to

them, and to accompany them to heaven and hell.

Should they fail ten times in obtaining the assistance

of such a spirit, they are compelled to lay down their

offices. The spirit, when he comes, holds a conversa-

tion with the Angekok, who is thus installed in his

profession by supernatural means. ^ So also, among

the American tribes in New France, we are told that

the "Jongleurs" by profession never obtained this

character till after they had been prepared for it by

fasts, which they carried to a great extent, and during

which they beat the drum, cried, shouted, sung and

smoked. Their installation was subsequently accom-

plished in a sort of Bacchanalia, with ceremonies of a

highly extravagant nature.^ Among a certain tribe

of negroes, the priests are taken from a class of men
termed "living sacrifices,"^ who live at the expense of

others, taking whatever they require, and who wear

their hair, like the Nazarites, unshorn. Here their

consecration is marked by these peculiar characteristics,

and appears to be impressed upon them by some dedi-

cation made without their own consent. In another

negro nation, there is a priestess of a certain snake,

who is marked in a peculiar way over the whole body,

and held in great esteem. Every year some young

girls are seized by force and taken to this priestess,

who marks them artistically, initiates them in religious

songs and dances, marries them in a manner to the

snake, and consecrates them as priestesses of that divi-

nity. With others again the priesthood is hereditary,

1 H. G., p. 253-256. 2 >^- Y., vol. iii. p. 363.

3 G d. M. p. 32 P.
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the consecration in this case being imprinted once for

all on certain fiimilies, and not imparted, as in the in-

stances given above, by rites affecting only the indi-

vidual who undergoes them. A peculiar modification

of the hereditary principle is where the preference is

given to him, among several sons, who dares to pull

certain gi'ains (which have been previously put in) out

of the teeth of his deceased father, and place them in

the mouth of the corpse. Here the consecration is

partly inherited, partly personal. Elsewdiere a priest

or fetich-maker is made " by all sorts of silly cere-

monies at a meal," and a string wdth consecrated ob-

jects is hung round his neck in token of liis condition.^

Both principles, the hereditary and the personal,

were known in Mexico. The priests of Vitziliputzli

succeeded by right of birth ; the priests of other idols

by election or by an offering made in their infancy.

Priests were consecrated to their holy office by an

unction which, as Father Acosta justly observes, resem-

bled that of the Catholic Church. They w^ere anointed

from head to foot, and the hair was left to hang

down in tresses moist from the application of the

ointment. But when they w^ere going to perform the

offices of their sacred calling on mountains, or in dark

caves, they w^ere anointed wdth an altogether different

substance, compounded by a peculiar process from cer-

tain venomous reptiles. This was supposed to give

them courage.^

The consecration of the Levitical priesthood, origi-

nally personal, descended from father to son, and

was moreover confined to the members of this single

tribe. It could not be repeated after its first perform-

i G. d. M., p. 328. 2 n. L, b. 5, ch. 26.
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aiice. Hence we have in this case an interesting

example, not only of an hereditary priesthood, but

also of the manner in which its exclusive sanctity

was supposed to have been originally established.

Moses, who derived his appointment directly from

Jehovah, was employed to consecrate Aaron and his

sons by means of an elaborate and imposing ritual

communicated to him by that deity himself. The;

means thus taken (in Jehovah's own words) "to hallow

them, to minister unto me in the priest's office," were

effectual for all time ; the descendants of Aaron after

that being priests by nature. How great was the

value of the consecration thus given, may be seen by

the fact that Moses was ordered to threaten the penalty

of death against any one who should dare to manu-

facture oil similar to that used in anointing Aaron

and his sons.^

Priestly power among Christian nations is commu-

nicated in a solemn ceremonial, and is conferred only

upon the individual recipient. It does not descend in

his family, but it is capable of being imparted by

bishops, who have themselves received a higher grade

of priestly consecration. By some it is actually sup-

posed that a mysterious virtue, derived directly from

Christ through the apostles, is conveyed to the reci-

pient of holy orders. But whether the apostolical

succession be conveyed or not in the Ordination

Service of the Church of England, it is certain that a

high authority is held to be given to the priest by the

laying on of the hands of the Bishop and of the other

priests present at the time.

The rights which he receives are thus expressed :

—

^ Exofl. xxviii. 29 ; xxx. 30-33.
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"Receive tbe Holy Gliost for tlie office and work of a

priest in the Church of God, now committed unto thee

by the imposition of our hands. Whose sins thou dost

forgive, they are forgiven; and whose sins thou dost

retain, they arc retained, and be thou a faithful dis-

penser of the AVord of God, and of his holy sacraments.

In the name of the Father, and of the Son, and of the

Holy Ghost. Amen."

After this the Bishop delivers the Bible to each of

the candidates, saying :

—

" Take thou authority to preach the Word of God,

and to minister the holy sacraments in the congregation

where thou shalt be lawfully apj)ointed thereunto."

Here it may be observed that there arc three powers

conveyed by this ordination : the power of preaching,

the power of administering the sacraments, and the

power of forgiving and retaining sins. Since the

salvation of Christians depends upon their admission

to the sacraments, and upon the forgiveness of their

sins, it is obvious that the priest who may debar them

from the one, and refuse the other, receives in his

consecration the keys of the kingdom of heaven. In

their communications to the Almighty through the

mediation of such priests men are in possession of an

instrument of the very highest efficacy.

The terrible reality which the belief in the eccle-

siastical privilege of forgiving sins may sometimes

have, is graphically exhibited in M. de Lamartine's

touching poem entitled " Jocelyn." Therein a bishop,

taken prisoner and condemned to death in the French

Kevolution, sends for a young deacon who was living

in concealment in the Alps with a maiden who loved

him deeply, and whom (since the irrevocable vows
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of a priest were not yet taken) he intended to marry.

Regardless of all " his pleading the Bishop, under the

threat of his dying anathema, forces the unhappy

youth to receive priestly orders at his hands, solely in

order that he may then listen to the episcopal con-

fession and forgive the episcopal sins. Marriage was

now rendered impossible by the vow he had taken

;

nnd thus two lives were consigned to enduring misery

that a bishop might die in peace. Surely the morality

which could lead to such a consummation is self-con-

demned I
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EXTERNAL MANIFESTATIONS OF
RELIGIOUS SENTIMENT.

MEANS OF COMMUNICATION DOWNWARDS.

CLASSIFICATION.

We proceed now from the several metliods by

which meu, in all ages and in all countries, have

sought to convey their wishes, aspirations, and

emotions upwards, to those by which their several

deities have in thejr opinion conveyed their com-

mands, decisions, and intentions downwards. The

classification will follow as closely as the subject per-

mits that of the preceding part. Consecration, the

quality pertaining to man's instruments of commu-

nication with God, will be replaced by holiness, the

quality pertaining to God's instruments of communi-

cation with man. Thus, corresponding to the con-

secrated actions of prayer, sacrifice, and praise, we

shall have the holy events of omens, signs, miracles,

and so forth. Corresponding to the consecrated places

where men pay their devotions, we shall find the holy

places which some higher being has blessed with

tokens of his presence. Corresponding to the conse-

crated objects bestowed by the creature on the Creator,
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we shall discover holy objects through which some

peculiar grace is conveyed by the Creator to the

creature. To consecrated men will correspond holy

men, who speak to their fellows with an authority

higher than their own ; and these holy men will fall

into two ckssas, those whose regular work it is to

represent the deity on earth, and those who are sent

on some special occasion for some special purpose.

Lastly, a separate division (having no correlative

among means of communication upwards) must be

given to holy books, for a most important place in the

history of religions is occupied by treatises written by

the gods for the use of men. To these then the final

chapter of this portion of the work must be devoted.

Pass we now to holy events.
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CPIAPTER I.

HOLY EVENTS.

Manifold beyond the possibility of complete compn-

tation are the signs and intimations vouchsafed to

the ignorance and weakness of man by the celestial

powers. They speak to him through the ordinary

phenomena of nature ; they instruct him through her

rare and more striking exhibitions ; they guide his

footsteps through prodigies and marvels. Sometimes

addressing him spontaneously, without any attempt

on his part to elicit their intentions, they open their

views or announce the future ; sometimes replying to

his anxious inquiries, they point out the truth and

relieve his perplexity. Consider first the former class

of divine manifestations, in which the human being

is a merely passive recipient of the communication

granted.

Dreams are an excellent example of this class of

events. The belief that they are of supernatural

origin is both wide-spread and ancient. Possibly there

is no country in which it has not been held to a

greater or less extent, even though it may not have

formed an article in the established creed. Among
the Africans in and about Sierra Leone, for example, a

dream is received as judicial evidence of witchcraft, and

the prisoner accused on this slender testimony "fre-

quently acknowledges the charge and submits to his
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sentence willioiit repining. ^ " On the American con-

tinent, where dreams (says Charlevoix) "are regarded

as true oracles and notices from heaven,'"^ it is plain

that the like faith in their intimations prevails.

Although explained in a variety of ways, now as the

rational soul going abroad, while the sensitive soul

remained behind, now as advice from the familiar

spirits, now as a visit from the soul of the object

dreamt of, the dream is always regarded as a sacred

thing. It was thought to be the most usual way

taken by the gods of making their wills known to

men. Hence they took care to obey the intimations

given in dreams ; a savage who had dreamt that his

little finger was cut off actually submitting to that

operation ; and another, who had found himself in

his dream a prisoner among enemies, getting himself

tied to a stake and burnt in various parts of the

body.^ The Jews have in their ritual a singular cere-

mony for removing the influence of bad dreams.

The person who has dreamt something which seems

to portend evil, is said to choose three friends, and

standing before them as they sit, to repeat seven times :

** A good dream have I seen." To which they reply :

*' A good dream thou hast seen ; it is good and shall

be good ; the compassionate God, who is good, make

it good." And the conversation between the dreamer

and the interpreters continues for some time, the

general efiect being to convey God's blessing to the

former and convert his trouble into gladness. At

the end the interpreters say :
" Go eat thy bread witli

joy, and drink thy wine with a cheerful heart, for God

» N. A,, vol. i, p. 260. 2 H. N. F., vol. iii. p. 348.
= ir. N. F., vol. iii. pp. 353. 354.
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now acceptetli tlay works. And penitence and prayers

and righteousness will set aside the evil that hath been

doomed, and peace be unto us and unto all Israel,

Amen." To this the author of the book appends the

remark that "the Jews believe that all dreams come

to pass according to the interpretation that is made of

them," for which reason they relate their dreams to

none but friends.^ But that they can believe it to

be in the power of their friends to change the meaning

of the dream by an arbitrary interpretation seems

scarcely possible. It may, therefore, be the meaning

of this passage that an unfavourable interpretation is

in itself ominous of misfortune, or that they are

desirous not to hear the worst construction that can

be put upon a dream.

Belief in the prophetic signification of dreams is

not only not discountenanced by the Christian religion,

but is explicitly taught by it. If in the present age

this belief has fallen somewhat out of repute, this is

not because there can be any doubt that the inspired

writers of the Christian Scriptures firmly held it,

but is a feature of the general relaxation of the bonds

of dogma which characterises the modern mind. To

take a few instances : when Abraham had called Sarah

his sister, and thus permitted the king of Gerar to

appropriate her, God himself came to Abimelech by

night in a dream, and told him that she was a married

woman. ^ Highly important information as to the

future of his race was given to Jacob in a dream.

^

His son Joseph enjoyed an extraordinary faculty, not

only of dreaming true dreams himself, but also of

interpreting the dreams of others. It was his own

^ Eel. of Jews, ^. 71-74. ^ Qen. xx. 3. ^ Gen. xxviii. 1 1-15.
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prophetic dreams which led to his sale iuto the hands

of the traders by his brothers, and it was his power

of correct interpretation which both freed him from

his prison in Egypt, and led to his promotion to the

high office he afterwards held at the Egyptian court.

^

Moreover, Joseph, who must be considered an autho-

rity on the subject, expressly informed Pharaoh, when

that monarch had related his dreams, that God had

showed him what he was about to do.^ A most

important dream was granted to Solomon, to whom
" the Lord appeared in a dream by night," and told

him to ask whatever favour he might wish ; on which

occasion the king preferred his celebrated request for

wisdom.^ Another ruler, Nebuchadnezzar, was also

visited by a prophetic dream, the nature of which was

revealed to the interpreter, Daniel, " in a night vision,"

by God himself, who thus admitted that it was he

who had sent it. A further communication was made

to Nebuchadnezzar, in the dream which he himself

has recorded in the proclamation which bears witness

at the same time to the fulfilment of its w^arning.*

But of all the dreams handed down to us by the ScrijD-

tural writers, by far the most material, as evidence of

their Divine character, is that on which the mystery

of the Incarnation mainly rests. Take away the

dream in which Joseph was informed that the Holy

Ghost was the parent of Mary's first-born child,^ and

that mystery will depend exclusively on a story of an

angel's visit, of necessity related by ]\Iary herself ;
°

for obvious reasons not the most trustworthy witness

^ Gen. xxxvii. 5-11 ; Gen. xl., xli. ' Daniel ii., iv.

2 Gen. xli. 25-28. ' Matt. i. 20.

3 Kings iii. 5-15. ^ Luke i. 35.
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on so delicate a point. But this is not all ; for it was

by a dream that the Magi, after their adoration, were

warned to escape the vengeance of Herod ;
^ and by a

dream that the life of the infant Christ was preserved

in the massacre of the innocents.^ Christianity, there-

fore, may be said to owe its very existence to the

celestial intimations conveyed in dreams, and Chris»-

tians cannot consistently embrace any theory which

would lead to a denial of their holy and prophetic

character. Since, moreover, we have numerous in-

stances in the Bible of such dreams being granted to

heathens and idolaters, it is plain that the Christian

deity does not confine his nocturnal visitations to

orthodox believers. If the chief butler, the chief

baker, Pharaoh, and Nebuchadnezzar dreamt propheti-

cally, so may any of us at any time according to this

teaching. On the other hand, this power may be due

to a special outpouring of the Holy Spirit, as implied

in the prediction of Joel that "your sons and your

daughters shall prophesy, your old men shall dream

dreams, your young men shall see visions."^ So that

we may completely endorse the conclusion of the Eev.

Principal Barry, who discusses this sulDJect with much

solemnity in Smith's " Dictionary of the Bible," " that

the Scripture claims the dream, as it does every other

action of the human mind, as a medium through

which God may speak to man, either directly, that is,

as we call it, ' providentially,' or indirectly, in virtue

of a general influence upon all his thoughts ; " but

whether there is anything to be said in support of

the further inference that "revelation by dreams"

may be expected to pass away, is not equally clear.

1 Matt. ii. 12. 2 j^iatt. ii. 13. 3 Joel ii, 28.

VOL. 1. I
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Assuredly no passage can be })roducecI which, even by

implication, states that this method of communication

was temporary or transient ; and considering that it

continued in operation from the days of Abraham to

those of Jesus, it is hard to see how the Bible can be

made to support the notion that it is to cease entirely

(tt any period of human history. On the contrary, the

Scriptural writers, both old and new, would practically

have agreed with Homer : koli ydp r ovap ix Aio<; ea-Ttv—
" The dream also is from Zeus." ^ Indeed, the passage

in which that deity sends the personified Dream to

bear a message to Agamemnon,^ differs only in its

mythological colouring from the representr^tions in

the Bible of dreams in which God comes or appears to

the sleeper, or in which he charges an angel to convey

to him his purpose or his will. And the discrimina-

tion commanded to be exercised between prophecies

or dreams deserving attention, and prophecies or

dreams contrived merely to test the fidelity of the

Israelites, and therefore not to be received as true,

fully corresponds to the distinction drawTi in the

Odyssey between dreams })assing through the horn

gate, and dreams passing through the ivory gate.

Those that came through the horn gate brought true

intimations ; but those that came through the ivory

gate were sent to deceive.^

Another involuntary action through which God com-

municates with man is sneezing. From the lowest

savages to the most educated nation on the fiice of the

earth, this simple physical event is viewed as an omen.

A peculiarity attending this particular kind of mani-

1 Iliad, i. 63. - Ibid., ii. S-15.

3 Od. xix. 560-56S.
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festatiou is, that it is usual for tliose present when it

occurs to notice it by saying something of favouraUe

augury. In Samoa, one of the Polynesian islands, it

was common to say, " Life to you !

"^ an exclamation

which in sense corresponds almost exactly to the Ger-

man " Gesundheit !
" (health), to the Italian " Salute !

"

and to our own " God bless you 1" on the same occasion.

South African savages have the same sentiment of the

religious nature of the omen involved in sneezing.

Thus, among the Kafirs we learn that " it used always

to be said when a man sneezed, ' May Utikxo [God]

ever regard me with favour.'" Canon Callaway, who

has acutely noticed the parallelism among various

nations in respect of the feeling associated with this

action, further informs us that " among the Amazulu,

if a child sneeze, it is regarded as a good sign ; and if

it be ill, they believe it will recover. On such an oc-

casion they exclaim, 'Tutuka,' Grow. When a grown

up person sneezes, he says, 'Bakiti, ngi hambe kade,'

Spirits of our people, grant me a long life. As he be-

lieves that at the time of sneezing the spirit of his

house is in some especial proximity to him, he believes

it is a time especially favourable to prayer, and that

whatever he asks for will be given ; hence he may say,

' Bakwiti,inkomo,' Spirits of our people, give me cattle

;

or ' Bakwiti, abantwana,' Spirits of our people, give

me children. Diviners among the natives are very

apt to sneeze, Avhich they regard as an indication of

the presence of the spirits ; the diviner adores by say-

ing, * Makosi,' Lords, or Masters." ^ A similar belief

prevails among the Parsees, who consider a sneeze as

a mark 01 the victory obtained over the evil spirits

1 N. Y., p. 347. 2 j>_ s. A., part i. p. 64.
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\\\\o besiege the interior of tlie body by the fire which

animates man, and who accordingly render thanks to

Ahuramazda when this event happens.^

Classical antiquity presents us with an example of a

famous sneeze. At a critical moment in the expedition

of the Ten Thousand against Artaxerxes, when they

were left in a hostile country surrounded with per-

plexities and perils, Xenophon encouraged them by an

address in which he urged, that if they would take a

certain course, they had, with the favour of the gods,

many and good hopes of safet}'. Just at these words,

iTiapvmal ri';
—"somebody sneezes," and immedi-

ately the drooping hearts of the soldiery were com-

forted by this assurance of divine protection. With

one impulse they worshipped the god; and Xenophon

remarked that since, when they were in the very act

of speaking of safety, this favourable augury of Zeus

the Saviour had appeared, it seemed proper to him that

they should vow thank-offerings to this deity, to be

presented on their first arrival in a friendly country,

and also that they should make a vow to sacrifice to

the other gods according to their ability." Not only

is it customary in Germany to welcome a sneeze with

the above-mentioned exclamation of " Gesundheit !

"

l)ut a notion is stated to prevail that should one per-

son be thinking of something in the future, and an-

other sneeze at the moment he is thus engaged, the

thing thought of will come to pass. So that the com-

monest character ascribed to sneezing is that of an

auspicious omen.

Other phenomena may serve as omens, and such

phenomena may be either natural or preternatural.

^ Z. A., vol. ii. p. 59S. 2 Xcn, Aiiab., iii. 2. 9.
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111 the first case tlieir prophetic or significant character

is entirely due to the interpretation put upon them

by men; in the second, it is inherent in their very

nature, which at once renders them conspicuous as

exceptions to the usual course. Those of the first

class have thus a dual function ; contemplated on the

one side, they are merely events belonging to the

regular sequence of causes and effects ; contemplated

on the other, they are especially contrived as indica-

tions of the divine purposes. Hence, to one observer

they may bear the appearance of ordinary phenomena ;

to another, better informed, they may convey im-

portant intimations of the future. Tacitus mentions,

for example, the favourable augury that was granted

to the Eomans on the eve of a battle with the Germans

by the flight of eight eagles who sought the woods.^

The same author informs us of a melancholy omen

which occurred to Paetus when he and liis army were

crossing the Euphrates. Without apparent cause, the

horse which bore the consular insignia turned back-

w^ards.^ Each of these signs was of course followed

by its appropriate events. A belief which is thus

found in a civilised nation naturally has its prototype

among the uncivilised. The Kafirs believe that the

spirits send them omens. Thus, a wild animal enter-

ing a kraal is "regarded as a messenger from the

spirits to remind the people that they have done

something wronor." Another omen w^hieh is considered

very terrible is the bleating of a sheep while it is

being slaughtered. A councillor, to whom it occurred

to hear this sign, was told by a prophet that it

"foreboded his death." Strange to say, his chief

1 Tac. Anu,, ii. 17. 2. ^ ibid,, xv. 7. 3.
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soon after scut soldiers to kill liim, and the man only

averted his threatened fiite by escaping to Natal.

Among other natural events which are omens to the

Kafirs are, " a child born dead ; a woman two days

in parturition ; a man burnt while sitting by the fire,

unless he were asleep or drunk," ^ "An unexpected

whirlwind Avill suggest to" the Chinese "the con-

test of evil spirits ; and the flying of a crow in

a 2:)eculiar direction fill them with consternation.

In such a deplorable state,'*' gravely observes the

missionary who records these facts, "is the heathen

mind."^ Perhaps he did not consider that there

were many in more enlightened countries who would

be alarmed at the omen implied by a dinner-party

of thirteen, and who would regard it as of evil augury

to begin a journey on a Friday. In such a deplorable

state is the Christian mind.

Ceylon appears to be remarkable for the faith placed

by its inhabitants in omens, which are even said to

regulate their whole conduct and to intimate their

destiny from birth onwards. Children, of whose

future the astrologers predict evil, are sometimes

destroyed in order to avoid their pre-detcrmined

misery. On going out in the morning, the Singhalese

anxiously remark the object they encounter first, in

(jrdcr to deduce from it a favourable or unfavourable

augury for the business of the day. " I, as a Euro-

pean," says the author who tells us these facts, "was
always a glad sight to them ; " for "a white man or a

woman with child " were good omens ; but beggars and

deformed persons so unlucky, as even to stop these

hapless folk from proceeding in the work they were

1 K. N., pp. 162, 163. 2 c. 0., vol. ii. p. 20S.
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about duriDg the day on wliicli these boding signs

were the first things to meet their gaze/ Another

phenomenon of a somewhat less ordinary kind serves

as an omen to the Singhalese, though apparently only

in reference to a single fact. There is visible in

Ceylon "a peculiar and beautiful meteor," termed

"Buddha rays," which "is supposed by the natives

only to appear over a temple or tomb of Buddha's

relics, and from thence to emanate." The appear-

ance of these rays is taken by believers as a sign

that the Buddhist faith will last for the destined

span of 5000 years from its founder's death

;

"" much

as the rainbow is held by Jews and Christians to be

the token of a promise that God will never again

punish the world by a universal deluge.

The next class of omens need not consist of phe-

nomena which are absolutely beyond the range of

physical law, provided they be sufficiently rare to

strike -the imagination of observers as marvellous

occurrences. For example, an eclipse of the sun may
be an omen to savage or very uninstructed people ; a

comet, being more unusual, will seem ominous to

nations standing on a much higher grade of culture.

Advancing still higher, extraordinary and inexplic-

able sights in the heavens or on earth will stand for

portents to all but the scientifically-minded. An ex-

ample of the latter class is found in the temporary

withering of the Ruminal tree, which had sheltered

the infancy of Romulus and Remus 840 years before.^

At the time at which Tacitus begins his history, there

were, he says, prodigies in the sky and on earth,

1 A. I. C, p. 194. 2 E. Y., vol. i. p. 337.
^ Tac. Ann., xiii. 58.
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warnings of lightnings and presages of future things/

Popular imagination, besides converting natural, but

rare, phenomena into omens, invents others which are

altogether supernatural. In the disturbed days of

Otho and Vitellius, it was rumoured that a form of

larger than human dimensions had issued from the

shrine of Juno ; that a statue of Julius on the

Tiberine island had turned round from west to east

without any perceptible agency ; that an ox in

Etruria had spoken ; that animals had brought forth

strange progeny ; and that other alarming exceptions

to the laws of nature had been observed.^ The sup-

posed contraction of a man's shadow is thought in

South Africa to portend his death.^ The Irish

Banshee is a being who does not belong to any

species recognised by science, and who, moreover, is

heard to scream only before a death in the family to

which she is attached. The ticking sound produced

by a small insect in the wooden furniture of a room

is termed in Scotland the death-watch, and has the

same ominous significance. To one family, a drummer
heard to drum outside the castle is significant of

death ; in another, it may be that a particular ghost,

seen by a casual visitor who knows nothing of its

meaning, conveys a similar intimation. The birth

of great men is often supposed to be marked by
extraordinary signs. " At my nativity," says Owen
Glendower,

" The front of heaven -was full of fiery shapes,

Of burning cressets ; and at my birtli,

The frame and huge foundation of the earth

Shak'd like a coward."

» Tac. Hist., i. 3. 2. 2 ibij.^ i, 86. I. 3 r. S. A., pt. i. p. 126.
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And aojain :

—

" The goats ran from the moiiDtains, and the herds

Were strangely clamorous to the frighted fields.

These signs have marked me extraordinary ;

And all the courses of my life do show

I am not in the roll of common men." ^

From signs which the bounty of nattre supplies

without effort on the part of human beings, we proceed

to those which are granted only in reply to solicita-

tions on the part of some person or persons in quest

of supernatural information. Of these, a leading place

must be assigned to those which are obtained through

the medium of diviners. Divination is in many parts

of the world a highly-developed and lucrative art.

The natives of South Africa, being in any perplexity,

resort to the professional diviner to help them out of

it. Should cattle be lost, should a goat be too long

in 2fivins; birth to its kids, should a relation be ill,

the diviner is asked to inform those who consult him,

both what it is that has happened, and wdiat they are

to do. Sometimes his replies are assisted by sticks

held by the people, who beat them vehemently on the

ground when he divines correctly, and gently when

he divines incorrectly ; sometimes he himself makes

use of small sticks or bones, which indicate by their

movements the thing desired to be known ; sometimes

again mysterious voices, supposed to be those of

spirits, are heard to speak. In a case related by one

of Canon Callaway's informants (who was quite scep-

tical as to that class of diviners who required the

people to strike the ground), a correct answer was

given by a diviner wdio employed bones as his pro^

1 Henry IV., pt. i, act iii. scene i.
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fessioiial instruments. He had gone to inquire about

a goat of bis brother's, which luid been yeaning some

days, and had not brought forth. The diviner dis-

covered from his bones what was the matter ; he de-

chired that the she-goat had been made ill by sor-

cerers, and told them that when they reached home

it would haVe given birth to two kids. The predic-

tion was fulfilled. On reaching home there were two

kids, a white and a grey one ; the very colours the

diviner had seen in his inspired vision. " I was at

once satisfied," observes the narrator.^ Another mode

of divining is by the aid of "familiar spirits," who
address the consulting party without being themselves

visible. A native relates that his adopted falher went

to inquire of a diviner by spirits (named Umancele)

concernino; his wife's illness. When the relations of

the sick woman entered to salute, some heard the

spirits saluting them, saying, " Good-day, So and So."

The person thus addressed started, and exclaimed,

" Oh, whence does the voice come ? I was saluting

Umancele yonder." The divination in this case was

not successful, and the narrator pathetically regrets

that a bullock was given to the diviner for his false

information. In another case a woman, who likewise

divined by means of spirits, was perfectly correct in

all she said. Some members of a family in which a

little boy suffered from convulsions went to consult

her ; and she discovered, or rather the spirits dis-

covered for her, what was the matter with him ; what

was the relationship of those who had come ; and

what were their circumstances. She prescribed a

remedy, and predicted a complete recovery. The

1 R.S. A., pt.iii. p. 334-33(3.
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cause of the illness was, accordiug to lier, the displea-

sure of ancestral s]3irits. A sacrifice was to be oifered

to them ; and the village was to be removed to another

place. These things done, she declared that the boy

would have no more of the convulsions from which he

suffered. If he did, they might take back their money.

All turned out as she had said, to the very letter.^

The priests of the North American tribes have a

peculiar method of divination. Having received a

handful of tobacco as a fee, they will summon a

spirit to answer the incpiries of their visitors. This

they do by enclosing themselves in lodges, in which

they utter incantations. As may be supposed, the

spirits who obey the. summons of the Indian priest are

not much more useful as guides to action than those

who figure at the seance of his civilised competitor,

the medium. Their replies, "though usually clear

and correct, are usually of that profoundly ambiguous

purport which leaves the anxious inquirer little wiser

than he was before."" Brinton, however, having

stated this, proceeds to speak of cases, apparently well

attested, in which the diviners have foreseen coming-

events with unaccountable clearness. For instance,

when Captain Jonathan Carver, in 1767, was among

the Killistenoes, and that tribe was suffering from

want of food, the chief priest consulted the divinities,

and predicted with perfect accuracy the hour on the

following day when a canoe would arrive. Brinton

adds, on the authority of John Mason Brown, that

when Mr BroAvn and two companions were pursuing

an " apparently hopeless quest" for a band of Indians,

they were met by some warriors of that very band,

1 R. S. A., pt. iii. p. 361-374. 2 M. N. W., p. 26S.
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who declared tliat tlie appearance of the white men
had been exactly described by the medicine-man wh(j

had sent them. And what renders the story remark-

able is, that "the description was repeated to Mr
Brown by the w^arriors before they saw his two com-

panions." The priest was unable to explain wdiat

he had done, except by saying that " he saw them

coming, and heard them talk on their journey."^

Among the Ostiacks in former days, the priests,

when they intended to divine, caused themselves to

be bound, threw themselves on the ground, and made

all sorts of grimaces and contortions till they felt

themselves inspired with a reply to the question that

had been put to the idol. Those who had come to

consult the oracle, sighed and moaned and struck upon

certain vessels so as to make a noise, till they saw

a bluish vapour, which they conceived to be the

spirit of prophecy, and w^hich, while spreading over

all the sjDectators, seized the diviner and caused him

to fall into convulsions,"

In ancient China, " the instruments of divination

were the shell of the tortoise and the stalks of a certain

grass or reed."^ These are frecjuently spoken of in

the sacred books as the ''tortoise and milfoil," and

there are historical examples of their employment.

The following rules for divination are given by a

speaker in the Shoo King :

—

** Having chosen and appointed officers for divining

by the tortoise and by the milfoil, they are to be

charged on occasion to perform their duties. In doing

this, they will find tJte appearances of rain, clearing

* M. N. W., pp. 270, 271. 2 Bernard, vol. viii. p. 412.

3 C. C, vol. hi. Proleg. p. 196.
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np, cloudiness, want of connection, and crossing;

and ilie symbols, solidity and repentance. In all, the

indications are seven ;—five given by the tortoise,

and two by the milfoil, by whicli the errors of affairs

may be traced ont. These officers having been ap-

pointed, when the operations with the tortoise and

milfoil are proceeded with, three men are to obtain

and interpret the indications and symbols, and the

consenting words of two of them are to be followed."
^

Further instructions are then given in case the

Emperor, nobles, officers, or peoj)le, and any or all of

these, should disagree with the tortoise and milfoil

;

the greater weight being given to the latter.^

Of modern divination in China, Dr Legge recounts

the following story :

—

" I once saw a father and son divining after one of

the fashions of the present day. They tossed the

bamboo roots, which came down in the unlucky posi-

tions for a dozen times in succession. At last a lucky

cast was made. They looked into each other's faces,

laughed heartily, and rose up, delighted, from their

knees. The divination was now successful, and they

dared not repeat it
!

"
'^

Here it seems that heaven was merely called in to

o-ive its sanction to a foreo-one conclusion.

The Singhalese have a curious method of discovering,

by a species of divination, what god it is who has

caused the illness of a patient. "With any little

stick," says Knox, "they make a bow, and on the

string thereof they hang a thing they have to cut

betel-nuts, oomewhat like a pair of scissors ; then hold-

ing the stick or bow by both ends, they repeat the

1 C. C, vol. iii. p. 335. - Ibid,, p. 337. ^ Hjjj.^ Proleg. p. 197.
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names of all, botli god ami devils : and when they

come to liim who hath afHictcd them, then the iron

or the bowstring will swing." ^

Divination, as is well known, was regularly practised

l)y the ancients, who read the will of the gods in the

entrails of animals, and who employed, as a help in

foreseeing the future and guiding their conduct, the

class of professional diviners known as augurs.

Another method, by which it has often been sup-

posed that God entered into communication with man,

is that ofthe movements of the stars and planets. Hence

the pseudo-science of astrology, which was so much

cultivated in the middle ages before its supersession

by astronomy. In India, observes Karl Twesten, the

stars were very early consulted as oracles. Manu
excludes astrologers from the sacrifices ; and in later

times astrology became very general. According to

Twesten, there is an astrologer in almost every

Hindu community, who is much consulted, and de-

termines the favourable moment for every important

undertaking.^ Antiquity, wide extension, and great

persistency may all be pleaded on behalf of the notion

that terrestrial events are foreshadowed by a system

of celestial signals. There is a touch of astrological

belief in the evangelical narrative that the birth of

Christ was intimated to the Magi by a star in the east.

Sometimes, when it was desirable not to ascertain

future events, but to decide l)etween guilt and inno-

cence, truth and falsehood, the divine Being himself

was called in as umpire, and was supposed to convey

liis judgment by the turn of events in a pre-arranged

case. This is the theory of those communications

1 II. R. C, p. 76. - R. I., I). 285.
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from God to man wliicli are made by ordeals. Ordeals

were ofvarious kinds, according to the nature of the issue

to be tried. Did one man charge another with some

kind of disgraceful conduct, the accuser was summoned

to put his words to the test of a single combat, in which

truth was held to lie on the side of the victor; was

an old woman suspected of witchcraft, she was thrown

into the nearest pond, with thumbs and toes tied to-

gether, where her floating was regarded as certain

evidence of her guilt. Innocence of legal crime, or

in the case of women, of adultery, has very frequently

been established by the method of ordeals. Several

authors have noticed the ordeals in use among the

natives on the west coast of Africa. One of them,

writing; of Sierra Leone, informs us that if an accused

person can find a chief to patronise him, he is permitted

to clear himself by submitting either to have a hot

iron ap_plied to his skin, or to dip his hand in

boiling oil to pull out some object put into it, or to

have his tongue stroked with a red-hot copper ring.

Since his being burnt is considered as a proof of guilt,

it would not appear that the chances of escape were

great. "Upon the Gold Coast, the ordeal consists

in chewing the bark of a tree, Avitli a prayer that it

may cause his death if he be not innocent. In the

neighbourhood of Sierra Leone," a very peculiar

ordeal is practised, that, namely, of drinking water

prepared from the bark of a certain tree, and termed

" red water." Before taking it, the drinker repeats a

prayer containing an imprecation on himself if guilty.

Should this decoction cause purging or pains in the

bowels, it is a proof of guilt ; should it, on the contrary,

excite vomiting, and produce no effect on the bowels for
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twenty-four Lours, an acquittal ensues, and the person

who has thus successfully undergone the trial is held

in higher esteem than he enjoyed before.^ Sometimes

this singular mode of trial is employed in cases where

a corpse is supposed to have accused some person of

causing the death of its former owner.^ On the Gold

Coast, "every person entering into any obligation is

obliged to drink the swearing liquor." Thus, should

one nation intend to assist another, "all the chief

ones are obliged to drink this liquor, with an im^^reca-

tion that their fetiche may punish them with death

if they do not assist them with utmost vigour to

extirpate their enemy." Since, however, a dispensing

power over such oaths has been exercised by the

priests, some negroes observe the precaution, before

taking oaths, of causing the priest to swear first, and

then drink the red water, with an imprecation that

the fetich may punish him if he absolves any one

without the consent of all the parties interested in the

contract.^

The sanction of Scripture is given to an ordeal of pre-

cisely this nature in the case of women charged with

adultery ; and it is curious to find the very same mode

of testing the fidelity of wives employed both by the

ancient Hebrews and the modern ueoroes. The lawo
of Moses was, that if a man suspected his wife of

unfaithfulness, and the "spirit of jealousy " came upon

him, he might take her to the priest (with an offering,

of course), and leave him to deal with her in the fol-

lowing manner : Taking holy water in an earthen

vessel, the priest was to mix in it some of the dust of

1 N. A., vol. i. p. 129-133. - S. L., \\ 124.-127.

3 D. C. G.,rp. 124, 125.
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the floor of the tabernacle, and set the woman with

her head uncovered, and the jealousy offering in her

hands, "before the Lord." He Avas then to "charge

her with an oath," saying, that if she was pure, she

was to be free from the bitter water that caused the

curse, but if not, the Lord was to make her a curse

and an oath among her people, causing her hips (or

thighs) to disappear and her belly to swell. The

water was to go into her bowels to produce these

effects. Hereupon the woman was to say, " Amen,
amen." According to the effects of the bitter water

upon her constitution, was her guilt or her innocence

adjudged to be.^

Now the procedure. of the negroes, in similar cases,

is almost an exact reproduction (it can scarcely be an

imitation) of that enjoined by Jehovah. "Eed water"

is administered, instead of " bitter water ;
" but with

this exception, precisely the same method is pursued,

and precisely the same doctrine underlies the use of

the ordeal. God is expected, both by Jews and
negroes, to manifest the truth where human skill is

incompetent to discover it. The negroes, according to

Bosnian, believe that where the red water is drunk by
one who makes a false declaration, he will either " be

swelled by that liquor till he bursts," or will " shortly

die of a languishing sickness ; the first punishment
they imagine more peculiar to women, who take this

draught to acquit them of any accusation of adultery
;"

a belief which curiously reminds us of the old Jewish

superstition, that the hips will fall away and the belly

swell in the case of the adulterous wife who has

taken the bitter water on a false pretence. Bosman

^ Num. V. 1 1-3 1.

VOL. I. K
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himself has correctly observed on the remarhahlc

similarity of the two procedures.^

A slightly different mode of trying suspected adul-

teresses by ordeal prevails among the Ostiacks (in

Northern Asia). Should an Ostiack entertain doubts

of his wife's fidelity, he cuts off a handful of hair from

a bear's skin, and takes it to her. If innocent, she

receives it without hesitation : but if ojuiltv" she does

not venture to touch it, and is accordingly repudiated.

The conviction reigns among these people, that were a

woman to lie under these circumstances, the bear to

whom the hair belonged would revive in three days

and come to devour her.^

More important, however, and more universal than

any of the above means of communication from God
to man, is the method of communication by miracles.

There is probably no great religion in the world, the

establishment of which has been altogether dissociated

from miracles. They form the most striking, most

indisputable, most intelligible proof of the divine will.

Not indeed that there is any close logical connection

between the performance of a wonder, and the truth

of the wonder-worker's doctrines ; but popular imagi-

nation jumps readily to the conclusion that a man,

whom rumour or tradition has invested with super-

natural powers over nature, must also be in possession

of correct opinions, or even of superhuman knowledge,

on the mysterious questions with which religion deals.

Hence ecclesiastical historians, of all ages and coun-

tries, have sought to show that those from whom
they deduced the systems in which they wished their

readers to believe, were cither themselves gifted with

^ D. C. G., p. 125. 2 Bernard, vol. viii. pp. 44, 45.
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tliaiimaturgic faculties, or were the suLjects of special

marvels worked upon them. Such miracles have

always served as their credentials, indicating their

high character, and entitling them to demand the

obedience of mankind to the commands they brought.

The establishment of Buddhism, for example, was

attended by the performance of extraordinary miracles.

Not only did the Buddha himself frequently j^erform

supernatural feats ; not only did his discijDles, when

they attained a certain grade of sanctity, receive the

faculty of flying and doing other wonderful things
;

but he actually proved the superiority of his claims

over those of others by a pitched battle in tliauma-

turgy. Certain Tirthyas, or heretical teachers, had

the audacity to challenge him to contend with them

in working miracles, and the trial of skill ended, of

course, in their ignominious defeat.^ Much in the

same way. did Moses enter into a rivalry with

Pharaoh's magicians, who were overcome by his

superior miracles as the Tirthyas were by those of

Gautama Buddha. As Jewish prophets and Christian

saints received by spiritual inheritance the power of

performing miracles, so also did the Fathers of Bud-

dhism. Of one of the greatest of these, named Nagard-

juna, it is related that a Brahman who had entered into

a dispute with him produced a magical pond, in t]io

middle of which was a lotus with a thousand leaves,

but that Nagardjuna produced a magical elephant

which destroyed the magical pond.^ This again may
remind us of the serpent of IMoses, which swallowed

up the serpents of the magicians; or of the fire

brought down from heaven by Elijah in his contro-

^ 11. B. I., p. 162-1F9. "^ Wassiljew, p. 234.
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vcrsy with the prophets of Baal. Another eminent

Buddhist, Asvagosha, was remarkable as a preacher.

The otficials at the court of a certain king reproached

him with holding this holy man in too high esteem.

The king thereupon took seven horses, kept them six

days without food, and then led them to the place

where Asvagosha was preaching, to be fed. The horses

would not touch the food that was oflfered, but shed

tears at the words of the preacher.^

The history of the Mongols records some equally

wonderful performances on the partof a Lama (or priest)

named Boe^da. When some messeni^ers came to meet

him, he raised his hand in a threatening way against

a river, the waters of which immediately began to run

upwards instead of downwards; "by which miracle,"

observes the historian, "an nnshakeable ftiith was

established in all minds." No wonder. The division

of the Red Sea and the Jordan were child's play to

this. The same man caused many others to believe

by suddenly producing a spring in a dry place. In

another country which he visited, he subdued all the

dragons and other baneful creatures to his will.^

If the founder of the Mussulman religion did not

claim any direct power of performing miracles, yet the

communication to him of the Suras which compose

the Koran was a standing miracle. He professed to

fall into an ecstatic condition, in which he received

the direct instructions of his God ; and his care, when

enterinof the sick-room of a friend, to avoid treadinGf

on the angels' wings which he saw extended in all

directions, indicates a pretension to more than human
faculties. The present votaries of the Mohammedan

^ TVassiljew, p. 232. ^ q_ q. M., p. 227.
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faitli believe in the power of tlieir saints to work mira-

cles, for -we read of tlie sick being taken to their Sheik

to be cured by the imj^osition of his feet.^

That the Christian religion was largely indebted to

miracles for its success during its early years need

hardly be remarked. Not only did Christ himself ^Der-

form miracles of the most extraordinary kind, but the

power was, if not wholly, yet to some extent, trans-

mitted to his apostles, and was frequently exercised

by the saints and Fathers of the early Church. Jesus

himself, according to tradition, relied largely on his

miracles as proofs of his divine mission ; for when John

the Baptist sent disciples to inquire who he was, he

replied by telling them- to report to their master that

the blind received sight, the lame walked, the lepers

were cleansed, the deaf heard, the dead were raised

up, and the poor had the gospel preached to them.

So that the possession of this unusual gift of healing

and re-animating, was regarded by him (or, more

accurately, by his biograj^hers) as a sufficient answer to

the doubt entertained by John whether he were really

the Messiah, or whether another were to come.

How great was the importance attached to the

possession of miraculous powers by the early Christian

Church, may be gathered from a passage in which

Irena3us endeavours to cover certain heretics with

confusion, by asserting that they are unable to do the

things that are commonly done by the adherents of

the true faitli. " For they can neither confer sight on

the blind, nor hearing on the deaf, nor chase away all

sorts of demons—[none, indeed], except those that are

sont into others by themselves, if they can even do so

^ Dervishes, p. 347.
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luucli as tliis. Nor cau tlicy cure the weak, or the

hame, or the paralytic, or those who are distressed m
any other part of the body, as has often been done in

regard to bodily infirmity. Nor can they furnish

cflfective remedies for tliose external accidents which

may occur. And so far are they from being able to

raise the dead, as the Lord raised them, and the

apostles did by means of prayer, and as has been fre-

quently done in the brotherhood on account of some

necessity—the entire Church in that particular locality

entreating [the boon] with much fasting and prayer,

the spirit of the dead man has returned, and he has

been bestowed in answer to the prayers of the saints

—that they do not even believe this can possibly be

done, [and hold] that the resurrection from the dead

is simply an acquaintance with that truth which they

proclaim." ^ Thus, the cure of infirmities and diseases

by supernatural means were every-day achievements

of the early Christians ; and even the dead were some-

times restored to life, when sufficient pains were taken

to obtain the favourable attention of the Almighty.

"It is not possible," observes the same author in

another place, " to name the number of the gifts which

the Church [scattered] throughout the whole world

has received from God, in the name of Jesus Christ,

who was crucified under Pontius Pilate, and which

she exerts day by day for the benefit of the Gentiles."^

Hence the Mormons, who claim to possess at the

present day the powers which have departed from

Christians in general, are perfectly in accordance with

Ircureus in holding that signs like these are invariably

' Ircnaens adv. Hajrescs, ii. xxxi. 2.—A. N. L., vol. v. p. 241.

' Ibid., II. xx.\ii. 4.—A. N. L., vol. v. p. 246.
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attendant on the kingxlom of G od. Eevelations, visions,

the powers of prophecy, of healing, of speaking witli

tongues, of casting out devils, and working other mira-

cles, are (they contend) the prerogatives of those who
belong to this kingdom. History, in relating first the

miracles of the Jewish patriarchs and prophets, then

those of the Christian Fathers, powerfully supports this

theory. Scripture in several unambiguous passages

entirely confirms it. And the daily experience of the

Latter-day Saints, if we accept their statements, bears

witness to its truth, by presenting abundant exam-

ples of the actual exercise of such supernatural gifts

within their own society. Thus, one person is cured of

blindness; another of dislocation of the thigh ; another

has his fractured backbone restored ; in a fourth case

it is a rupture that is healed ; in the fifth convulsive

fits that are stopped.^ I have myself been present at

a Mormon meeting for public worship, and have heard

the saints who were gathered together narrate, with

perfect solemnity and apparent good faith, the miracu-

lous cures which they had themselves experienced, or

which they had personally witnessed. One after an-

other rose to bear his testimony to some case of the

kind which had fallen within his immediate knowledge.

To these uncultivated and fanatical people, holy events

still were what they have long ceased to be to the

ordinary Christian world—living realities ; and we may
still study in them the mental condition of those who
could accept as phenomena occurring in their own day

the restoration of sight, hearing, or speech ; the expul-

sion of devils ; and the resurrection of the dead.

1 For the evidence of these miracles, see a paper by the author on
"The Latter-clay Saints," in the Fortiiif/htly Review for December 1869.
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CHAPTER II.

HOLY TLACES.

"Draw not nigh hither," said the occupant of the

Imrning bush to Moses ; ''put off thy shoes from off

thy feet ; for the place whereon thou standest is holy

ground."^ This verse embodies the universal theory

of holy places. They are spots occupied in a special

and peculiar manner by the deity or his representa-

tive ; and where he finds it easier to communicate with

mankind than it is elsewhere. Hence, those who hope

or desire to receive some celestial intimation, resort to

such holy places. The oracles of the ancient world,

and the temple at Jerusalem, are instances of holy

places where the respective gods worshipped by those

who frequented them gave responses, or manifested

their presence. Holy places are not always conse-

crated places. Sometimes—as in tlie case of the Del-

phian oracle—the consecration is the work of nature;

the divinity intimates in some unmistakable way his

presence in tlie sanctuary wliicli he has himself selected

;

and human beings have nothing to do l)ut humbly

to receive such communications as he may desire

to make. Frequently, however, holy places have only

become holy by the act of consecration ; the local god

has not occupied them until they have been duly pre-

t Exod. iii. q.
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pared for him by liuraan labour. On the other hand,

consecrated places are always holy places. Not indeed

that there are always cons^^icuous intimations of the

divine presence ; but it is nevertheless vaguely sup-

posed to haunt the buildings where worship is ojQTered,

and rites are performed, more than it does the outer

world.

To begin with a few instances of holy places which

have not undergone consecration. On the coast of

Guinea " almost every village hath a small appropriated

grove." Offerings are made in these groves, and they

are regarded as so sacred that no one ventures to in-

jure the trees by plucking, cutting, or breaking their

branches. '' Universal malediction " would be one of

the consequences of such misconduct.^ Mr Turner

states that " as of old in Canaan, sacred groves for

heathen worship, with and without temples, were quite

common in the islands of the Pacific."^ These are

instances of the sacredness so frequently attached to

woods and forests by primitive nations.

" The groves were God's first temi^les. Ere mau learned

To hew the shaft, and lay the architrave,

And spread the roof above them ; ere he framed

The lofty vault, to gather and roll back

The sound of anthems,—in the darkling wood,

Amidst the cool and silence he knelt down.

And offered to the Mightiest solemn thanks

And supplication." ^

Natural characteristics in the same manner determine

the quality of holiness attributed to certain spots by
the natives of Africa. Holy places among them are

those where a god dwells either visibly or invisibly

;

particular buildings, huts, or hills ; or trees which are

^ D. C. G., p. 128. 2 X. Y., p. 329. 3 Bryant, a Forest Hymn.
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remarkable for -^gQ, size, aiul strength. They have

also sacred groves into which no negro, not being a

priest, ventures to intrude. One of the tribes asserts

that their god has his dwelling-place in the cavern of

a rock that is situated in the bushes.^

A singular example of a holy 2:)lace in a more

advanced religion is the neighbourhood of the Bo

tree, or Bogaha tree, in Ceylon, under whose shade

the people worship at the great festival. This tree

derives its sanctity from the circumstance of its

having sheltered Buddha at an eventful crisis of his

life. Near it ninety kings arc interred ; huts are

erected around it for the use of the devotees who repair

to it ; and as " every sort of uncleanness and dust must

be removed from the sacred spot," the approaches are

continually swept by persons appointed for the pur-

pose. Besides the Bo tree, and the jDagodas—or public

temples—many of the Singhalese have private holy

places in their own houses. They "build in their

yards private chapels, which arc little houses like to

closets," and in these they place an image of the

Buddha which they Avorship.^

Graves of the dead whom we have loved are apt to

become holy places to us all ; and in some religious

creeds, such as those of Islam and Christianity, this

veneration is extended to the tombs of persons who
have been distinguished by their sanctity. J\Iussul-

mans " pray at the tomb of those they repute saints ;"

;md expect, by offering vows at such places, to obtain

"relief, through their saintly intercession, from sick-

ness, misfortune, sterility, kcJ' ^liracles take place at

tliese tombs, and supernatural lights float over them.^

^ G. d. M., p. 326. - II. R. C,
J). -JT)' ^ Dervishes, pp. 79, So.
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It is believed, too, that " the merits of the deceased

will insure a favourable reception of the prayers

which they offer up in such consecrated places."
^

Sometimes, again, the place where some striking

event in the history of religion has occurred, acquires

a holiness of its own. Thus the Scala Santa at Rome

enjoys a pre-eminent holiness, possessing the merit of

procuring a considerable remission of punishment for

those who perform the task of ascending it on their

knees.

The oracle of Clarius Apollo at Colophon, mentioned

by Tacitus, is an example of a large and important

class of holy places Avhich were not consecrated places.

Here it was not a. woman, as at Delphi (observes

Tacitus), who gave the responses ; but a priest, who

descended into a cavern, and drank w^ater from a

secret fountain.^ In Jewish history we meet with a

remarkable instance of a place originally hallowed

by the actual appearance of God, in the case of

Eeth-el, " the house of God," where Jacob was favoured

with his remarkable dream. " How dreadful is this

place!" exclaimed the patriarch on waking ; "this is

none other but the house of God, and this is the o-ate

of heaven."^ In the spot whose holiness had thus

been rendered manifest, Jacob proceeded to perform

consecrating rites ; but, contrary to the usual order,

the holiness preceded and induced the consecration.

More generally, consecration forms a sort of invita-

tion to the deity to inhabit the place which has thus

been rendered suited to his abode. Of the holy places

which are also consecrated, a conspicuous place is due

to Solomon's temple ; in the dedication of which the

1 Dervishes, p. 272. ^ Tuc. Ann., ii. 54. ^ Qgn_ xxviil 17.
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theory just stated is clearly embodied. Solomon, or

his historians, perceived the difficulty of causing a

being so transcendently po\Yerful as Jehovah to dwell

within local limits. The monarch, in his consecrating

prayer, explains that he is well aware that even the

heaven of heavens cannot contain him ; much less

this house that he has built. Nevertheless, he cannot

give up the notion that this house may, in some

degree, be peculiarly favoured by having his especial

attention directed towards it. His eyes at least may
be open towards it, and if he cannot be there himself,

his name may. Moreover, when prayers are offered

in the temple, he may listen to them more graciously

than to other supplications ; and when the assevera-

tions of contending parties are confirmed by oaths

taken before the altar it contains, he may take unusual

pains to execute justice between them. Jehovah

fully approves of his servant's proposals. He em-

phatically declares in reply that he has hallowed this

house which he has built, to put his name there for

ever ; and that his eyes and his heart shall be there

perpetually.^

Very primitive peoples hold similar views of the

relation of their deities to their temples. Just as

there was "an oracle " in the Jewish temple, where
" the glory of the Lord filled the house of the Lord,"

as it had filled the corresponding place in the taber-

nacle, so in most of the Fijian temples there is

" a shrine, where the god is supposed to descend when

holding communication Avitli the priests ; and there is

also a long piece '^f native cloth hung at one end of

the building, and from the very ceiling, which is al^o

^ I Kings viii. 22— ix. 3.
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connected with tlie arrival and departure of tlie god

invoked."^ It seems to have been a general rule

in the temples of these islands to have some

object specially connected with the deity, and

through which he might manifest his presence in

the place. Thus, in one of them there was a conch

shell, which '' the god was supposed to blow when

he wished the people to rise to war." "- Nay,

there was even an altar erected to Jehovah and

Jesus Christ in one of the islands, "to which

persons afflicted with all manner of diseases were

brought to be healed ; and so great was the reputa-

tion which this marse obtained, that the power of

Jehovah and Jesus Christ became great in the

estimation of the people." ^ Here an altar, erected of

course by a man not yet converted to Christianity,

received a blessing no less conspicuous than that

granted in ancient times to Solomon's temple.

The Mexicans and Peruvians entertained a precisely

similar belief to tliat which we have observed among

the Fijians and the Hebrews. Father Acosta describes

the ruins of a very large building in Peru which had

been a place of worship, where immense plunder liad

been carried off by the Christians. In this temple

there was a sure tradition that " the devil " had spoken,

and given responses in his oracle. The fact of the

devil speaking and answering in these false sanctuaries

is, according to the learned father, a very common
thing in America ; but the father of lies has become

silent since the sign of the cross has been raised in

those regions of his previous power,^ Not only were

the temples holy in Peru, but the whole of the impe-

iViti,p. 393. 2K Y.,p. 240. 3 N. M. E., p. 28. ^H. I.,b.T.cli. 12.
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rial city of Cozco, the residence of the Tncas, enjoyed

an exceptional holiness. So much was this the case,

that if two natives of equal rank met one another on

the road, the one coming from Cozco, and the other

going to it, the one coming from it received respect

and reverence from the one going to it, which was

enhanced to a hiolier deoree if he were a native of

Cozco.^ In approaching the great temple at Cozco,

there were certain limits where all who passed

were obliged to take off their shoes : the very same

sign of regard for holy places which IMoses was

commanded to observe at the burning bush ; whicli

is practised by Parsee jmests when ministering iu

their temples, and by Mussulmans in rcftrence to

their mosques.^

Prohibition to all but holy persons to enter holv

places is not uncommon. The holy of holies in the

Jewish temple might be entered by no one but the high

priest, and the utmost horror was felt by the Jews at

the violation of their sanctuary by Pompey. A Euro-

pean traveller in Africa, finding a grove with a mat

hung before it, wished to enter ; but was entreated not

to do so by the negroes, who informed him that a great

spirit, who might kill him if displeased, dwelt within.

He, however, went in, and found a delightful place

;

this being one of those to wdiicli only priests were ad-

mitted.^ Similarly among the Parsees, the Atesch-gah,

or holy place where worship is performed, may be en-

tered only by the priests, except under special circum-

stances, when laymen may enter it after due obser-

vance of preparatory rites, and with the face covered.

Such a case would occur if there were no priest to

1 C. R., b. iii. ch. 20. - Ibiil., b. iii. cli. 23. = G. d. M., p. 326.
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keep up the sacred firc.^ In Mexico, where there were

two important holy places—the Cu, or great temple of

Vitzilipiitzli, and the temple of Tezcatlipiica—the

priests alone had the right of entry to this last,^

We thus find, among the several nations of the

world, a consistent and all-pervading theory of holy

places. These are not always the scenes of divine re-

velations, or of striking events prodnced by the divine

agency ; but they are much more likely to be so fa-

voured than other places, and if communications are

distinctly sought, it must generally be by resorting to

such local sanctuaries as are commonly reputed to be

fitted for the purpose. Where no revelation is either

given or expected, the holy place is yet the abiding

home of the deity whose worship is celebrated within

its enclosure. And although Christians may con-

sider their God as present everywhere, yet they are

conscious on entering a church, of coming, in a

peculiar sense, into his jiresence ; and they indicate

that consciousness by removing their hats, if men,

and keeping the head covered, if women. For

such is the outward indication of respect which the

Christian God is supposed to require of those who
set their feet within his holy places.

^ Z. A., vol. ii. p. 569. 2 H. I., b. 5, ch. 13.
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CHAPTER IIL

HOLY OBJECTS.

While a liiglily-exalted conception of tlie First Cause

of nature would see him equally in everything, and

believe the whole world to be alike natural and divine,

no actual religion, believed by any considerable number

of persons, has ever reached so abstract an idea. To

all of them some things are more sacred than others

;

in the more primitive forms of faith these things are

cither a species of divinities themselves, or they are

the abode of some divinity ; in the more advanced

types, they are held to be sanctified by the power of

God, or to be the earthly representatives of his in-

visible majesty. To the class of holy objects belong

all charms, amulets, fetishes, sacred animals, and other

things of whatever kind, which are believed in any

country to possess a different order of powers from

those which scientific investigation discovers in them.

The theory underlying the use of such objects among

the negroes—and it is practically the same as that of

more civilised nations—is well explained by a German

missionary. " Fetishes, or Sliambu," according to him,

"are holy things, which are supposed to have received

a particular power from God, both to drive away evil

spirits, as also to be usefid in all illnesses and dangers,

especially against sorcery." They cover both them-
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selves and tlieir gods with fetishes. These descend

from father to sou, and are preserved with the greatest

care. Some are kept in sanctuaries of their own.

There exists among these negroes (the Mavu) a class of

professional fetish-makers, who are mostly old women,

and who wear a peculiar dress. A man, who had

fetishes at the bottom of his staircase, informed the

writer that their use was to keep the devil from

getting into his house. Another tribe of negroes

prefer to take things which have been struck by

lightning for their fetishes : the lightning-stroke

being, as the missionary justly concludes, an indica-

tion that a divine power has united itself to these

objects.^

The natives of Sierra Leone are described as placing

unlimited faith in " griggories," or charms. These

are made of goats' skin ; texts of the Koran are written

upon them, and they are worn upon various parts of

the person. They have distinct functions, each one

being designed to preserve the wearer from a certain

kind of evil or danger."

Numerous objects were holy in Peru. Eivers, foun-

tains, large stones, hills, the tops of the mountains, are

mentioned by Acosta as having been adored by the

Peruvians ; indeed, he says that they adored whatever

natural object appeared very different from the rest,

recognising therein some peculiar deity. A certain

tree, for instance, which was cut down by the

Spaniards, had long been an object of adoration to

the Indians, on account of its antiquity and size.^ In

another part of the American continent, the neighbour-

hood of Acadia, a traveller tells us of a venerable tree

1 G. d. M., pp. 322, 323. '^ s. L., p. 132. 3 H. I., b. 5, ch. 5.

VOL. I. L
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which was likewise holy. Many marvels were re-

counted of it, and it was always loaded with offer-

ings. The sea having washed the soil from about

its roots, it maintained itself a long time "almost in

the air," which confirmed the savages in their notion

that it was " the seat of some great spirit ;
" and even

after it had fallen, its branches, so long as they were

visible aljove the surface of the water, continued to

receive the worship of the people.^

Not unfrequently the holy object is an animal, and

then it may be regarded either as itself a god, or as

sacred to some god, who either makes it in some sense

his abode, or regards it with favour and takes it under

his care. Among animals, there is none more fre-

quently worshipped than the serpent ; and it has been

supposed, Avith some plausibility, that the Hebrew

legend of the fall was directed against serpent-worship.

However this may be, that worship is clearly dis-

cernible in the story of the brazen serpent which

healed the sickness of the Israelites in the wilder-

ness.^ This would seem to be a dim tradition of a

time at which the adoration of the serj^ent was still

practised by the people of Jehovah. Many other

countries afford examples of the same worship. To

take a single case : the Chevalier des Marchais, who
travelled in the last century, relates that serpents of

a certain kind were worshipped in Guinea. There

was one, however, which was called the father of these

gods, and was reputed to be of j^rodigious size. It

was kept in a place of its own, where it had "secret

apartments," and none but the chief sacrificer was per-

mitted to enter this holy of holies. The king himselt

1 N. F., vol. iii. »• 349. - Nuni. xxi. 8.
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might only see it once, wlien, tliree montlis after his

coronation, he went to present his offerings.^

Even Christianity did not entirely put an end to the

worship of the serpent ; for an early Christian writer-,

in a treatise against all heresies, makes mention of u

sect of Ophites who (he says) " magnify the serpent

to such a degree, that they prefer him even to Christ

himself; for it was he, they say, who gave us the

origin of the knowledge of good and evil. His power

and majesty (they say) Moses perceiving, set up

the brazen serpent ; and whoever gazed upon him

obtained health. Christ himself (they say further)

imitates Moses' serpent's sacred power in saying

:

' And as Moses upreared the serpent in the desert, so

it behoveth the Son of man to be upreared.' Him
they introduce to bless their eucharistic [elements]."^

Holy objects are very often connected with some

eminent man, from whose relation to them they derive

their sanctity. Such are all the innumerable relics of

saints to which so much importance is attached in

Catholic countries. Such is that pre-eminently sacred

relic, the tooth of Buddha, so carefully preserved and

guarded in Ceylon. When Major Forbes witnessed

the tooth festival at Kandy, fifty-three years had

passed since the last exhibition of this deeply revered

member of the founder of the faith. It was kept in

its temple within six cases ; of which the three larger

ones having been first removed, the three inner ones,

containing it, were placed " on the back of an elephant

richly caparisoned." It was shown to the people on

a temporary altar, surrounded with rich hangings ; the

festival being attended by crowds of pious worshippers,

^ V. G., vol. ii, p. 169.

^ Adv. omn. haereses., II.—A. N, L., vol. 18, r- 262.
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who tliouglit that the privilege of seeing the tooth, so

rarely exhibited to the public, was a sufficient proof

of the merits they hail obtained in former lives.
^

Mussulmans have their holy objects, consisting of

verses of the Koran, suspended or written on their

dwellings, which are supposed to ensure their pro-

tection. Such verses, or short Suras, are sometimes

carried on the person engraved on stones."

Conspicuous among holy objects for the extraordin-

ary virtues ascribed to them, are the bread and wine

of the Lord's supper. These are believed by Chris-

tians either to be or to represent (according to their

several doctrines) the actual flesh and blood of Jesus
;

and the mere fact of eating and drinking them, in faith,

is held to exercise a mystic efficacy over the life of the

communicant. A more singular instance of the holiness

attributed by an act of the imagination to material

things can scarcely be produced. Another curious case

of the same notion is the belief in holy water ; which

enjoys so great a power, that some drops of it dashed

upon an infant's forehead contribute to ensure its

eternal happiness ; while it has also the gift of confer-

ring some kind of advantage upon the worshippers who,

on entering a church, sprinkle it upon their persons.

Images of the gods or saints worshipped in a country

form a large and important class of holy objects.

Such were the " teraphim " or "gods " stolen by Rachel

from her father, and which she concealed in the fur-

niture of her camel.^ Similar images are employed by

the Tartars, who place them at the heads and feet of

their beds in certain fixed positions, and who carry

them about with them wherever they go."*

^ E. Y., vol. i. p. 290-293. - Dervishes, p. 313.

^ Gen. xxxi. 19, 30-35. * Bergeron, Voyage tie Rubriiquis, ch, 3, p. p.
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CHAPTER IV.

HOLY ORDERS.

EiTES, acts of worship and sacrifices, originally per-

formed by each individual at his own discretion, or

by each household in its own way, fall (as we have

seen) with advancing . development into the hands of

professional persons consecrated for this especial

purpose. Very great importance attaches to these

consecrated persons. The place they occupy in all

societies above the level of barbarism is one of peculiar

honour ; "and their influence on the course of human
history has in all ages with which that history is

acquainted been conspicuous and profound. Once

devoted to their religious duties, they becom.e the

authorised representatives of deity on earth. In

treating of their consecration, we considered them as

channels of communication from earth to heaven ; we

have now to consider them as channels of communica-

tion from heaven to earth.

Endowed by the general wish of all human society

Avith a special right to convey their petitions to the

divine beings whom they worship, they do not fail to

claim for themselves the correlative right of conveying

to men the commands, the intentions, the reproofs,

and the desires of these divine beings. It is the

priests alone who can pretend to know their minds.
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It is the priests alone who can correctly interpret

their often enigmatic language. It is the priests

alone through whom they generally deign to converse

with mortals.

Such is the ecclesiastical theory throughout the

world ; and it is as a general rule accepted by the

communities for whose guidance it is constructed.

Exceptions do indeed present themselves, above all

in the case of the remarkable men whose careers we
shall deal with in the ensuing chapter, who have

founded new religions independently of, or even in

spite of, very powerful existing priesthoods. And,

speaking generally, the holy class is not always

co-extensive with the consecrated class. "We shall

notice further on an important order among the Jews

who were universally received as holy, without being

consecrated. Moreover, there has often existed a species

of men who, without regular consecration, have never-

theless served as a channel of communication from God
or from inferior spirits to man. Such were magicians,

astroloojers, " et hoc ojenus omne," in ancient times

;

such are the so-called mediums in the present day. Con-

versely, consecration, though by its very nature imply-

ing holiness as its correlative, implies it less and less

as we rise in the scale of culture. Thus, in the more

advanced forms of Protestantism, such as the Presby-

terian or the Unitarian, the minister is scarcely more

than a mere teacher ; he has little or no more power

to convey commands or intimations from God than

any member of his congregation. So that we should

have a rough approximation to the truth were we
to say that in the lower grades of religious culture

we have holy orders without consecration ; while in
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tlie liiglier grades we liave consecrated orders without

holiness.

Between these extremes there lies the great body

of regular and qualified priests, appointed to com-

municate upwards, and entitled to communicate

downwards. Invasions of their authority by irregular

pretenders are the exceptions, not the rule. It is

the usual order of things, that the decisions of

priests on matters pertaining to religion should be

accepted in submissive faith, by the societies to which

they belong. Where, as in the ca^e of Jesus of Na-

zareth, some bold individual brushes aside success-

fully the pretensions of ecclesiastical castes, the theory

is only modified to suit the individual instance. Eccle-

siastical castes, deriving their title from the innovator

himself, spring up again at once ; and differ only in so

far as the God whose will they expound is either another

God, or.a new modification of the same God.

Numerous privileges are generally accorded to

priests. Sometimes they enjoy exemptions from the

operation of the ordinary laws ; sometimes they are

permitted a disproportionate share in the government

of their country; sometimes, without possessing re-

cognised legislative powers, they control the destinies

of nations by the expression of their views. Often,

the whole phvsical force of the grovernment is at their

disposal, for the propagation and support of the system

they uphold ; occasionally, when their authority has

reached its highest point, the mere solemn declaration

of their commands is enough to ensure the acquiescence

of monarchs and the obedience of their subjects.

Corresponding to these considerable rights, they

perform a considerable variety of functions, which are
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regarded by the societies who employ them as not

only useful, hut indispensable. AVe find them in all

primitive communities acting as the recognised doctors

of the people, treating their diseases by the method

of supernatural inspiration. Kising a little higher,

they predict that class of events which is so interesting

to each individual, namely, the prospects of his or

her life. In other words, they become fortune-tellers,

astrologers, or (by whatever means) readers of the

future. Or they control the weather, calling down

from heaven the needful rain. They are inspired by

the deity in whose service they are enrolled, and they

announce his will. In his name they threaten evil-

doers with punishment, and promise rewards to the

faithful and obedient. Benefits from on high are

declared to be the lot of those who pay them honour.

They proclaim the fact that their presence is essential

to the performance of important rites, and that their

assistance at these must be duly rewarded. Sometimes

they are in possession of knowledge which is only per-

mitted to be imparted to their own caste. They are

at all times the authorised expositors of theological

dogma, and the authorised guardians of public ritual.

Let us enter on a more detailed account of these

several characteristics of the priestly order.

First, it has to be noted that the differentiation of

this order from the rest of society is in primitive

communities very incomj^lete. Fathers of families,

or any venerable and respected men, act as priests,

and perform the requirements of divine worship

according to their own notions of propriety. Thus

in Samoa, Mr Turner tells us that "the father of

the family was the high-priest, and usually oflered a
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short prayer at tlie evening meal, that they might

all be kept from fines, sickness, war, and death."

He also directed on Avhat occasions religious festivals

should be held, and it was supposed that the god

sometimes spoke through the father or another

member of the family.^ So in the early period of

the history of the Israelites, there was no formal

and regular priesthood, and no established ritual.

The Levites were not devoted to the functions they

subsequently discharged, until, in the course of the

Exodus, they had proved their qualification by the

holy zeal with which they slaughtered their brethren.

It was for the perpetration of this massacre that they

were promised by Moses the blessing of God.^ With

advancing culture, the necessity for separating priests

from laymen is always felt. The ministrations of un-

skilled hands are not held to be sufficient. Kitual grows

fixed ; and for a fixed ritual there must be a special

apprenticeship. Ceremonies multiply ; and the original

family prayer having grown into a more elaborate

system of worship, takes more time, and demands

the attention of a class who make this, and kindred

matters, their exclusive occupation.

While, however, the ministers of the gods are thus

differentiated from the people at large, they are not

differentiated until a later stasje from the ministers

of the human body. Medicine and priestcraft are for

a long time united arts. On this connection, Brinton

very justly remarks, that "when sickness is looked

upon as the effect of the anger of a god, or as the

malicious infliction of a sorcerer, it is natural to seek

help from those who assume to control the unseen

1 N. Y., p. 239. 2 Exotl. xxxii. 25-29.
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work], and influence the fiats of the Almighty."^

Thus in America the native priests were called Ly

the European colonists, "medicine men." The New-

Zealand priests were "expert jugglers," and when

called in to the sick would ascribe some di.^eases to

a 2)iece of wood lodged in the stomach ; this they

pretended to extract, and produced it in evidence of

their assertion. An acquaintance of the author from

whom I borrow this fact, saw one of these doctors

tear open the leg of a rheumatic patient, and

(aj^parently) take out of it a knotted piece of

wood." In the Fiji islands they occasionally use

their medical powers malevolently, instead of bene-

volently. In Tanna, there was a class of men
termed " disease-makers," and greatly dreaded by the

people, who thought that these men could exercise

the power of life and death, the calamity of death

l)eing the result of burning rubbish belonging to

the sufferer. When a Tannese was ill, he believed

that the disease-maker was burning his rubbish, and

would send large presents to induce him to stop ; for

if it were all burned he -would die.^ The Samoans

believed disease to be a result of divine wrath, and

sought its remedy at the hands of the high-priest of

the village. Whatever he might demand was given;

in some cases, however, he did not ask for anything,

but merely commanded the family of the patiejit to

"confess, and throw out." Confessing, and throwing

out, consisted of a statement by each member of the

family of the crimes he had committed, or of the evil

he had invoked on the patient or his connections,

accompanied by the ceremony of spurting out water

' M. N. W.. p. 264. 2 N. Z., p. 80. 3 N. Y., p. 89-<)i.
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from the mouth towards him.' Like the Fijians, the

natives of Australia employ priests to cure their

illnesses. Their ecclesiastical practitioners "perform

incantations over the sick," and also pretend to suck

out the disease, producing a piece of bone which they

assert to he its cause. ^ The Africans have an exactly

similar belief in the influence of fetish over disease.

Reade observes that epileptic attacks are (as is natural

from their mysterious character) ascribed to demo-

niacal possession, and that fetish-men are called in

to cure them. This they attempt to accomplish by

elaborate dances and festivities, " at the ex|)ense of

the next of kin," which sometimes end in driving the

patient into the bush in a state of complete insanity.

When cured, he "builds a little fetish-house, avoids

certain kinds of food, and j^erforms certain duties.""

The negroes on tlie coast of Guinea, when ill, apply

to their priest, who informs them what offerings

are required to ensure their recovery.* AVhen an

Amazulu is troubled by bad dreams, he applies to

a diviner, who recommends certain ceremonies by

which the spirit causing the dreams is supposed to

be banished. Should he be ill, his friends apply to

the diviner, who discovers the source of the illness,

and probably demands the sacrifice of a bullock. A
remarkable sensitiveness about the shoulders indicates

the spiritual character of the doctor. If he fail to

remove disease, he is said to have no "Itongo," or

spirit, in him.® The Fida negroes sent to consult

their divine snake through a priest when ill, and

1 N, Y., p. 224. 3 S. A., p. 251.

2 S. L. A., p. 226. " D. C. G.,p. 213.

5 K. S. A., pt. ii. pp. 159, 160, 172.
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the priest (unless lie announced that the disease,

would be fatal) received a reward for indicating the

remedies to be used. Moreover, the priests were

the physicians of the negroes. Two theories pre-

vailed among the jjeople as to the origin of illnesses.

Some tribes held them to be due to evil spirits, who
were accordingly driven away by a prescribed system

of armed pursuit. But the priests in other places

regarded them as a consequence of discord between

spirit and soul, and required the patient in the first

instance to confess his sins. This being done, they

obtained from their deity an indication of the

offerings to be made, or the vows to be fulfilled, to

restore mental harmony. They then undertook the

treatment of the body by physical means. ^ In Sierra

Leone, as in other parts of Africa, "the practice of

medicine, and the art of making greegrees and fetishes,

in other words, amulets is generally the

province of the same person." Those who practise

medicine are looked upon as witches, and believed

not only to converse with evil spirits, but to exercise

control over them." In New France, in the eiffh-

teenth century, the principal occupation of the native

priests was medicine.^ In Mexico, the people came

from all parts to the priests to be anointed with

the peculiar unguent used in the special conse-

cration mentioned above.* This they termed a
'' divine physic, " and considered as a cure for their

diseases.*

Such rude notions as these, implying a supernatural

4is opposed to a natural theory of the j^hysical conditions

^ G. (]. M., pp. 335, 336. 3 N. F., vol. iii. p, 364.
* N. A., vol i. p. 251. » Supra, p. 116.

' II. I., b. 5, ch. 26.
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of the body, are not wholly extinct even among our-

selves. They exist, like so many of the crude concep-

tions of the savage, in the form of respected survivals

wholly inconsistent with our practical habits. True,

we do not call in the clergyman to assist or to direct at

the sick-bed. But we do ask him to put up prayers

for the recovery of the sick ; and in the case of royal

princes, the clergy throughout the land are set to work

to induce the divine Being to give their illnesses a

favourable turn. Now, this proceeding, however dis-

guised under refined and imposing forms, is practically

on a level with that of the Amazulu, who seeks to

pacify the ofi^ended spirit that has attacked him with

pain by the sacrifice of a bullock ; or with that of the

Fijian who, when his friend is ill, blows a shell for

hours as a call to the disease-maker to stop burning

the sick man's rubbish, and as a sign that presents will

speedily reach his hands. Nay, the very missionary

who relates this Fiji custom gives at least one proof

of his fitness to understand the native mind, in a pass-

aoje showinjTj that in reference to beliefs like these his

own was almost on a par with it. A war, of which the

missionaries disapproved, had been going on for four

months, " and the end of it was, the war was raised

against ourselves. After they had been fighting for

months among themselves, contrary to all our entreaties,

God commenced to punish them with a deadly epi-

demic in the form of dysentery." Now, the conviction

that diseases are punishments sent by some god, or at

any rate direct results of an intention on the part of

some god to harm the sufi'erer, is at the root of the

priestly, as opposed to the scientific, treatment. For

if God punishes with a deadly epidemic, it is an
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obvious inference that the mode of cure and of pre-

vention is not to take pliysical remedies, and

observe physical precautions, but to avoid the sin for

which the punishment is given. And this is the

common conclusion of the savage and the Christian,

though the superior information of the Christian

renders his conduct self-contradictory and confused,

where that of the savage is logical and simple.

Nearly related to the supposed influence of priests

over physical suffering, is their supposed power to foretell

the future. Here, however, a number of unauthorised

and schismatic priesthoods often enter into competi-

tion with those sanctioned by the state. Technically,

they would not be termed priests at all ; but tested by

the true mark of priesthood, the gift, alleged by them-

selves and admitted by others, of forming channels of

communication from the celestial powers to man, they

are entitled to that name, and this although they may
])erhaps receive no regular consecration to their ofHce.

The Roman Senate during the EmjDire came into

frequent collision with these irregular priests. It

endeavoured from time to time to combat the growing

belief in the unorthodox practices of astrologers and

magi, by decreeing their expulsion from Italy, and

occasionally by visiting some of them with severer

penalties ; but such endeavours to stem the tide of

popular superstition are naturally useless.^ Magic of

some description is universal. In New Zealand the

priest "seems to unite in his person the offices of

priest, sorcerer, juggler, and physician." He pre-

dicts the life or death of members of his tribe." By
the Kafirs the prophet is consulted on all kinds of do-

1 Tac. Ann., ii. 32 ; xii. 52. ^ N. Z., p. 80.
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mestic occasioDS, and (while the peoj)le beat the ground

in assent to what he says) he is held to see in a vision

the event which has led to the consultation.^ The inha-

Litants of Sierra Leone have other methods of divin-

ing. Their diviners make dots and lines in sand spread

upon a goat's skin, which dots and lines they after-

wards decipher ; or they place palm-nuts in heaps upon

a goat's skin, and by shifting them. about suppose that

an answer is obtained.^ The heathen Mexican had

the habit, on the birth of a child, of consulting a

diviner in order to ascertain its future. The diviner,

having learnt from the child's parents the hour at

which it was born, turned over his books to discover

the sign under which its nativity had occurred. Should

that sign prove to be favourable, he would say to the

parents :
" Your child has been born under a good

sign ; it will be a senor, or senator, or rich, or brave,"

or will have some other distinction. In the opposite

case he would say: "The child has not been born

under a good sign ; it has been born under a disas-

trous sign." In some circumstances there was hope

that the evil mio-ht be remedied : but if the si^n were

altogether bad, they would predict that it would ])e

vicious, c-arnal, and a thief; or that it would be dull

and lazy ; or possibly that it would be a great drunk-

ard ; or that its life would be short. A third alter-

native was when the sign was indifferent, and the

expected fortune w^as therefore partly good and partly

bad. The diviner, in this case and in that of a bad, but

not hopelessly bad, sign, assisted the parents by pointing

out an auspicious day for the baptism of the infant.^

1 K. N., p. 167 ff. 2 N. A., vol. i. p. 134.
3 A. M., vol. V. pp. 479, 480.
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Prediction of coming events was practised by the

priests in Nortli America, as it was elsewhere. They

persuaded the multitude, says Charlevoix, that they

sufifered from ecstatic transports. During these con-

ditions, they said that their spirits gave them a large

acquaintance with remote things, and with the future.^

]\Ioreover, they practised magic, and with such effect

that Charlevoix felt himself compelled to ascribe their

performances to their alliance with the devil. They

even pretended to be born in a supernatural manner,

and found believers ready to think that only by some

sort of enchantment and illusion had they formerly

imagined that they had come into the world like other

people. AVhen they went into the state of ecstasy,

they resembled the Pythoness on the tripod ; they

assumed tones of voice and performed actions which

seemed beyond human capacity. On these occasions

they suffered so much that it was hard to induce them,

even by handsome payment, thus to yield themselves

to the spirit. So often did they prophesy truly, that

Charlevoix can only resort again to his hypothesis of

a real intercourse between tliem and the "father of

seduction and of lies," who manifested his connection

with them liy telling them the truth. Thus, a lady

named Madame de Marson, by no means an " esprit

faible," was anxious about her husband, who was com-

manding at a French outpost in Acadia, and who had

stayed away beyond the time fixed for his return. A
native Avoman, havingj ascertained the reason of her

trouble, told her not to be distressed, for that her

husband would return on a certain day at a certain

hour, wearing a grey hat. Seeing that the lady did

^ N. F., vol. iii. p. 347.
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not believe in lier, slie returned on the day and at the

hour named, and asked her if she would not come to

meet her husband. After much pressing, she induced

the lady to accompany her to the bank of the river.

Scarcely had they arrived, when M. de Marson ap-

peared in a canoe, wearing a grey hat upon his head.

The writer was informed of this fact by Madame de

Marson's son-in-law, at that time Governor-General

of the French dominions in America, who had heard

it from herself.^ The priests of the Tartars are also

their diviners. They predict eclipses, and announce

lucky and unlucky days for all sorts of business."

Among the Buddhist priesthood of Thibet, there is

a class of Lamas who are astrologers, distinguished by

a peculiar dress, and making it their business to tell

fortunes, exorcise evil spirits, and so forth. The astro-

lookers " are considered to have intercourse with Sadag,"

a spirit who is supposed to be "lord of the ground"

in which bodies are interred, and who, along with other

spirits, requires to be pacified by charms and rites

known only to these priests. To prevent them from

injuring the dead, the relations oifer a price in cattle

or money to Sadag ; and the astrologers, when satisfied

with the amount, undertake the necessary conjuration.^

In the Old Testament, this class of unoflicial priests

is mentioned with the reprobation inspired by rivalry.

The Hebrew legislator is at one with the Koman Senate

in his desire to expel them from the land. " There

shall not be found among you any one that ....
useth divination, or an observer of times, or an en-

chanter, or a witch, or a charmer, or a consulter

1 N. F., vol. iii. p. 359-363.
2 Bergeron, Voyage de Eubruquis, cli. 47. ^ B. T., pp. 156, 271.

VOL. I. M
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^vitll familiar spirits, or a wizard, or a nccroniancer.

For all that do tlicse things are an abomination unto

the Lord : and because of these abominations the

Lord thy God doth drive them out from before thee."^

The very prohibition evinces the existence of the

objects against whom it is aimed; and proves that,

along w^ith the recognised worship of Jehovah, there

existed an unrecognised resort to practices which

the sterner adherents of that worship would not

permit.

In addition to their claim to be in possession of

special means of ascertaining the occult causes of

phenomena (as in illness), and of special contrivances

for penetrating the future (as in astrology or fortune-

telling), priesthoods pretend to a more direct inspira-

tion from on high, qualifying them either to announce

the will of their god on exceptional occasions, or to

intimate his purpose in matters of more ordinaiy occur-

rence. This inspiration was granted to the native

North American priests at the critical age of puberty.

" It Avas revealed to its possessor by the character

of the visions he perceived at the ordeal he passed

through on arriving at puberty ; and by the northern

nations was said to be the manifestation of a more

potent personal spirit than ordinary. It was not a

faculty, but an inspiration ; not an inborn strength,

but a spiritual gift.^ " So in India ; among the

several meanings of the word Brahman, is that of a

person "elected by special divine favour to receive

the gift of inspiration."^ The missionary Turner,

who has an eye for parallels, observes, among other

just reflections, that " the way in which the Samoan
' Deut. xviii. 10-12. ''^ M. N. W., p. 279. ^ 0. S. T., vol. i. p. 259.
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priests declared that the gods spoke by then],

strikingly reminds us of the mode by which God of

old made known his will to man by the Hebrev,-

prophets."'^ Although the Levites were said to be

the Lord's, and to have been hallowed by him instead

of all the first-born of Israel, yet it does not appear

that they were in general endowed with any high

order of inspiration. The high-priest no doubt re-

ceived communications from God by the Urim and

Thummim. Priests were also the judges whom the

Lord chose, and whose sentence in court was to be

obeyed on penalty of death ; but tlie inspiration that

was fitted to guide the Israelites was supplied not

so much by them as by the prophets, a kind of sup-

plementary priesthood of which the members, some-

times priests, sometimes consecrated by other pro-

phets, were as a rule unconsecrated, deriving their

appointmentdirectly from Jehovah. While, therefore,

it was attained in a somewhat unusual way, the

general need of an inspired order was supplied no

less perfectly among the Israelites than elsewhere.

Christian priests enjoy two kinds of inspiration. In

the first place, they are inspired specially when as-

sembled in general councils, to declare the truth in

matters of doctrine, or in other words, to issue sup-

plementary revelations ; in the second place, they are

inspired generally to remit or retain offences, their

sentence being—according to the common doctrine

of Catholics and Episcopalian Protestants—always

ratified in the Court above.

Consistently with this exalted conception of their

authority, priestly orders threaten punishment to

iN.Y.,p.349.
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offenders, and announce the future destiny of souls.

Thus the Mexican priests warned their penitents after

confession not to fall again into sin, holding out the

prospect of the torments of hell if they should neglect

the admonition.^ The priests in some parts of Africa

know the fate of each soul after death, and can say

whether it has gone to God or to the evil spirit.^

Sometimes the priests are held to be protected

against injury by the especial care of heaven. To

take away a Brahman's wife is an offence involving

terrible calamities, while kings who restore her to the

Brahman enjoy "the abundance of the earth." ^ A
king who should cat a Brahman's cow is warned in

solemn language of the dreadful consequences of such

conduct, both in this world and the next.'* The

sacred volumes declare that "whenever a king, fancy-

ing himself mighty, seeks to devour a Brahman, that

kingdom is broken up, in which a Brahman is op-

pressed."^ "No one who has eaten a Brahman's cow

continues to watch {i.e., to rule) over a country."

The Indian gods, moreover, "do not eat the food

offered by a king who has no . . . Purohita," or domestic

chaplain.^ The murder of a king who had honoured

and enriched the Buddhist priesthood, is said to have

entailed the destruction of the power and strength of

the kinirdom of Thibet, and to have extinsfuished the

happiness and welfare of its people." And Jewish

history affords abundant instances of the manner in

which the success or glory of the rulers was con-

nected, by the sacerdotal class, with the respect shown

^ A. M., vol. V. p. 370. * Ibid., vol. i. p. 285.

- G. d. M., p. 335. ' Ibid., vol. i. p. 287.

3 0. S. T., vol. i. p. 257. « A, B., p. 528.

' G. 0. M., p. 362.
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towards themselves as tlie ministers of Jeliovah, and

with the rigour evinced in persecuting or putting down

the ministers of every other creed. That the same

bias has been betrayed by the Christian priesthood

and their adherents in the interpretation of history

needs no proof.

The presence of a priest or priests at important rites

is held to be indispensable by all religions. With the

negroes visited by Oldendorp, the priest was in re-

quisition at burials ; for he only could help the soul to

get to God, and keep off the evil spirit who would

seek to obtain possession of it.^ "For most of the

ceremonies " (in Thibet) " the performance by a Lama

is considered indispensable to its due effect
;

" and

even where this is not so, the efficacy of the rite

is increased by the Lama's assistance." Much the

same thing may be said here. For certain cere-

monies, such as confirmation, the administration of

the sacrament, the conduct of divine service on Sun-

days, the priest is a necessary official. For others,

such as marriage, the majority of the people prefer

to employ him, and no doubt believe that "the effi-

cacy of the rite is increased " by the fact that he reads

the words of the service. Nor is this surprising when

we consider that, until wdthin very recent times, no

legitimate child could be produced in England with-

out the assistance of a priest.

Not only is the ecclesiastical caste required to

render religious rites acceptable to the deity, but they

are often endowed with the attribute of ability to

modify the course of nature. In Tanna, one of the Fiji

group, " there are rain-makers and thunder-makers,

1 G. d. M., p. 327. 2 B, T., p. 247.
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and fly and mnsquito makers, and a host of otlicr

' sacred men ;
'

" and in anotlier island " there is a rain-

making dass of priests."^ In Christian countries all

jjriests are rain-makers, the reading of prayers for fine

or wet weather being a portion of their established

duties.

Naturally, the members of a class whose functions

are of this high value to the community enjoy great

power, are regarded as extremely sacred, and above all,

are well rewarded. First, as to the power they enjoy.

This is accorded to them alike by savage tribes and by

cultivated Europeans. According to Brinton, all North

American tribes "appear to have been controlled" by

secret societies of priests. "Withal," says the same

authority, " there was no class of persons who so

widely and. deeply influenced the culture, and shaped

the destiny of the Indian tribes, as their priests."
^

Over the negroes of the Caribbean Islands the jDriests

and priestesses exercised an almost unlimited dominion,

being regarded with the greatest reverence. No negro

would have ventured to transejress the arrancrements

made by a priest.^ On the coast of Guinea there

exists, or existed, an institution by which certain

women became priestesses ; and such women, even

though slaves before, enjoyed, on receiving this dignity,

a high position and even exercised absolute authority

precisely in the quarter where it must have been

sweetest to their minds, namely, over their husbands.*

Writing of the Talapoins in Siam, Gervaise says, that

they arc exempted from all puljlic charges ; they salute

nobody, while everybody prostrates himself before

1 N. Y., pp. 89, 428. 3 o. d. M.,p. 327.

b » M. N. W . p. 285. « D. C. G., p. 363.
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them ; tliey arc maintained at the public expense, and

so forth. ^ Of the enormous power wielded by the

clerical order in Europe, especially during the Middle

Ages, it is unnecessary to speak. The humiliation of

Theodosius by Ambrose was one of the most con-

spicuous, as it was one of the most beneficent, exercises

of their extensive rights.

Secondly, the sanctity attached to their persons is

usually considerable, and may often, to ambitious

minds, afford a large compensation for the loss (if such

be required) of some kinds of secular enjoyment.

The African priestesses just mentioned are "as much

respected as the priests, or rather more," and call them-

selves by the a23pellation of " God's children," AVhen

certain Buddhist ecclesiastics were executed for rebel-

lion in Ceylon, the utmost astonishment was expressed

by the people at the temerity of the king in so treat-

ing "such holy and reverend persons. And none

heretofore," adds the reporter of the fact, " have been

so served ; being reputed and called sons of Boddon,''
^

or Buddha ; a title exactly corresponding to that of

God's children bestowed upon the priestesses. In Siam

the "Talapoins," or priests, are of two kinds : secular,

living in the world ; and regular, living in the forest

without intercourse with men. There is no limit to

the veneration given by the Siamese to these last,

whom they look upon as demigods.^ "The Brahman

caste," according to the sacred books of the Hindus,

"is sprung from the gods;"* and the exceptional

honour always accorded to them is in harmony with

1 H. N. S., troisieme partie, clis. 5, 6.

2 H. E. C, p. 75. 3 jj. N. S,, troisieme partie, p. 184.

* 0. S. T., vol. i. p. 21.
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this theory of their origin. The title " Reverend,"

man to be revered, given to the clergy in Europe,

implies the existence, at least originally, of a similar

sentiment of respect.

Lastly, the services of priests are generally well re-

warded, and they themselves take every care to en-

courage liberality towards their order. Payment is

made to them either in the shape of direct remunera-

tion, or in that of exceptional pecuniary privileges, or

in that of exemption from burdens. Direct remune-

ration may be, and often is, given in the shape of a

fixed portion abstracted from the property of the laity

for the benefit of the clergy. Such are the tithes be-

stowed by law upon the latter among the Jews, the

Parsees, and the Christians. Or, direct remuneration

may consist in fees for services rendered, and in vol-

imtary gifts. Such fees and gifts are always repre-

sented by the priesthood as highly advantageous to

the givers. If the relatives of a deceased Parsee do

not give the priest who officiates at the funeral four

new robes, the dead will appear naked before the throne

of God at the resurrection, and will be put to shame

before the whole assembly.^ Moreover, those Parsees

who wish to live happily, and have children who will

do them honour, must pay four priests, who during

three days and three nights perform the Yasna for

tliem.^ In Thibet there is great merit in consecrat-

ing a domestic animal to a certain god, the animal

being after a certain time "delivered to the Lamas,

who may eat it."^ Giving alms to the monks is a

duty most sedulously inculcated by Buddhism, and

' Av., vol. ii. p. xli. ; iii. p. xliv. 2 2. A., vol. ii. p. 564.
- 3 B. T, p. 158.
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the Budclliist writings abound in illustrations of

the advantages derived from the practice. Similar

benefits accrue to the clergy from the custom,

prevailing in Ceylon, of making offerings in the

temples for recovery from sickness ; for when the

Singhalese have left their gift on the altar, ''the priest

presents it with all due ceremony to the god ; and

after its purpose is thus served, very prudently con-

verts it to his own use." ^ Of the Lcvites it is solemnly

declared in Deuteronomy that they have "no part

nor inheritances with Israel," and that " the Lord is

their inheritance." But "the Lord" is soon seen to

be a very substantial inheritance indeed. From those

that ofi"er an ox or a sheep the priests are to receive

"the shoulder, the two cheeks, and the maw ;
" while

the firstfruits of corn, wine, and oil, and the first of

the sheep's fleeces are to be given to them.^ Moreover,

giving ta the priest is declared to be the same thing

as giving to the Lord.^ A similar notion, always

fostered by ecclesiastical influence, has led to the vast

endowments bestowed by pious monarchs and wealthy

individuals upon the Christian clergy.

Occasionally, the priests enjoy exemptions from

the taxes, or other burdens levied upon ordinary

people. A singular instance of this is found in the

privilege of the Parsee priests, of not 2:)aying their

doctors.* Large immunities used to be enjoyed by

ecclesiastics among ourselves, especially that of exemp-

tion from the jurisdiction of the ordinary courts of law.

While the life of a priest often entails certain priva-

tions, he is nevertheless frequently sustained by the

thought that there is merit in the sacrifices he makes.

1 A. I. C, p. 205. 3 Num. V. 8.

*'' Deut. xviii. 1-5. •» Z. A., vol. ii. p. 555.
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Thus, it is liekl by a Buddhist authority, that the merit

obtained by entering the spiritual order is very great

;

and that his merit is immeasurable who either permits

a son, a daui^^hter, or a slave, to enter it, or enters it

liimself/

Priesthoods may either be hereditary or selected.

The Brahmans in India, and the Levites in Judsea, are

remarkable types of hereditary, the Buddhist and the

Christian clergy of selected, sacerdotal orders. Curious

modifications of the hereditary principle were found

among the American Indians. Thus, "among the

Nez Perces of Oregon," the priestly office " was

transmitted in one family from father to son and

daughter, but always with the proviso that the

children at the j^roper age . reported cbeams of a

satisfactory character." The Shawnees "confined it

to one totem; " but just as the Hebrew prophets need

not be Levites, "the greatest of tlieir prophets . . .

was not a member of this clan." The Cherokees " had

one family set apart for the priestly office," and •when

they " abused their birthright " and were all mas-

sacred, another family took their places. AVitli

anotlier tribe, the Choctaws, the office of high-priest

remained in one family, passing from father to son
;

" and the very influential piaches of the Carib tribes

very generally transmitted their rank and position to

their children." A more important case of hereditary

priesthood is that of the Incas of Peru, who mono-

[)olised the highest offices both in Church and State.

'' In ancient Anahuac" there existed a double system

of inheritance and selection. The priests of Huit-

zilopochtli, "and perhaps a few other gods," were

1 w. u. T., p. 107.
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hereditary ; and the high-priest of that god, towards

whom the whole order was required to observe implicit

obedience, was the "hereditary pontifex maximus."

But the rest were dedicated to ecclesiastical life from

early childhood, and were carefully educated for the

profession.^

Christianity entirely abandoned the hereditary

principle prevalent among its spiritual ancestors, the

Jews, and selected for its ministers of religion those

who felt, or professed to feel, an internal vocation

for this career. Doubtless this is the most effectual

plan for securing a powerful priesthood. Those who

belong to it have their heart far more thoroughly

in their work than can possibly be the case when it

falls to them by right of birth. Just the most priestly-

minded of the community become priests ; and a far

greater air of zeal and of sanctity attaches to an order

thus maintained, than to one of which many of the

members possess no qualification but that of f\\mily,

tribe, or caste.

Nothing can be more irrational than the denuncia-

tion of priests and priestcraft w^hich is often indulged

in by Liberal writers and politicians. If it be true

that priests have shown considerable cunning, it is also

true that the people have fostered that cunning by cre-

dulity. And if the clergy have put forth very large pre-

tensions to inspiration, divine authority, and hidden

knowledge, it is equally the fact that the laity have

demanded such qualifications at their hands. An order

can scarcely be blamed if it seeks to satisfy the claims

which the popular religion makes upon it. Enlighten-

ment from heaven has in all ages and countries been

1 M. N. W., p. 281-283.
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positively Jemanded. Sacrifices have always had to

be made ; and when it was found more convenient to

delegate the function of offering them to a class apart,

that class naturally established ritualistic rules of their

own, and as naturally asserted (and no doubt believed)

that all sacrifices not offered accordino; to these rules

were displeasing to God. And they could not profess

the inspiration which they were expected to manifest

without also requiring obedience to divine commands.

Priests are, in fact, the mere outcome of religious

belief as it commonly exists ; and partly minister to

that belief by deliberate trickery, partly share it

themselves, and honestly accept the accredited view

of their own lofty commission.

Divine inspiration leads by a very logical process

to infallibility. A Church founded on revelation

needs living teachers to preserve the correct interjDreta-

tion of that revelation. Without such living teachers,

revealed truth itself becomes (as it always has done

among Protestants) an occasion of discord and of

schism. But the interpreters of revelation in their

turn must be able to appeal to some sole and supreme

authority, a»s the arbiter between varying opinions,

and the guide to be followed through all tlie intricacies

of dogma. Nowhere can such an arbiter and such a

uide be found more naturally than in the head of

the Church himself. If God speaks to mankind

through his Church, it is only a logical conclusion that

within that Church there must be one through whom
he speaks with absolute certainty, and whose pro-

phetic voice must therefore be infallible. There can-

not be a more consistent application of the general

theory of priesthood ; and there is no more fiital sign

»
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for the prospects of Christianity than the inability of

many of its supporters to accept so useful a doctrine,

and the thoughtless indignation of some among them

against the sinole Church which has had the wisdom

to proclaim it.
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CHAPTER V.

HOLY PERSONS.

Although for tlie ordinary and regular communications

from the divine Being to man the established priest-

hoods might suffice, yet occasions arise when there is

need of a plenipotentiary with higher authority and

more extensive powers. What is required of these

exceptional ambassadors is not merely to repeat the

doctrines of the old religion, but to establish a new

one. In other words, they are the original founders

of the great religions of the world. Of such founders

there is but a very limited number.

Beginning with China, and proceeding from East to

West, we find six ;

—

1. Confucius, or KhUng-Fu-ts2e, the founder of

Confucianism.

2. Lao-ts^;, the founder of Taouism.

3. Sakyamuni, or Gautama Buddha, the founder

of Buddhism.

4. Zarathustra, or Zoroaster, the founder of

Parseeism.

5. Mohammed, or Mahomet, the founder of

Islamism.

6. Je8US Christ, the founder of Christianity.

M\ those men, wliom for convenience' sake I propose
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to call j9rop/ieis, occupy an entirely exceptional position

in tlie history of the human race. The characteristics,

or marks, by which they may be distinguished from

other great men, are partly external, belonging to the

views of others about them
;
partly internal, belong-

ing to their own view about themselves.

1. The first external mark by which they arc dis-

tinguished is, that within his own religion each of

these is recognised as the highest known authority.

They alone are thought of as having the right to

change what is established. While all other teachers

appeal to them for the sanction of their doctrines,

there is no appeal from them to any one beyond.

What they have said is finah They are in perfect

possession of the truth. Others are in possession of

it only in so far as they agree with them. No doubt,

the sacred books are equally infallible with the

13rophets ;-but the sacred books of religions founded

l)y prophets derive their authority in the last resort

from them, and are always held to be only a written

statement of their teaching. Thus, the sacred books

of China are partly of direct Confucian authorship

;

partly by others who recognise him as their head.

The only sacred book of the Ta5-ss^ is by their

founder himself. The sacred books of the Buddhists

are supposed discourses of the Buddha. The Avesta

is the reputed work of Zarathustra. The Koran is

the actual work of Mahomet. And lastly, the New
Testament is all of it written in express subordina-

tion to the authority of Christ, to which it constantly

appeals. These books, then, are infallible, because they

contain the doctrines of their founders.

The same thing is true where there is an infallible
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Church. The Church never chaims the same absolute

authority as it concedes to its prophet. Its infalli-

bility consists in its power to interpret correctly the

mind of him by whom it was established. He it is

who brought the message from above which no

human power could have discovered. It is the

Church's function to explain that message to the

world ; and, where needed, to deduce such inferences

therefrom as by its supernatural inspiration it per-

ceives to be just. Beyond this, the power of the

Church does not extend.

A second external mark, closely related to the first,

is, that the prophet of each religion is, within the limits

of that religion, the object of a more or less mythical

delineation of his personality. His historical form is,

to some extent, superseded by the form bestowed upon

him by a dogmatic legend. According to that legend

there was something about his nature that was more

than human. He was in some way extraordinary.

The myths related vary from a mere exaltation of the

common features of humanity, to the invention of

completely supernatural attributes. But their object

is the same : to represent their prophet as more higiily

endowed than other mortals. Even where there is

little of absolute myth, the representation we receive

is one-sided ; we know nothing of the prophet's faults,

except in so far as we may discover them against the

will of the biographers. To them he appears all-

virtuous. These remarks will be abundantly illus-

trated when we come to consider the life of Jesus,

and to compare it with that of Ijis compeers.

2. The internal mark corresponds to the first exter-

nal mark, of which it is indeed the subjective counter-
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part. These prophets conceive themselves deputed to

teach a faith, and they virtually recognise in the

performance of this mission no human authority

superior to their own. In words, perhaps, they do

acknowledge some established authority ; but in fact

they set it aside. No Church or priesthood has the

smallest weight with them, as opposed to that intense

internal conviction which appears to them an inspira-

tion. Hence it was observed of Jesus, that he taught

with authority, and not as the scribes. Without

being able themselves to give any explanation of the

fact, they feel themselves endowed with plenary

power to reform. And it is not, like other reformers,

in the name of another that they do this; they re-

form in their own right, and with no other title than

their own profound consciousness of being not only

permitted, but charged to do it.

Nevertheless, it must not be imagined that the

2^rophets sweej) away everything they find in the

existing religion. On the contrary, it will be found

on examination that they always retain some impor-

tant element or elements of the older faith. Without

this, they would have no hold on the popular mind
of their country, from which they would be too far

removed to make themselves understood. Thus,

Allah was already recognised as God by the Arabians

in the time of Mahomet, whose reform consisted in

teaching that he was the only God. Thus, the

Messiah was already expected by the Jews in the

time of Jesus, whose reform consisted in applying the

expectation to himself. Prophets take advantage of

a faith already in existence, and making that the

foundation of the new religion, erect upon it the more
special truths they are inspired to proclaim.

VOL. I. N
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No prophet can construct a religion entirely from

his own brain. AVere he to do so, he would be un-

able to show any reason why it should be accepted.

There would be no feeling in the minds of his heai-ers

to which he could appeal. A religion, to be accepted

by any but an insignificant fraction, must find a

response not only in the intellects, but in the emotions

of those for whom it is designed.

This, it appears to me, is the weak point of Posi-

tivism. Auguste Comte, having abolished all that in

the general mind constitutes religion at all, attempted

to compose a faith for his disciples by the merely

arbitrary exercise of his own ingenuity. He perhaps

did not consider that in all history there is no example

of a religion being invented by an individual thinker.

It is like attempting to sell a commodity for which

there is no demand. Even if his philosophical

principles should be accepted by the whole of Europe,

there can be no reason why the special observances

he recommends should be adopted, or the special

saints whom he places in the calendar be adored.

Those who receive his philosophy will have no need

for his ceremonies. While even if ceremonies cannot

be entirely dispensed with, it is not the mere fact of

a solitary thinker planning it in his own mind that

can ever ensure the adoption of a ritual.

Very difi'erent has been the procedure of the pro-

phets of whom we are now to speak. Intellectually,

they were no doubt far inferior to the founder of the

Positive Philosophy. But emotionally, they were

fitted for the part which he unsuccessfully endea-

voured to play. They entered into the religious feel-

ings of their countrymen, and gave those feelings a

higher expression than had yet been found for them.
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Instiuctively fixing ou some conspicuous part of the

old religion, they made that the starting-point for the

development of the new. They reformed, but the refor-

mation linked itself to some conviction that was already

deeply rooted in the nature of their converts.' They

assumed boundless authority ; but it was authority to

proclaim a pre-existing truth, not to spin out of their

purely personal ideas of fitness a system altogether dis-

connected from the past evolution of religion, and to

impose that system upon the remainder of mankind.

Section I.—Confucius.^

The life of the prophet of China is not eventful.

It has neither the charm of philosophic placidity and

retirement from the world which belongs to that of

La5-tse, nor the romantic interest of the more varied

careers of Sakyamuni, Christ, or Mahomet. For

Confucius, though a philoso^Dher, did not object,

1 After some hesitation, I have determined to adliere to tlie Latinised

form of the name of the prophet of Cliina, as more familiar to English

ears. As a general rule, I consider the movement in literature \vhicli

is restoring proper names to their ori<^inal spellings,—giving us Herakles

for Hercules, and Oidipous for CEdipus,— as deserving of all sup-

port. But where the common foi'm, in addition to being the more

familiar, may be considered as English proper and not Latin used in

English (as in such names as Homer, Aristotle, Jesus Christ), I con-

ceive it to be more convenient to retain the accustomed designation,

even though it may be regretted that it has come into general use.

Hence, I think, we may retain Confucius, who would scarcely be

recognised by English readers under his full name Khung-fu-tsze, or

\inder his more usual abridged name Khung-tsze. or under the name
elsewhere given him, Chung-ne. No similar justification appears to

ine to exist for the Greek form Zoroaster, as compared with Zarathustra,

which last form is as easy to pronounce as the other, and not very

dissimilar from it in sound.

My authorities for the life of Confucius have been Dr Legge's

Chinese Classics, vol. i., Proleg. p. 54-113, and the Lun Yu and Chung
Yung, translated in the same volume.
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indeed ratlicr desired, to take some share in the

government of his country, but his wishes received

very little gratification. Rulers refused to acquiesce

in his principles of administration, and he was com-

pelled to rely for their propagation mainly on the

oral instruction imparted to his disciples. His life,

tlierefore, bears to some extent the aspect of a failure,

though for this appearance he himself is not to blame.

Another cause, which somewhat diminishes the inte-

rest we might otherwise take in him, is his excessive

attention to proprieties, ceremonies, and rites. "We

cannot but feel that a truly great man, even in China,

would have emancipated himself from the bondage of

such trifles. Nevertheless, after all deductions are

made, enough remains to render the career and

character of Confucius deserving of attention, and

in many respects of admiration.

Descended from a family which had formerly been

powerful and noble, but was now in comparatively

modest circumstances, he was born in B.C. 551, his

father's name being Shuh-leangHeih, and his mother's

Ching-Tsne. Tlie legends related of his nativity I

pass over for the present. His father, wlio was an

old man when he was born, died when the child was

in his third year ; and his mother in B.C. 528. At
nineteen, Confucius was married ; and at twenty-one

he came forward as a teaclier. Disciples attached

themselves to him, and during liis long career as a

philosopher, we find him constantly attended by

some faithful friends, who receive all he says with

unbounded deference, and propose questions for his

<lecision as to an authority against whom there can

be no appeal. The maxims of Confucius did not refer
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solely to ethics or to religion ; tliey bore largely upon

the art of government, and he was desirous if j^ossible

of putting them in actual practice in the administra-

tion of public affairs. China, however, was in a state

of great confusion in his days ; there were rebellions

and wars in progress ; and the character of the rulers

from whom he might have obtained employment was

such, that he could not, consistently with the high

standard of honour on which he always acted, accept

favours at their hands. One of them proposed to

grant him a town with its revenues ; but Confucius

said : "A superior man will only receive reward for

services which he has done. I have given advice to

the duke king, but he has not obeyed it, and now he

would endow me with this place ! very far is he from

understanding me." ^ In the year 500 the means

were at length put within his reach of carrying his

views into practice. He was made " chief magistrate

of a town " in the state of Loo ; and this first appoint-

ment was followed by that of" assistant-superintendent

of works," and subsequently by that of " minister of

crime." In this office he is said to have put an end

to crime altogether ; but Dr Legge rightly warns us

against confiding in the " indiscriminating eulogies
"

of his disciples. A more substantial service attributed

to him is that of procuring the dismantlement of two

fortified towns which were the refutre of dan<2:erous

and warlike chiefs. But his reforming government

was brought to an end after a few years by the weak-

ness of his sovereign, duke Ting, who was captivated

by a present of eighty beautiful and accomplished girls,

and 120 horses, from a neighbouring State. Engrossed

1 C. C, vol. I. (Prolegomenca) p. 68.
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1)}' this present, tlic duke neglected public afFairs, and

the pliilosoplier felt bound to resign.

"VYc need not follow him during the long wanderino;^

through various parts of China which followed upon

this disappointment. x4fter travelling from State to

State for many years, he returned in his sixty-ninth

year to Loo, but not to office. In tlie year 478 his

sad and troubled life was closed by death.

Our information respecting the character of Con-

fucius is ample. From the book which Dr Legge has

entitled the " Confucian Analects," a collection of his

sayings made (as he believes) by the disciples of

his disciples, we obtain the most minute particu-

lars both as to his personal habits and as to tlie

nature of his teaching. The impression derived from

these accounts is that of a gentle, virtuous, bene-

volent, and eminently honourable man ; a man who,

like Sokrates, was indifferent to the reward received

for his tuition, though not refusing payment alto-

gether ; who would never sacrifice a single principle

for the sake of his individual advantage
;

yet who
was anxious, if possible, to benefit the kingdom by

the establishment of an administration penetrated with

those ethical maxims which he conceived to be all-

important. Yet, irreproachal)le as his moral character

was, there is about him a deficiency of that bold

originality which has characterised the greatest

prophets of other nations. Sakyamuni revolted

against the restrictions of caste which dominated all

minds in India. Jesus boldly claimed for moral

conduct a rank far superior to that of every ceremonial

obligation, even those which were held the most sacred

by his countrymen. ^lahomet, morally far below the
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Chinese sage, evinced a far more independent genius

}yj his attack on the prevalent idolatry of Mecca.

Confucius did nothing of this kind. His was a mind

which looked back longingly to antiquity, and

imagined that it discovered in the ancient rulers and

the ancient modes of action, the models of perfection

which all later times should strive to follow. Nor

was this all. Pie was so profoundly under the influence

of Chinese ways of tliinking, as to attach an almost

ludicrous importance to a precise conformity to certain

rules of propriety, and to regard the exactitude with

which ceremonies were performed as matter of the

highest concern. In fact, he could not emancipate

himself from the traditions of his country ; and his

principles would have residted rather in making his

followers perfect Chinamen than perfect men.

A far more serious charge is indeed brought against

him by Dr Legge—that of insincerity.^ I hesitate to

impugn the opinion of so competent a scholar
;
yet

the evidence he has produced does not seem to me
sufficient to sustain the indictment. Grantinej that

he gave an unwelcome visitor the excuse of sickness,

which was untrue, still, as we are ignorant of the

reasons which led him to decline seeing the person in

question, we cannot estimate the force of the motives

that induced him to put forward a plea in conformity

with the polite customs of his country. It does not

appear, moreover, that he practised an intentional

deceit. And though on one occasion he may have

violated an oath extorted by rebels who had him in

their power, therein acting wrongly (as I think), it is

always an open question how far promises made under

1 C. C, vol. i. (Prolegomena) p. loi.
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sucli circumstances arc biuding on the conscience.

Whatever failings, however, it may be necessary to

admit, there can be no question of the pre-eminent

purity alike of his life and doctrine. His is a char-

acter which, be its imperfections wliat they may, we
cannot help loving ; and there have been few, indeed,

who would not have been benefited by the attempt to

reach even that standard of virtue which he held up

to the admiration of his disciples.

A few quotations from the M'orks in which his

words and actions are preserved, will illustrate these

remarks. In the tenth Book of the Analects,^ his

manners, his garments, his mode of behaviour under

various circumstances, are elaborately described.

There arc not many personages in history of whom
we have so minute a knowledge. We learn that " in

his village " he "looked simple and sincere, and as if

he were not able to speak." His reverence for his

superiors seems to have been profound. " When the

prince was j^resent, his manner displayed respectful

uneasiness; it was grave, but self-possessed." Wlien

going to an audience of the prince, " he ascended the

dais, holding up his robe with both his hands, and his

body bent ; holding in his breath also, as if he dared

not breathe. AVhen he came out from the audience^

as soon as he had descended one step, ho began to

relax his countenance, and had a satisfied look.

When he had got to the bottom of the steps, he

advanced rapidly to his place, with his arms like

wings, and on occupying it, his manner still showed

respectful uneasiness." He was rather jDarticular

about his food, rejecting meat unless " cut properly,"

and with "its proper sauce."

' C. C, vol. i. p. 91- loo. - The italics, here aud fclsewhere, are in Legge.
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Whatever he might be eating, however, " he would

offer a little of it in sacrifice." "When any of his

friends died, if the deceased had no relations who
could be depended on for the necessary offices, he

would say, ' I will bury him.' " " In bed, he did

not lie like a corpse." And it is satisfactory to learn

of one who was such a respecter of formalities, that

"at home he did not put on any formal deportment."

Notwithstanding this, he does not appear to have

been on very intimate terms with his son, to whom he

is reported to have said that unless he learned " the

odes " he would not be fit to converse Avith ; and

that unless he learned "the rules of propriety" his

character could not be established. The disciple,

who was informed by the son himself that he had

never heard from his father any other special doctrine,

was probably right in concluding that " the superior

man maintains a distant reserve towards his son."
^

But with his beloved disciples Confucius was on

terms of affectionate intimacy which does not seem to

have been marred by " the rules of propriety." For

the death of one of them at least he mourned so

bitterly as to draw down upon himself the expostula-

tion of those who remained.^ The picture of the

JMaster, accompanied at all times by his faithful

friends, who hang upon his lips, and eagerly gather

up his every utterance, is on the whole a pleasant one.

"Do you think, my disciples," he asks, "that I have

any concealments ? I conceal nothing from you.

There is nothing that I do which is not shown to you,

my disciples ;—that is my way." ^ And with all the

homage he is constantly receiving, Confucius is never

1 Lun Yu, xvi. 13. 2 ii^jj^^ ^j^ ^
3 \\,\^^^ yii. 23.
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arrogant. lie never speaks like a man who wishes to

enforce his views in an authoritative style on others
;

never threatens punishment either here or hereafter

to those who dissent from him.

"There were four things," his disciples tell us,

"from which the Master was entirely free. He had no

foregone conclusions, no arbitrary predeterminations,

no obstinacy, and no egoism."^ And his conduct

is entirely in harmony with this statement. It is as

a learner rather than a teacher that he regards him-

self. "The Master said, 'When I walk aloni:^ with

two others, they may serve me as my teachers. I

will select their good qualities, and follow them ; their

bad qualities, and avoid them.'"^ Or again: "The
sage and the man of perfect virtue, how dare I ranh

myself ivith them f It may simply be said of me,

that I strive to become such without satiety, and

teach others without weariness." ^ "In letters I am
perhaps equal to other men, but the character of

the superior man, carrying out in his conduct what

he professes, is what I have not yet attained to."*

Notwithstanding this modesty, there are traces—few

indeed, but not obscure—of that conviction of a pecu-

liar mission which all great prophets have entertained,

and without which even Confucius would scarcely have

been ranked amonoj them. The most distinct of

these is the following passage :
—" The Master was

put in fear in K'wang. He said, * After the death of

kino- AVfin, was not the cause of truth lodc^ed here in

mef If Heaven had wished to let this cause of truth

perish, then I, a future mortal, should not have got

such a relation to that cause. AVhile Heaven does not

^ Lnn Yu, i.\. 4. - IbiJ., vii. 31. ' Ibid., vii. 33. •• Ibid., vii. 32.
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let the cause of truth perish, what can the people of

K'wano- do to me?^'" These remarkable words

would be conclusive, if they stood alone. But they

do not stand alone. In another place we find him

thus lamenting the pain of being generally misunder-

stood, which is apt to be so keenly felt by exalted

and sensitive natures. " The Master said, ' Alas ! there

is no one that knows me.' Tse-kuug said, ' What

do you mean by thus saying—that no one knows

you ?
' The Master replied, ' I do not murmur

against Heaven. I do not grumble against men. My
studies lie low, and my penetration rises high. But

there is Heaven ;—that knows me !
'"

" Men might

reject his labours and despise his teaching, but he

would complain neither against Heaven nor against

them. If he was not known by men, he was known

by Heaven, and that was enough. On another occa-

sion, "tlie Master said, ' Heaven produced the virtue

that is in me, Hwan T'uy—what can he do to me ?
'" ''

These passages are the more remarkable, because

Confucius was not in the ordinary sense a believer in

God. That is, he never, throughout his instructions,

says a single word implying acknowledgment of a

personal Deity; a Creator of the world; a Being

whom we are bound to worship as the author of our

lives and the ruler of our destinies. He has even been

suspected of omitting from his edition of the Shoo-

kiug and the She-king everything that could support

the comparatively theistic doctrine of his contem-

^ Lun Yu, ix. 5.
2 jbid., xiv. 37.

"^ Ibid., vii. 22. The occasion of this utterance is said to have been an

attack by the emissaries of an officer named Hwan T'uy, with a view of

killing the sage.
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l)oraiy, La5-tsc.^ That Lis high respect for autiquily

would have permitted such a iDrocedure is, to say the

least, very improbable ; and Dr Legge is no doubt

right in acquitting him of any wilful suppression of,

or addition to, the ancient articles of Chinese faith.

^

For our present purpose it is enough to note that he

avoided all discussion on the higher problems of reli-

gion ; and contented himself with speaking, and that but

rarely, of a vague, and hardly personal Being which he

called Heaven. Thus, in a book attributed (perhaps

erroneously) to his grandson, he is reported as saying,

" Sincerity is the very way of Heaven."^ Of king Woo
and the duke of Chow, two ancient worthies, he says :—"By the ceremonies of the sacrifices to Heaven and

Earth they served God" (where he seems to distinguish

between Heaven and God, whom I believe he never

mentions but here); "and by the ceremonies of the

ancestral temple they sacrificed to their ancestors. He
Avho understands the ceremonies of the sacrifices to

Heaven and Earth, and the meaning of the several

sacrifices to ancestors, would find the government of

a kingdom as easy as to look into his palm."* Else-

where, he remarks that "he who is greatly virtuous

will be sure to receive the appointment of Heaven."^

Again :
" Heaven, in the production of things, is surely

bountiful to them, according to their qualities." ® No-

thing very definite can be gathered from these pass-

ages, as to his opinions concerning the nature of the

power of which he spoke thus obscurely. Yet it would

be rash to find fault with him on that account. His

1 By V. von Strauss, T. T. K., p. xxxviii. " Il)i(l., xix. 6.

^ C. C, vol. i. (Prolegomena) p. 99.
> Unci., xvii. 5.

3 Chung Yung, xx. 18. * Ibid., xvii. 3.
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language may have been, and in all probability was,

the correct expression of his feelings. His mind was

not of the dogmatic type ; and if he does not teach his

disciples any very intelligible principles concerning

spiritual matters, it is simply because he is honestly

conscious of having none to teach.

There are, indeed, indications which might be

taken to imply the existence of an esoteric doctrine.

"To those," he says, "whose talents are above

mediocrity, the highest subjects may be announced.

To those who are below mediocrity, the highest

subjects may not be announced."^ We are further

told that Tsze-kuug said, " The Master's i^ersonal

displays of his iwinciples, and ordinary descrip-

tions of them may be heard. His discourses about

mans nature, and the way of Heaven, cannot

be heard." ^ This last passage appears to mean

that they were not open to the indiscriminate multi-

tude, nor perhaps to all of the disciples. But we may
reasonably suppose that the intimate friends who
recorded his sayings were considered by him to be

above mediocrity, and were the depositaries of all he

had to tell them on religious matters.

Yet this, little as it was, may not always have been

rightly understood. Once, for example, he says to a

disciple, " Sin, my doctrine is that of an all-pervading

unity." This is interj^reted by the disciple (in the

]\Iaster's absence) to mean only that his doctrine is

" to be true to the principles of our nature, and the

benevolent exercise of them to others." ^ I can hardly

believe that Confucius would have taught so simple a

lesson under so obscure a figure; and it is possible

1 Lun Yu, vi. 19. 2 iijij.^ y. 12. ^ Ibid., iv. 15.
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that the reserve he liabitually practised ^vith regard to

his rehgious faith may have prevented a fuller explana-

tion. "The subjects on which the Master did not

talk were—extraordinary things, feats of strength,

disorder, and spiritual beings."^ And although, in

the Doctrine of the ]\Iean (a work which is perhaps

less authentic than the Analects) we find him dis-

coursing freely on spiritual beings, which, he says,

"abundantly display the powers that belong to

them,"" there are portions of the Analects which

confirm the impression that he did not readily venture

into these extra-mundane regions. Heaven itself, he

(jnce pointed out to an over-curious disciple, preserves

an unbroken silence.^ Interrogated "about serving the

spirits of the dead," he gave this striking answer

:

" While you are not able to serve men, how can you

serve their spirits ? " And when " Ke Loo added, ' I

venture to ask about death?' he was answered, 'AVhile

you do not know life, how can you know about

death ? '"
* Another instance of a similar reticence is

presented by his conduct during an illness. *' The

]\Iaster being very sick, Tsze-Loo asked leave to pray

for him. He said, * May such a thing be done ?

'

Tsze-Loo replied, ' It may. In the prayers it is said,

Prayer has been made to the spirits of the upj^er

and lower worlds.' The Master said, 'My praying

has been for a long time.' " ^ I am unable to see " the

satisfaction of Confucius with himself," which Dr

Legge discovers in this reply. To me it appears

simply to indicate the devout attitude of his mind,

^ Lun Yu, vii. 20. ^ Luii Yu, xvii. 19.

* Chiuig Yung, 16. * Ibid., xi. 11.

« IVid., vii. 34.
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wliicli is evinced by many other passages in his con-

versations. In short, though we may complain of

the indefinite character of the faith he taught, and

wish that he had expressed himself more fully, there

can scarcely be a doubt that Confucius had a deeply

religious mind ; and that he looked with awe and

reverence upon that power which he called by the

name of " Heaven," which controlled the progress of

events, and would not suffer the cause of truth to

perish altogether.

It is true, however, that he confined himself chiefly,

and indeed almost entirely, to moral teaching. His

main object undoubtedly was to inculcate upon his

friends, and if possible to introduce among the people

at large, those great principles of ethics which he

thought would restore the virtue and wellbeing of

ancient times. Those principles are a|)tly summarised

in the following verse :
" The duties of universal

obligation are five, and the virtues wherewith they

are practised are three. The duties are those between

sovereign and minister, between father and son,

between husband and Avife, between elder brother and

younger, and those belonging to the intercourse of

friends. Those five are the duties of universal obliga-

tion. Knowledge, magnanimity, and energy, these

three are the virtues universally binding; and the

means by which they carry the duties into practice is

singleness." ^ In the Analects, " Gravity, generosity

of soul, sincerity, earnestness, and kindness," are said

to constitute perfect virtue.^

It is as an earnest and devoted teacher, both by

example and by precept, of these and other virtues,

1 Chung Yung, xx. 8. 2 L^n Yu, xvii. 6.
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that Confucius must be judged. And in order to assist

tlie formation of such a judgment, let ns take his

doctrine of Keciprocity, to which I shall return in

another place. " Tsze-kung asked, saying, ' Is there

one word whicli may serve as a rule of practice for all

one's life ?
' The Master said, ' Is not Reciprocity

such a word ? What you do not want done to your-

self, do not do to others.'"^ On a kindred topic he

thus delivered his opinion :
" Some one said, ' What

do you say concerning the principle that injury should

he recompensed with kindness ?
' The JMaster said,

' With what, tlien, will you recompense kindness ?

Recompense injury with justice, and recompense kind-

ness with kindness.' "
^

If in the above sentence he may be thought to fall

short of the highest elevation, there are some among
his apophthegms, the point and excellence of which

have, perhaps, never been surpassed. Take for in-

stance these :
—

" Tlie superior man is catholic and

no partizan. The mean man is a partizan and not

catholic." "Learning without thought is labour

lost; thought without learning is perilous."^ Or

these :

—
" I will not be afflicted at men's not knowing

me ; I will Ije afflicted that I do not know men. "*

" A scholar, whose mind is set on truth, and who is

ashamed of bad clotlies and bad food, is not fit to be

discoursed with." ' " The superior man is affable, but

not adulatory ; tlic mean is adulatory, but not

affable."® " Wliere the solid qualities are in excess

of accomplishments, we have rusticity; where the

1 Lun Yu, XV. 23. < Ibiil., i. 16.

'^ Ibid., xiv. 26. ' Ibid., iv. 9.

* Ibid., ii. 14, 15. 6 Ibid., xiii. 23.
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accomplishments are in excess of the solid qualities,

we have the manners of a clerk. When the accom-

plishments and solid qualities are equally blended, we

then have the man of complete virtue."^ Lastly, I

will quote one which, with a slight change of terms,

might have emanated from the pen of Thomas

Carlyle :
" There are three things of which the supe-

rior man stands in awe :—He stands in awe of the

ordinances of heaven ; he stands in awe of great men

;

he stands in awe of the words of sages. The mean man
does not know the ordinances of heaven, and conse-

quently does not stand in awe of them. He is disre-

spectful to great men. He makes sport of the words

of sages."
^

These, and various other recorded sayings, go far

to explain, if not to justify, the unbounded ad-

miration of his fai^iful follower, Tsze-kung ;
" Our

Master cannot be attained to, just in the same way ns

the heavens cannot be gone up to by the steps of a

stair. Were our Master in the position of the prince

of a State, or the chief of a family, we should find

verified the description n)hicli has been given of a
sage's rule:—he would plant the people, and forth-

with they would be established ; he would lead them
on, and forthwith they would follow him ; he would
make them happy, and forthwith multitudes would
resort to his dominions ; he would stimulate them, and
forthwith they would be harmonious. AVhile he lived,

he would be glorious. When he died, he would be

bitterly lamented. How is it possible for him to be

attained to?"'

1 Lun Yu, vi. 16. '^ lUd., xvi. 8. ^ Hjij.^ xix. 25.

VOL. I. O
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Section II.

—

La5-tse.^

Concerning the life of Lao-tse, the founder of the

smallest of the three sects of China (Confucians, Budd-

hists, and Taouists), we have only the most meagre

information. Scarcely anything is known either of

his personal character or of his doctrine, excej^t through

his book. His birth-year is unknown to us, and can

only be apj)roximately determined by means of the

date assigned to his famous interview with his great

contemporary, Confucius. This occurred in B.C. 517,

when La5-tse was very old. He may, therefore, have

been born about the year B.C. 600." All we can say

of his career is, that he held an office in the State of

Tscheu, that of " writer (or historian) of the archives."

AVhen visited by Confucius, who was the master of a

rival school, he is said to have addressed him in these

terms :

—
" Those whom you talk about are dead, and

their bones are mouldered to dust ; only their words

remain. When the superior man gets his time, he

mounts aloft ; but when the time is against him, he

moves as if his feet were entangled. I have heard

that a good merchant, though he has rich treasures

deeply stored, appears as if he were poor ; and that the

superior man, whose virtue is complete, is yet to out-

ward seeming stupid. Put away your proud air and

many desires
;
your insinuating habit and wild wiU.

These are of no advantage to you. This is all which

I have to tell you." After this interview, Confucius

t hus expressed his opinion of the older philosopher to

1 For authorities on La6-ts6, see vol. ii. chap. vi. section ii.

- Julien assigns B.C. 604 as the date, but confesses that he has no

authority but historical tradition. L. V. V. xix.
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1

liis disciples :
—

" I know liow birds can fly, how fishes

can swim, and how animals can run. But the runner

may be snared, the swimmer may be hooked, and the

flyer may be shot by the arrow. But there is the

dragon. I cannot tell how he mounts on the wind

through the clouds and rises to heaven. To-day I

have seen La5-tse, and can only compare him to the

dragon." ^

Troubles in the State in which he held office in-

duced him to retire, and to seek the frontier. Here

the officer in command requested him to WTite a

book, the result of which request was the Tab-te-

king. "No one knows," says the Chinese historian,

" where he died. Lab-tse was a hidden sage."
^

To this very scanty historical information we may
add such indications as Lab-tsb himself has given us

of his personality. One of these is contained in the

twentieth chapter of his work, in which he tells us

that while other men are radiant with pleasure, he is

calm, like a child that does not yet smile. He wavers

to and fro, as one who knows not where to turn.

Other men have abundance ; he is as it were deprived

of all. He is like a stupid fellow, so confused does he

feel. Ordinary men are enlightened ; he is obscure

and troubled in mind. Like the sea he is forgotten,

and driven about like one who has no certain resting-

place. All other men are of use ; he alone is clownish

like a peasant. He alone is unlike other men, but he

honours the nursing Mother.^

It is obvious that an estimate so depreciatory is not

to be taken literally. To understand its full signifi-

1 C. C, vol. i. Proleg. p. 65.—T. T. K., p. Uii.—L. T., p. iv.

2 T, T. K., p. M. 3 T. T. E., cL xx.
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caucc, it should Ijc compared to the magnificent de-

scription in Plato's Thea)tetus of the outward appear-

ance presented by the philosopher, who, in presence

of practical men, is the jest alike of "Thracian hand-

maids," and of " the general herd ; " who is " unac-

quainted with his next-door neighbour
;

"' who is

" ignorant of what is before him, and always at a loss ;

"

and who is so awkward and useless when called on to

perform some menial office, such as "packing uj) a

bag, or flavouring a sauce, or fawning speech." Yet

this philosopher, like La6-ts6, "honours his nursing

Mother;" he moves in a sphere of thought where

men of the world cannot follow him, and where they

in their turn are lost/ Just such a character as that

drawn by Plato, La5-tsd seems to have been. Liv-

ing in retirement, and devoted to philosophy, he

appeared to his contemporaries an eccentric and in-

competent person. Yet he says that they called him

great,^ which seems to imply that his rej^utation was

already founded in his lifetime.

One other reference to himself must not be omitted,

for it evinces the sense he had of the nature of his

work in the world. "My words," so he writes in his

paradoxical manner, " are very easy to understand,

very easy to follow,—no one in the world is able to

understand them, no one is able to follow them. The

words have an author, the works have one who enjoins

them ; but he is not understood, therefore I am not

understood."^ On this Stanislas Julien observes, "There

is not a word of Lab-tso's that has not a solid founda-

tion. In fact, they have for their origin and basis

Ta6 and Virtue." * These expressions, then, suffice to

1 Theaetetus, 174-176. - Ch. Ixvii. ^ ch. Ixx. * L. V. V. p. 269, 11. 2.
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sliow that Lao-tse was not destitute of tliat sense of

inspiration of which other great prophets have been

so profoundly conscious.

Section III.

—

Gautama Buddha.^

Subdivision i. The Historical Buddha.

AVere we to write the history of the Buddha according

to the fashion of Buddhist historians, we should have

to begin our story several ages before his birth. For

the theory of his disciples is, that during many millions

of years, through an almost innumerable series of

different lives, he had been preparing himself for the

o-reat office of the saviour of humanity which he at

length assumed. Only by the practice of incredible

self-denial, and unbounded virtue, during all the

long line of human births he was destined to undergo,

could he become fitted for that consummate duty, the

performance of which at last released him for ever from

the bonds of existence. For the total extinction of

conscious life, not its continuation in a better sphere,

is, or at any rate was, the goal of the pious Buddhist.

And it was the crowning merit of the Buddha, that

he not only sought this reward for himself, but qualified

himself by ages of endurance to enlighten others as

to the way in which it might be earned.

But we will not encumber ourselves with the pre-

^ The following works may be advantogeously consulted with refer-

ence to the Buddha Sakyamuni :—Notices on the Life of Shakya, by

Csoma Korosi ; Asiatic Researches, vol. xx. part ii. p. 285 ; the Rgya

Tch'er Rol Pa, par Ph. Ed. Foucaux ; Hardy's Manual of Buddhism
;

Bigandet's Life or Legend of Gautama, the Budha of the Burmese
;

Alabaster's Wheel of the Law ; and Koeppen's Religion des Buddha, vol.

i. p. 71, ff. Some information will also be found in my article on " Recent

Publications on Buddhism," in the Theological Eevieio for July 1872.
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historic BuJdlia, the talcs of whose deeds are palpabh^

fictions, but will endeavour to unravel the thread of

genuine fact which probably runs through the accepted

life of Sakyamuni in his final appearance upon earth.

And here we are met with a preliminary difficulty.

That life is not guaranteed by any trustworthy autho-

rity. It cannot be traced back to any known disciple

of Buddha. It cannot be shown to have been ^\Titten

within a century after his death, and it may have

been written later. Ancient, however, it undoubtedly

is. For the separation of northern from southern

Buddhism occurred at an early period in the history

of the Church, probably about two hundred years

after the death of its founder ; and this life is the com-

mon property of all sections of Buddhists. It was

consequently current before that separation. But its

antiquity does not make it trustworthy. On the

contrary, it is constructed in accordance with an evi-

dent design. Every incident has a definite dogmatic

value, and stands in well-marked dogmatic relations

to the rest. There is nothing natural or spontaneous

about them. Everything has its proper place, and its

distinct purpose. And it is useless to attempt to deal

with such a life on the rationalistic plan of sifting the

historical from the fabulous ; the natural and possible

from the miraculous and impossible elements. The

close intermixture of the two renders any such process

hopeless. We are, in fact, with regard to the life of

Gautama Buddha, much in the position that we

should be in with regard to the life of Jesus Christ,

had we no records to consult but the apocryphal gospels.

Nevertheless, while holding that his biography can

never now be written, it is by no means my intention
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to imply that it is impossible to know anything about

him. On the contrary, a picture not wholly imagi-

nary may unquestionably be drawn of the character

and doctrines of the great teacher of the Asiatic con-

tinent. Let us venture on the attempt.

An imposing array of scholars agrees in fixing the

date of his death in B.C. 543, and as he is said to

have lived eighty years, he would thus have been born

in B.C. 623. Without entering now into the grounds

of their inference, I venture to believe that they have

thrown him back to a too distant date. I am more

inclined to agree with Koppen, who would j^lace his

death from B.C. 480 to 460, or about two centuries

before the accession of the great Buddhist king

Asoka. Westergaard, it is true, Avould fix this event

much later, namely, about B.C. 370. Supposing the

former writer to be correct in his conclusions, the active

portion of the Buddha's life would fall to the earlier

years of the 5th century B.C., and possibly to the

conclusion of the 6th. His birth, about B.C. 560-540,

occurred in a small kingdom of the north of India,

entitled Kapilavastu. Of what rank his parents may
have been, the accounts before us do not enable us to

say. The tradition according to which they were

the king and queen of the country, I regard with

Wassiljew as in all probability an invention intended

to shed additional glory upon him. The boy is said

to have been named Siddhartha, though possibly this

also was one of the many titles bestowed on him by
subsequent piety. At an early age he felt—as so

many young men of lofty character have always done

—the hollowness of worldly pleasures, and withdrew

himself from men to lead a solitary and ascetic life.
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After he had satisfied tlie craving for self-torture, and

subdued the lusts of the flesh, he came forth, full of

zeal for the redemption of mankind, to proclaim a

new and startling gospel. India was at that time,

as always, dominated by the system of caste. The

Buddha, boldly breaking through the deepest pre-

judices of his countrymen, surrounded himself with

a society in which caste was nothing. Let but a

man or even a woman (for it is stated that at his

sister's request he admitted women) become his disciple,

agree to renounce the world, and lead the life of an

ascetic, and he or she at once lost cither the privileges

of a hio-h caste, or the des;radations of a low one.O ' CD

Rank depended henceforth exclusively upon capacity

for the reception of spiritual truth ; and the humblest

individual might, by attending to and practising the

teacher's lessons, rise to the highest places in the

hierarchy. "Since the doctrine which I teach," he

is represented as saying in one of the Canonical

Books, "is completely pure, it makes no distinction

between noble and commoner, between rich and poor.

It is, for example, like water, which washes both

noblemen and common people, both rich and poor,

both good and bad, and purifies all without distinc-

tion. It may, to take another illustration, be com-

pared to fire, which consumes mountains, rocks, and

all great and small objects between heaven and earth

without distinction. Again, my doctrine is like

heaven, inasmuch as there is room within it, without

exception, for whomsoever it may be; for men and

women, fur boys and girls, for rich and poor."^ This

was the practical side of Sakyamuni's gi-eat reform.

1 W. II. T., p. 282.
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Its theoretical side was this. Life was regarded by
Indian devotees, not as a blessing, but as an unspeak-

able misery. Deliverance from existence altogether,

not merely transposition to a happier mode of exist-

ence, was the object of their ardent longing. The
Buddha did not seek to oppose this craving for anni-

hilation, but to satisfy it. He addressed himself to

the problem, How is pain produced, and how can it be

extinguished ? And his meditations led him to what

are termed "the four truths"—the cardinal docrma of

Buddhism in all its forms. The four truths are

stated as follows :

—

1. The existence of pain

<

2. The production of pain.

3. The annihilation of pain.

4. The way to the annihilation of pain.

The meaning of the truths is this :—Pain exists
;

that is, all living beings are subject to it ; its production

is the result of the existence of such beings ; its anni-

hilation is possible ; and lastly, the way to attain that

annihilation is to enter on the paths opened to man-
kind by Gautama Buddha. In other words, the way to

avoid that awful series of succeeding births to which
the Indian believed himself subject, was to adopt the

monastic life ; to practise all virtues, more especially

charity ; to acquire a profound knowledge of spiritual

truths ; and, in fine, to follow the teaching of the

Buddha. Eenounce the world, and you will—sooner or

later, according to your degree of merit—be freed from

the curse of existence ; this seems to sum up, in brief,

the gospel proclaimed with all the fervour of a great dis-

covery by the new teacher. After about forty-five years
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of public life devoted to mankind, lie died at tlie age of

eighty, at Kusinagara, deejily mourned by a few faith-

ful disciples who had clustered around him, and no

doubt regretted by many who had found repose and

comfort in his doctrines, and had been strengthened

by his example. The names of his principal disciples

become almost as familiar to a reader of Buddhist

books as those of Peter, James, and John, to a Christian.

Maudgalyayana and Sariputtra, the eminent evan-

gelists, and Ananda, the beloved disciple, the close

friend and servant of the Buddha, are among the most

prominent of this little group. AVith them rested the

propagation of the faith, and the vast results, which in

two centuries followed their exertions, prove that they

were not remiss. The stories of the thousands who
embraced the proffered salvatiou in the lifetime of the

Buddha are pious fancies. It was the apostles and

Fathers of the Church who, while developing his

doctrines and largely adding to their complexity and

number, almost succeeded in rendering his religion

the dominant creed of India.

Such is, in my opinion, the sum total of our positive

knowledge with regard to the life lived, and the truths

taught, by this great figure in human history. The

two points to which I have adverted—namely, the

formation of a society apart from the world in which

caste was nothing, and the hope held out of annihila-

tion by the practice of virtues and asceticism—are too

fundamental nnd too ancient to be derived from any

but the founder. After all, ecclesiastical biographers,

while they adorn their heroes with fictitious trappings,

do not invent them altogether. A man from whose

tuition great results have flowed, cannot be a smnll
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man ; sometliing of those results must needs be due

to the impulse he has given. And if the Buddha

must have taught something, must have inaugurated

some reform, what is he more likely to have taught,

than the way to the annihilation of pain ? what reform

more likely to have inaugurated, than the creation of

a society held together by purely spiritual ties ? Both

are absolutely essential to Buddhism as we know it.

Both are closely connected. For Buddhism would

have had nothing to offer without the hope of extinc-

tion ; and this hope, while leading to the practice of an

austere and religious life, can itself be fulfilled only by

that life ; implying as it does a detachment from the

bonds of carnality which hold us to this scene of sufi'er-

ing. Thus, these corner-stones of Buddhism—flow-

ing as they must have done from a master-mind

—

may, with the highest probability, be assigned to its

author.

On one other point there is no reason to call in

question the testimony of the legend. We need not

doubt that he really was the pure, gentle, benevolent,

and blameless man which that legend depicts him to

have been. Even his enemies have not attempted

(I believe) to malign his character. He stands before

us as one of the few great leaders of humanity who

seem endowed with every virtue, and free from

every fault.

Subdivision 2. The Mytliical Buddha.

Buddhistic authorities divide the life of their foun-

der into twelve great periods, under which it will be

convenient to treat of it :

—
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1. His descent from heaven.

2. His incarnation.

3. His birth.

4. His display of various accomplishments.

5. His marriage, and enjoyment of domestic life.

6. His departure from home, and assumption of the

monastic character.

7. His penances.

8. His triumph over the devil.

9. His attainment of the Buddhaship.

10. His turning the Wheel of the Law.

1 1

.

His death.

1 2. His cremation, and the division of his relics.

I. Following, then, the guidance of the accepted

legend, M^e must begin with his resolution to be born on

earth for the salvation of the world. After thousands

of preparatory births, he was residing in a certain

heaven called Tushita, that being one of the numerous

stages in the ascending series of the abodes of the

blessed. At length, the end of his sojourn in this

heaven arrived. He determined to quit the gods

who were his companions there, and to be born

on earth. Careful consideration convinced him that

the monarch Suddhodana, and his queen, Maya
Devi, alone possessed those pre-eminent qualifications

which entitled them to become the parents .of a

Buddha. Suddhodana lived in the town of Kapila,

and belonged to the royal family of the Sakyas, the

only family which the Bodhisattva (or destined

Buddha) had discovered l)y his examination to be

free from faults by which it would have been dis-

qualified to receive him as one of its members. His
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wife, in addition to the most consummate beauty, was

distinguished for every conjugal and feminine virtue.

Here, then, was a couple worthy of the honour about

to be conferred upon their house.

2. At this critical moment Maya had demanded,

and obtained, the permission of the king to devote

herself for a season to the practice of fasting and pen-

ance. AVhile engaged in these austerities, she dreamt

that a beautiful white elephant approached her, pene-

trated her side, and entered her womb. At this very

time, Bodhisattva actually descended in the shape of

a white elephant, and took up his abode within her

body. On waking, she related the dream to her hus-

band, who called upon the official Brahmans to inter-

pret it. They declared it to be of good augury. The
queen, they said, carried in her w^omb a being who
would either be a "Wheel Kino;," or Sovereign of the

whole world ; or if he took to a monastic career, would

become a Buddha. All things went well during

Maya's pregnancy. According to all accounts she

underwent none of the discomforts incidental to that

state. One writer states that "her soul enjoyed a

perfect calm, the sweetest happiness; fatigue and

weariness never affected her unimpaired health."

Another remarks that she enjoyed " the most perfect

health, and was free from fainting fits." An addi-

tional gratification lay in the fact, that she v/as able

to see the infant Bodhisattva sitting calmly in his

place within her person.

3. Ten months having passed (a Buddha always takes

ten), the queen expressed a desire to walk in a beauti-

ful garden called Lumbini ; and, with the king's ready

permission, proceeded thither with her attendants.
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Ill this garden the liour of lier delivery came on.

Standing under a tree (the Jicus religiosa), whicli

courteously lowered its branches that she might hold

on by them during labour, she gave birth to the

child who was afterwards to be the first of human-

kind. Gods from heaven received him when born,

and he himself at once took several steps forward,

and exclaimed :
" This is my last birth—there shall be

to me no other state of existence : I am the greatest

of all beincfs." Ananda, his cousin, and afterwards

his disciple, was born at the same moment. Maya,

notwithstanding her excellent health, died seven days

after her child's birth. This was not from any

physical infirmity, but because it is the invariable

rule that the mother of a Buddha should die at that

exact time. The reason of this, according to the

Lalitavistara, is, that when the Buddha became ji

wanderinoj monk her heart would break. Other

respectable authorities assert, that the womb in which

a Bodhisattva has lain is like a sanctuary where a

relic is enshrined. "No human bein*]: can aofain

occupy it, or use it."^ Maya was born again in one of

the celestial regions, and the infant was confided to

her sister, his aunt Prajapati, or Gautami, who was

assisted in the care of her charge by thirty-two

nurses. He was christened Sarvarthasiddha, usually

shortened into Siddhartha. He is also known as

Gautama Buddha, by which name he is distinguished

from other Buddhas; as Sakyarnuni, the hermit of

the Sakya race ; as the Tathagata, he who walks in

the footsteps of his predecessors ; as Bhagavat, Lord

;

and by other honorific titles.

1 r. A., No. III. p. 27.
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Soon after the birth of the Bodhisattva, he was

visited and adored by a very eminent Rishi, or

hermit, known as Asita (or Kapiladevila), who pre-

dicted his future greatness, but wept at the thought

that he himself was too old to see the day when the

law of salvation would be taught by the infant whom
he had come to contemplate.

4. When the appropriate age for the marriage of

the young prince arrived, a wife, possessing all the

l^erfections requisite for so excellent a husband, was

sought. She was found in a maiden named Gopa (or

Yasodhara), the daughter of Dandapani, one of the

Sakya race. An unexpected obstacle, however, arose.

The father of the lovely Gopa complained that

Siddhartha's education had been grossly neglected,

and that he was wanting alike in literary accomplish-

ments and in muscular proficiency—things which were

invariably- demanded of the husbands of Sakya

princesses. It does, indeed, appear that Suddhodana

had taken little pains to cultivate his son's abilities,

and that he had mainly confined himself to the care

of his personal safety by surrounding him with

attendants. Accordingly, he asked the prince whether

he thought he could exhibit his skill in those branches

of knowledge, the mastery of which Dandapani had

declared to be a necessary condition of his consent.

Siddhartha assured his father that he could ; and in a

regular competitive examination, which was thereupon

held, he completely defeated the other princes, not

only in writing, arithmetic, and such matters, but in

wrestling and archery. In the last art, especially, he

gained a signal victory, by easily wielding a bow
which none of the others could manage.
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5. Gopa was now wou, and conducted by her lius-

band to a magnificent palace, where, surrounded by a

vast harem of beautiful women, he spent some years

of his life in the enjoyment of excessive luxury. But

worldly pleasure was not to retain him long in its

embrace.

6. A crisis in his life was now approaching. Sud-

dhodana had been warned that Siddliartha would

assume the ascetic character if four objects were to

meet his sight : an old man, a sick man, a corpse, and

a recluse. Suddhodana, who would have much pre-

ferred his son being a universal monarch to his becom-

ing a Buddha, anxiously endeavoured to guard him

from coming across these things. But all was in vain.

One day, when driving in the town, he perceived a

wrinkled, decrepit, and miserable old man. Having

inquired of the coachman what this strange creature

was, and having learnt from him that he was only

suffering the general fate of humanity, the Bodhis-

attva was much affected ; and, full of sad thouofhts,

ordered his chariot to be turned homewards. Meetintr

on two other occasions, likewise when driving, with a

man emaciated by sickness, and with a corpse, he

was led to still further reflections on the wretchedness

of the conditions under which we live. Prepared by
these meditations, he yielded completely to the ten-

dencies aroused within him when, on a fourth excur-

sion, he came across a monk. The aspect of this man
—his calmness, his dignity, his downcast eyes, his

decent deportment—filled him with desire to abandon

the world like him.

The die was cast. Nothing could now retain the

Bodhisattva, at this time a voudg: \\y^^ of nine-and-
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twenty, from the course that approved itself to his

conscience. In vain did his father cause his palace

to be surrounded with guards. In vain did the

ladies of the harem (acting under instructions)

deploy their most ravishing arts to captivate and to

amuse him. His resolution was finally fixed by a

singular circumstance. The beautiful damsels ^vho

ministered to him had souo^ht to euG^ao^e his attention

by an exhibition of the most graceful dancing, accom-

panied by music, displaying their forms before his

eyes as they executed their varied movements. But

the Boddhisattva, deep in his meditations, was wholly

unaffected. He fell asleep ; and the Avomen, baffled in

their attempts and wearied out, soon followed his

example. But in the course of the night the prince

awoke. And then the sight of these girls, slumbering

in all sorts of ungainly and ungraceful postures, utterly

disgusted him. Summoning a courtier, named Chan-

daka, he ordered him at once to prepare his favourite

horse Kantaka, that he might quit the city of his

fathers, and lead the life of a humble recluse. But

before thus abandoning his home, there was one painful

parting to be gone through. One tie still held him to

the world. His wife had just become a mother.

Anxious to see his infant son. En hula, before his

departure, he gently opened the door of his wife's

{vpartment. He found her sleeping with one hand

over the head of the child. He would fain have taken

a last look at his little boy, but fearing that if he with-

drew the mother's hand she would awake and hinder his

departure, he retired without approaching the bed

In the dead of night, mounted on Kantaka, and with

the one attendant whom he had taken into the secret,

VOL. 1, p
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he managed to leave Kapilavastu unperceivcd, never

to return to it again till Le had attained the full

dignity of a Buddha.

7. Having sent back Chandaka with the horse, the

Boddhisattva commenced, alone and unaided, a course

of austerities fitted to prepare him for his great

duty. He tried Brahminical teachers, but was soon

dissatisfied with their doctrine. Five of the disciples

of one of these teachers followed him for six years in

the homeless and wanderincj life he now beejan. He
adopted the most rigid asceticism, reducing his body

to the last degree of feebleness and emaciation. But

this too discovered itself to his mind as an error. He
took to eatino[ aizain, and re^^ained his strenoth, where-

upon the five disciples left him, viewing him as a man
who had weakly abandoned his principles.

8. After this period of gradual approach to the re-

quired perfection, the Boddhisattva went to Bodhi-

manda, the place -appointed for his reception of the

Buddhaship. Here he had to withstand a furious

attack by the demon Mara, who first endeavoured to

annihilate him by his armies, and then to seduce him

by the fascinations of his three daughters. But

Gautama withstood his male and female adversaries

Avith equal calmness and success. Of the latter he

had possibly had enough in his princely palace.

9. All these trials having been surmounted, he

placed himself under the Bodhi (or Intelligence) tree,

and there, engaging in the most intense meditations,

gradually reached the intellectual and moral height to-

wards which he had long been climbing. He was now

in possession of Bodhi, or that complete and perfect

knowledge which constitutes a Cuddlia. He was thus
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fit to teach the law of salvation, but the Lalitavistara

represents him as still doubting for a moment whether

he should eno^aeje in a task which he feared would be

thankless and unavailing. Men, he thought, would be

incapable of receiving so sublime a doctrine, and he

would incur fatigue and make exertions in vain.

Silence and solitude recommended themselves at this

moment to his spirit. But from a resolution so disas-

trous he was turned aside by the intercession of the

god Brahma.

10. He proceeded accordingly to " turn theWheel of

the Law," or to preach to others, during the forty-five

remaining years of his long life, the truths he had ar-

rived at himself. The current lives speak, in their exag-

gerated manner, of his magnificent receptions by the

kings whose countries he visited, and of the thousands

of converts whom he made by his preaching, or who,

in technical language, obtained Nirvana through him.

His father and the other members of his' family were

among his followers. But among the first-fruits of

his teaching were the five Brahmans who had aban-

doned him when he had relaxed in his ascetic habits.

These, on first perceiving him, spoke of him with con-

tempt as a glutton and a luxurious fellow spoilt by

softness. But his personal presence filled them with

admiration, and they at once acknowledged his per-

fect wisdom. During this time the two orders of

monks and nuns, with their strict reflations enforc-

ing continence and temperance, were founded.

Gautama's aunt and nurse, Prajapati, was the first

abbess; the Buddha, who had intended to exclude

women from his order, having consented to admit them
at her request. Eahula, his son, received the tonsure.
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11. Afccr he had firmly estaLlislicd liis law in the

hearts ofmany devoted disciples, the Buddha " entered

Nirvana "at the age of eighty, at Kusinagara. That

his death was deeply mourned by the friends who had

hung upon his lips, and had drawn their knowledge

of religious truth from him, need not be related.

12. A pompous account is given of his funeral rites,

of which it will be sufficient to mention here that his

body was laid upon a pyre, and burnt after the man-

ner of burning in use for Chakravartins, or Universal

Monarchs. The princes of Kusinagara wished to keep

liis relics to themselves; but seven kings, each of

whom demanded a share, made threatening demon-

strations against them, and after some quarrelling it

was aojreed to distribute the relics amono; the whole

number. They w^ere therefore divided into eight por-

tions, the royal family of each country taking one.

A dagoba, or monument, was erected over them in

each of the capitals governed by these royal Bud-

dhists.

Of the numerous stories that are told with regard to

tlie effects of the Buddha's preaching, of the amazing

miracles he is said to have performed, and of the

wonders reported to have happened at his death and

his cremation, there will be an oj^portunity of speaking

in another place. For the present, it is enough to

relate the legend of his life in its main features,

according to the version piousty believed by the

millions of human beings who—in China, Tartary,

Mongolia, Siam. Burmah, Thibet, and Ceylon—look

to liim as their hiwiriver and their saviour.
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Section IV.

—

Zarathustra.^

Slaves, condemned to make bricks without straw,

would hardly have a more hopeless task than he who at-

tempts to construct, from the materials now before him,

a life of Zarathustra. Eminent as we know this great

prophet to have been, the details of his biography

have been lost for ever. His name and his doctrines,

with a few scattered hints in the Gathas, are all that

remain on record concerning the personality of a man
who was the teacher of one great branch of the Aryan

race, and whose religion, proclaimed many centuries,

possibly even a thousand years, before Christ taught

in Galilee, was a great and powerfid faith in the days

when Marathon was fought, and is not even now ex-

tinct. We will gather from these fragmentary sources

what knowledge we can of the Iranian prophet, but

we will" refuse to fill up the void created by the ab-

sence of historical documents with ingeniou^ lijpo-

theses or subtle speculations.

Something approaching to a bit of biography is to

be found in the opening verses of the fifth Gatha,

which are to this effect :

—

" It is reported that Zarathustra Spitama possessed

the best good; for Ahura Mazda granted him all

that may be obtained by means of a sincere worship,

for ever, all that promotes the good life, and he gives

the same to all those who keep the words and perform

the actions enjoined by the good religion.

"Thus may Kava Vistaspa, Zarathustra's com-

panion, and the most holy Frashaostra, who prepare the

1 For an account of all that is to be made out concerning this prophet,

see Hang's Parsees, p, 250-264.
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right paths for the faith which lie who Livcth gave

unto the priests of fire, faithfully honour and adore

Mazda according to his (Zarathustra's) mind, with his

words and his works !

" Pourutschista, the Hetchataspadin, the most holy

one, the most distingjuished of the dau^rhters of Zara-

thustra, formed this doctrine, as a reflection of the

good mind, the true and wise one."
^

Here we find an allusion to the interesting fact that

Zarathustra had a daughter wdio contributed to the

formation of the Parsee creed. The pln-ase, most

distinguished of the daughters, probably does not

mean that the prophet was the father of several

daughters, Ijut merely that this one was celebrated as

his coadjutor. Spiegel has in vain endeavoured to

discover the name of this lady's husband, but it seems

to be doubtful whether anything is known of her

matrimonial relations. The fact which it concerns us

to notice is, that already in these primitive ages we

have a female saint ajDpearing on the scene. In addi-

tion to St Pourutschista, mention is made of two

disciples, who were evidently leaders in the apos-

tolic band. The evangelic ardour of Frashaostra is

touched upon in the preceding Gatha, where it is

stated that "he wished to visit my Highlands (z.c,

Bactria) to propagate there the good religion," and

Ahura Mazda is implored to bless his undertaking.

Kava Vistaspa is celebrated in the same place as

having obtained knowledge which the living Wise

One himself had discovered.' The names of both are

^ Yasna liii. 1-3. The translations containcil in this section are tikcii

either from Dr Hang's F. G., or liis Parsees, Here and there I have,

ventured to amend liis English without altering the sense.

^ Ibid. li. 16, 17.— PursL'es, p. 161.
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well known, being frequently mentioned in the Gatlias.

They appear to have been intimate associates of the

prophet. Thus a supposed inquiry is addressed to

Zarathustra, " Who is thy true friend in the great

work ? who will publicly proclaim it ? " and the

answer is, " Kava Vistaspa is the man who will do

this."^ And Frashaostra is spoken of as having

received from God, in company with the speaker

(probably the prophet himself), '' the distinguished

creation of truth." ^ It is added, " for all time will we

be thy messengers," or in other words, Evangelists.

Not only do we obtain from the Gathas a glimpse

of Zarathustra attended by zealous disciples, eager

to proclaim the good tidings he brought : we learn

something also of the opposition he encountered

from the adherents of the older faith. And since

he actually names himself in the course of one of

these compositions, which bears every appearance of

genuineness and antiquity, we need not do/ibt the

authenticity of the picture therein given of his rela-

tions to these opponents. They were the adherents

of the old Devas, the gods whom Zarathustra de-

throned ;—polytheists, averse to this unheard-of

introduction of monotheism into their midst. And
they formed, at least during a part of the prophet's

lifetime, possibly during the whole of it, by far

the stronger party, for he refers to them in these

terms :

—

" To what country shall I go ? where shall I take

refuge ? what country gives shelter to the master

(Zarathustra) and his companion ? None of the ser-

vants pay reverence to me, nor do the wicked rulers

1 Yas]ia, xlvi. 14.
'^ Iljid., xlix. 8.
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of the country. How sliuU I worship thee further,

livinfy Wise One ?o
"I know that I am helpless. Look at me being

amongst few men, for I have few men (I have lost my
followers or they have left me) ; I implore thee weep-

ing, thou living God who grantest happiness as a

friend gives a 'present to his friend. The good of the

good mind is in thy own possession, thou True

One I . . .

" The sway is given into the hands of the priests

and prophets of idols, who, Ity their atrocious actions,

endeavour to destroy the life of man. . . .

" To him who makes this very life increase by

means of truth to the utmost for me, who am Zara-

thustra myself, to such an one the first (earthly) and

the other (spiritual) life will be granted as a reward

together with all good things to be had on the im-

perishable earth. Thou, living Wise One, art the very

owner of all these things to the greatest extent ; thou,

who art my friend, Wise One !

"
^

And elsewhere we come across this exclamation

:

"What help did Zarathustra receive, when he pro-

claimed the truths ? What did he obtain throuirh theo
good mind ? "

"

And the piteous question is put to Ahura Mazda:
" Why has the truthful one so few adherents, while

all the mighty, who are unbelievers, follow the Liar in

great numbers?"^

These simple and natural verses point to a prophet

who was—for a time at least—without honour in his

own country. Whereas the later representations of

his career depict him as the triumphant revealer of a

* Yasna. xlvi. i, 2, 11, 19. ^ iijjj,^ ^lix. 12. ' Ibid., xlvii. 4.
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new faith, before whose words of power the " Devas,"

or gods of polytheism, flee in terror and dismay, we

meet with him here in the character of a persecuted

and lonely man, unsupported by the authorities of his

nation, opposed by a powerful majority, and imploring,

in the distress and desolation of his mind, the all-

powerful assistance of his God. Such is the reality

;

how widely it difi"ers from the fiction we have already

seen. But as is always the case with great prophets,

who are rejected in their own days and honoured after

their death, the reality is forgotten ; the fiction is

universally accepted.

Little need be said of the doctrines taught by

Zarathustra. His main principle is belief in the one

great God, Ahura Mazda, whom he substitutes for

the many gods of the ancient Aryans. He was in

fact the author of a monotheistic reformation. The

worshippers of these deities are often referred to in

opprobrious terms, more especially as " liais," or

" adherents of lies," while the devotees of Ahura arc

spoken of as the good, or as those who are in possession

of the truth. It is only through the spirit of lying

that the godless seek to do harm ; through the true

and wise God they cannot do it.^ This God, the

friend of the prophet, is honoured in language of

deep and simple adoration ; not with the mere vapid

epithets of praise which become common in the later

sections of the Zend-Avesta. Zarathustra feels him-

self entirely under his protection, and describes

himself as ready to preach whatever truths this great

Spirit may instruct him to declare.

Beyond this great central dogma—which he an-

^ Yasna, xlvii. 4.
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iiounces with all the fervour of a discoverer—there is

nothing of a very distinctive kind in his theology. The

doctrine of a separate evil spirit opposed to Aliiini

Mazda does not hold in the Gathas that place which

it afterwards obtained in the sacred literature of the

Parsees. Dr Haug considers that Zarathustra held

merely a philosophical dualism, the two principles of

existence—bad and good—being united in the supreme

nature of the ultimate Deity. From this great and all-

wise Being every good thing emanates. He is the

inspirer of his prophet ; the teacher of his people ; the

counsellor in the many perplexing questions that

harass the minds of his worshippers. To him the

jjious soul resorts in trouble ; by him both earthly

possessions and spiritual life are granted to those who
rightly seek him. Ahura Mazda is the true God

;

and there is no other God but Ahura Mazda.

Section V.

—

Mahomet.^

The last man who has obained the rank of a prophet

is Mohammed, or Mahomet, the son of Abdallah and

Amina. Since his time none has succeeded in found-

ing a great, and at the same time an independent

religion. Many have wrought changes in pre-existing

materials ; but no one has built from the foundation

upwards. The religion of Mahomet, though com-

pounded of heathen. Judaic, and Christian elements,

is not a mere reformation of any of the faiths in

^ The source from which this notice is mainly drawn is Sprenger,

" Das Leben und die Lehre des Mohammed," 3 vols. In addition to

this I have consulted flair's "Life of Mahomet ;" Caussin de Percival,

" Les Arahes;" Giistuv Weil, " ^loliainmed dcr Prophet," and other

works. The facts here stated will f^enerally be found in Sprenger.

The translations of Korauic passages are taken from Rod well's Koran.
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wliicli these constituents were found. It depends for

its original sanction ujion none of these, but derives

its raison d'etre exclusively from the direct inspira-

tion of its author.

This prophet was born at Mecca in 571, and was

the posthumous child of Abdallah, by his wife

Amina. His mother died when he was six years old,

and he was then taken charge of by his grandfather

Abd-al-Mottalib, who, dying in two years, left the

child to the care of his son Abu Talib. Mahomet was

poor, and had to work for his living in a very humble

occupation. In process of time, however, he obtained

a comfortable employment in the service of a rich

widow, named Khadija, who was engaged in business,

and whom he served in the capacity of commercial

traveller ; or at first perhaps in a lower situation.

His mercenary relation to her was soon superseded

by a tenderer bond. He married her in 595, she

being then thirty-eight or thirty-nine years of age,

and fifteen years older than himself. She was evi-

dently a woman of strong character, and retained an

unbroken hold upon the affection of Mahomet until

her death in 619. He subsequently married many
wives, of whom Ayisha was the most intimate with

him; but none of them appears to have exercised so

much influence upon his character as Khadija.

She it was who was the first to believe in the

divine inspiration which her husband began to dis-

close in the year 612, at the mature age of forty ; and

she it was who encouraged and comforted the rising

prophet during his early years of trouble and persecu-

tion. His first revelation was received by him in

612. It purported to be dictated by the angel
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Gabriel, who was j\Ialiomet's autliorit)- for the whole

of the Koran.
*' Eecite thou," thus spoke his heavenly instructor,

*' in the name of thy Lord who created ;—created

man from clots of blood :—Eecite thou ! For thy

Lord is the most beneficent, who hath taught the use

of the pen :—hath taught man that which he knoweth

not.'"

After this first reception of the word of God,

Mahomet passed through that period of extreme de-

pression and gloom which appears to be the universal

lot of thoughtful characters, and which Mr Carlyle

has designated " the Everlasting No." For many
months he received no more revelations, and in his

despondency he entertained a wish to throw himself

down from high mountains, but was prevented by the

appearance of the angel Gabriel. In time another

communication came to strengthen him in his work

;

and revelations now began to pour down abundantly.

His earliest disciples, besides his wife and his daughters,

were his cousin Ali, and the slave Zayd, whom he had

adopted as a son. By and by he obtained other im-

portant converts, among whom were Abu Bakr, Zobayr,

and Othman, afterwards the Chalif.

His earliest revelations were inoflfensivc to the

Meccans ; and it was only when he began to preach

distinctly the unity of God, the resurrection, and re-

sponsibility to the Deity, that opposition w^as aroused.

Persecution followed upon disapproval. Some of

Mahomet's followers were compelled to take refuge

in Abyssinia, and he himself told the ]\Ieccans in-

structive legends of nations whom God had destroyed

1 K., p. I.—Sura xcvi.
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for their wickedness in rejecting the prophets who had

been sent to them. In 616, however, Mahomet was

guilty of a relapse, for he published a revelation re-

cognising three Meccan idols, Lat, Ozza, and Manah,

as intercessors with Allah. In consequence of this

concession to their faith, the Korayschites—his own
tribe—fell down on their faces in adoration of Allah,

and the exiles in. Abyssinia returned to their native

land. But the prophet was soon ashamed of the

weakness by which he had })urehased public support.

The verse was struck out of the Koran, and the passing

recognition of idolatry attributed to the suggestion of

the devil. Tradition assigns to this occasion the fol-

lowing verses :

—

" We have not sent any apostle or prophet before

thee, among whose desires Satan injected not some

wrong desire ; but God shall bring to nought that

which Satan had suggested. Thus shall God affirm

his revelations, for God is Knowing, "Wise ! That he

may make that which Satan hath injected, a trial to

those in whose hearts is a disease, and whose hearts

are hardened." ^

After his renewed profession of Monotheism,

Mahomet and his followers were naturally subjected

to renewed persecution. Conversions, however, did

not cease; and that of Omar, in 617, was of great

importance to the nascent community. Yet matters

were at last pushed to extremities by the unbelievers.

Mahomet's family, the Haschimites, were excluded from

all commercial and social intercourse by the other

Korayschites, and compelled to withdraw into their

own quarter. This state of quarantine probably lasted

' K. p. 593.—Sura xxii. 51, 52.
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from the autumn of 617 to that of 619. At its con-'

elusion Mahomet lost his wife Khadija, and his uncle

Abu Talib, who had given him protection.

He was now exposed to many insults and much
annoyance. The insecurity in which he lived at

Mecca forced him to seek supporters elsewhere. Now
the Caaba or holy stone at Mecca was the scene of an

annual pilgrimage from the surrounding country.

Mahomet made use of the advent of the pilgrims in

621 to enlist in his cause six inhabitants of Medina,

who are reported to have bound themselves to him by

the following vow :—Not to consider any one equal to

Allah ; not to steal ; not to be unchaste ; not to kill

their children ; not wilfully to calumniate ; to obey

the prophet's orders in equitable matters. Paradise

was to be the guerdon of the strict observance of this

vow, which from the place where it was taken was

called the first Akaba. In the following year, 622,

Mahomet met seventy-two men of Medina by night at

tlie same ravine, and the oath now taken was the

second Akaba. The believers swore to receive the pro-

phet and to expend their property and their blood in

his defence. Twelve of the seventy-two disciples

were selected as elders, the prophet following therein

the example of Christ.

A place of refuge from the hostility of their

countrymen was now open to the rising sect. All the

IMoslems who were able and willing gradually found

their way to Medina. At length none of the intend-

ing emigrants remained at Mecca but the prophet

himself and his two friends Abu Bakr, and Ali. The

designs of the Korayschites against ]\Iahomet's life

failed, and he effected his escape to a cave at some
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little distance from Mecca, iind in the opposite

direction from Medina. Here lie remained in con-

cealment witli Abu Bakr for three days, the daughter

of the latter bringing food for both. After this

time a guide brought three camels with which they

proceeded in safety to Medina. The prophet reached

Koba, a village just outside it, on the 14th of

September 622, He remained here three days, and

received the visits of his adherents in Medina every

day. This was the celebrated Hegira, or flight, from

which the Mussulman era is dated.

In the course of a year, the majority of the inhabi-

tants of Medina had adopted Islam, and a little latei"

those who remained heathens were either compelled

or persuaded to embrace, or at least to submit to, the

new creed and its apostle. The Jews alone retained

their ancient religion. But while Mahomet was thus

successful with Medina, he was still exposed to the

bitter hostility of Mecca. War between the two

cities was the result of the hospitality accorded to

him by the former. Mahomet, who now united in

his person the temporal and spiritual supremacy in

his adopted home, did not shrink from the contest,

but carried it on with vigour and success. In the

year 624, having gone in pursuit of a Meccan cara-

van, he met the army of the Korayschites at Badr,

and defeated them ; although he had not much more

than 300 men, while they commanded from 900 to

1000. In the following year indeed the Moslems

were defeated in the battle of Ohod; but in 627 the

siege of Medina, undertaken by Abu Sofyan at the

head of 10,000 men, was raised after three weeks

without serious loss on either side.
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Notwithstanding the enmity of its inhabitants,

Mecca still retained in the eyes of Mahomet and his

disciples its ancient prerogative of sanctity. The

Kibla, or point towards which the Moslem was to

turn in prayer, liad for a time been Jerusalem ; but

Mahomet had restored this privilege to his native

town two years after the Hegira. There too was

the sacred stone, no less venerated by the pious

worshipper of Allah than by the adherents of Lat,

Ozza and INIanah ; and thither it was that the

religious pilgrimage had to be performed, for

Mahomet had no intention of giving up this part of

his ancestral faith. He was desirous in the spring of

628 of performing the pilgrimage to Mecca. The

Koreish, however, came out to meet him with an

army, determined to preclude his entrance to the city.

The design was therefore abandoned ; but an impor-

tant treaty was concluded between Mahomet and

Sohayl, who acted as envoy from Mecca. By this

compact both parties agreed to abstain from all

hostilities for ten years ; Mahomet was to surrender

fugitives from Mecca, but the Mcccans were not to

surrender fugitives from him ; no robbery was to be

piactised ; it was open to any one to make an alliance

with either party ; Mahomet and his followers were

to be permitted to enter IMecca for three days in the

following year for the festival. After making this

agreement Mahomet, yielding to circumstances,

l)crformed the ceremonies of the festival at Hodaybiya

near Mecca, and then withdrew.

The treaty caused great dissatisfaction among the

Moslems, as well it might ; and the humiliation was

heightened when tlio prophet, shortly after making
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it, was compelled to fulfil its provisions by giving up
certain proselytes who had fled to him from Mecca.

Nevertheless his power continued to grow, and a tribe

residing near Mecca took advantage of the treaty to

conclude an alliance with him.

Mahomet now began to place himself on a level

with crowned heads. In 628 he had a seal made
witli the inscription upon it :

" Mahomet the mes-

senger of God." Furnished with this official seal,

he despatched six messengers with letters to the

Emperor Heraclius; to the King of Abyssinia; to

the Shah of Persia ; to Mokawkas, lord of Alexandria

;

to Haritli the Ghassanite chief; and to Hawda in

Yamama, a province of Arabia. The purport of all

these missives was an exhortation to the various

sovereigns and chiefs to embrace the new religion,

and a promise that God would reward them if they

did, with a warning that they would bear the guilt

of their subjects if they did not.

In the same year Mahomet besieged the town of

Chaybar, whose inhabitants were Jews. Many of

them were killed; the rest were permitted to with-

draw with their families. Kinana, their chief, was
executed ; and his wife Cafyya was added to the

already numerous harem of the victor.

The following year, 629, witnessed the perfor-

mance by the Moslems of the pilgrimage to Mecca
for the first time since the Hegira. The prophet

summoned those who had accompanied him to

Hodaybiya the year before to go with him now. The
Koreish, according to the stipulations of the treaty,

left the city ; the Moslems entered it, performed

their devotions, and retired aftei" three days. This
VOL. I. Q
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year was also marked by a signal victory over a

Ghassanite cliief, \vlio had executed a Mussulman

envoy.

In January 630, taking advantage of the invitation

of an allied tribe who had quarrelled with Mecca,

Mahomet quitted Medina with a large army for the

purpose of taking that city. The exploit was

facilitated by the desertion of the general of the

Koreish, Ab^ Sofyan, who privately escaped to the

]\Ioslem camp and made his confession of faith.

Next day the forces of the prophet entered Mecca

with scarcely any resistance. In the following year

he laid down the terms upon which the conquered

city was to be dealt with. Abu Bakr, accompanied

by 300 Moslems, was sent to Mecca as leader of the

pilgrims. Ali was charged to make the proclamation

to the people which is found in the 9th Sura of the

Koran.

"An Immunity from God and his Apostle to those

with whom ye are in league, among the Polytheist

Arabs 1 (those who join gods with God). Go ye,

therefore, at large in the land four months : but

know that God ye shall not weaken ; and that those

who believe not, God will put to shame—And a

proclamation on the part of God and his Apostle to

the people on the day of the greater pilgrimage, that

God is free from any engagement with the votaries of

other gods with God as is his Apostle ! If therefore

ye turn to God it will be better for you ; but if ye

turn back then know that ye shall not weaken God :

and to those who believe not, announce thou a

grievous punishment. But this conccrneth not those

Polythcists with whom ye are in league, and who shall
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have afterwards in no way failed you, nor aided any-

one against you. Observe, therefore, engagement

with them through the whole time of their treaty

:

for God loveth those who fear him. And when the

sacred months are passed, kill those who join other

gods with God wherever ye shall find them ; and

seize them, besiege them, and lay wait for them with

every kind of ambush : but if they shall convert, and

observe prayer, and pay the obligatory arms, then let

them go their way, for God is gracious, merciful.

If any one of those who join gods with God ask aii

asylum of thee, grant him an asylum, that he may
hear the Word of God, and then let him reach his

place of safety. This, for that they are people devoid

of knowledge."^

Without quoting the proclamation at full length,

we may-observe that in substance the terms granted

were these. Those of the heathen with whom
treaties had been made were informed that they

should be free for four months. These are the
" sacred months " alluded to in the text, and which

had always been observed as a time of truce by the

heathen Arabs, but which Mahomet deprived of their

privilege. After this period was past the Moslems
might kill the heathens or take them prisoners

wherever they might find them. With other

heathens, with whom there was no treaty in exist-

ence, Allah announced that he would have nothing

further to do. Moreover, the heathen w-ere excluded

by this proclamation from approaching the holy

places of Mecca in future. " believers ! "—such are

the words of this last decree—" only they who join

^ K., p. 611,—Sura ix, 1-6.
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gods with God are unclcau ! Lot them not, there-

fore, after this year, come near the sacred Temple." ^

The prophet was now at the climax of his power.

All Arabia was his ; both materially and spiritually

subdued bcneatli his authority. The city of his

birth, which had spurned him as one of her humble

citizens, was now compelled to receive him as her

lord. No triumph could be more complete; and it

is a rare, if not a unique example, of a new religion

being persecuted, imperilled, Avell-nigh crushed, res-

cued, strengthened, contending for supremacy, and

supreme, within the lifetime of its founder. But that

lifetime was now approaching its end. Mahomet

in 632 celebrated the last festival he was destined to

witness with the utmost pomp. He went wdth all

his wives to Mecca, and thousands of believers

assembled around him there. He preached to them

from his camel. He sacrificed 100 camels. On the

8th of June 632, he expired in the hut of Ayischa

of a remittent fever from which he had been suffering

a short time.

The character of the prophet Mahomet is an open

question. Between the glowing admiration bestowed

upon him by Carlyle, and the sneering depreciation of

Sprenger, there lie numerous intermediate possibili-

ties of o];)inion. His sincerity, his veracity, his

humanity, his originality, are all topics of discussion

admitting of varied treatment. The old and simple

method of treating Mahomet as an impostor scarcely

merits notice. Among serious students of his life it

may be pronounced extinct. But between positive im-

posture and a degree of truthfulness equal to that which

^ K., p. 615.—Sura ix. 28.
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all would concede to Confucius, or to Jesus, there are

many degrees, and a man may be more or less sincere

in many particulars which do not involve the funda-

mental honesty of his conduct. It is in such particu-

lars that the character of Mahomet is most open to

suspicion. Few, I believe, would be able to read the

earlier Meccan Suras, instinct as they are with a spirit

of sflowino; devotion to a new idea, without entire

conviction of the sincerity of their author. Nor can

we reasonably doubt that he himself fully believed

in the inspiration he professed to receive. The Koran

is written precisely in that loose, rambling, and

irregular style, which would indicate that its author

was above the laws of human composition. If (as is

said by some) there is beauty in the original Arabic,

that beauty entirely evaporates in translation. The

man whose work it is gave utterance to the thoughts

of the moment as they were borne in upon him, in

his opinion by an external power. But while he no

doubt conceived himself as 'he instrument of the

divine being, it is also exceedingly probable that in

his later life he abused the weapon which he had

thus got into his possession. That is to say, instead

of waiting patiently for the revelation, and allowing

AUah to take his own time, he in all likelihood put

forth as revealed whatever happened to suit the

political purpose of the day, and that at whatever

moment was convenient to himself. In other words,

he may have become less of a passive, and more of an

active agent in the composition ofthe Koran. Take, for

example, the two following Suras, belonging to his earli-

est period, as specimens of the inspired poetic style :

—

** Say : ye unbelievers ! I worship not that which ye
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worship, ami yc do not worship that which I worship;

I shall uevcr worship that which ye worship, neither

will ye worship tliat which I worship. To you be

your religion ; to me my religion." " Say : He is God
alone : God the eternal ! He begetteth not, and is not

begotten ; and there is none like unto him."^

Contrast these fervent exclamations with such a

passage as this, from one of the latest Suras :

—

" This day have I perfected your religion for you,

and have filled up the measure of my favours upon

you : and it is my pleasure that Islam be your

relif>ion ; but whoso without wilful leaninos to wron<(

shall be forced by hunger to transgress, to him, verily,

will God be indulgent, merciful. They will ask thee

what is made lawful for them. Say : Those things

which arc good arc legalised to you, and the prey of

beasts of chase which ye have trained like dogs,

teaching them as God hath taught you. Eat, there-

fore, of what they shall catch for you, and make

mention of the name of God over it, and fear God

:

Verily, swift is God to reckon : This day, things

healthful are legalised to you, and the meats of those

who have received the Scriptures are allowed to you,

as your meats are to them. And you are permitted to

marry virtuous women of those who have received the

Scriptures before you, when you shall have provided

them their portions, living chastely with them with-

out fornication, and without taking concubines." '

The doctrine of direct inspiration, applied to mat-

ters like these, is almost a mockery. Yet Mahomet

may have continued to think that God assisted him

in the task of laying down laws for the believers,

^ K., pp. 12, 13.—Suras cix., cxii. - K., p. 632.—Sura v. 5-7.
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and we cannot accuse him of positive insincerity,

even though his revelations were no lono;er the

spontaneous outpourings of an overflowing heart.

A more difficult question is raised when we

inquire how much of his teaching was borrowed from

others, and whether there was any one who acted as

his prompter in the novel doctrines he announced.

Now there is evidence enough, some of it supplied by

the Koran itself, that Mahomet was preceded by a

sect called Hanyfites, who rejected the idolatry of

their countrymen, and held monotheistic doctrines.

He spoke of himself as belonging to this sect, of

which the patriarch Abraham was considered the

representative and founder. Abraham is referred

to in the Koran with the epithet "Hanyf," and

as one of those who do not join gods with God.^

A dozen or so of the contemporaries of the

prophet renounced idolatry before him, and were

Hanyfites. Three of these became Christians,

and a fourth, by name Zayd, professed to be

neither Jew nor Christian, but to follow the re-

ligion of Abraham. Zayd was acknowledged as his

forerunner by Mahomet himself. But besides these

sources of conversion which lay open to the prophet,

it is plain from the Koran itself that he had had

much intercourse with a person (or persons) of the

Jewish faith. Mahomet was not a scholar, and his

continual allusions to events in Jewish history plainly

indicate a personal source. Moreover, the narratives

are given in that somewhat perverted form which we
should expect to find if they were derived from loose

conversation rather than from study. His belief in

^ E.g., Sura iii. 89; vi. 162; xvi. 121.
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the unity of God is not therefore a peculiarity which

cannot be explained by reference to the circumstances

in which his youth was passed. What was original

with him was not the doctrine so much as the

intensity with which it took possession of his mind,

and the fervour which allowed him no rest until he

had done his best to impart to others the profound

conviction he entertained of this great truth.

Mahomet in fact began his public career as a

simple preacher. The resistance he met with at

home, and the necessity of relying for self-25reserva-

tion on the swords of the men of Medina, converted

him from a prophet to a potentate. The change was

not one which he could avoid without sacrificing all

chances of success ; but it does appear to have

exercised an unfortunate influence upon his character.

As the governor of Medina he became tyrannical and

even cruel. Among the w^orst features of his life is

his conduct to the Jews after his attempts at concilia-

tion had been shown to be fruitless. For instance, a

Jewish tribe, the Banu Kaynoka, with whom a treaty

of friendship had been concluded, were expelled from

Medina. Another tribe of the same religion, the

Banu Nadhyr, were blockaded in their quarter, and

driven to capitulate, on condition of being allowed to

leave Medina with their movable property. On the

very day upon which the siege by Abu Sofyan in 627

came to an end, Mahomet blockaded the Banu
Koraytza, also Jews, and compeHed them to surrender

at discretion. All the men, 600 in number, were

put to death, and the women were sold as slaves ; a

punishment which, even on the supposition that the

tribe was hostile to the prophet, was unpardonably
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severe. In tlie ensuing year lie marclied against

Cliaybar, a town inhabited by Jews, besieged and

took it. All the Jews taken in arms were put to

death, whereupon the rest surrendered on condition

of being permitted to withdraw with their families

and their portable goods, exclusive of weapons and

the precious metals. Kinana, their leader, was

executed, and it is a susj)icious circumstance that

Mahomet married his widow Cafyya. Nor were these

the worst of the prophet's misdeeds. He even

stooped to sanction, if not to order, private assassina-

tion. Shortly after his victory at Badr, a woman
and an old man, both of whom had rendered them-

selves offensive by their anti-Mussulman verses, were

murdered in the night ; and in both instances the

murderers received the protection and countenance of

the prophet and his followers.

Unbridled authority had in fact corrupted him.

All those who did not adhere to his cause committed

in his eyes the crime of opposing the will of God.

To a man empowered by a special commission like his,

the ordinary restraints of morality could not apply.

Hence also, if he required a larger number of wives

than was permitted to any other Moslem, a special

revelation was produced to justify the excess. This

was one of the weakest points in the- prophet's

character. Instead of setting an example to the com-

munity, he was driven to justify his self-indulgence

by means which were nothing short of a perversion

of religion to his own ends. There would have been

nothing reprehensible, considering his age and country,

in his indulgence in polygamy, had he observed any

kind of moderation as to its extent. "Where he
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happeuctl to take a fancy to a woman, and that woman

did not ol)jcct to liim, the moral sense of his country-

men woukl not have been revolted by his taking her

to wife. But it was revolted by the unrestricted

freedom with which he added wife to wife, and con-

cubine to concubine ; a freedom so great as to degene-

rate into mere debauchery. He married w^omen Avhom

he had never seen, and who were sometimes already

married. Mere beauty seems to have justified in his

own eyes the addition of a new member to his harem,

and there could be no pretence of real affection in the

case of the -women w^hom, without previous acquaint-

ance, he took to his matrimonial bed. Exclusive of

Khadija, the total number of his wives was thirteen,

of whom nine survived him. He had also three con-

cubines.

That his procedure sometimes scandalised the faith-

ful is shown by the necessity he felt of defending it

l)y the pliant instrument of revelation. Not only did

he obtain from God a special law entitling him to

exceed the usual number of wives ; other peculiarities

in his conduct were justified, either by an ex j^ostfacto

decision applicable to all, or by an appeal to his ex-

traordinary rights in his character of prophet. He
had, for example, conceived a desire to possess Zaynab,

the wife of his adopted son Zaid. Zaid obligingly

divorced her, and received the greatest favour from

the prophet for this friendly conduct. Zaynab mad(»

it a condition of her compliance that the union witli

Mahomet should be sanctioned Ijy revelation, and tliis

sanction was of course procured. Marriage with an

adopted sou's wife was somewhat shocking, and the
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following reference in the Koran indicates the manner

in which this affair was regarded :

"And, remember, when thou saidst to him unto

whom God had shown favour [i.e., to Zaid], and to

whom thou also hadst shown favour, ' Keep thy wife

to thyself, and fear God ;
' and thou didst hide in thy

mind what God would bring to light, and didst fear

man ; but more right had it been to fear God. And

when Zaid had settled concerning her to divorce her,

we married her to thee, that it might not be a crime

in the faithful to marry the wives of their adopted

sons, when they have settled the affair concerning

them. And the behest of God is to be performed.

No blame aLtacheth to the prophet where God hath

given him a permission."
^

In another case he wished to induce a cousin, who

was already married, though only to a heathen husband

livino^ at Mecca, to become his wife ; but she, believer

as she was, refused to be untrue to her conjugal

duties. He permitted himself also to accept the love

of women who simply surrendered themselves to him

without the sanction of their relations, conduct

which placed them in a highly disadvantageous

position, since in case of dismissal by her husband,

a woman thus informally married was not entitled to

the dowry which other married women would receive,

nor could she claim the protection of her family.

"Among the heathen Arabs," observes Sprenger, "a
man who accepted such a favour would have been

killed by the woman's famil}^"^ But for the case of

the cousin and for the case of such obliging female

devotees the Koran had its suitable provisions :

—

1 K., p. 566.—Sura xxxiii. 38, 39.
^ l. L, M., vol. iii. p. 84.
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" Proplict ! we allow thee thy wives whom thou

hast dowered, and the slaves whom thy right hand

possesseth out of the booty which God hath granted

thee, and the daughters of thy uncle, and of thy

paternal and maternal aunts who fled with thee to

Medina, and any believing woman who hath given her-

self uj) to the prophet, if the prophet desired to wed

her—a privilege for thee above the rest of the faith-

ful. . . . Thou mayest decline for the present whom
thou wilt of them, and thou mayest take to thy bed

Avliom thou wilt, and whomsoever thou shalt long

for of those thou shalt have before neglected ; and

this shall not be a crime in thee. Thus will it

be easier to give them the desire of their eyes, and

not to put them to grief, and to satisfy them

with what thou shalt accord to each of them. God
knoweth what is in your hearts, and God is knowing,

gracious."

By a combination of qualities which is not un-

common, he added to an unrestricted licence in his

own favour an equally unrestricted jealousy concerning

others. He could not bear the thought that any other

man might possibly enjoy one of his wives even after

his death. His followers were told that they " must

not trouble the Apostle of God, nor marry his wives,

after him, for ever. This would be a grave offence

with God," In the same paltry spirit he orders them,

when they would ask a gift of any of his wives, to ask

it from behind a veil. "Purer will this be for your

hearts and for their hearts. " Lest any stranger should

trouble this uneasy husband by ol)tnining a sight of his

wives' naked fiices, he required them invariably to

wear a veil in public, and never to expose themselves
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unveiled except to near male relations, slaves, or

women.^

Texts like tlicse exliibit the degeneracy of the

prophet's character in his later days. He wanted

the stimulus of adversity to keep him pure. But he

had done his work, and that work was on the whole

a good one. Not indeed that there was anything

very original or striking in the doctrines he an-

nounced. The Koran rings the changes on the unity

of God, his power, his mercy, and his other well-

known qualities ; on the resurrection, with its delights

for the faithful and its terrible judgments for the

wicked ; and on the vast importance of belief in the

prophet and submission to his decrees. But this

religion, though containing no elements that did not

already exist in its two parents, Judaism and

Christianity, was an improvement on the promiscuous

idolatry which it superseded. It was less sensual

and more abstract; and its moral tone was higher.

Greater still than the improvement in the creed of

the Arabs was the improvement in their material

status. Unity of faith brought with it unity of

action. From a number of scattered, independent,

and often hostile tribes, the Arabs became a powerful

and conquering nation. Other peoples were in

course of time converted, and the religion of

Mahomet was in the succeeding centuries carried in

triumph over vast districts where the name of Christ

had hitherto reigned supreme. Districts of heathen

Africa have also accepted it. Were the prophet able

to speak to us now, he would be entitled to say that

the manifest blessing of Allah had rested upon the

^ K., p. 569.—Sura xxxiii. 51, 53, 55.
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work he had begun in obscurity aiul persisted m
through persecution ; and that the partiality of

heaven was evident from the fact that Christianity

had never succeeded, and had no prospect of

.succeeding, in regaining the vast territory in Europe

and in Africa from which Islam has expelled it.

Section VI.

—

Jesus Chpjst.

When we endeavour to write the life of Jesus

Christ, the greatest of the prophets, we are beset by
peculiar difficulties arising from the nature of the

materials. While in the case of the Buddha we
receive from authorities a life which, though largely

composed of fiction, is at least unifonn and consistent,

in the case of Jesus we have biographies from

several sources, all of them partly historical, partly

legendary, and each in some respects at issue \vith

all the rest. Hence the labour of sifting foct from

fiction, as also that of reproducing and classifying

the fictitious element itself, is far more difficult.

In sifting fact from fiction we have to judge, among
two, three, or four versions of an occurrence, which

is likely to be the most faithful statement of the

truth, and within this statement itself how much we

may accept, how much we must reject. And in

reproducing and classifying the fictitious element we
have not merely to relate a simple story, but to

combine into our narrative varying, and sometimes

conflicting, forms of the same fundamental myth.

Hence further subdivision will be needed in the

case of Jesus than was requisite in treating the lives

of any of the otlier jirophets. We may in fact
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discern in tlie gospels three distinct strata : a

stratum of fact; a stratum of miracle and marvel;

and a stratum (in John) of mere imagination within

the realm of natural events. Correspondently to

these divisions in the sources we will treat Jesus

first as historical ; secondly, as mythical ; thirdly, as

ideal. The historical Jesus is the actual human
figure who remains after abstraction has been made

of the miraculous and legendary portions of his

biography. The mythical Jesus, w^ho is found in the

three first gospels, is the human subject of legendary

narratives; the ideal Jesus, who is found in John,

is a completely superhuman conception.

Finally, it may be needful to remark that the

names afiixed to the several gospels are merely

traditional, and that in using them as a brief

designation for these works, no theory as to their

actual authorship is intended to be implied. The

gospels (excepting perhaps the fourth) were the work

of many authors, though ultimately compiled and

edited by a single hand. Who this editor was is of

little moment ; and who the original authors were we
never can discover. So that the gospels are to all

intents and purposes anonymous ; but it will be

convenient, after noting this fact, to continue to

describe them by their current titles.

Subdivision l.—TUe Historical Jesus.

In attempting to sketch the outline of the actual

life of Jesus—and anything more than an outline must

needs be highly conjectural—there are some general

principles which it is advisable to follow. Recollect-
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irig that we have to deal with biographers who have

mingled in promiscuous confusion the supernatural

with the natural, impossibilities with probabilities,

i'ables with facts, it becomes our duty to. endeavour

to separate these heterogeneous elements according

to some consistent plan. That this can ever be

perfectly accomplished is not to be expected. The

figure of Jesus must ever move in twilight, but we
may succeed in reducing the degree of unavoidable

obscurity.

The first of the maxims to be observed will be

furnished by a little consideration of the kind of

thing likely to be the earliest committed to writing,

as also to be the most accurately handed down by

tradition. This, it appears to me, would be sayings,

rather than doings. Nothing in the life of Jesus is

more characteristic and remarkable than his oral

instruction ; this would impress itself deeply upon

the minds of his bearers, and nothing, we may fairly

conjecture, would be so soon committed to writing

either by tliem or by theii* followers. IMoreover,

the records of discourses and parables would be, in

the main, more accurate than those of events ; slight

differences in the words attributed to a speaker being

(except in special cases) less material than divergences

in the manner of portraying his actions. Historical

confirmation of this hypothesis is not wanting. There

is the well-known statement of Papias that IMatthew

wrote down the "sayings" of Christ in Hebrew

[Syro-Clialdaic]. And if we look for internal evi-

dence, we find it in tlie far fjreater agreement amonir

tlic synoptical gospels as to the doctrines tnught by

Jesus than as to the incidents of his career. The
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incidents bear traces of embellishment undero-one in

passing from mouth to mouth from which the

doctrines are free. In some cases, moreover, there

is concurrence as to the doctrines taught along with

divergence as to the place where, and the circum-

stances under which, they were delivered. Added to

which considerations there is the all-important fact

that the events in the life of Christ are often of a

supernatural order, while his discourses (excepting

those in John) present nothing irreconcilable with

his position in regard either to his epoch, his presum-

able education, or his nationality.

Giving this preference to sayings in general, over

doings in general, we may next establish an order

of preference among doings themselves. Of these,

some are natural and probable; others unnatural

and improbable ; others again supernatural and im-

possible. The first kind will, of course, be accepted

rather than the second ; while tlie third kind must
be rejected altogether. And as a corollary from this

general principle, it follows that where one narrative

gives a simpler version than another of the same
event or series of events, the simpler version is to be

preferred.

A third rule of the utmost importance is that when
any statement is opposed, either directly or by its

implications, to subsequent tradition, that statement

may be confidently received. For when the whole

course of opinion in the Christian Church has run
in a given direction, the preservation in one of our

Gospels of an alleged or implied fact conflicting with

the established view, is an unmistakable indication

that the truth has been rescued from destruction in
Vol. I. ii
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a case where succeeding generations would gladly

have suppressed it.

A fourth maxim, which is likel}^ to be useful, is

that wherever we can perceive traces of faults or

blemishes iu the character of Christ, we may presume

them to have actually existed. For his biographers

were deeply interested in making him appear perfect,

and they would have been anxious wherever possible

to conceal his weaknesses. Where, therefore, they

suffer such human frailties to be perceived, their

unconscious testimony is entitled to great weight.

For although they themselves either do not see or do

not acknowledge that what they record is really

evidence of faultiness at all, yet it is plain that cir-

cumstances conveying such an impression to impartial

minds are not likely to have been invented. The

conduct ascribed to Jesus might be capable of justi-

fication from his peculiar mission or his peculiar con-

ception of his duties, but admiring disciples would

not wantonly burden him with a load not rightly

his. Yet this principle, though unquestionable in

the main, must be tempered with the Cjualification

that there are cases where his followers may have

misunderstood and misrepresented him. It must be

added that a similar presumption of truth attaches

to the record of faults or blunders in the conduct

of the disciples, whose characters their disciples were

likewise anxious to exalt.

In the fifth place, it is a reasonable supposition

that the less complete the outline of the life of Jesus

contained in any Gospel, the more authentic is that

Gospel. Gaps in the story told by one writer which,

in another writer, have been filled up, are strong
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indications of actual gaps in tlic life as known to the

first Christians. While it is true that the compiler

of one Gospel might, from ignorance or from design,

omit some historical fact which the compiler of

another would insert, yet it is unlikely that whoh;

years would be passed over in silence, or remarkable

events left out, Avhere any genuine knowledge of

those years or those events was possessed by the

biographer. But nothing is more natural than that

a space, subsequently felt to be a serious and almost

intolerable void, should in process of time be removed

by the exercise of the imagination craving to fill the

empty canvas with living figures. Nor even wdiere

there is no positive blank, is it surprising that many

actions conformable to the notion formed of Christ

should be fitted into his career, and made to take

their places alongside of others of a more unquestion-

able nature. We shall therefore prefer the scantiest

account of the life of Jesus to the fullest.

A careful comparison of the three first Gospels

—

Avliich alone can pretend to an historical character-

will establish the fact that the second, ascribed to

Mark, is the most trustworthy, or to speak accurately,

the least untrustworthy, according to these canons.

For, in the first place, it absolutely omits many of

the most noteworthy events comprehended by the

other Gospels in the life of Jesus. Secondly, it some-

times gives a natural version of a circumstance which

appears in the others., as supernatural ; or a com-

paratively simple version of a circumstance whicli

the others have converted into something mystical.

It surpasses the others in statements, and stiJl

more in omissions, implying divergence from well-
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established subsequent tradition ; and in general tlio

far greater scantiness of detail, the failure to fill up

blanks as the other Evangelists have done, the almost

fragmentary character of this Gospel, are points telling

largely in its fcivour. That, however, we have the

earliest, or anything approaching the earliest form

of the life of Jesus in Mark, it would be a great error

to assume. As much as Mark differs from Matthew

and Luke, so much at least did the primitive story

differ from his, and in the same direction. Nay, it

must have differed far more, for by the time the

second Gospel was committed to its present form, a

cloud of marvels had already surrounded the person

of Jesus, and obscured his genuine figure. Through

the mist of this cloud we must endeavour to dis-

cern such of his lineaments as have not been

totally and for ever hidden from our scrutinising

gaze.

Very little is known of the parents of Jesus, and

even that little has rather to be inferred from casual

references than gathered from direct statements.

Joseph, his father, was a carpenter or builder, but his

status is nowhere clearly defined. He and his family

appear, however, to have been well known in their

native country, and he was probably, therefore, not a

mere workman, but a tradesman in comfortable cir-

cumstances.^ At any rate, he was the father of a

considerable familv, consisting: of five sons and ofJ '

more than one daughter.^ The names of the brothers

' The author of "The Afessiah" (London, 1S72) contends that he
wa-s not only a master buihler, but the principal builder of Nazaretii.

Hi.s remarks on this subject (pp. 91 ff.) deserve consideration, thouyh

they are not conclusive.

* Mt. xiii. 55, and xii. 46 ; Mk. vi. 3, an<l iii. 31 ; Lu. viii. 19.
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of Jesus,—James, Joses, Simon, and Judas,—Lave

been preserved, while those of his sisters are unknown.

Whether there is not some confusion here, may indeed

be doubted, for we hear also of another Mary, the

mother of James and Joses,^ and it is possible (as M.

Kenan supposes), that the names of her children have

been substituted for those of the genuine brothers of

Christ, which had been forgotten. Paul certainly

mentions James, the Lord's brother,^ and it would be

natural to interpret this literally. But the question

does not admit of any positive decision. Of the

actual existence, however, of both brothers and sisters

there can be no reasonable doubt ; for they are spoken

of as personages who were familiar to their neighbours,

while the very fact that they play no part in the sub-

sequent history is a guarantee that they have not

been invented for a purpose. Little is known of his

mother Mary, her genuine form having been trans-

figured at a very early period by the Cliristian legend.

The first and third Gospels have made her the subject

of a story which would force us—if we accept it at all

—to consider Jesus as her illegitimate child, born

of some other father than Joseph. But there is no

adequate ground to ascribe to her such laxity of

conduct. For aught we can discern to the contrary,

she seems to have Ijorne a fair reputation among her

countrymen, who undoubtedly, according to the

incidental and therefore unbiassed testimony of all

four Evangelists, believed Jesus to have been the son

of Joseph, begotten, like the rest of his family, in

wedlock.^

1 Mk. XV. 40 ; Mt. xxvii. 56. 2 Qal. i. 19.

3 Mt. xiii. 55 ; Mk. vi. 3 ; Lu. iv. 22 ; Jo. vi. 42.
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jjeyond the fact tliat Josepli and Mary occupied .1

respectable position in Nazareth, we can say little of

them. The lineage of botli was plainly unknown to

the compilers of the Gospels, since Joseph has been

endowed with two different fathers, while the parentage

of Mary has not even been alluded to. All that we

can venture to assert is, that neither of them were

reputed to be of the family of David, for Jesus took

pains to prove that the Messiah need not, as was com-

monly believed, be descended from that monarch.^

There would have been no occasion for his ingenious

suggestion that David, by calling the Messiah Lord,

disproved the theory that this Lord must be his son,

unless he had felt that his belonging to a family

which could not claim such a pedigree might be used

as an argument against his Messianic character. We
may confidently conclude then that his lineage was

obscure.

That his birth took place at Nazareth is abundantly

obvious from the very contrivances resorted to in

Matthew and Luke to take his parents to Bethlehem

for that event. According to either of these narratives

one fact is plain : that the habitual dwelling-place of

the family was Nazareth ; while Matthew has pre-

served the valuable information that he was called a

Nazarene,^ a statement which is confirmed by the

manner in which he is alluded to in John, as "Jesus

of Nazareth, the son of Joseph."^ Jesus therefore

passed in his lifetime for a native of Nazareth, and

as it does not appear that he ever contradicted the

current assumption, as moreover the only two autho-

* Mt. xxii. 41-46 ; Mk. xii. 35-37 ; Lu. xx. 41-44.
" Mt. ii. 23. - Jo. i. 45.
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rities which are at issue with this assumption are also

at issue with one another on all but the bare fact of

the birth at Bethlehem, we need not hesitate to draw

the inference that he was born at Nazareth.

In his youth the son of Joseph was apprenticed to

his father's trade, and he may have practised it for

many years before he took to his more special voca-

tion of a public teacher. He was at any rate known

to his neighbours as " the carpenter, "^ and his aban-

donment of that calling for one in which he seemed

to pretend to a position of authority over others,

caused both astonishment and indignation among his

old aquaintances.

His public career was closely preceded by that of an

illustrious prophet, by whom he must have been pro-

foundly influenced—John the Baptist. Very little of

the doctrine of John has been preserved to us, his

fame having been eclipsed by that of his successor.

But that little is sufficient to evince the great similarity

between his teaching and that of Jesus. He was in

the habit of baptizing those who resorted to him in

the Jordan, and of inculcating repentance, because the

kingdom of heaven was at hand.^ Now precisely the

same tone was adopted by Jesus after the caj^tivity

of John. Repentance was inculcated on account of

the approaching advent of the kingdom of heaven, and

a mode of instruction similar to that of John was

practised. Both these prophets, affected no doubt by

the troubled condition of Judaea, enjoined the simple

amendment of the lives of individuals as the means

towards a happier state of things. Both attracted

1 6 riKnav, a term wLich. I render in the accepted manner (Mk. vi. 3).

2 Mt. iii. 2.
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rrowtls around tliem by the force and novelty of their

preaching. Jesus, according to a probable interpretation

of the narrative, was so much impressed by the lessons

of his predecessor, and by the baptism received from

liim, that he for a time retired to a solitary place,

living an ascetic life, and pondering the stirring

questions that must have burnt within him. During

this retirement Jesus could mature his designs for the

future, and on emerging from it he was able at once

to take up the thread of John the Baptist's discourses.

Possibly John himself had perceived the high capacity

of the young Nazarene, and had appointed him to the

prophetic office. But the story of his baptism by

John has been unfortunately so surrounded with

mythical circumstances, that the true relations between

these teachers can no longer be discerned.

Meditating in the wilderness on the words of Jolm

the Baptist, and on the state of his country, tlie notion

may have entered the mind of Jesus that he himself

was the destined Messiah. While the power he felt

within him may have given birth to the idea, the idea

once born would react upon his nature and increase

the power within him. But whether the conception

of his own Messiahship arose now or at some other

period, it is plain that he was animated by it during

his public career, and that it gave to all his teaching

its peculiar tone of independent authority. How far

he was completely convinced of his own claim to the

Messianic title will be considered in another jjlace

;

it is sufficient to say here that he was plainly anxious

that this claim should be acknowledoed, and the

rights it conferred upon him recognised.

On emerging from his retreat, he began the public
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promulgation of liis doctrines ; at first, however, with

caution and reserve, and keeping within the lines

marked out by John the Baptist. Attracted by the

young enthusiast, a select band of followers gathered

around him, and while he inspired them with implicit

trust, they no doubt inspired him in their turn with

higher confidence. The reticence which modesty or

hesitation had produced gradually melted away, and

he began boldly to put forth pretensions which, while

they repelled and scandalised many, drew others into

a closer companionship and a more implicit submission.

Simon and Andrew, James and John, were the first,

or among the first, of his disciples. Eight others

joined him at about the same period of his life, their

names being Philip, Bartholomew, Matthew, Thomas,

James the son of Alphseus, Thadda)us, Simon the

Canaanite, and Judas. ^ While these formed the inner

circle, we must suppose that he had many other

admirers and followers, who were either less intimate

with him, or less constant in their attendance. And
there may even have been others of equal intimacy

with the twelve apostles, whose names have not been

handed down to us. For all the apostles did not

enjoy an equally close and unreserved friendship with

their master. Three of their number—Simon, James,

and John—stood towards him in an altogether special

and peculiar relationship. They are far more j^romi-

nent than any of the other nine. They were selected

to accompany Jesus when others were left behind.

They formed an inmost circle within the circle of his

more constant companions. Them alone he is said to

have distinguished by names of his own invention.

1 Mk. iii. 14-19; Mt. x. 1-4.
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On Simon lie conferred the name of Peter. To James

and John, the sons of Zebcdee, he applied the familiar

nickname of Boanerges, or sons of thunder, which

seems to indicate that they were distinguished by the

fervour of their zeal/

The admirers of Jesus were scarcely, if at all, less

numerous amonoj the female than amoncj the male sex.

Indeed, he seems to have exercised a very marked

fascination over women. When he went to Jeru-

salem, he was followed by many women from Galilee,

who had been accustomed to contribute to his wants,

and to give him that personal attention which kindly

women know so well how to confer. Mary Magdalene

whom he liad healed of some mental ailment, Mary
the mother of James, Salome the mother of the sons

of thunder, were among the most devoted of these,

while two sisters, Mary and Martha, Joanna the wife

of Chuza, Herod's steward, and Susanna, are also

mentioned.^ If we may believe one of the Evangelists,

who stands alone in this respect, the homage of

women was particularly agreeable to Jesus, who
received it with words of the highest praise,^ That

some among these many female followers were drawn

to him by the sentiment of love is, at least, highly

probable. Whether Jesus entertained any such feel-

ing towards one of them it is impossible to guess,

for the human side of his nature has been carefully

suppressed in the extant legend.

Supported then by adherents of both sexes, Jesus

entered upon his career of a public teacher. His

^ Mk. iii. i6, 17.

' Mk. XV. 40, 41 ; Lii. viii. 2, 3, x. 38, 39.

3 Lu. vii. 36-50 X. 38-42.
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own house was at Capernaum/ but lie wandered from

place to place in the exercise of his vocation, staying,

no doubt, with friends and disciples. It is not neces-

sary to follow him in these peregrinations, of which

only the vaguest accounts have been preserved by

the Evangelists. But two remarkable circumstances

deserve to be noted ; namely, that his own family

rejected his pretensions, and that he met with no

success in his own district. Of the former, in addition

to the negative evidence furnished by the fact that

neither Mary nor the brothers of Jesus are mentioned

among the believers, we have the positive evidence

of John that his brothers did not believe,^ confirmed

by the statement in the other Gospels that his family

attempted to see him during the earlier part of his

career, and that Jesus positively refused to have

anything to do with them.^ This desire on the part

of the family to confer with him, and the manner in

which Jesus, disavowiiig all special ties, adopts all

who " do the will of God " as mother, brother and

sister, admits of but one construction. Mary and

her other children were anxious to draw him away

from the rash and foolish mode of life—as they deemed

it—on which he had entered, and Jesus, understand-

ing their design, avoided an unpleasant interview by

simply declining to be troubled with them. And if,

as is highly probable, it ^^'as they who thought him

mad,"* we have further proof that neither his mother

nor any of the other members of his family can be

counted among his converts, at any rate during his

lifetime. The second circumstance, his complete

^ Mt. iv. 13. 3 -^w^ iii 31-35 ; Mt. xii. 46-50; Lu. viii. 19-21.

2 Ju. vii. ;. * Mk. iii. 21.
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failure in his own neiglibourlioocl, is attested by a,

saying of liis own, recorded by all four Evangelists.

A prophet, he is reported to have said, is without

honour in his own country, among his own kin, and

in his own house. ^ To which it is added that he

was unable to perform any work of power there,

beyond curing a few sick people. And these cures

evidently did not impress the sceptical Nazarenes,

for we are told that " he marvelled because of their

unbelief."'

Leaving, therefore, these hardhearted neighbours,

he proceeded to address the people of Galilee and

Jud£ea in discourses which excited great attention

;

sometimes inculcating moral truths in plain but

eloquent language, sometimes preferring to illus-

trate them by little stories, the application of which

he either made himself or left to his hearers to

discover. Had these stood alone, they would have

sufficed to give him a high reputation. But he did

not depend on w^ords alone for his success among

the people. The peculiar condition of Palestine at

this epoch gave him a favourable opportunity of sup-

plementing words by deeds. The trials and sufferings

they had undergone, both from the Herodian family

and the Ivomans ; the constant outrage to their deepest

feelings afforded by the presence of an alien soldiery;

the insults, humiliations, and cruelties they endured

at the hands of their conquerors, had wrought the

]ioople up to a state of almost unbearable tension

and extreme excitement. That under the pressure of

such a state of thinojs nervous disorders should be

widely j^revalent, is not t© be Avondercd at. And
1 I^lk. vi. 4, ^ Mk. vi. 5, 6.
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these affections, as is well known, are peculiarly

infectious, easily sjDreading through a whole village

and raging in a whole country.^ Hysteria, moreover,

takes many forms. Now it may show itself as a

species of madness ; now as the imagination of some

positive disease. Here it may be violent and outra-

geous ; there morbid and gloomy. Another peculia-

rity is its tendency to increase the more, the greater

the attention paid to it by friends and onlookers.

To be an object of interest to those around is enough

to inflame the symptoms of the hysterical ^^n-tient.

And when this interest took shape in a belief that

he was inhabited by some bad spirit—which was

equally the theory of the Jews in the time of Christ,

and of Christians up to the middle ages—^it was

natural that the evil should be magnified to the

highest .degree. There are, however, some individuals

who exercise a peculiar power over sufferers of this

description. Their looks, their touch, their words,

are all soothing. By addressing the victims of

hysteria in tones of authority, by taking their hands,

or otherwise endeavouring to calm their excited

nerves, these physicians of nature may put a stop

to the pain, or expel the illusion. In modern days

they would be called mesmerists, and though the

peculiarities of temperament to which they owe their

mesmeric faculty are not yet understood, their influ-

ence is well known to those who have examined into

the subject.

Among the Jews, the subjects of these current

maladies were said to be possessed by devils. And it

was a common profession to cast out these so-called

^ See. for example, Hoecker's Epidemic?, passim.
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ilevils, for we are told that it was practised by the

adherents of the Pharisees.^ "What means they

employed we do not know. Probably they were not

of the mesmeric order, but consisted in charms and

exorcisms which, being believed by the patients to

have the power of curing them, actually had it. At

any rate, the fiict remains that Jesus and the Pharisees

are reputed to have possessed a similar influence over

the demons, and if we accept the statement as true in

the one case we cannot consistently reject it in the

other. It remains to be considered, however, whether

the evidence is such as to induce us to believe it in

either. Now it is quite true that a great many
absurd and impossible mii'acles are ascribed to Jesus

in the Gospels. But considering the important place

occupied in his life—as it has come down to us—by
his cures of sick people ; considering the possibility

above suggested that many of these might have

taken place by known methods; considering too the

extremely easy Held which Palestine presented for

their application, it would appear more likely that

there might be a basis of truth in the numerous

accounts of sudden recoveries eflected by him, than

that they were all mere inventions. AVe may then

assume, without here entering into details, that a

number of unfortunate people, thouglit to be possessed

by devils, either met him on his way, or were brought

to him by relations, and were restored to health by

the authoritative command addressed to the evil spirit

to depart ; mingled with the sympathetic tone and

^ Lu. xi. 19. I use this verse, not as evidence that Jesus actually

spoke the wonls ascribeil to him, but that the practice of casting out

ik'vils was common to Jesus and the disciples (who, 1 presume, are

meant by i-Iot) of the Pharisees.
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manner towards the tormented subject of possession.

Individual examples of these apparently miraculous

cures may be open to doubt from the very inaccurate

character of the records, and for this reason it mil be

better for the present to admit the general fact -with-

out binding ourselves to this or that special instance

of its occurrence.

Possessing this power himself, and ignorant of its

source, Jesus attempted to communicate it to his dis-

ciples. It is expressly stated that he gave them
power to heal sicknesses and cast out devUs/ though

it is doubtful whether they met with much success in

this vocation. On one occasion, at least, a signal failure

is reported, and as the fact stated redounds neither to

the glory of Christ, who had appointed his disciples

to the work; nor of the disciples who had received

the appointment, we may believe it to be true." A
parent had brought his little son to the apostles to be

delivered from some kind of fits from which he

suffered. The apostles could do nothing with him.

When Jesus arrived he ordered the spirit to depart,

and the boy, after a violent attack, was left tranquil.

We are not told indeed how long his calmness lasted,

nor whether the fits were permanently arrested. For
the moment, however, a remedy was effected, and the

disciples naturally inquired why they had not been

equally successftd. The extreme vagueness of the

reply of Jesus renders it probable that his remedial

influence was due to some personal characteristic

which he could not impart to others. This conclusion

is confirmed by the noteworthy fact that an unknown
person exercised the art of casting out devils in the

^ ilk. iii. 15.
•' Mk. k. u-29.
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name of Jesus, though not one of his company.^ Here

the name would be vahiable only because of its cele-

brity, the expulsion of the devils being due, as in the

case of Jesus himself, to the personal endowments of

the exorcist. At any rate, we have the broad facts

that the Pharisees, Jesus himself, and the unknown

employer of his name, were all proficient in the art of

delivering patients from the supposed possession of

evil spirits. Possibly too the apostles did the same,

and it was certainly the intention of Jesus that they

should.

Such exhibitions of power, though they might tend

to strengthen the influence of Jesus among the mul-

titude, were not the principal means on which he

depended for acceptance. His sermons and his par-

ables were both more remarkable and more original.

In addition to the fact that he taught, in the main,

pure and beautiful moral doctrines, he well knew

how to exemplify his meaning by telling illustra-

tions. The parables by which he enforced his views

have become familiar to us all, and deserve to re-

main among our most precious literary possessions.

AVhat more especially distinguished his mode of

teaching from that of other masters was the air of

spiritual supremacy he assumed, and his total in-

dependence of all predecessors but the writers of

Scripture. Not indeed that he ventured upon any

departure from the accepted tradition with regard to

the history of his nation, or the authority of the Old

Testament. On tlie contrary, he was entirely free

from any approach to a critical or inquiring attitude.

But in so far he did not teach like the scribes, that he

> Mk. ix. 38-40.
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boldly put forth his own interpretations of Scripture

and his own views of ethics, without the smallest

regard for the established opinions of the schools, and

without seeking support from any authority but his

own. In this course he was evidently strengthened

by an inward conviction that he was the destined

Messiah of the Jewish people. Deputed, as he con-

ceived, directly from God, he could afford to slight the

restrictions which others might place upon their con-

duct. He was not bound by the rules which applied

to ordinary men.

This assumption, with its corresponding behaviour,

could not fail to give great offence to those by whom
his title was not conceded. And we accordingly find

that he comes into constant collision with the recoo--

nised legal and religious guides of the Jews. Among
the first of the shocks he inflicted on their sense of

propriety was his claim to be authorised to forgive

sins.^ To the Jewish mind this pretension was highly

blasphemous
; no one, they thought, could forgive sins

but God, and they did not understand the credentials

in virtue of which this young man acted as his

ambassador. Further scandal was caused by his

contempt for the common customs observed on the

Sabbath day,^ which appeared to him inconsistent

with the original purpose of that institution. The
language he was accustomed to use to his disciples,

and to his hearers generally, was not of a nature to

soothe their growing animosity. Designating him-
self by the Messianic term of " the Son of man," he
announced the approach, even during the generation

then extant, of a kingdom of heaven wherein he

1 Mk. ii. 7.
'-J Mk. ii. 24, and iii. 6.

VOL, I. g
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Limself was to return clothed with glory, and his

followers were to be gathered round him to enjoy

his triumph. Along with these j^i'omises to his

friends, there flowed forth indignant denunciation

of the Pharisees and Scribes, who were held up to

the scorn of the populace.

Having thus provoked them to the utmost, he

imprudently accepted the honour of a sort of

triumphal entry into Jerusalem, the pomp of which,

however, has probably been somewhat exaggerated.^

Nor was this all. He proceeded to an act of

violence which it was impossible for the autho-

rities to overlook. The current Roman money not

being accepted at the temple, the outer court of this

building was used by money-changers, who per-

formed the useful and necessary service of receiv-

ing from those who came to make their offerings

the ordinary coinage, and giving Jewish money

instead of it. Doves being also required by the

law to be offered on certain occasions, there were

persons outside the temple who sold these birds.

Indignant at what seemed to him a violation of

the sanctity of the spot, Jesus upset the tables of

these traffickers, and described them all as thieves.

It is added in one account that he interfered 16

prevent vessels being carried through the temple.'^

That, after this, the spiritual rulers should ask

him to produce his authority for such conduct,

was not unnatural. Nor is it surprising that, after

his unsatisfactory reply to their inquiry, they

should take steps to prevent the repetition of similar

scenes.

1 Mk. li. i-ii. * Mk. li. i5-i7'
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The efibrts of the chief priests to bring about his

destruction are described in two of our Gospels as the

direct result of his proceedings about the temple, the

impression he had made on the multitude being n,

further inducement.^ Aware of the indignation he

had excited, Jesus soon after these events retired into

some private place, known only to his more intimate

friends. So at least I understand the story of his

betrayal. Either Judas never betrayed him at all, or

he was lurking in concealment somewhere in the

neighbourhood of Jerusalem. That the conduct

attributed to Judas should be a pure invention

appears to me so improbable, more especially when
the history of the election of a new apostle is taken

into account, that I am forced to choose the latter

alternative. The representation of the Gospels, that

Jesus went on teaching in public to the very end of

his career, and yet that Judas received a bribe for

his betrayal, is self-contradictory. The facts appear

to be that Jesus ate the passover at Jerusalem with

his disciples, and that immediately after it, conscious

of his growing danger, he retired to some hidden spot

where he had lived before, and where friends alone

were admitted to his company. Judas informed the

authorities of the temple where this spot was. They
thereupon apprehended Jesus, and brought him before

the Sanhedrim for trial.

So confused and imperfect is the account of this

trial given by the Evangelists, that we are unable

to make out what was the nature of the charge pre-

ferred against him, or of the evidence by which it

was supported. It is clear, however, that the grava-

1 ML xi. 18 ; Lu. xix. 48.
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men of the accusation was tliat he had put forth

blasphemous pretensions to be the Messiah, " the Sou

of the Blessed One." And this was supported by a

curious bit of evidence. Two witnesses deposed,

either that they had heard him say he ivould destroy

this temple made with hands and build another made

without hands within three days, or that he icas able

to destroy the temple, and to rebuild it in three days.^

The witnesses are called false witnesses, both in Mark
and in Matthew. But if we turn to John," we find

the probable source of the charge brought against him

by these two witnesses, and we find reason also to

think that they were not perjurers. There we are

told that after he had driven the money-changers and

traders from the temple, the Jews asked him for a

siojn that misfht evince his rio^ht to do such thinsrs.

In reply to their demand, Jesus is reported to have

said, "Destroy this temple, and in three days I will

raise it up," Connecting this statement in the one

Gospel with the evidence given on the trial according

to the others, we may form a tolerably clear notion of

the actual fact. Pressed by his opponents for some

justification of his extraordinary conduct, Jesus had

taken refuge in an assertion of his supernatural power.

If they destroyed the temple he would be able, with

the favour bestowed on him by God, to rebuild it in

three days. These words might possibly be miscon-

strued by some of his hearers into a threat that he

himself would destroy the temple, an outrage which

would in their vi^w have been less difficult to imagine

after his violence to those eno^anjed in business in its

outer court. But whether so understood or not, there

^ Mt. xxvi. 6i ; ML xiv. 58. - Jo. ii. 19.
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could be no question about the pretension to some-

thing like divinity in the promise to rebuild it in

three days. There is not a shadow of probability in

favour of the interpretation put upon the words in

the fourth Gospel, that he spoke of the temple of his

body. And even had that been his secret meaning,

the witnesses who appeared against him could have

no conception that he was thinking of anything but

the material temple, to which the whole dialogue had

immediate reference. They Avere therefore simply

repeating, to the best of their ability, words which

had actually fallen from the prisoner. The evidence

for the prosecution being concluded, the high priest

appealed to Jesus to know whether he had nothing

to reply. Jesus being silent, the high priest pro-

ceeded to ask him directly whether he was " Christ,

the Son of the Blessed One." Jesus answered that he

Avas, and that they would hereafter see him " sitting

on the right hand of power, and coming in the clouds

of heaven." Such an answer was an explicit confes-

sion of the very worst that had been alleged against

him. After it, there was no option but to convict him,

and we read accordingly that they all condemned

him as Avorthy of death. But capital punishment

could not be inflicted except by Koman authority.

He Avas accordingly taken before the procurator,

Pontius Pilatus, charged Avith the cIa^I crime of

claiming to be king of the Jews. Pontius appears to

have regarded him as a harmless fanatic, and to ha\^e

been anxious to discharge him, in accordance Avith a

custom by Avhich one prisoner Avas released at the

festival Avhich fell at this time. But the Jcavs

clamoured for the release of a man named Barabbas,
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who was iu prison on account of his participation in

an insurrectionary movement iu which blood had

been shed. Barabbas accordingly was set at liberty,

and Jesus, though with some reluctance on the part

of the procurator, was sentenced to crucifixion. The

sentence was carried into efiect immediately. Unable,

probably from exhaustion through his recent suffer-

ings, to carry his own cross, Jesus was relieved of the

burden by one Simon, on whom the soldiery imposed

the duty of bearing it. He w^as crucified along with

two thieves, and an inscription iu which he was

entitled " King of the Jews " was placed upon his

cross, apparently in mockery of the Jewish nation

much more than of him. His ordinary disciples had

iled in terror from his melancholy end, but he was

followed to the cross by some affectionate women,

who had previously attended him in Galilee. And
after he was dead, his body was honourably interred

by a well-to-do adherent, named Joseph of Arimathasa.

Subdivision 2.

—

The Mythical Jesus.

The life of the mythical Jesus is found in the

synoptical Gospels, but more especially in the first

and third. It is by no means pure fiction, but an

indistinguishable compound of fact and fiction, in

which the fictitious elements bear so large a proportion

that it is impossible to disentangle from them the

elements of genuine history. Part of this life more-

over is wholly mythical, and of this wholly mythical

portion there are certain sections that are constructed

on a common plan, the biographers in these sections

having only fitted the typical incidents in the lives of
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great men to the special case of Jesus, the son of

Joseph. Not that this need have been done con-

sciously ; the probability is that the circumstances

and mode of thought which led to the invention of

such typical incidents in the lives of others, led to it

equally in that of Jesus. However this may be, we

shall find in the mythical life of Jesus the following

three classes of myths : i. Myths of the typical order,

common to a certain kind of great men in certain

ages, and therefore purely unhistorical : 2. Myths

peculiar to Jesus, in which the miraculous element so

predominates, that it is impossible to recognise any,

or more than the very slightest, admixture of history :

3. Myths peculiar to Jesus, in which there is a more

or less considerable admixture of history : And, 4.

Statements not of necessity mythical, which may or

may nof be historical, but of which the evidence is

inadequate.

At the outset of our task we are met by the assumed

genealogy of Jesus, which has caused some trouble to

theologians, and which is mainly important as an

indication of the degree of credit due to writers who
could insert such a document. For these awkward

pedigrees afford an absolute proof of the facility w^ith

which the Christians of the earliest age su^^plemented

the actual life of Jesus by free invention. We are

happily in possession of two conflicting lists of

ancestors, and happily also they are both of them lists

of the ancestors of Joseph, who, according to the very

writers by whom they are supplied, stood in no

relation Avhatever to Christ, the final term of the

genealogies. Double discredit thus falls upon the

witnesses. In the first place, both lists cannot be
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true, tliough botli may be false; one of tliem therefore

must be, and each may be, a deliberate fiction. In

the second place, both the Gospels bear unconscious

testimony to the fact that Joseph was originally

supposed to be, by the natural course of things, the

father of Jesus, for otherwise why should the early

Christians have been at the trouble to furnish the

worthy carpenter with a distinguished ancestry ?

They thus discredit their own story that Jesus was

the son of Mary alone. Either then Jesus was the

son of JosejDh, or neither of the two genealogies is his

genealogy at all. The solution of these inconsistencies

is to be found in the fact that two independent

traditions have been blended together by the Evangel-

ists. The one, no doubt the more ancient of the two,

considered Jesus as the child of Joseph and Mary,

and the ingenuity of his biographers has not suc-

ceeded in obliterating the traces of this tradition.^

Another, and much later one, treated him as the

oflfspring of Mary without the aid of a human father.

Those who believed in the first and more authentic

story had busied themselves with the discovery of a

royal descent for their hero, in order tliat he might

fulfil what they considered the conditions of the

Messiahship. They had naturally traced his ancestry

upwards from his father, not from his mother,

according to the usual procedure. But the Gospels of

Matthew and Luke were written entirely on the

hypothesis that he had no father but God ; all

necessity for showing that Joseph Avas of the house

of David was therefore gone. Nevertheless the

Mriters or the editors of these Gospels did not like to

^ Mt. xiii. 55.
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neglect entirely what seemed to tliem to strcngtlien

their case, and, forgetful of the ridiculous jumble they

were making, inserted an elaborate pedigree of Joseph

along with the statement that Jesus was not his son.

Let us now examine the genealogies in detail,

placing them in columns parallel to one another.

Luke begins a stage earlier than Matthew, making

God his starting-point instead of Abraham. From
Abraham to David the two authorities proceed to-

gether. Matthew, who has cut his genealogical tree

into three sections of fourteen generations each, makes

this his first division. After this the divergence

begins :

—

Matthew. Luke.

I. Solomon. I. Nathan.

2. Kehoboam. 2. Mattatha.

3. Abia. " 3. Menan.

4. Asa. 4. Melea.

5. Jehoshaphat, 5. Eliakim.

6. Joram. 6, Jonau.

\A}iaziah.

Joash.

Amaziahy]

7. Ozias (or Uzziah). 7. Joseph.

8. Jotham. 8. Juda.

9. Aliaz. 9. Simeon.

10. Hezekiah. 10. Levi.

II. Manasseh. II. Matthat.

12. Amon. 12. Jorim.

13. Josiah. 13. Eliezer.

\Je1ioiahim.']
'

14. Jeconiah (or Jehoiachin). 14. Jose.

Here the captivity closes the

second period. Aiterthe captivity

Me have

—

I. Jeconiah. 15- Er.

Kings omitted in the Gospel are inserted in brackets and italicised.
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Matthew {continued)—
2. Salathiel (or Shealtiel).

3. Zerubbabel.

4. Abiud.

5. Eliakim.

6. Azor.

7. Sadoc.

8. Achim.

9. Eliud.

10. Eleazar.

I r. Matthan.

12. Jacob.

13. Joseph.

14. Jesus,

Luke (contvmed)-

16. Elmodatn.

17. Cosam.

18. Addi.

19. Melchi.

20. Neri.

21. Salathiel.

22. Zorobabel.

23. Ehesa,

24. Joanna.

25. Juda.

26. Joseph.

27. Semei.

28. Mattathias.

29. Maath.

30. Nagga,

31. Esli.

Naum.
Amos.

[Mattathias.

Joseph.

Janna.

Melchi.

Levi.

I\Litthat,

Heli.

Joseph.

42. Jesus. ^

Various observations ofTer themselves on these

discrepant genealogies. In the first place it will be

observed that Matthew, in his anxiety to show that

the whole period comprised is divisible into three

equal parts of fourteen generations each, has actually

omitted no less than four generations contained in

the authorities he followed. For since he traced the

descent of Joseph through tlie royal line of Judah, we

are enabled to check his statements by reference to

1 Mt. i. 1-17 ; Lu. iii. 23-38.
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the Book of Chronicles/ and thus to convict him of

positive bad faith. In the first instance he omits

three kings, representing Uzziah as the son of Joram,

who was his great great grandfather ; in the second

he passes over Jehoiachim, making Jehoiachin the

son instead of the grandson of Josiah. In the third

period we have no authority by which to verify his

statements beyond Zerubbabel, but his determination

to carry out his numerical system at all hazards is

shown by the double reckoning of Jehoiachin, at the

close of the second and beginning of the third

division. The latter has in fact but thirteen

generations, and it was only by this trick—a little

concealed by the break effected through his allusion

to the captivity—that the appearance of uniformity

was maintained. Luke has adopted a different

method. Leaving the line of kings, he connects

Joseph with David through Nathan instead of

Solomon. Now beyond the fact that Nathan was

the offspring of David and Bathsheba, nothing

whatever is known about him. Indeed it may have

been his very obscurity, and the consequent facility

of creating descendants for him, that led to his

selection in preference to Solomon, though—unless

it were that his name stood next above Solomon's"

—

there is no obvious reason for his being preferred

to several other children of David. However, he

answered the purpose as well as any, and after him

it was not a difficult operation to invent a plausible

list of names to fill up the gap between him and

Joseph. The compiler of the list in Matthew had

the advantage in so far that he did not require to

1 I Cliron. iii. 2 2 Sam, v. 14.
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draw on his imagination except for nine names

between Zenibbabel and Joseph, while tlie compiler

of the list in Luke had to supply the whole period

from Nathan downwards with forefathers. But the

second compiler had the advantage over the first

inasmuch as his fraud did not admit of the same

easy exposure by reference to its sources, and it was,

on the -whole, a safer course to desert history

altogetlier than to falsify it in favour of an arith-

metical fancy.

Another discrepancy between the two Avriters re-

mains to be noted ; it is the enormous disproportion

in the number of generations between David and

Joseph. Matthew has twenty-five generations, and

Luke forty, excluding Joseph himself. A difference

of this magnitude—involving something like 400-

450 years—is not to be surmounted by any pro-

(!ess of harmonising. To which it may be added

that the two Evangelists, by assigning to Joseph

different fathers, clearly inform us that his true

father was unknown.

We have here, in short, an excellent instance of the

first order of myth, or myth typical. It has been a

common practice in all ages, more especially among
ignorant and uncultivated nations, to endo\v those

who had risen from obscurity to greatness with illus-

trious ancestors. Royal connections have always been

regarded with especial favour for such purposes.

Thus, the Buddha is represented as the descendant of

the great Sakya monarchs. Thus, the ancestors of

Zarathustra, in the genealogy provided for him in

Parsee authorities, were the ancient kings of Persia.

Thus, Moslem biographers declare that Mahomet sprang
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from the noblest family of the noblest nation, and
many historians give him even a princely lineage.^

Thus, according to Sir John Davis, " the pedigree of

Confucius is traced back in a summary manner to the

mythological monarch Hoang-ty, who is said to have

lived more that 2000 years before Christ."^ Thus

the founder of Rome was placed by ^^opular legend in

a family relationship to ^neas.

Leaving these genealogies—which are important

only from the light they shed on the literary character

of their authors and transmitters—we pass to the

first legend directly concerning Jesus himself, that

of his birth. Here again the second and fourth

Evangelists are silent, leaving us to suppose that

Jesus was the natural son of Joseph and Mary, and

certainly never hinting that they entertained any

other belief themselves. But the first and third

each relate a little fable on this subject, though un-

happily for them the fables do not agree. Both had

to observe two conditions. The first was that Jesus

should be born of a virgin mother ; the second that

he should be born at Bethlehem. Matthew accom-

plishes this end by informing us that Mary, when
espoused to Joseph, was found to be with child.

Joseph, who thereupon contemplated the rupture of

his engagement, was informed by an angel in a

dream that his bride was with child by no one but

the Holy Ghost ; that she was to bear a son, and

that he was to call him Jesus. Being satisfied by

this assurance, he married Mary, but respected her

virginity until she had brought forth her first-born

son, whom in obedience to his dream he named Jesus.

^ L. L. M., vol, i. p. 140. 2 Chinese, vol. ii. p. 45.
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The cliikl was bom iu Betlileliem wlierc it would

appear from this account that Mary lived, and it is

only after a journey to Egypt that this Gospel brings

the parents of Christ to Nazareth, where a tradition

too firm to be shaken placed their residence.^

Widely different is the treatment of this subject in

Luke. According to him there was a priest named

Zacharias whose wife Elizabeth was barren. The

couple were no longer young, but they were not old

enough to have lost all hope of progeny, for we are

told that when Zacharias was engaged in his duties

in the temple, an angel appeared to him and informed

him that his prayer was heard, and that his wife was to

have a son whom he was to call John. Zacharias had

therefore been praying for offspring, though when the

angel—who announced himself as Gabriel—a^ipeared,

he was troubled with some impious doubts, in punish-

ment of which he was struck dumb. After this

Elizabeth conceived, and went into retirement. From
five to six months after the above scene Gabriel was

again despatched from heaven, this time to a virgin

named ]\Iary, living at Nazareth. Arrived at her house,

he addressed her thus :
" Hail, thou that art highly

favoured ; the Lord is with thee ; blessed art thou among

women." Seeing Mary's confusion, he reassured her

;

and informed her that she should have a son called

Jesus, who was to possess the throne of David, and

reign over the house of Jacob for ever. Like Zacharias,

Mary was disposed to raise troublesome questions, and

she accordingly inquired of Gabriel how she could bear

a child, "seeing I know not a man." But Gabriel was

ready with his answer. The Holy Ghost would come

^ Mt. i. iS-25 ; ii. 2^.
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upon her ; moreover, her cousin Elizabeth had con-

ceived (which, however, was not a parallel case), and

nothing was impossible with God. Soon after this

visit, Mary went to see Elizabeth, who interpreted an

ordinary incident of pregnancy as a sign that the fruit

of Mary's womb was blessed, and that Mary was to

be the mother of her Lord. The virgin replied in a

very elaborate little speech, which if uttered must

have been carefully prepared for the occasion. In due

time the child of Zacharias and Elizabeth was born,

and named John by his parents' desire. What Joseph

thought of his bride's condition Ave are not told, nor

do we know whether she made known to him her in-

terview with the angel Gabriel. At any rate he did

not repudiate her, for we find him taking her with

him, about five months later, to Bethlehem, for

the purpose of the census wdiicli took place when

Quirinus was governor of Syria, his descent from

David requiring him to attend at that town. During

this census it was that Jesus was born, and because

of the crowded condition of the inn at this busy time,

he was placed in a manger.^ There let us leave him

for the present, while we compare these narratives

with others of a like description.

Birth in some miraculous or unusual manner is a

common circumstance in the lives of great persons.

We have here therefore another instance of the typi-

cal species of myth. Thus, in classical antiquity,

Here is said to have produced Hephaistos %&)/3t9 ew^?,

" without the marriage bed." ^ Turning to a remote

part of the globe, there was in the present century a

person living in New Zealand who, according to native

1 Lu. i, I ; ii. 7. 2 Bib., i. 3-5.
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tradition, was " begotten by the attua," a species of

deity, "bis mother being then unmarried. The

infant was produced at her left arm-pit, but there

was no visible mark left. ... He is held as a great

prophet ; when he says there will be no rain there will

])e none," ^ An example of the same kind of legend

occurs in the ancient history of China. The hero is

one How-tseih, who was the founder of the royal

house of Chow. His mother, it appears, was barren,

like Elizabeth, for she " had presented a pure oflfering

and sacrificed, that her childlessness might be taken

away." Her devotion received a fitting reward, for :

—

" She then trod on a toe-print made by God, aud was moved.

In the large place where she rested.

She became pregnant, she dwelt retired
;

She gave birlli to, and nourished [a son],

Who was How-tseih."

His mode of coming into the world was peculiar

too :

—

" When she had fulfilled her months

Her first-born son [came forth] like a lamb.

Tiiere was no bursting, nor rending,

No injury, no hurt :

—

Showing how wonderful he would be.

Did not God give her the comfort 1

Had he not accepted her pure ofl'ering and sacrifice,

So that thus easily she brought forth her sou ? " ^

The gestation of tlie Buddha was in many ways

miraculous. He entered the womb of his mother by

a voluntary act, resigning his abode in heaven for the

purpose. At the time of his descent upon earth

1 N. Z., p. 82.

2 C. C., vol. iv. p. 465.—She King, Part iii. Ek. 2, i. i, 2.
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M4y4 Devi dreamt that a white elej^hant of singular

beauty had entered into her, a dream which portended

the future greatness of the child/ During the time of

his remaining in the womb, his body, which was visible

both to his mother and to others, had a resplendent

and glorious appearance.^ " Miiya the queen, during

the time that Boddhisattva remained in the womb of

his mother, did not feel her body heavy, but on the

contrary light, at ease and in comfort, and felt no

pain in her entrails. She was nowise tormented by

the desires of passion, nor by disgust, nor by trouble,

and had no irresolution against desire, no irresolution

against the thought of evil or of vice. She suffered the

sensation neither of cold, nor of heat, nor of hunger, nor

of thirst, nor of trouble, nor of passion, nor of fatigue
;

she saw nothing of which the form, the sound, the

smell, the taste and the touch did not seem to her

agreeable. She had no bad dreams. The tricks of

women, their inconstancy, their jealousy, the defects

of women and their weaknesses, she did not share."
^

And although it is never expressly stated that the

Buddha's nominal father had no part in his production,

it is remarkable that at the time of her conceivine:

1 R. T. R. P., vol. ii. p. 61.

2 Ibid., vol. ii. p. 73. It is very remarkable that the same notion

is expressed in Christian paintings of the middle ages. On a painted

glass of the sixteenth century, found in the church of Jouy, a little

village in France, the virgin is represented standing, her hands clasped in

prayer, and the naked body of the child in the same attitude appears

upon her stomach, apparently supposed to be seen through the garments

and body of the mother. M. Didron saw at Lyons a Salutation painted

on shutters, in which the two infants, likewise depicted on their mothers'

stomachs, were also saluting each other. This precisely corresponds to

Buddhist accounts of the Boddhisattva's ante-natal proceedings.— Ic.

Chr. p. 263.

2 Ibid., vol. ii. p. "JT. -^

VOL. I. T
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Maya was living in a place apart from him, liaviug

craved permission to retire for a season, to practise

fasting and penance. During this time she had told

the king that she would he "completely delivered

from thoughts of stealing, desire and pride," and that

she would not "yield to one illicit desire/'"^ Some

sects of Buddhists are more explicit, and maintain

that Boddhisattvas do not pass through the earlier

stages of foetal development; namely, those of Kalalamy

mixing up, the period of the first week, when the

future body is like milk ; arhudam, the period of the

second Aveek, where a form rises like something

inflated
;
peci, thickening ; and ghana, hardening, the

periods of the third and fourth week.^ But all this

does not exclude the co-operation of a human father.

Passing to another great religion we find that even

the sober philosopher Confucius did not enter the

world, if w^e may believe Chinese traditions, without

premonitory symptoms of his greatness. It is said

that one day as his mother was ascending a hill, " the

leaves of the trees and plants all erected themselves

and bent dowoiwards on her return. That night she

dreamt the Black Te appeared, and said to her, ' You
shall have a son, a sage, and you must bring him forth

in a hollow mulberry tree.' "' In another dream she

received a prophecy of the importance of her coming

progeny.^ Another account states that "various

prodigies, as in other instances, were the forerunners

of the birth of this extraordinary person. On the

eve of his appearance on earth, two dragons encircled

the house, and celestial music sounded in the cars of

^ Fi. T. R. 1\, vol. ii. pp. 54, 55.
^ ^"as-iljew, p. 2C0.

^ C. C, vul. i. p. 59 (ProlcL:,;
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his mother. AVhen he Avas born, this inscription

appeared on his breast—-'The maker of a rule

for settlins: the world.' ''^ The mother of Mahomet

is said to have related of her pregnancy, that she

felt none of the usual inconveniences of that state
;

and that she had seen a vision in which she had

been told that she bore in her womb the Lord and

Prophet of her people. A little before her delivery

the same figure appeared again, and commanded

her to say, " I commend the fruit of my body

to the One, the Eternal, for protection against the

envious."
^

Miraculously born, it was necessary that Jesus

should also be miraculously recognised as a child of no

common order. The story would have been incomjDlete

without some one to acknowledge his superhuman

character even in his cradle. Matthew and Luke

again accomplish the common end by widely different

means. Luke's is the simpler narrative, and it will

be more convenient to begin with it. He tells us that

there were in the same country, that is, near Bethlehem,

shepherds watching their flocks. An angel appeared

to them and said that a Saviour, Christ the Lord,

was born in the city of David. They were to know
him by his being in a manger wrapped in swaddling

clothes. In this humility of his external circumstances

immediately after birth, as in the supernatural recog-

nition which he received, he again resembles the

Chinese hero. How-tseih

" was placed in a narrow lane,

But the slieep and oxen protected Lim witli loving carej

^ Chinese^ vol. ii. p. 44. ^ L. L. M., vol. i. p, 142.
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He was placed in a wide forest,

Where he was met by the woodcutters.

He was placed on the cold ice,

And a bird screened and supported him with its wings." ^

''And suddenly," the narrative in Luke proceeds,

" there was with the angel a multitude of the

heavenly host, praising God and saying, 'Glory to

God in the highest, and on earth the peace of good-

will among men. '

" ^ Similar demonstrations of celestial

delight were not wanting at the birth of the Buddha

Sakyamuni. He was received by the greatest of the

gods, Indra and Brahma. All beings everywhere

were full of joy. Musical instruments belonging to

men and gods played of themselves. Trees became

covered with flowers and fruit. There fell from the

skies a gentle shower of flowers, garments, odoriferous

powders, and ornaments. Caressing breezes blew.

A marvellous light was produced. Evil passions

were put a stop to, and illnesses were cured ; miseries

of all kinds were at an end.^ So also we read in

Moslem authorities that at the birth of Ali, Mahomet's

great disciple, and the chief of one of the two principal

sects into which Islam is divided, " a light was dis-

tinctly visible, resembling a bright column, extending

from the earth to the firmament."* But let us com-

plete the narrative in liuke.

Urged by the angelic order, the shepherds went

to Bethlehem and found the infant Christ, whose

nature, as revealed by the angels, they made known

to the people with whom they met. Eeturning, they

praised and glorified God for all they had heard and

1 C. C, vol. iv. p. 46S.—She Kin-, Pt. iii. Bk. 2, i. 3.

» Lu. ii. 8-14. ^ K. T. R. P., vol. ii. pp. 90, 91.

< Dervishes, p. 372. * Lu. ii. 1
5-20.
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Quite dissimilar is the form in "wliicli tlie same

i]iciclent aj^pears in Matthew. Here, instead of shep-

herds, we have mairi cominjx from the East to dis-

cover the King of the Jews. A star in the East

had revealed to them the birth of this King of the

Jews de jure, and in the search for him they run

straight into the very jaws of Herod, the king de,

facto. The author is obliged to make them take this

absurdly improbable course for the sake of introduc-

ing Herod, whom he required for a purpose shortly to

be explained. How utterly superfluous the visit to

Herod was is evinced by the fact that, after that

monarch has found out from the chief priests the

birthplace of the Messiah, the magi are guided

onwards by the star, which had been omitted from

the story since its first appearance in order to allow

of their"journey to Jerusalem, a mistake for which

the star could not be made responsible. However,

after leaving Herod, they were led by that luminary

to the very spot where Christ lay. On seeing the

infant they worshijDped him, and offered him mag-

nificent presents, after which a dream informed them

—

what their waking senses might surely have discovered

—that it was not safe to return to Herod after having

thus acknowledged a rival claimant to the throne.

They accordingly went home another way.

Interwoven with this visit of the magi we have a

myth which belongs to a common form, and whichJO '

in the present instance is merely adapted to the

special circumstances of the age and place. I term

it the myth of the dangeeous child. Its general

outline is this : A child is born concerning whose

future greatness some prophetic indications have been
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given. But the life of this child is fraught with

danger to some powerful individual, generally a

monarch. In alarm at his threatened fate, this person

endeavours to take the child's life ; but it is preserved

by the divine care. Escaping the measures directed

against it, and generally remaining long unknown, it

at length fulfils the prophecies concerning its career,

while the fate w^hich he has vainly sought to shun

falls upon him who had desired to slay it. There is

a departure here from the ordinary type, inasmuch as

Herod does not actually die or suffer any calamity

through the agency of Jesus. But this failure is due

to the fact that Jesus did not fulfil the conditions of

the Messiahship, according to the Jewish conception

which Matthew has here in mind. Had he—as was

expected of the Messiah—become the actual sovereign

of the Jews, he must have dethroned the reigning

dynasty, whether represented by Herod or his suc-

cessors. But as his subsequent career belied these

expectations, the Evangelist was obliged to postpone

to a future time his accession to that throne of

temporal dominion which the incredulity of his

countrymen had withheld from him during his earthly

life.^

In other respects the legend before us conforms to

its prototypes. The magi, coming to Herod, inquire

after the whereabouts of the king of the Jews, whose

star they have seen in the East. Herod summons

the chief priests and scribes to a council, and ascertains

of them that Christ was to be born at Bethlehem.

This done, he is careful to learn from the magi

the exact date at which the star had appeared to

^ Mt. xxiv. 30, 31 ; x.w. 31 IT. ; xxvi. 64.
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them. He further desires them to search diligently

for the young child, that he also may worship it.

They, as previously related, return home without

revisiting Herod, whereupon that monarch, in anger

at the deception practised upon him, causes all the

children under two years of age, in and about Beth-

lehem, to be slaughtered. All is in vain. Joseph,

warned by a dream, had taken his wife and stepson

to Egypt, where they remained until after the death

of Herod, when another dream commanded them to

return. When afraid to enter the dominions of

Archelaus, another of these useful dreams guided

them to Galilee, where they took up their quarters at

Nazareth.^

How wide-spread and of what frequent recurrence

is this myth of the Dangerous Child a few examples

may suffice to show. In Grecian mythology the king

of the gods himself had been a dangerous child. The

story of Kronos swallowing his children in order to

defeat the pro]3hecy that he would be dethroned

by his own son ; the manner in which Kliea deceived

him by giving him a stone, and Zeus, armed

with thunder and lightning, deposed him from

the government of the world, are familiar to all." If

we descend from gods to heroes, we find a similar

legend related of Perseus, whose grandfather, Akrisios,

vainly tried to avert his predicted fate, first by scheming

to prevent his grandson's birth, and then by seeking

to destroy him when born ;
^ and of Oidipous, who in

spite of the attempt to cut short his life in infancy,

inevitably and unconsciously fulfilled the oracle by

slaying his father and marrying his mother. Within

1 Mt. ii. 2 j>i],^^ j_ j_ 5_7^ and i. 2. i. ^ ibid., 2. 4. i 4.
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liistorical times, Kyros the son of Kambyses is tlio

hero of a similar tale. His grandfather Astyages had

dreamt certain dreams which were interpreted by the

magi to mean that the offspring of his daughter

Mandane would expel him from his kingdom.

Alarmed at the prophecy, he handed the child to his

kinsman Harpagos to be killed ; but this man having

'intrusted it to a shepherd to be exposed, the latter

contrived to save it by exhibiting to the emissaries of

Harpagos the body of a stillborn child of which his

own wife had just been delivered. Grown to man's

estate, Kyros of course justified the prediction of the

magi by his successful revolt against Astyages and

assumption of the monarchy.^ Jewish tradition, like

that of the Greeks and the Persians, has its dangerous

child in the person of the national hero Moses, whose

death Pharaoh had endeavoured to efiect by a mas-

nacre of innocents, but who had lived to bring upon

that ruler his inevitable fate. From these well-known

examples it is interesting to turn to the chronicles of

the East-]\Iongols, and find precisely the same tale

repeated there. We read that a certain king of a

people called Patsala, had a son whose peculiar appear-

ance led the Brahman s at court to prophesy that he

would bring evil upon his father, and to advise his

destruction. Various modes of execution having failed,

the boy was laid in a copper chest and thrown into

the Ganges. Eescued by an old peasant who brought

him up as his son, he in due time learnt the story of

his escape, and returned to seize upon the kingdom

destined for him from his birth. This was in B.C.

313." This universal myth—of the natural origin of

' Ilerodotos, i. 107-130. - G. 0. ^M., p]). 21, 23.
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wliich it would lead me too far to speak—was now
adapted to the special case of Christ, who runs the

usual risk and escapes it with the usual good fortune

of dangerous children.

Having thus preserved the infant Christ from the

dangers that threatened him, Matthew tells us abso-

lutely nothing about him until he has arrived at

manhood, and is ready to enter on his public life.

Luke is much less reticent. True, he knows nothing

Avhatever of the star that appeared in the East ; no-

thing of Herod's inquiries as to the birthplace of

Christ ; nothing of the massacre of the innocents, nor

of the flight into Egypt and the return from that

country to Nazareth. On the contrary, his narrative

by implication excludes all this, for he makes Joseph

and Mary go up to Bethlehem for the census only, and

return to Nazareth soon after it ; so that Herod could

have had no occasion to kill the infants up to the age

of two years, for Christ could not have been above a

few weeks old atmost.^ Moreover, we learn definitely

from one verse that his parents went up/ro7?i Nazareth

to Jerusalem every year at the passover.^ But the

absence of any statements like those just taken from

the first Gospel is amply compensated in the third by

several pleasing details relating to his infancy and

boyhood. In the first place we learn that after eight

days he was circumcised, and named Jesus according

to the angel's desire.^ Next, we are told that after

his mother's purification—which would last thirty-

three days after the circumcision—she and his step-

father took him to the temple to be presented, and to

make the customary ofi'eriug. There was in the

^ Lu. ii. 39. 2 Ibid., ii. 41. ^ i^iJ.^ ij, 21.
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temple a mau named Simeon who bad been promised

by the Holy Ghost that he should not die till he had

seen Christ. This man, who came by the Spirit into

the temple, took the baby in his arms and give vent

to his emotion in the beautiful little hymn known

as the Nunc Dimittis:—" Now, Lord, thou dost

release thy servant according to thy word in peace,

because mine eyes have seen thy salvation, which thou

hast prepared before the face of all nations ; a light

for the revelation of the Gentiles and the glory of thy

people Israel."
^

Less exquisite in its simplicity, but not altogether

dissimilar in tone, is the prophecy of the Rishi Asita

on the infant Buddha. This old and eminent ascetic

had come to see the child whose marvellous gifts

had been made known to him by supernatural signs.

Having embraced its feet, and predicted its future

pre-eminence, he had surprised the king by bursting

into tears and heaving long sighs. Questioned about

the meaning of this he replied :
" Great king, it is

not on account of this child that I weep ; truly

there is not in him the smallest vice. Great king,

I am old and broken ; and this young prince " will

certainly clothe himself with the perfect and com-

plete intelligence of Buddha, and will cause the

wheel of the law that has no superior to turn. . . .

After becoming Buddha he will cause hundreds of

thousands of millions of beings to pass to the other

border of the ocean of wandering life, and will lead

them for ever to immortality. And I—I shall not see

this pearl of l^uddlias ! Cured of illness, I shall not

be freed by him from passion ! Great king, that is

^ Lu. ii. 19-32. ^ Literally, Sarvartliasiddha.
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why I weep, and why in my sadness I heave long

sighs."
^

So Abd-al-mottalib, Mahomet's grandfather, on see-

ing his grandchild immediately after his birth, is

reported to have exclaimed :
" Praise be to Allah, who

has given me this glorious youth, who even in the

cradle rules over other boys. I commend him to the

protection of Allah, the Lord of the four elements, that

he may show him to us when he is well grown up.

To his protection I commend him from the evil of the

wicked spirit."
^

Prognostications of greatness in infancy are, indeed,

among the stock incidents in the mythical or semi-

mythical lives of eminent persons. Not content with

Simeon's recognition, Luke introduces an old pro-

phetess called Anna, living in the temple, and represents

her as giving thanks, and speaking of the child to all

who looked for redemption in Jerusalem.^

Twelve years are now suffered to elapse without

further account of the young Jesus than that he grew

and strengthened, filled with wisdom, and that the

grace of God was iipon him.* At twelve years old,

the blank is filled up by a single event. His parents

had gone to Jerusalem to keep the passover, taldng

Jesus with them. On their way back they missed

him, and having failed to find him aiiiong their

travelling companions, returned to look for him at

Jerusalem. There they found him in the temple

sitting among the doctors of the law, listening to

them and putting questions. Those who heard him

are said to have been astonished at his intelligence.

1 R. T. R. p., vol. ii. pp. 106, 107. 2 Lu. ii. 36-38.
2 L. L. M., vol. \. p. 143. * Ibid., ii, 40.
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Questioned by his mother as to this extraordinary

conduct, he replied, " How is it that ye sought me ?

wist ye not that I must be about my Father's busi-

ness?"^ Were this incident confirmed by other

authorities, and did it stand in some kind of con-

nection with the events that precede and follow it,

we might accept it as a genuine reminiscence of the

boyhood of Jesus. That a precocious boy, eager for

information, should take the opportunity of a visit

to the head-quarters of Hebraic learning to seek

from the authorities then most respected a solution

of questions that troubled his mind, would not in

itself be so very surprising. And those who are

familiar with the kind of inquiries made by clever

children, especially on theological topics, will not

think it strange that his youthful wits should occa-

sionally be too much for those of professed theo-

logians. But the isolation in which this single event

stands in the first thirty years of Christ's life, and

the total absence of confirmation from any other

source, compel us to regard it as an invention designed

to show an early consciousness in Jesus of his later

mission, and also to prove the inability of the doctors

to cope with him. AVe musft, therefore, reject it along

with the other myths of *the infancy, of which some

are typical myths, others' (like this) myths peculiar to

Jesus, but none in the smallest degree historical.

Before entering on the later life of Jesus, let ns

note certain difi"erences between ]\Iatthew and Luke

in their treatment of the infancy, which will confirm

the above conclusion. In the first place, it is to be

observed that they cfi*ect the desired end by totally

1 Lu. ii. 41-50.
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unlike methods. Given tlie problem of getting tlie

infant Christ born without the assistance of a father,

there were various ways in which readers could be

assured of the truth of such a mii'acle. One was to

inform Joseph in a dream of the coming event

;

another was to announce it to Mary by means of an

angel. In choosing between these expedients each

Evangelist is guided by his own idiosyncracy.

Matthew selects the dream ; Luke the angel ; and

it is noteworthy that on other occasions they exhibit

similar preferences. Matthew gets out of every

difficulty by a dream. In the course of his two first

chapters he uses this favourite contrivance no less

than five times ; four times for Joseph, and once for

the magi.^ Twice, it is true, he mentions an angel

of the Lord as appearing in the dream, but the angel

in his narrative plays a very subordinate part, and

is, indeed, practically superfluous. With Luke, on

the contrary, the principal agent in the events of the

infancy is the angel, who supplies the place of the

dream in Matthew. An angel informs Zacharias that

his wife is to have a son ; an angel declares to Mary
that she is destined to give birth to the Son of God

;

an angel announces that event to the shepherds after

its occurrence ; and angels appear in crowds above

them as soon as the announcement has been made.^

Another striking difference is the extreme fondness

of Matthew for ancient prophecies, and of Luke for

little anthems or songs of praise. The diverse natures

of the two writers are well exemplified by this dis-

tinction ; the former being the more penetrated with

the history and literature of the Jewish race ; the

^ Mt. i. 20. and ii. 12, 13, 22. - Lu. i. 11, 26, and ii. 9, 13.
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latter the more flexible and the more imbued with

the spirit of his age. Hence, Matthew almost

avowedly constructs his narrative in such a manner

as to ensure the fulfilment of the prophecies. After

describing Mary's miraculous conception, he says

that all this w^as done to fulfil Isaiah's words

:

" Behold, a virgin shall conceive " (more accurately :

the maiden has conceived), " and shall bear a son,

and shall call his name Immanuel."^ And this he

quotes, regardless of the fact that Christ never was

called Immanuel, and that if the one clause of the

prophecy is to be understood literally, so must the

other. Thus also he reveals his reason for assigning

to Bethlehem the honour of being Christ's birthplace,

when he places in the mouths of the priests at the

court of Herod a verse from Micah, in which it is

asserted that from Bethlehem Ephratah shall come

a man who is to be ruler in Israel.^ Further, he

massacres the innocents in order to corroborate a

saying of Jeremiah,^ and he takes Joseph and Mary

to Egypt to confirm an expression of Hosea.* In

each case, he perverts the natural sense of the

prophets ; for in Jeremiah, the children are to return

to their own land, which the innocents could not do

;

and in Hosea, the son who is called out of Egypt is

the people of Israel. Lastly, in his exceeding love

of quoting the Old Testament, he commits the most

singular blunder of all in applying to Christ the

words spoken of Samson by the angel who announced

his birth. If, indeed, the allusion be to this passage

(and it can scarcely be to any other), the Evangelist

' Mt. i. 23 ; Isa. vii. 14. ^ ^j^ ij. ig ^ jgr. xxxi. 15.

^ Mt. ii. 6 ; Mic. v. 2. * ^It. ii. 15 ; IIos. xi. i.
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is barely honest ; for he converts the angelic words,

" he shall &e a Nazarite,'' into the words " he shall

he called a Nazarene.'' '^ So Judaic a writer could

hardly be ignorant that a Nazarite was not the same

thing as an inhabitant of Nazareth. But from what-

ever source the quotation may come, its object plainly

is to lead to the belief that notwithstanding his birth

at Bethlehem, Jesus was called by his contemporaries

a Nazarene.

Luke does not trouble himself with the search

for ancient oracles, but indulges a far freer and

more inventive genius. His personages give utter-

ance to their feelings in highly finished songs,

which are sometimes very beautiful, but most cer-

tainly could never have been uttered by the simple

people to whom he attributes them. Among these

are the salutation of Elizabeth to Mary, and the

still more elaborate answer of Mary. Zacharias,

the very instant he recovers his speech, recites a

complete hymn of no inconsiderable length.^ Again,

Simeon expresses his joy at the birth of the Saviour

in a similar manner;^ but in his case it may be

said that he had so long expected to see the

Christ that his hymn of thanksgiving might well

be ready.

Passino- now to the manhood of Jesus, we find the

four Evangelists all agreed in recording the baptism

by John as the earliest known event in his adult

career, and it is unquestionably with this consecration

])y a great man that his authentic life begins. Mark

and John indeed were unaware of anything previous

Mt. ii. 23 ; Judg. xiii. 5.
^ Lu. i. 68-79.

Lu. i. 42-55. * Ibid, ii. 29-32.
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to this period, and the former introduces it by the

words, "The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ

the Son of God," ^ showing that for him at least the

history of his Master began at this point. As usual, the

myth appears in its simplest form in his pages. After

applying to John the Baptist a prophecy by Isaiah,

he states that this prophet was engaged in baptizing

in the wilderness, and that all Judaea and all the

Jerusalemites went out to him and were baptized,

confessing their sins. He declared that a mightier

than he was coming after him, the latchet of whose

shoes he was unworthy to unloose. Jesus, like the

rest of the world, went to be baptized, and as he came

out of the water he saw the heavens opened, and the

Spirit descending on him like a dove. There was a

voice from the heavens, '* Thou art my beloved Son,

in thee I am well pleased." Matthew and Luke

describe the baptism of John in a similar manner,

Matthew adding a conversation between Jesus and

John. They also mention the baptism of Jesus, the

descent of the dove, and the voice, but with slight

variations. For whereas Mark merely says that

Jesus saw the heavens 023ened and the Spirit like a

dove descending, and Matthew, in substantial accord-

ance with him, relates that the heavens were opened

[to him]," and tliat he saw the Spirit descend as a

dove, Luke going further pretends that the heavens

ivere opened and that the Spirit did descend in a

bodily form like a dove upon him.^ Thus is the sub-

jective fact in the consciousness of Jesus gradually

changed iiito an objective fact, a transition descrv-

1 Mk. i. I. 2 The oi^v is doubtful

^ Mk. i. I-I2 ; Mt, iii.; Lu. iii. 1-22.
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iiig to be noted as illustrative of the trivial clianges

of language by which a myth may grow. Several

other examples of a like process will meet us in the

course of this inquiry. The scene at the baj^tism is

described differently again in the fourth Gospel.

There the testimony of John the Baptist to Christ

is rendered far more emphatic ; he receives- him with

the words, "Behold the Lamb of God, who taketh

away the sins of the world ;

" and he explains his

knowledge of him by the fact that he has received a

special revelation concerning him. On whomsoever
he saw the Spirit descend and remain, that was he

who was to baptize with the Holy Ghost. Now he

had seen the Spirit descend like a dove on Jesus^ and
therefore had borne witness that he was the son

of God.^ Of the opening of the heavens and of the

voice nothing is said, and the meaning of the whole

story evidently is that this descent of the Spirit was
a private sign arranged between God and John the

Baptist, but of which the bystanders either perceived

nothing, or understood nothing. For had they known
that the Holy Ghost itself was thus bearing witness

to Jesus, what need was there of the witness of John ?

It is evident, however, that even if they saw the dove
flying down and alighting upon Jesus, they were not

informed that it represented the Holy Spirit. Thus
the whole fact is reduced to a peculiar interpre-

tation given by John to a natural occurrence. We
have then three versions of the baptismal myth :—in

the first certain circumstances are perceived by Jesus

;

in the second they are perceived by John; in the

third they actually occur.

^ Jobu i, 6-37.
VOL. I. XJ
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Strangely inconsistent with this distinct acknowledg-

ment of Christ as the son of God, is the inquiry

addressed to him at a subsequent period by John the

Baptist through his disciples. It appears that on

hearing of the extraordinary fame of Jesus and of the

course he was pursuing, John sent two disciples from

the prison where he was confined to put this question

to him, "Art thou he that should come, or do we
expect another ? " in other words, Are you the Messiah ?

Thus interrogated, Jesus replied, not by appealing to

the testimony of the dove at his baptism, or the voice

from heaven, but by citing the mu-aculous cures he

was then performing. Nor did he in the least resent

the doubt implied in John the Baptist's query. On
the contrary, he immediately entered upon a glowing

panegyric of his precursor, describing him as the

messenger sent before his face to prejDare his way, and

as the prophet Elias who was expected to come^ (a

title which in another Gospel the Baptist had expressly

repudiated^). This remarkable transaction between

the two teachers could not easily have occurred, if

the elder had previously discovei"ed " him that should

come" in the person of Jesus. For then we must

suppose that since the baptism he had seen reason to

hesitate as to the correctness of his opinion. And in

that case, could he have referred the question to Jesus

liimsclf for his decision ? And could Jesus have

employed the terms of praise here given, in speaking

of one who had lapsed from Ids former faith into a

state of doubt ? Plainly not. The Evangelists have

overshot the mark in their narrative of the baptism.

Eager to make John bear Avitness to Jesus, tliey have

' ]\It. xi. 115 ; Lu. vii, 18-30. - Jq. i. 21.
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forgotten that it was only at a later period that he

was convinced—if he was convinced at all—of the

Messianic claims of the young man who had passed

under his influence, and derived from him some of his

earliest inspirations. His doubts are historical ; his

conviction is mythical.

Temporaryretirement into solitude naturallyfollowed

upon the consecration administered by John in the

ba^Dtismal rite. Jesus spent some time wandering in

a lonely place, the period of forty days assigned to

this purpose being naturally suggested by the forty

years of Israel's troubles in the wilderness. If there

mingled among his meditations any lingering feelings

of reluctance to follow the course pointed out by the

Baptist, he would have afterwards described such

feelings as temptations of the devil Hence, it may
be, the st'ory of his conversations with Satan. These

are not alluded to at all in Mark, who simply mentions

the fact that he was tempted by Satan. Neither is

there any reference in Mark to fasting for the whole

of the forty days or any part of them. Greatly improv-

ing upon this bald version, the other two Synoptics

tell us that he ate nothimx durino^ all this time, and

describe the very words of his dialogues with the

tempter. Satan had besought him to make bread

out of stones ; to cast himself down from a high

place, and to accept at his hands all the kingdoms of

earth in return for a single act of worship.^ Jesus,

like the Buddha at the corresponding period of his

life, emerged triumphant from the trial. It was by

no means equal in severity to that which Sakyamuni

underwent. He also was oblifred to overcome theo
^ Mk. i. 12, 13 ; Mt. iv. i-ii ; Lu, iv, 1-13.
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devil before lie could attain perfection. " Mara, the

sinner," the Indian Satan, assailed him not only by

force of arms, despatching an immense army against

him ; but finding this onslaught a failure, he tried

the subtler mode of attempting to corrupt his virtue

by the seductions of women. His beautiful daughters

were despatched with orders to display all their charms,

and employ all their fascinations before the young

monk. They faithfully executed the commission, but

all was in vain. Calm and unmoved, the Boddhisattva

regarded them with complete indifference, and emerged

from this severest of trials a perfect Buddha.^ In

like manner Zarathustra was tempted by the Parsee

devil, Angra-mainyus, who held out a promise of

happiness if he would but curse the good law. Like

Jesus, Zarathustra repelled the suggestion with indig-

nation :
" I will not curse the good Mazdayasna law,

not even if limbs, soul, and life were to part from one

another."
^

Not long after his return from the desert, Jesus

took up his abode at the village of Kapharnaoum, or

Capernaum, in Galilee, Nazareth being in several ways

uncongenial to him.^ In the first place it was the

abode of his family, who did not believe in the preten-

sions he now began to advance. Moreover, he was

well known to the Nazarenes as the carpenter, or the

carpenter's son, and it seemed an unwarrantable pre-

sumption in their young townsman, undistinguished

by advantages either of birth or education, to claim

to become their teacher.^ Ilis relations also not only

discredited him l)y llieir unbelief, but occasionally

> R. T. R. P., vol. ii. p. 2S6-327. 3 ]^fi._ ii. I
. Mt. iv. 12-16.

2 Av., vol. i.
J).

244.—Faryaivl six. 23-26. ^ !Slk. vi. 3.
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took active measures to stop his proceedings.^ From
these and perhaps other causes, he entirely failed to

accomplish any important miracle at Nazareth, and he

had to excuse his failure by the remark that a prophet

is not without honour except in his own country,

among his own relations, and in his own house.
'"^

The more natural version—that of Mark—adds that

he marvelled because of their unbelief. With less

simplieity Matthew relates, not that he was unable;

to do, but that he did not do many mighty works

there because of their unbelief.^ Further confirmation

of the incredulity of the Nazarenes is afibrded by

their reception of a remarkable sermon said to have

been delivered by Jesus in their synagogue. It seems

that after he had preached in various parts of Galilee,

and had been well received, he came to Nazareth and,

having read a Messianic prophecy from Isaiah, pro-

ceeded to apply it to himself. Having noticed the

demand which he expected would be addressed to him,

that he should repeat there such works as he was

reported to have performed at Capernaum, he proceeded

to convey by some pointed illustrations from the Old

Testament the unflattering intimation that Nazaretli

was to be less favoured by God than his adopted

home. Hereupon a storm arose in the synagogue,

and an efi"ort was made by the enraged audience to

cast him from the brow of a hill. But he escaped in

safety to his own residence at Capernaum.*

Whether or not any such sermon was preached or

any such attempt upon his life was made, the

narrative bears further witness to the fact of ill

1 Mk. iii. 21, 31. 3 ]\it. xiii. 54-58.
2 Ibid., vi. 4. « Lii. iv. 14-30.
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success in the town Avliere lie had been brought up,

and to his possession of a house or lodging at

Capernaum. Whether he himself was the owner of

the abode, or whether it belonged to a discij^le who

received him (of which latter there is no evidence),

makes little difference ; the representation afterwards

made that foxes had holes, and birds had nests, but

the son of man had not where to lay his head,^ is

equally negatived by either supposition. Mark and

John know nothing of this condition of the son of

man. In John's Gospel, indeed, it is distinctly

contradicted by the statement that two of the

Baptist's disciples asked him to show them where

he lived ; that he did so, and that they stayed with

him that day.^ Indirect evidence of the same kind

is afforded by the notice of an entertainment given

by Jesus at his own house, to which he invited

a very promiscuous company. Luke, indeed, re-

presents this feast as having been given by Levi,

l)ut this is evidently for the sake of an artistic

connection with the summons to Levi, which in

all three narratives immediately precedes it. For

the same reason he departs from both other

Evangelists in making the scribes at this very

feast put the question why Jesus and his dis-

ciples did not fast, which, according to the more

trustworthy version, is put by the disciples of the

Jjaptist.* Thus Luke contrives to convert three

unconnected stories into a single connected one.

' Mt. viii. 19, 20 ; Lu. ix. 57, 5S.

^ Jo, i. 39.

^ Mk. ii. 15-17 ; Mt. ix. 10-13; Lu. v. 29-32.

* .Mk ii, iS-22 ; Mt. ix. 14-17 ; Lu, v. :^T,-y).
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That Jesus received the more degraded classes of his

countrymen on equal terms, and that his habits were

not ascetic, are the important facts which we have to

gather from these several statements.

The inference from the evidence on the whole is

that Jesus was in comfortable, though not opulent

circumstances ; and even had he been in want, he had

friends enough whose devotion would never have

allowed him to remain without a good lodging and

sufficient food.

These friends he seems to have besjun collectino:

round him as soon as he entered upon his career

of preaching in Galilee. Among the earliest were

four fishermen, Simon and his brother Andrew,

James and his brother John. The first pair of

brothers Jesus called away from their occupation,

saying, '-Follow me, and I will make you fishers of

men." ^ So say two Gospels, but a very diff'erent

account appears in John. There we are told that

two of the disciples of John the Baptist having heard

Jesus, left their master to follow him. One of these

two was Andrew, Simon's brother, and it was Andrew
who went and informed Simon that he had discovered

the Messiah. On seeing Simon, Jesus addresses him,

" Thou art Simon the son of John ; thou shalt be

called Kephas."" Not a word is said here of the

calling of fishermen pursued by these brothers,

lior of the remarkable promise to make them fishers

of men. Moreover it is they who present themselves

to Jesus ; not he who summons them. The two

accounts are mutually exclusive.

Luke has a third version, not absolutely irreconcilable

1 Mk. i. 16-20 ; Mt. iv. 18-22. ^ Jo. i. 38-43.
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with that of Mark and Matthew, though inconsistent

in all its details. According to him, Jesus had once

been speaking to the people from Simon's boat, whicli

was lying on the lake of Gennesaret. The address

concluded, he desired Simon to launch into the lake

and let down the nets. Simon replied that they had

toiled all night and caught nothing
; yet he would

obey. On casting out the net it was found to

enclose so great a multitude of fishes that it broke.

Simon called to his partners, James and John, to

come to his assistance, and both vessels were not

only filled with fish, but began to ^nk with the

weight. Peter, ascribing this large haul to the

presence of Jesus, begged him to depart from him,

for he was a sinful man. Jesus told him, as in the

other Gospels he tells him and his brother x\ndrew

(who docs not appear here), that he shall henceforth

catch men. Hereupon all the three forsook all,

and followed him ; from which it must clearly be

understood that they had not followed him before.

Thus, that which the simpler version represents as a

mere summons, obeyed at once, is here converted into

a summons enforced upon the fishermen by a pro-

fessional success so great as to appear to them mir-

aculous, and to lead in their minds to the infer-

ence that since Jesus had commanded them to let

down the nets, and their obedience had been thus

rewarded, he was in some obscure manner the cause of

the good fortune which had attended their efi"orts.^

Leaving aside for the present all that is peculiar to

John, who alone mentions the calling of Philip, there

is but one other disciple concerning whom we have

' Lu. V. i-ii.
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any information as to the mode in wliicli lie was

led to join Jesus. This is Levi, or Matthew, the

publican. Jesus found him sitting at the receipt of

custom, and commanded him to follow him, which

he instantly did.^ But we are not compelled to sup-

230se that from this time for\\\ard Levi did nothing

but accompany Jesus or go through the country

preaching the new faith. He may have done so,

or he may only have left his business from time

to time to listen to the prophet who had so deeply

impressed him. For while three Evangelists men-

tion this circumstance, only one of them, and that

the least trustworthy, adds that in following Jesus

he left all things.

The names of the other seven, disciples are given

with but a single variation in all of the synoptical

Gospels.l To these twelve their master gave power to

heal diseases and to cast out devils, and sent them

forth into the world to preach the coming of the

kincrdom of heaven, givins^ them instructions as to

the manner in which they should fulfil their mission.^

When not thus engaged, they were to remain about

his person, and form an inner circle of intimate friends,

to receive his more hidden thoughts, and help him in

the work he had undertaken.

The four who were the first to join him seem to

have stood towards him in a closer relationship than

any one else, and to have been in fact his only thorougli

disciples during the earliest period of his life. For

we read that after the cure of a demoniac effected in

^ Mk. ii. 14 ; Mt. ix. 9 ; Lu. v. 27, 28 (where alone KaraXtn-wi' fiTravra

is added).

2 Mk. iii. 14-19 ; Mt. x. 1-4 ; Lu. vi, 12-16.

2 Mk. iii. 14, 15 ; Mt. x. 5-15 ; Lu. ix. 1-6.
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the synagogue at Capernaum^ lie retired into the

house of Simon and Andrew, Avith James and John,

and there healed Simon's mother-in-law of a fever by

the touch of his hands, a species of remedy which

requires no miracle to render it effectual.^ His repu-

tation as a thaumaturgist had now begun to spread,

and crowds of people besieged his door, whom he

relieved of various diseases, and from whom he

expelled many devils.^ The anxiety of the devils to

Ijear witness to his Messiahship he repressed, on this

as on other occasions. Mentioning these circum-

stances, Matthew, ever prone to strengthen his case

by the authority of a Hebrew prophet, cites Isaiah,

"He himself took our infirmities, and bore our sick-

nesses." Certainly not a very happy application of

prophecy; since it nowhere appears that Jesus bore

tlic diseases he cured, or was possessed by the devils

he expelled.

Anxious to escape from the pressure of the people,

who clamoured for miracles, he retired to a desert

j)lace to pray. But here Simon and others followed

jiim and told him that all men were seeking him.

lie replied that he must carry his message to other

villages also, and proceeded on a tour through

(lalilee, preaching and casting out devils.* It was

on some occasion during this Galilean journey, when

crowds, eager to hear his doctrine and see his

Avonders, had pressed around him from every quarter,

that he delivered the celebrated sermon the scene

of which is laid by Matthew on a mountain, and by

1 Mk. i. 21-28 ; Lu. iv. 31-37.

2 .Alk. i. 29-31 ; Mt. viii. 14, 15 ; Lu. iv. 38, 39.

3 J!k. i. 32-34 ; Mt. viii. 10, 17 ; Lu. iv. 40, 41.

« Mk. i. 35-39 ; Lu. iv. 42-44.
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Luke in a plain. ^ A part only of this discourse lias

been preserved to us, for Matthew has evidently col-

lected into one a great number of his best sayings,

which were no doubt actually uttered on many dif-

ferent occasions and in many different places. Luke,

with more sense of fitness, has scattered them about

his Gospel, assigning to some an earlier, to others

a later date. Notably is this unlike arrangement

remarkable in the case of the Lord's prayer, and

in nothing is the untrustworthiness of these Gospels,

as to all exterior circumstances, more conspicuous than

in their assigning to the communication of this most

important prayer totally different times, different

antecedents, and different surroundings. For whereas

Matthew brings it within his all-comprehensive

sermon on the mount, Luke causes it to be taught in

"a certain place" where Jesus was praying. The

former makes Jesus deliver it spontaneously; the

latter in answer to the request of a disciple; the

former to a vast audience ; the latter to the disciples

alone.^

Discrepancies like these evince the hopelessness of

attempting to follow with accuracy the footsteps of

Christ. We can obtain nothing beyond the most

general conception of his movements, if even that

;

and of the order of the several events in his life we

can have scarcely any notion. Discourses, parables,

conversations, miracles, follow one another now in

rapid succession. Leaving the consideration of the

doctrines taught for another place, we will notice here,

without aiming at a chronological arrangement, the

' ]\rt. clis. v.-vii. inclusive ; Lu. vi. 20-49.

^ ilt. vi. 9-13 ; Lu. xi. 1-4.
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principal scenes of his life ; and, beginning with his

miracles, we will take before any others those in which

devils are expelled ; or as we should say, maniacs are

restored to sanity.

A strano-e miracle of this kind is related of ao
man in the country of the Gadarenes or Gergasenes.

Matthew indeed, according to a common habit of his,

has made him into two men, but the other two

Evangelists agree that there Avas but one. This man
was a raving lunatic, who had defeated every effort to

confine him hitherto made, and who lived among

tombs, crying and cutting himself with stones. Seeing

Jesus, he addressed him as the Son of the Most High

God, and adjured him not to torment him. On being

asked his name, he said it was Legion, for they were

many. Having been ordered out by Jesus, he begged

for leave to enter into a herd of swine which was

feeding near at hand ; this was granted, and the herd

ran violently down a steep place into the sea and

w^ere all drowned, their number being about 2000."*

After this wanton destruction of property, it is not

surprising that the people " began to pray him to

depart out of their coasts." Jesus on this occasion

certainly displayed a singular tenderness towards the

devils, and veiy little consideration for the unfortunate

owners of the pigs. Nor did the Legion gain much

by the bargain ; for they lost their new habitation

the moment they had taken possession of it.

The disciples, as we have seen, had received power

over devils, but it appears from a remarkable story

that they were not always able to master them. For

on returning to them after the transfiguration, Jesus

^ Mk. V. 1-20; Mt. viii. 2S-34 ; Lu. viii. 26-39.
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found a crowd about tliem engaged in some disputa-

tion. Having demanded an explanation, a man told

liim that he had brought his son, who was subject to

violent fits, probably epileptic (Mark alone makes

him deaf and dumb), and begged the disciples to cure

him, which they had been unable to do. Hereupon

Jesus, bursting into an angry exclamation against the

"faithless and perverse generation" with whom he

lived, took the boy and healed him. Luke omits the

private conversation with the disciples which followed

on this scene. They asked him, it is said, why they

had been thus unsuccessful. The answer is different

in Matthew and in Mark. In the former Gospel, he

assigns a plain reason :
" because of your unbelief;

"

addins: afterwards, "this kind does not come out

except by fasting and prayer." In Mark, the latter

statementL constitutes the whole reply, no allusion

being made to the disciples' unbelief It is noticeable,

however, that in Mark alone the father is required to

believe before the boy is healed ; a singular condition

to exact, since belief may generally be expected to

follow on a miracle rather than to precede it.^

In the case of the Syro-phoenician w^oman, however,

there was no need to impose it, for her faith, founded

on the reputation of Jesus, was perfect. This woman
came to him wdien he had gone upon an excursion to

the neighbourhood of Tyre and Sidon, and begged

him to cast out a devil from her daughter, w^ho was

not present. He at first refused on the ground of her

being a Gentile, but after a remarkable dialogue,

confessed himself convinced by her arguments, and

told her that on her return she w^ould find the

1 Mk. ix. 14-29 ;. Mt. xvii. 14-21 ; La, k. J7-43.
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daughter curetl, wliicli actually happened/ Here we
have an instance of a remedy effected at a distance,

which can scarcely be credited at all unless on the

supposition that the daughter knew of her mother's

expedition, and had equal faith in Jesus. The
probability is, however, that her recovery is an in-

vention, though the argument with the woman mav
possibly be historical.

Belief in the production of diseases by demoniacal

possession, and in the power of exorcism over diseases

60 produced, is the common condition of mind in

barbarous or semi-civilised nations. The phenomena
which occurred in the first century in Judaea arc

reproduced at the present day in more than one

quarter of the globe. Take, to begin with, the

tlieory of possession in Abyssinia, which I find

quoted by Canon Callaway from Stern's "Wander-
ings among the Falashes." Canon Callaway observes

that "in Abyssinia we meet with the word Bouda,
apj^lied to a character more resembling the Abatakadi

or wizards of these parts [South Africa]. . . . The
Bouda, or an evil spuit called by the same name
and acting wdth him, takes possession of others,

giving rise to an attack known as ' Bouda symptoms,'

which present the characteristics of intense hysteria,

bordering on insanity. Together with the Boudas
there is, of course, the exorcist, who has unusual

powers, and, like the imjanrja yokiihula, or diviner

among the Amazulu, points out those who arc

Boudas, that is, Abatakati."^ Describing the dis-

eases of the Polynesian islanders, the missionary

Turner says :
" Insanity is occasionally met with.

' Mk. vii. 2.;-30 ; Mt. xv. 21-2S. - 11. S. A., pail iii. pp. 2S0, 2S1
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It was invariably traced in former times to tlic

immediate presence of an evil spirit."^ Rising some-

wLat higher in the scale of culture, the Singhalese,

as depicted by Knox, present the spectacle of patients

whose symptoms are an almost exact reproduction of

those which afflicted the objects of the mercy of

Jesus. " I have many times," he relates, " seen

men and women of this country strangely possest,

insomuch that I could judge it nothing else but the

effect of the devil's power upon them, and they

themselves do acknowledge as much. In the like

condition to which I never saw any that did profess

to be a worshipper of the holy name of Jesus. They

that are thus possest, some of them will run mad into

the woods, screeching and roaring, but do mischief

to none ; some will be taken so as to be speechless,

shaking, -and quaking, and dancing, and will tread

upon the fire and not be hurt; they will also talk

idle, like distracted folk." The author proceeds to

say that the friends of these demoniac patients appeal

to the devil for their cure, believing their attacks to

proceed from him.^

The striking successes of Jesus with maladies of

this order naturally brought him the reputation of

ability to deal no less powerfully with other diseases.

Accordingly, a leper presented himself one day, and

kneeling to him said that if he wished he could

make him clean. He did so, and the leper, though

enjoined to keep silence, went about proclaiming

the power of Jesus, who was consequently besieged

by still further throngs of applicants and of curious

spectators/

IN. Y., p. 221. 2 jT. R. C, p. 77.
2 i\Jk. i. 40-45 ; Mt. viii. 1-4; Lu. v. 12-16.
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Illustrating the manner in which he was pursuctl,

we find a curious story. Jesus was in his own

house at Capernaum, when a paralytic, borne upon

a couch, was brought to him to be healed. Unable

from the concourse about him to penetrate to Jesus,

liis bearers let him down through an opening in the

roof. After forgiving the man's sins, which he

claimed a right to do, he told him to take up his

l)ed and walk. This the paralytic at once did, to

the amazement of the bystanders.^ Matthew, telling

the same story, omits the crowd and the circumstance

of letting down the patient through the roof; and

these adjuncts may be fictitious in the special case,

but in so far as they bear witness to the thauma-

turgic repute of Jesus, have in them an element of

genuine histor}^.

Of various other miracles of healing with v/hich

Jesus is credited, one of the most interesting is the

alleged resuscitation of Jairus' daughter. Jairus was

a ruler of the synagogue ; a personage therefore of

some note in his district ; and his daughter, a little

girl of twelve years old, was dangerously ill, and

supposed by her friends to be at the point of death.

At this critical moment Jairus repaired to Jesus,

and requested him to come and lay his hands on the

little maid, that she might live. Jesus consented,

but before he could reach the house messengers

arrived who informed Jairus that his child was

already dead ; he need not trouble the master.

None the less did Jesus proceed to the house, taking

with him only the most intimate disciples, Peter,

James, and John. Here a strange scene awaited him.

About, and probal)ly in the sick-room had gathered

' Mk. ii. 1-12 ; Mt. ix. i-S ; Li». v. 18-26.
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a crowd of people, relations, friends, and dependants

of Jairiis, wlio were engaged in raising a wild

clamour of grief around tlie child. Fluteplayers

were performing on their instruments, while their

lugubrious music was accompanied by the tumultuous

wailing and howling of the mourners. Jesus, having

entered the place, declared that the maiden was not

dead, but sleeping; or as we should say, in a state

of insensibility. The people laughed in derision at

the assertion, but Jesus at once took the very proper

and sensible measure of turning them all out of the

room (which was either the sick-room itself or one

close to it), and taking the damsel's hand, com-

manded her to rise. She did so, and Jesus (again

exhibiting excellent sense) ordered that she should

have something to eat.^ In this case we have a

peculiarly valuable instance of the manner in which

miracles may be manufactured. Analysed into its

elements of fact and its elements of inference, we

find in it nothing which cannot be easily understood

without supposing either any exercise of supernatural

power or any deliberate fraud in the narrators.

Observe first, that in two out of the three versions

the girl is reported by Jairus not to be dead, but

dying. True, before Jesus can get to her it is

announced that she is actually dead. But Jesus,

having reached the house, and having evidently seen

the patient (though this fact is only suffered to

appear in Luke's version), expressly contradicts this

opinion, declaring that she is not dead, but

unconscious. On what particular symptom he

1 ]VIk. V. 21-24, and 35-43; Mt. ix. 18, 19, and 23-26; Lu. viii.

40-42, and 49-56.
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founded this statement wc do not know, but we

cannot, without accusing Jesus of deliberate untruth-

fuhiess, believe that he made it without reason. At
any rate, the measures taken by him implied a

decided conviction of the accuracy of his observa-

tion. If she were, as he asserted, not dead, though

dangerously ill, the hubbub in the house, if suffered

to continue, would very likely have rendered her

recovery impossible. Quiet was essential; and that

having been obtained, it was perfectly possible that

under the soothing touch and the care of Jesus she

might awake from her trance far better than before,

and to all appearance suddenly restored to health.

The crisis of her case was over, and it may have

been by preventing her foolish friends from treating

that crisis as death, that Jesus in reality saved her

life. And when she awoke, the order to give her

food implied a state of debility in which she could

Ijc assisted, not by supernatural, but by very

commonplace measures. Observe, however, the man-

ner in which in this case the myth has grown. In

two of the Gospels, JMark and Luke, Jairus comes to

Jesus, not when his daughter is dead, but only when
she is supposed to be at the last gasp. Tlierc is no

reason from their accounts to believe that she died

at all, her friends' opinion on that point being

contradicted by Jesus. But in IMatthew the miracle

is enhanced by the statement of the father to Jesus

lliat she was just dead.^ Consistently with this

account the message afterwards sent to him from his

liouse is omitted. Again, while it seems from the

manner in which ]\Iatthew and Mark relate what

1 'A/)Ti {jiKiiTiiaiv is the expression (Mt. ix. i8).
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happened, tliat the words of Jesus, " The maiden is

not dead, but sleepeth," preceded his entry into her

room, it is clear from Luke that they succeeded

it. And this is consistent with the requirements of

the case. Some of the mourners and attendants

must obviously have been by the bedside, and he

could not turn them out till he was himself beside it.

Then, clearing the sick-chamber of useless idlers, he

could proceed in peace to treat the patient ; while if

we suppose that these people were all outside the

door, there is far less reason for their prompt

expulsion. That this is the true explanation of the

miracle I do not venture to assert ; I have only been

anxious to show, by a single instance, how easily the

tale of an astounding prodigy might arise out of a

few perfectly simple circumstances.

A curious incident took place on the way to the house

of Jairus. A woman who had had an issue of blood

for twelve years, came behind Jesus and touched his

clothes, whereupon she was instantly healed. Jesus,

turning round, told her that her faith had saved her.^

Such is the fact as related by the first Evangelist
;

but the other two, magnifying the marvel, place Jesus

in the midst of a throng of people ^Dressing upon him,

and make him supernaturally conscious that some one

has touched him in such a manner as to extract reme-

dial power out of him. Discovered by this instinct, the

woman tremblingly confesses her deed.

Neither contact, however, nor even the presence of

Jesus on the spot, were essential to a miracle of healing.

A centurion, having a paralytic servant, either went or

sent others to Jesus, requesting that he would heal hmi.

' Mk. V. 25-34 ; Mt. ix. 20-22 ; Lu, viii. 43-48,
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Before Jesus could reach tlie house, he declared that he

was unworthy of receiving him within it, but entreated

that the word might be spoken, adding that his

servant would then be healed. This was done ; and

Jesus took occasion to point the moral by contrasting

the faith of this heathen with that of the Jews, dwell-

ing on the superior strengtli of the former.^ This myth,

which appears only in two Gospels, and in them with

considerable variations, seems to have been designed

to glorify Jesus by making a Roman officer acknow-

ledge his powers. This intention is more evident in

Luke than in Matthew, for in Matthew the centurion

comes himself ; but in Luke he sends " the elders of

the Jews" to prefer his request, their appearance

evincing his importance, and therefore increasing the

honour done to Jesus by the supj^liant attitude in

which he stands. When Jesus is near his house the

officer still does not approach in person, but sends

friends, distinctly stating that he thought himself

unworthy to come himself, and intimating his belief

that a mere word will be enough to heal his servant.

It is impossible to see why this message might not

have been sent in the first instance by the elders, and

the cure effected at once, but the two embassies to

Jesus make a better story. Thus, in this version the

centurion, who in the other version gives an interest-

ing account of his official status, and receives the

highest praise for his faith, never actually sees Jesus

at all ; and the eulogy is spoken not to him, but of

him. Here, then, is another example of the way in

which talcs of this kind grow in passing from mouth

to mouth.

* Mt. viii. 5-13; Lu. vii. i-io.
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Sometimes mucli more materialistic means of healing

were adopted. One day, by the sea of Galilee, a deaf

and dumb man was brought to Jesus. In this case

he took the man aside, put his fingers into his ears,

spat, touched his tongue, looked up to heaven,

sighed, and said, Ephphatha, or, Be opened.^ When a

word was suflicient, it was singular to go through all

these performances, and the whole proceeding has

somewhat the air of a piece of jugglery. At Beth-

saida he dealt in like manner with a blind man,

leading him out of the town, spitting upon his eyes,

and then putting his hands upon him. Asked whether

he saw, the man replied that he saw men as trees

walking, whereupon a further application of the hand

to his eyes caused him to see clearly.^ Here the

remark presents itself that if anything of the sort

ever occurred, the man could not have been born

blind, since he would then have been unable to dis-

tinguish either men or trees by sight. It must have

been a blindness due to accident or disease of the

eyes, and might not have been total. But the whole

story is probably mythical.

Two more miracles of healing rest on the authority

of the third Gospel alone. By one of them ten lepers,

who had asked for mercy, were suddenly cleansed

after they had gone away. One only of the ten, a

Samaritan, turned round to glorify God and to utter

his gratitude. Jesus then observes :
" ' Were not the

ten cleansed ? Where are the nine ? Were there

none found that returned to give glory to God, ex-

cept this stranger ?
' And he said to him, ' Arise,

go ; thy faith hath saved thee.' " ^ Here the inten-

^ Mk. vii. 3I-37. ' Mk. viii. 22-26. ^ Lu. xvii. 11-19.
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tion of exalting the Samaritan above tlio Jews is very

evident.

Another prodigy was worked at tlie town of Naiu,

Avhere the only son of a widow was just dead, and his

body was being carried out to the burial-place. Jesus

touched the bier, and the widow's son rose to life, to

the terror of the spectators, who declared that a great

prophet had been raised up, and that God had looked

upon his people.^

Though the miracles of Jesus were principally of a

remedial character, there were others which were

rather designed to evince his power. Conspicuous

among this class is that of feedingr a multitude of

5000 people who had followed him into a desert

place, and whose hunger he satisfied by the super-

natural multiplication of five loaves and two fishes.'^

Of this wonder a double version, slightly difi"erent in

details, has been embodied in the two first Gospels.

It is plainly the same story coming from difierent

sources. John, whose miracles are seldom identical

with those of the synoptics, relates this one nearly in

the same way ; except that according to him it was

a lad and not (as in the other Gospels) the disciples,

who had the food on which the marvel was operated.

The number of persons is stated in all four Gospels to

be 5000 (and on the second occasion in the two first

Gospels 4000) ; but Matthew alone has striven to

enhance the miracle still further by adding to these

numbers the words, " besides women and children."

Immediately after this miracle the disciples entered

^ Lii. vii. 11-17.

' ^Ik. vi. 30-45, and viii. 1-9 ; Mt. xiv. 14-21, and xv. 29-38 ; Liu

ii. 10-17 ; Jo. vi, 1-15.
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a boat to cross the lake of Galilee, leaving their master

on land. A storm overtook them at night, and as

they were labouring through it, they saw Jesus walk-

ing towards them on the water. Alarmed at such an

apparition they cried out in fear ; but Jesus reassured

them, and was received into their boat, whereupon tlie

wind fell.^ To this Mattliew, unlike Mark and John,

adds that Peter also attempted the feat of walking on

the lake ; but being timid, began to sink, and had to

be rescued by Jesus. John alone adds to the first

miracle a further one ; namely, that immediately

upon his entrance into the shij^, they were at the

land whither they went.

A somewhat similar performance is that of stilling

a violent storm on the lake of Galilee, which seems

to have astonished even the disciples in the boat,

accustomed as they must have been to prodigies. At

least their exclamation, " What sort of man then is

this, that even the wind and the sea obey him ?

"

looks as if all his influence over devils and diseases

had failed to convince them of his true character.^

All doubt upon this score must have been removed

in the minds of three at least of the disciples by a

scene which occurred in their presence. Peter, James

and John accompanied him one day to a high moun-

tain, where he was transfigured before them ; his

raiment becoming white and shining. Elijah and

Moses were seen with him, and Peter, evidently be-

wildered, proposed to make three tabernacles. A
voice came from heaven :

" This is my beloved son :

hear him." Suddenly the apparition vanished

;

1 Mk. vi. 45-52 ; Mt. xiv. 22-33 5 Jo. vi. 16-21.

2 Mk. iv. 35-41 ; Mt. viii. 23-27; Lu. viii. 22-25.
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Jesus alone remained with the discijDles, and on

the way down charged them to tell no one of what

they had seen till after the resurrection.^ This is

a suspicious circumstance, which means, if it mean
an3'thing, that the transfiguration was never thought

of till after the death of Jesus, and that this order

of his was invented to account for the otherwise

unaccountable silence of the three disciples. For

is it to be imagined that Peter, James, and John

could keep the secret of this marvellous event,

which was so well fitted to confirm the faith of

believers, and to convince the Jews in 2;eneral of

the Messianic nature of the prophet ? And if they

did keep the secret, what weight is to be attached

to their evidence, given long after the event, and

when exalted views of the divinity of the Christ

who had risen from death were already current ?

Such are some of the " mighty works " for which

Jesus claimed, and his disciples yielded, the title of

" son of man," or " son of God," and assumed the

authority of the "Messiah" whom the Jewish nation

expected. But this claim was recognised neither by

tlie spiritual heads of the Jews, nor by the great bulk

of the peo2:)le. Indeed he had given great offence to

their religious sentiment both by putting forward

such pretensions, and by the opinions he had expressed

on various topics. The language which had caused

their hostilitv, as beloni:!:in2^ to his historical and not

to his mythical personality, will be considered else-

where. But the accounts—semi-mythical, semi-his-

torical—which have reached us of tlie closing scenes of

his life, must be passed under review now.

1 Mk. ix. 2-13 ; ^It. xvii. 1-13 ; Lu. ix. 28-36.
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Long before his actual arrest, the Gospels tell us

that he had predicted to his disciples the sufferings

that VN^ere to befall him. Peter, according to one of

the versions, had remonstrated with him on these

forebodings, and had received from him in consequence

one of the sharpest reprimands he had ever given,

with the opprobrious epithet of " Satan." It is further

stated that he prophesied his resurrection, and his

return to earth in glory with the angels of his

Father. To this was added anotlier prediction

which proved false, that there were some standing-

there who should not taste of death till the son

of man came in his kingdom. Gloomy expressions

as to the necessity of his followers taking up their

crosses and being ready to lose their lives also

escaped liim.^ A little later, he is said to have

distinctly given vent to similar expectations as to

his approaching end, though without being able to

make himself understood by his disciples.^ Again,

on the way to Jerusalem where he intended to

celebrate the passover, he took all his twelve dis-

ciples aside, and distinctly foretold his execution

there, and his resurrection on the third day.^

Those portions of his prophecies which related to

his death at the hands of the Jewish rulers, though

not those which related to his return in glory, were

destined to be soon fulfilled. Determined to insist
.

publicly upon his title to the Messianic throne, Jesus

resolved upon a triumphal entry into Jerusalem.

Having sent two disciples from the Mount of Olives

1 Mk. viii. 31-ix. I ; Mt. xvi. 21-28 ; Lu. ix. 22-27.

2 Llk. ix. 30-32 ; Mt. xvii. 22, 23 ; Lu. ix. 44, 45.
8 Mk. X. 32-34 ; Mt. XX. 17-19 ; Lu. xviii. 31-34.
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to fetch a colt, liitherto unridden, wliich he informed

them the owners would surrender on hearing that tlie

Lord had need of it, he mounted this animal and rode

into the city amid the shouts and acclamations of his

supporters. ]\Iany are said to have spread their

garments in his path ; others to have cut down
branches from trees, and strewed them before him.

Those that went before and behind him kept cheering

as he rode, exclaiming :
" Ilosanna, blessed is he

who cometh in the name of the Lord ; blessed is the

coming kingdom of our father David ; hosanna in the

highest."
^

This remarkable scene is described in all the Gospels

;

but while the three first represent Jesus as sending to

fetch the colt, or the ass and colt, which he in some

mysterious manner knows that the man will give up,

the fourth makes him take the ass and mount it ; not

as in the other versions before the triumphal reception,

but after it had begun. So that as to these important

circumstances the two accounts are entirely at issue
;

that of John being the more natural. That Jesus

actually entered Jerusalem in this fashion is highly

probable, for we find in the Gospels themselves a

motive assigned which might well have led him to

select it for his approach to the capital. There Avas a

prophecy in Zechariah with w^hich he was no doubt

familiar: "Rejoice greatly, daughter of Zion;

shout, daughter of Jerusalem : behold, thy King

cometh unto thee, just and victorious is he ; lowly,

and riding upon an ass, and upon a foal, the

young of asses." ^ AVith the views he held as to

^ Mk. xi. i-ii; Mt. xxi. i-ii; Lu. six. 29-39; Jo. xii. 12-16.
^ Zech. ix. 9.
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his Messiahship, Jesus may well have been anxious

to show that this prophecy was fulfilled in his

person.

On the day after his entry on the ass, on coming

from Bethany, he was hungry, and finding a fig-

tree without fruit, he cursed it. Mark says that the

disciples found it withered the next day ; Matthew,

increasing the marvellous element, that they saw it

wither "immediately." Mark also adds that it was

not the season for figs, which, if correct, would have

made it absurdly irrational in Jesus to expect them.^

If we accept the more natural supposition that it was

the season, but that this individual tree was barren,

then we may easily understand that the absence of

fruit and the withered condition of the tree were

both parts of the same set of phenomena, and

that the disciples may have observed them about

the same time.

Human beings were the next victims of the wrath

of Jesus. The money-changers and dove-sellers were

turned out of the temple by him ; the fourth Gospel

alone mentioning a scourge of small cords as the

weapon employed.^ A question put by the authorities

as to his right to act thus was met by a counter-

question, and finally left unanswered.^ The chief

priests now consulted together as to the measures to

be taken with a view of bringing him to trial, but

hesitated to do anything on the feast-day for fear of

1 Mk. xi. 12-14, and 20-26 ; Mt. xxi, 18-22.

2Mk. xi. 15-18; Mt. xxi. 12, 13; Lu. xix. 45, 46; Jo. ii.

14-17.

3 Mk. xi. 27-33 ; Mt. xxi. 23-27 ; Lu. xx. 1-8.
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popular disturbances. Mattliew tells us, what tlie

other two do not know, that they assembled

at the palace of the high priest Caiaphas, and also

puts in the mouth of Jesus a distinct prophecy

that after two days he will be betrayed to be

crucified/

A similar foreboding is expressed, according to

Matthew, Mark, and John, in reference to an in-

cident which is variously described by these three

Evangelists. Matthew and Mark agree in saying,

that on this occasion he was taking a repast at

the house of Simon the leper, when a woman came
up to him with a box of very precious ointment

and poured it on his head. Here, according to

Mark, "some," according to Matthew, "the dis-

ciples," Avere indignant at the waste of the oint-

ment, which might, they said, have been sold

"for much," or "for 300 pence," and the pro-

ceeds given to the poor. But Jesus warmly took

up the woman's cause, for, he remarked, "she
has wrought a good work on me. For you always

have the poor with you, but me ye have not al-

ways. For in pouring this ointment on my body
she has done it for my burial." Mark now how
strangely this simple story has been perverted

in the fourth Gospel to suit the purposes of the

writer. The date he assigns to it—six days before

the passover—is nearly the same as that given

in the second Gospel, where it is placed two days
before that festival. Tiie place, Bethany, is also

identical. But the other circumstances are widely

^ Mk. xiv. I, 2 ; Mt. sxvi. 1-5 ; Lu. xxii. i, 2.
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different. In this Gospel alone is anything known

of an intimate friend of Jesus, Lazarus by name.

In it alone is there any mention of one of his most

astounding; miracles, the restoration of Lazarus to

life. Consistently with his peculiar notion of the

relations of Jesus with this man's family he says

nothing of Simon the leper, but without telling us

in whose house Jesus was, mentions that Lazarus

was amona: the guests, and that his sister Martha

was serving. Further, he asserts that the woman
who brought the ointment was Mary, the other

sister. Instead of pouring it on his head, she is

made to anoint his feet, and wipe them with her

hair. Instead of the disciples, or some unknown

people, being angry at the waste, it is Judas Iscariot

in whose mouth the obnoxious comment is placed.

The sum he names, 300 pence, is the same as that

assigned in Mark as the value of the ointment.

But in order to cover Judas with still further

obloquy, the Evangelist charges him with a de-

sire to obtain this sum, not for the poor, but for

himself; he being the bearer of the common purse,

and being in the habit of dishonestly appropriat-

ing some portion of its contents.^ Of such an

accusation not a trace is to be found in the

other Gospels, whose writers were assuredly not

likely to spare the reputation of Judas if it were

open to attack. Nor does the author of this

insinuation offer one particle of evidence in its

support.

The steps by which a story grows from an indefinite

to a definite, from a historical to a mythical form, are

^ Mk. xiv. 3-9 ; Mt. xxvi. 6-13 ; Jo. xii. 3-8.
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admirably illustrated in tliis instance. A tradition is

preserved in which, while the main event is clear,

many of tlie surrounding circumstances have been

suflfered to escape from memory. Writer after writer

takes it up, and finding it thus imperfect, adds to it

detail after detail until its whole comjjlexion is altered.

Even the main event may not always be exempted

from the transfiguring process; as here, where the

feet of Jesus are substituted for the head, and the

interesting picture introduced of Mary wiping them
with her hair, and consequently placing herself in

a situation of the deepest humility. And if the

central incident is thus unsafe, still more so are

its adjuncts. First, the woman' is unknown, as

are those who murmur against her. Then, in the

second stage, the woman is still unknown, but the

murmurers are known generally as the disciples.

But no bad motive is as yet assigned for their

censure. Lastly, in the third stage, the woman
is known, the murmurer is known specifically as

one disciple, and a bad motive is assigned for

his censure. Such is the way in which myths

grow up.

The circumstance we have next to deal with is

obscure, not because too much has been added, but

because something has been omitted. Jesus had now

drawn upon him the mortal hatred of the priests of

the temple. He was well aware of his danger, as

many of his expressions show. He endeavoured to

avoid it by living in concealment in or near Jerusalem.

Not that we are told of this in so many words, but

that tlie course of the story renders it a necessary

assumption. For all the Gospels inform us that one

of his disciples, Judas named Iscariot, went to the
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cliief priests and betrayed him, receiving a pecuniary

reward for the service thus rendered/ As to this fact

there is complete unanimity, and it is borne out by

the manner of his arrest as subsequently depicted.

We cannot then treat it as a fiction ; but it is plain

that had Jesus been leading the open and public life

described in the Gospels, there would liaA^e been no

secret to betray, and no reward to be earned. A
period, more or less long, of retirement to some spot

known only to friends, must therefore be taken for

granted. John alludes to something of the sort,

though not distinctly, when he relates that there

was a garden across the brook Cedron, to which he

often resorted with his discijDles, and which was

known to Judas. But the Christian tradition did not

like to acknowledge that Christ, whom it represents

as braving death, ever lurked in hidden places like a

criminal, and at the same time it wished to brand the

memory of Judas with infamy. Hence the suppres-

sion of a fact without which the story cannot be under-

stood. The expressions, "he sought how he might

conveniently betray him;" ^ or " he sought opportunity

to betray him,"^ plainly point to the same inference.

There are some differences in the manner in which

the proceedings of Judas are related. All the Gospels

agree that he received money, but Matthew alone

knows how much. This Evangelist had in his mind a

passage in Zechariah, which he erroneously attributes

to Jeremiah, and which moreover he misquotes.* In

the original it runs thus :
" And I said unto them

[the poor of the flock], If it is good in your eyes, give

1 Mk. xiv. lo, II ; Mt. xxvi. 14-16 ; Lu. xxii. 3-6 ; Jo. xiii. 2, 27.

* Mk. xiv, II. 3 Mt. xxvi. 16, » Mt. xxvii. 9.
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me my hire ; and if not, forbear. And tliey weighed

for my hire thirty pieces of silver." ^ Matthew and

Mark merely state that Judas betrayed his master,

giving no reason for his conduct. Luke, however,

represents it as a consequence of Satan having entered

into him ; " while John in like manner states that the

devil put it into his heart, and even knows the very

moment when Satan entered into him.^ This Evan-

gelist alone places the first steps taken by Judas after

the last supper, instead of before it, and strangely

enough so arranges the course of events, that he only

acts upon the resolution to betray him after a distinct

declaration by Jesus that he Avas about to do so.

Slightly anticipating the course of the narrative, we

may mention here the singular myth of the unhappy

end of the traitor Judas ; a myth which is of peculiar

interest inasmuch as its origin is distinctly traceable

to a mistranslation of a verse in Zechariah. The

passage quoted above continues thus : "And Jehovah

spoke to me : Throw it to the treasure, the costly

mantle with which I am honoured by them ; and I

took the thirty pieces of silver and threw them into

the temple of Jehovah to the treasure." But the

word here used for treasure commonly signifies potter,*

and was hence interpreted "Throw it to the potter."^

Out of this mistake arose the story that Judas, ashamed

of his bargain, returned the money to the chief priests,

1 Zech. xi. 12, 13. According to Ewald, this portion of Zechariah is

by an anonymous prophet contemporaneous with Isaiah.

'^ Lu. xxiL 3.

2 Jo. xiii. 2, 27.

*
liji**, potter; llJij^, treasure.

' The word used iu the LXX. is xwi'eiT^ptoj'; a crucible, or smelting-

place.
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who, deoming it imlawful to put it in the treasuiy,

bought therewith the " potter's field to buiy strangers

in." Thus, observes Matthew, " was fulfilled that

which was spoken by Jeremy the prophet." Judas,

having parted with his ill-gotten gain, committed

suicide by hanging.^ So at least says Matthew ; but

Luke, making confusion worse confounded, represents

Judas himself as purchasing the field "with the

reward of iniquity
;

" after which he fell headlong,

and bursting in the middle, his bowels gushed out.^

Of this notorious fact, "known," according to the

Acts of the Apostles, "to all the dwellers at Jeru-

salem," Matthew at least was wholly ignorant. But

both versions equally originate in the defective Heb-

rew of the translators of Zechariah.

In all the synoptical Gospels, the celebration of the

passover by Jesus and his disciples succeeds the secret

arrangement of Judas with the high priests. He
kept it in Jerusalem, in the house of a man whose

name is not mentioned, but who must have been one

of his adherents. The encounter with this man is

represented in two of the three versions as something

miraculous. On the first day of unleavened bread

Jesus told two of his disciples (according to Mark),

James and John (according to Luke), to go into

Jerusalem, where they would meet a man bearing a

pitcher of water. Him they were to follow, and

wherever he went in, they were to say to the master

of the house, "Where is the guest-chamber, where I

may eat the passovei: witli my disciples ? " He would

then show them a large furnished upper room, where

^ Mt. xxvii. 3-10. 2 ^cts i. iS, 19.

VOL. I. Y
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tliey were to prepare it. Notliiug but a perfectly

natural version of all this appears in Matthew. There

Jesus tells his disciples to go into the city to So-and-

so (the name therefore having been given), and tell

him that he wished to keep the jDassover at his house.^

Here again we see how easily a wondrous tale may
originate in a very simple fact.

Supper was accordingly prepared in the man's house,

and Jesus ate the passover there with his disciples.

At this supper, according to all the Gospels, he men-

tioned the fact that one of them would betray him.

Whether in so doing he actually named the traitor is

uncertain. Mark's account is that when he had pre-

dicted that one would betray him, the disciples \\\

sorrow inquired one by one, " Is it I ? " and that

Jesus told them it was the one who dipped w4th him

in the dish. Luke leaves it still more indefinite.

There Jesus merely says, " the hand of him that be-

trays me is with me on the table," and no further

inquiry is made by any one. Matthew, like Mark,

represents each disciple as asking whether he was the

one, and Jesus as giving the same indication about

the dish. But he adds that Judas himself asked, " Is

it I ? " and that Jesus answered, " Thou hast said."

Quite diflferent is the account in John. There, instead

of all the disciples inquiring whether it was he, a

single disciple, leaning on the breast of Jesus, asks,

on a sign from Peter, who it was to be. Jesus does

not reply that it was he who di2:>ped in the dish, but

he to whom he should give a sop. He then gives the

sop to Judas, and tells him to do quickly that which

^ Mk. xiv. 12-16 ; Mt. xxvi. 17-19 ; Lu. xxii, 7-13.
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he is about to do ; words understood by uo one

present.^ The improbability of any of these stories is

obvious. In the three first, Judas is pointed out to

all the eleven as a man who is about to give up their

master to punishment, and probable death, yet no

step was taken or even suggested by any of them

either to impede the fixlse disciple in his movements,

or to save Jesus by flight and concealment. The

announcement is taken as quietly as if it were an

everyday occurrence that was referred to. John's

narrative avoids this difficulty by supposing tlie

intimation that Judas was the man to be conveyed

by a private signal understood only by Peter and the

disciple next to Jesus. These two may have felt it

necessary to keep the secret, but why then could they

not understand the words of Jesus to Judas, or why
not at least inquire whether they had reference to his

treachery, which liad just before been so plainly inti-

mated ? That Jesus, with his keen vision, may have

divined the proceedings of Judas, is quite possible
;

that he could have spoken of them at table in this

open way without exciting more attention, is hardly

credible.

It was at this same passovor that Christ, conscious

of his approaching end, blessed the bread and the cup

of wine, and giving them to his disciples, told them

that the one was his body, and the other his blood in

the new testament, or the new testament of his blood.

^

John, who is confused about dates in this part of his

biography, supposes that this supper took place before

the feast of the passover, instead of at it, and, consis-

^ Mk. xiv. 17-21 J
Mt. xxvi, 20-25 '> Lu. xxii. 21, 22 ; Jo. xiii. 21-28.

* Mk. xiv. 22-25 ; Mt. xxvi. 26-29; Lu. xxii. 14-21 ; i Cor. xi. 23-25.
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teutl}- with this view, he says nothing of tlie institution

of the Eucliarist, which had a peculiar reference to

the Jewish feast-day. Instead thereof, he introduces

another ceremony, of w^iich neither the other Evan-

gelists nor Paul say a word ; that of washing the

disciples' feet by Jesus. This was done to make them
" clean every whit " (though it had no such efiect on

Judas), and also to set them an example of mutual

kindness.^

The passover eaten, Jesus retired with his disciples

to the Mount of Olives. Being in a prophetic mood,

he foretold that all his disciples would forsake him in

the hour of danger now approaching, and that Peter

would deny him. This Peter resented, though it

was destined to be soon fulfilled. After this Jesus

went to Gethsemane, and taking his three principal dis-

ciples apart from the rest, told them that his soul was

sorrow^ful unto death, and begged them to remain and

watch wdiile he prayed. Going a little forward, he

prayed earnestly that the coming trial might pass from

him, yet wdth submission to God's will. Eeturning,

he found his three friends asleep, and this happened

twice again, these devoted men sleeping calmly on

imtil the very moment when the officers of the

Sanhedrim came to arrest their Lord. Luke adorns

this scene—which he places at the J\Iount of Olives

without mentioning the garden of Gethsemane—with

ampler details. Mark and Matthew know nothing of

the exact distance of Jesus from his disciples ; Luke

knows that it was about a stone's throw. Moreover,

all the number are present, not only Peter, James, and

John. Sweat like drops of blood falls from Christ.

^ Jo. xiii. 4-17.
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An angel appears to strengthen him. All this is

new ; as is the representation that the disciples

were sleeping from sorrow,—a motive whicli the

Evangelist no doubt felt it needful to assign in

order to vindicate their honour. The other two bio-

graphers, who content themselves with saying that

" Tlieir eyes were heavy," certainly keep more witliiji

the limits of probability.^

No sooner was the prayer concluded than Judas,

accompanied by a large 'posse comitatus armed

with swords and staves, came from the Jewish

authorities. Eesistance to the arrest must have been

expected, and not Avholly without reason ; for as soon

as the officers, in obedience to the j)reconcertcd

signal of a kiss from Judas, had seized Jesus, one of

his party drew a sword and cut oft' the ear of the

high priest's servant. This incident is related in

various ways in all the Gospels. In Mark, Jesus

addresses no rebuke to the disciple who commits

tliis action. In Matthew, he tells him. to put up

his sword, for all who take the sword shall perish

by the sword. In Luke, the progress to greater

definiteness which has been noted as characterising

these semi-historical myths has begun. In the first

place, before going to the Mount of Olives, the

disciples provide themselves with two swords ; and

Jesus, on their mentioning the fact, says, " It is

enough." Then the writer knows that it was the

right ear which was cut off. More than this, he

gives artistic finish to the whole by making Jesus

touch the j)lace and heal the wound ; though whether

^ ilk. xiv. 32-42 ; Mt. xxvi. 36-46 ; Lu. xxii. 39-46.
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a new ear grew, or the old one was put on again, lie

does not tell us. More definite still is the version

in John. This Ev^angelist, as we saw in another case,

is fond of supplying names. Thus, he pretends to

know here that it was Peter who cut off the car, and

that its owner was called Malchus. Peter is called

to order in his version, but Malchus is not healed.

Plainly it was the sense of justice of the third

Evanorelist that made him shrink from leaving an

innocent dependent in this mutilated condition, when

he knew that Christ might so easily have restored

the missing member.

AVhile in the synoptical Gospels it is Judas who
by a kiss points out Jesus, in John it is Jesus

himself who comes forward to declare himself.

Hereupon the party deputed by the priests go

backwards and fall to the ground. They soon re-

cover themselves enough to arrest him. In all the

versions he suffers himself to be quietly taken, while

in all but John he resents, with much dignity, the

sending of such a force against him, as though he

had been a thief; while in fact he had often taught

openly in the temple and had not been stopped.

Their master once taken, the courage of the dis-

ciples was at an end. They all fled. Jesus was

brought before the Sanhedrim, and evidence, of the

tenor of which we are not informed, was produced

against him. Lastly, two witnesses deposed that

they had heard him sa}-, " I am able to destroy

this temple, and in three days to rebuild it;" or,

" I will destroy this temple made with hands, and

will build another not made with hands in three

days.'' Mark endeavours to de2)reciate these wit-
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nesses by saying that their evidence did not agree

;

and he himself is liable to the remark that his

report of their evidence does not agree with that of

Matthew, while in neither Gospel does the utter-

ance attributed by these men to Jesus tally exactly

with that assigned to him in John, " Destroy this

temple, and in three days I will raise it up." ^ The

agreement, however, is close enough to render it

probable that some such expression was used, and

some such evidence given. Neither Luke nor John

know anything of witnesses against Jesus. But

Luke, in common with the other synoptical Gospels,

asserts that he not only admitted, but emphatically

confirmed the charge—distinctly put to him by the

high priest—of being the Son of God. On this

confession he was unanimously found guilty of blas-

phemy.

Wholly different is the conduct of the trial in

John, whose account, moreover, is confused and ill-

written in the extreme. With his usual proneness

to give names, he says that Jesus was taken first

before Annas, the father-in-law of Caiaphas the high

priest. Annas sent him bound to Caiaphas. The

high priest (the council is not alluded to) carried

on an informal conversation with Jesus, inquiring

about his doctrine and disciples
;

questions which

the latter, on the plea of the publicity of his teach-

ing, refused to answer. There is no mention of

blasphemy ; no conviction on any charge ; no ex-

pression of opinion on the part of Caiaphas ; though

from the fact that he committed the prisoner for

^ Jo. ii. 19.
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trial before the Roman court, it may be inferred tliat

he considered liim guilty.^

During the trial by the Sanhedrim, a singular

scene v.-as 2Dassing in the ante-room. There Peter,

who alone of the disciples had followed his master

(for the mention of another is peculiar to John),

was warming himself among the attendants. Ques-

tioned by maids and officers of the court whether

he had not been among the disciples of the accused,

he vehemently, three several times, repudiated the

supposition, though his Galilean accent told heavily

against him. According to John, the question

was put on the third occasion by a relative of

Malchus, who had seen him in the garden. The

other Evangelists are less sj^ecific. Now Jesus had

foretold that Peter would thus deny him, and that

his falsehoods would be followed by the crowing

of a cock. Immediately after the last denial, this

signal occurred ; and Peter, accordinoj to all the

Gospels but the fourth, went out and wept over his

meanness.^

Convicted by the Sanhedrim, the prisoner was now

placed at the bar of the civil tribunal. The pro-

curator of Judaea at this time was a man named

Pontius Pihitus. His character does not stand high.

Neander terms him " an image of the corruption

which then prevailed among distinguished Eomans."^

Appointed in the year 23, he was recalled in '}^'] on

' Mk. xiv. 43-65 ; Mt. xxvi. 47-6S ; Lu. xxii. 47-53, and 63-71 ;

Jo. xviii. 3-14, and 19-24.

2 Mk. xiv. 26-30, and 66-72 ; Mt. xxvi. 30-35, and 69-75 : Lu. xxii,

33, 34, and 55-62 ; Jo. xiii. 37, 38, and xviii. 15-18, and 25-27.

^ Leben Jesu, p. 6S7.
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account of tlie sLaiigliter of some Samaritans in a

battle. He had insulted tlie prejudices of the people

he governed by setting up the standards of the Roman

army within tlie walls of Jerusalem, and had threat-

ened an armed attack upon the peaceable Jews who

went to Csesarea to remonstrate against this novel

measure. On another occasion he had taken some of

the revenues of the temple to construct an aqueduct,

and when the work was interrupted by the people,

had set disguised soldiers upon them, who killed them

without mercy.

Such a man was not likely to be excessively

troubled by scruples about the execution of an inno-

cent victim. On the other hand, it is perfectly

j^ossible that he might, comparing the prisoner with

the prosecutors, prefer the former. Having no love

for the Jewish people, an object of their antipathy

might become to a certain extent an object of his

sympathy. But beyond this, it would be absurd to

suppose that a man of the character of Jesus would

inspire him with any sort of regard, or that he would

hesitate to take his life if it suited his purpose. The

simplest account of the trial bears out this expecta-

tion. Questioned by Pilate as to the charge preferred

jigainsfc him, of claiming to be the king of the Jews,

the prisoner answered by an admission of its truth :

" Thou sayest it." To other accusations urged against

him by the priests he made no reply. Pilate wondered

at his silence, and endeavoured, but without success,

to extract an answer. While the conduct of the

accused man must have appeared to him not a littk'

strange, Pilate may also have thought that the ])re-

tensions to kingship of a peaceable fanatic, with but
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few and obscure followers, were nowise dangerous to

the Roman government. It was his custom at this

festival to release a prisoner, leaving the people, or

the Jewish authorities, to decide whom. He now
proposed to release Jesus, but the suggestion was not

accepted, and the liberation of a well-known political

prisoner, who had been engaged in an insurrectionary

enterprise, was demanded instead. Pilate naturally

enough preferred the would-be Messiah to the actual

rebel. The Jews as naturally preferred the rebel.

Tliey clamoured for the crucifixion of Jesus, and

Pilate—afraid perhaps that by too much anxiety to

save him he would expose himself to misrepresenta-

tion before Tiberius—gave way to their demand.

So far Mark ; and as to the charge against Jesus,

and the procurator's treatment of it, the other Evan-

gelists are all at one with him. But each has adorned

the trial with additional incidents after his own
fashion. Matthew has a ridiculous story of an inter-

ference with the course of justice by Pilate's wife,

who on the strength of a dream entreated him to

have nothing to do with " that just man." Matthew,

as we have seen before, was a great believer in dreams.

Tlien he is so desirous of clearing the character of

the Roman, that he describes him as washing his

hands in token of his innocence before the multitude,

who cry out that the blood of Jesus is to be on them

and their children. In Luke, there is a new varia-

tion. Learning that Jesus was a Galilean, Pilate sent

him to Herod, who had long been anxious to sec

him, but who could not now induce him to answer

any of his questions. Herod, like Pilate, found no

fault in him, and sent him back after treatini^ him
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with ridicule. Pilate's reluctance to convict Jesus is

much magnified in this Gospel. He insists on Herod's

inability, as well as his own, to discover any capital

offence committed by him, and three several times

proposes to the prosecution to chastise him and then

dismiss him. In John, the conversation of Pilate

with Jesus is wholly different. In the first place, it

takes place alone, or at any rate in the absence of the

accusers, for these had refused to be defiled by enter-

ing the court ; and Pilate is represented as going out

to them to inquire into tlie charge. This is to suit

the blunder about dates committed in this Gospel,

according to which the last supper was before, and

the trial at the very time of, the passover. The Jews,

therefore, stand without, and the prisoner is within.

The prisoner does not refuse, as in all the otiier

versions, to answer Pilate's questions, but enters

at some length into his doctrine, explaining the

unworldly nature of his kingdom. Pilate places the

purple robe and the crown of thorns upon him before

his condemnation, instead of after it, and then tells

the Jews that he finds no ftiult in him. Yet after

this he desires them to crucify him, although he

was guiltless. Hereupon the Jews tell him that he

had made himself the Son of God. At this, Pilate is

frightened, and enters into further conversation with

Jesus. After hearing him expound another theory,

he is still very anxious to release him, but is forced

to yield by an intimation that no friend of Ca3sar's

would protect a rival to the tlu'one.^ Anything more

utterly improbable than this scene it is difficult to

1 Mk. XV. 1-14; Mt. xxvii. i, 2, and 11-25 ; Lii. xxiii. 1-23 ; Jo,

xviii. 28-40.
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imagine. The pictures of the Eoman governor of

Judaea going backwards and forwards between accusers

and accused; listening to the theological fancies of

the accused ; helpless against the pressure of the

accusers ; alarmed at the pretensions to divinity of a

young Galilean artisan ; are sufficient in themselves

to stamp this Gospel with the mark of unveracity.

Sentenced to death, Jesus was now scourged ; a

jiur^^le robe was put upon him, and a crown of thorns

about his head (not upon it, as "was afterwards said)

;

he Avas saluted in mockery as king of the Jews, and

smitten witli a reed upon the head. After this cruel

ceremony he was led out to Golgotha to be crucified,

a man named Simon being compelled to bear his cross.^

Luke is singular in the introduction of a large com-

pany of women who follow Jesus to the crucifixion

and draw from him a prophecy of terrible evils to

come upon them and their children ; for themselves,

and not for him, they Avere to weep.^ The other

versions say nothing of any friends or followers, male

or female, as being present at tliis period, though

they do mention many women as looking on from a

distance during tl>e crucifixion. These, however,

were not daughters of Jerusalem (like the women in

Luke), but Galilean admirers who had followed him

to the capital. His mother was certainly not among
them, or she could not fail to have been mentioned iji

the synoptical Gospels ; whereas the only names we
meet with are those of Mary ]\Iagdalene ; ^lary,

mother of James and Joscs ; and Salome, apparently

the same person as the mother of Zebedce's children.'

' Mk. XV. 15-21 ; Mt. xxvii. 26-32 ; Lu. xxiii. 24-26 ; Jo. xix. 1-16.

" Lii. xxiii. 27-31. 2 ^i). j^y ^Q^ ^, . ^it xxvii. 55, 56.
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These were among tlie spectators of the mehiiicholy

end of him who had been their teacher and their

friend. He was crucified between two criminals,

with an inscription on his cross which is differently

reported in every Gospel, but of which the substance

was that he was the king of the Jews. A stupifying

drink which Matthew (in accordance w^ith a supposed

prophecy) ^ calls vinegar and gall, was offered him by

the executioners ; not, as Luke supposes, in mockery,

but with the humane intention of allaying the pain.

His clothes were divided among the party of soldiers
;

a circumstance in which the Evangelists as usual en-

deavour to see the fulfilment of prophecy. In Psahu

xxii. 18, we read: " They part my garments among

them, and cast lots upon my vesture." The Synoptics

content themselves here with stating that the soldiers

drew lots for his clothing, but John, anxious to fulfil

this prophecy in the most literal manner possible,

pretends that they divided the articles of his apparel

into four parts, but finding the coat without seam,

agreed not to tear it, but to apportion it by lot.

Luke is the sole reporter of a saying of Jesus uttered

in his last moments :
" Father, forgive them, for they

know not what they do."^

The pangs of death must have been greatly em-

bittered to Jesus if it be true that not only the priests

and passers-by, but the very criminals who were

crucified with him, ridiculed his claim to be king

of Israel, and suggested that he should prove it to

demonstration by saving himself from the cross. All

1 Ps. Ixix. 21.

2 Mk. XV. 23-28 ; Mt. xxvii. 34-38 ; Lu. xxiii. 32-34, ^6 ; Jo.

xix. 17-24.
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the synoptical Gospels agree in tliis account, with the

single exception that Luke includes only one of the

malefactors among the scorners. According to this

Gospel, the other rebuked his fellow-convict for his

misbehaviour, and addressed to him a few moral

remarks ; AN-hich, however, were perhaps not quite

disinterested, for at its close he requested Jesus to

remember him in his kingdom, and received an ample

reward in the shape of a promise from the latter that

he should be with him that day in Paradise. But

where w^as the impenitent criminal to be ? About his

fate there is an ominous obscurity, and it evidently

did not occur to the writer that the forgiveness which

Jesus had just been praying his Father to grant

his enemies, he juight himself have extended to this

miserable nian.^

Another incident of the closing hours of Jesus is

known to the fourth Evanojelist alone. Accordini]^ to

the others, the women who watched him expire were

standing far oflf. But according to John, his mother

Mary, her sister, and Magdalene were all at the foot

of the cross. There also was the disciple whom Jesus

loved, and who in the three other Gospels had run

away. Before he died, Jesus committed his mother to

the care of this disciple as to a son, and he afterwards

took her home. The dogmatic purpose of this story

is evident. Mary had not been converted by her son

during his lifetime, and it was important to bring her

to the foot of the cross at his death, and to place her

in this close connection with one of his principal dis-

ciples.^

' Mk. XV. 29-32 ; Mt. xxvii. 39-44 ; Lu. xxiii. 35-43.
* Jo. xix. 25-27.
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As to the last words of Jesus, tliere is an amount

of divergence wliicli shows that no account can be

regarded as trustworthy. Mark and Matthew both

rehate that he called out, " Eloi, Eloi, lama sabach-

thani ? " an exclamation which he may really have

uttered, or which, as coming from a prophetic Psalm,

may have seemed to them appropriate. Hereupon a

sponge of vinegar was offered him under the impres-

sion that he was calling Elias, and with a loud cry

he gave up the ghost. In Luke he cries loudly, and

then says, " Father, into thy hands I commend my
spirit." With these words (also from one of the

Psalms) upon his lips, he dies. In John he says, "I

am thirsty ;
" and after receiving some vinegar, adds,

"It is finished;" and bowing his head, gives up the

ghost.
^

With "the death of Christ, and indeed immediately

before it, we pass from the region of mixed history

and mythology into that of pure mythology. With

the exception of his burial, all that foUows has been

deliberately invented. The wonders attendant upon

his closing hours belong in part to the typical order

of myths, and in part to an order peculiar to himself.

The darkness from the sixth to the ninth hour, the

rending of the temple veil, the earthquake, the rend-

ing of the rocks, are altogether like the prodigies

attending the decease of other great men. The cen-

turion's exclamation, "Truly this man was just," or

" Truly this man was the son of God" (it is differently

reported), is a myth belonging peculiarly to Christ,

and designed to exhibit the enforced confession of his

greatness by an incredulous Pomau. In Matthew,

1 Mk. XV. 34-37 ; Mt. xxvii. 46-50 ; Lu. xxiii. 46 ; Jo. xix. 28-30.
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where the more modest narratives of ^lark and Liiko

are greatly improved upon by additional details, it is

further added that many bodies of saints arose, and

after the resurrection appeared to many in Jerusalem/

John, who knows nothing whatever of the darkness,

the accident to the temple veil, the revival of the

saints, or the centurion's exclamation, has a myth of

his own constructed for the especial purpose of ful-

fdling certain prophecies. The next day being a

festival, the Jews, he says, were anxious that the

bodies should not remain on the crosses. They there-

fore requested Pilate to break their legs and remove

them. He ordered this to be done, and the legs of

the two criminals were broken, but not those of Jesus,

who was already dead ; one of the soldiers, however,

pierced his side, from which blood and water gushed

out. The writer adds a strong asseveration of his

veracity, but immediately betrays himself by letting

out that in relating the omission to break the legs of

Jesus he was comparing him to the Paschal lamb, of

whom not a bone was to be broken ; while in telling

of the soldier who pierced his side, he was thinking of

a phrase in Zechariah :
" They shall look upon me

whom they have pierced."
'

The burial of the body took place quietly. Joseph

of Arimathoea, a secret admirer of Jesus, placed it

in a new sepulchre of his own. With him John

associates a character who exists only in his Gospel,

Nicodemus, and whom he introduces here as taking

some part in the interment. To the circumstance of

tlie burial in the rock sepulchre, IVIatthew adds an

1 Mk. XV. 33-39 ; Mt. xxvii. 45, and 51-54 ; Lu. xxiii. 44-47'

* Zech. xii. 10 ; Jo. xix. 31-37.
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audacious fiction of his own ; namel}^, that tlie chief

priests, remembering Christ's prediction that he should

rise on the third day, obtained leave to seal the stone

of the tomb and keep it watched, lest the disciples

should take the body by night and pretend that he

was risen.

^

Certainly if the Evangelist had meant to convey

the impression that no human means could prevent

the resurrection of Christ, he would have been per-

fectly right. An actual body was not necessary for

the purpose. For the legends appertaining to the

resurrection belong to a region in which imagination,

unhampered by the controlling influence of histori-

cal fact, has been permitted the freest play. Of
the appearances of Jesus after his death we have

accounts by no less than seven different hands,

each story being distinct from, though not always
inconsistent wdth, the other six. Let us begin with
what is probably the oldest of all, containing but a
germ of the rest ; the first eight verses of the last

chapter of Mark. There we are told that on the day
after the Sabljath, Mary Magdalene, Mary James's
mother, and Salome went to the sepulchre at sunrise.

They found it empty, the stone having been rolled

away. A young man in \vhite clothes was sitting in

it. He told them that Jesus was risen, and desired

them to tell the disciples that he was going to Galilee,

where they would see him. All that follows in this

Gospel is added by a later hand, and the very first

verse of the addition is plainly written in total dis-

regard of what has just preceded it. Observe then
that tlie simplestform of the story of the resurrection

' Mk. XV. 42-47 ; Mt. xxvii. 57-66 ; Lii. xxiii. 50-56 ; Jo. xix. 3S-42.
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contains no mention of any actual appearance oj

Jesus whatever, but merely an assertion that the body

was not in the tomb, and that a man, sitting inside

it, made certain statements to tliree women. To this

the forger has added that Jesus appeared first to

Magdalene, whose account, given to the disciples, was

disbelieved by them ; secondly, to two disciples w^hile

walking, whose evidence was also disbelieved ; thirdly,

to the eleven at dinner, to whom he addressed a dis-

course/

The writer of the first GosjdcI is much more elaborate.

He was a little embarrassed l)y the guards whom he

had set to watch the tomb, Avhom it was essential to

find some convenient method of getting out of the way.

Like Mark, he takes the two Marys (not Salome) to the

sepulchre early on the first day of the week ; unlike

Mark, he does not make them examine the tomb and

find it deserted. On the contrary, there is an earth-

quake (the author is rather fond of these natural

convulsions), and an angel with a face like liglitiiing,

clothed in the purest white, descends. He rolls back

the stone and sits upon it. His appearance so terrifies

the keepers that they become like corpses. The angel

tells the women that Jesus is risen, and that they are

to let the disciples know that he would go before them

to Galilee, where they would see him. As they are

engaged on this errand, Jesus liimself appears and

gives them a similar injunction. The second appear-

ance occurred before the eleven disci2)les, who saw him

at an appointed place in Galilee, " but some doubted."

Here Jesus addressed to them a parting discourse, and

this Gospel does not state how or when he quitted

> Mk. xvi.
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tliem. The awkward circumstance of tlie presence of

tlie guards, avIio liad certainly not testified to the

anfrel's descent, liad still to be surmounted. This i.s

accomplished by a ridiculous story that they had

been heavily bribed by the priests and elders to say

that the disciples had stolen the body v/hile they

were asleep.^

Unlike either of the preceding writers, Luke con-

ceives the first appearance of the risen Christ to have

been, not to the women, but to two disciples. He
does indeed relate that on the morning of the first day

of the week Magdalene, Mary, Joanna, and other

women went to the tomb, and found the stone rolled

away and the body gone. While they were wonder-

ing at this, two men in shining garments stood by

them, and told them that he whom they sought was

risen. T-liey returned to rej)ort to the apostles, to

whom their words seemed as idle tales. Peter, how-

ever, ran to the sepulchre to verify their statement,

and found only the clothes in it. Two of the disciples

w^ere going that same day to Emmaus. While walk-

ing and talking, a stranger joined them and entered

into a conversation, in which he expounded the

prophecies relating to the Messiah. They requested

this man to remain with them for the night at the

house where they were lodging. During supper he

took bread, blessed it, broke it, and gave it to them
;

whereupon they recognised him as Jesus, and he

vanished from their eyes. On returning to Jerusalem,

they found the eleven and the rest asserting that

Christ was risen and had appeared to Peter. The two

wanderers related their experiences in their turn.

^ Mt, xxviii.
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While the tlisciples were talking, Jesus himself

appeared in their midst, and said, "Peace unto you."

Some sceptical doubts, however, trou1)led them even

now, for Jesus thought it necessary to prove his actual

carnality by showing his hands and feet, as well as

l)y eating some broiled fish and a piece of honey-

comb. After this he " opened their understanding"

by an expository discourse in reference to some of his

own sayings and to the Scriptures ; concluding with

an exhortation to remain at Jerusalem till they were

endowed with power from on high.' This last passage

is explained by the same author in the Acts of the

Apostles to refer to the descent of the Holy Ghost

upon the apostles, whicli in that work is much more

definitely promised by Jesus.^ We also find in it an

important addition to the details furnished by the

Gospel about the resurrection ; nainely, that Jesus was

seen by his disciples for forty days after his physical

death, during which time he kept speaking to them

about matters pertaining to the kingdom of God.^

Directly contradicting Mark and ]\Iatthew, John

states that IMagdalene (no one else is mentioned) went

to the sepulchre while it was still dark (not at dawn
or sunrise), and found the stone taken away. Making

no further inspection, she ran to Peter and to the be-

loved disciple, saying that the l)ody had been abstracted.

The two ran together to the place, and going in, found

the clothes lying in the tomb, whereupon the beloved

disciple " sjiw and believed," though what he believed

is not stated. IMagdalene was standing outside ; but

after the two men had concluded their examination

she entered, and saw \\hat they had not seen—two

^ Lu. xxii. 1-49. ^ Acts i. 5, 8, ^ Acts i. 3.
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angels, sittiDg one at each end of tlie place where

the body had been. These angels asked her why she

was weeping ; she answered, because her Lord's l)ody

had been taken. Turning round, she saw^ a man
^vhom she at first took for the gardener, but whom she

soon recognised as Jesus. She returned and informed

the disciples that she had seen him. The same day,

in the evening, Jesus appeared to the disciples, said,

"Peace unto you," and showed them his hands and

feet. He then breathed the Holy Ghost into them,

and gave them authority to remit or retain sins,

Thomas, who was not present on this occasion, roundly

refused to believe these facts unless he himself could

touch the marks of the nails, and put his hand into

the side. A week later Jesus again appeared, and

Thomas was now enabled to dispel his doubts by

actual examination of his person. To these tlirce

appearances, with which the genuine Gospel closed, a

later hand has added a fourth. According to this new
Avriter, a number of disciples were about to fish on

the lake of Tiberias, when Christ was observed stand-

ino^ on the shore. The miraculous drauf^ht of fishes is

introduced here in a form slightly diff"erent from tliat

which it has in- Luke. By acting on a direction from

Jesus, the disciples caught a vast number. He then

bade them come and dine w-itli him, which they did.

After dinner, he instructed Pester to feed his flock,

and hinted that the beloved disciple might possibly

live till his return in glory.

^

Completely difierent from any of these narratives

is the account of the resurrection contributed by Paul.

It is somewhat confused and difficult to understand.

^ Jo. XX. xxi.
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Christ, he says, rose on the third tlay according to

the Scriptures, and was seen by Cephas ; then by the

twelve ; after that by more than 500 brethren ; after

that by James; next by all the apostles ; and lastly by

himself.^ It is to be noted that since Paul does not say

that Christ appeared^r^^ to Cephas, we may if we please

combine with this account one of tliose which make him

appear first to Magdalene, or to her and other w^omen.

But even then the difficulties do not disappear. For

how could so notorious an event as the manifestation

of Christ to 500 people be passed over sub silentio in

all the Gospels and in the Acts ? And granting that

Paul may by an oversight have put " the twelve" for

" the eleven," are we not compelled to suppose that

**all the apostles " are distinct from '"'the twelve," and

if so, who are they ? AYhat, again, are we to think of

the appearance to James, of which nothing is said else-

where ? Above all, what are we to think of the fact

that the purely spiritual vision granted to Paul,

which was not even seen by his travelling com-

panions, is placed by him exactly on a level with

all the other reappearances of Christ, the physical

reality of which so much trouble has been taken to

prove ?

Comparing now the several narratives of the re-

surrection with one another, we find this general

result. In J\Iark, Jesus is said to have appeared

three times :

—

1. To j\Iary Magdalene,

2. To two disciples.

3. To the disciples at meat

^ 1 Cor. XV. -^-S.
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Two sucli appearances only are recorded in Mat-

tliew :

—

1. To the women.

2. To the eleven in Galilee.

In Luke lie appears :

—

1. To Cleopas and his companion.

2. To Peter.

3. To the eleven and others.

In tlie two last chapters of John the appearances

amount to four :

—

1. To Mary Magdalene.

2. To the disciples Avithout Thomas.

3. To the disciples with Thomas.

4. To several disciples on the Tiberias lake,

Paul extends them to six :

—

1. To Peter.

2. To the twelve.

3. To more than 500.

4. To James.

5. To all the apostles.

6. To Paul.

Upon this most momentous question, then, every

one of the Christian writers is at variance with every

other. Nor is this all, for two of the number bring

the earthly career of Jesus to its final close in a

manner so extraordinary that we cannot even imagine

the occurrence of such an event, of necessity so noto-

rious and so impressive, to have been believed by the

other biographers, and yet to have been passed over

by them without a word of notice or allusion. Can it

be for a moment supposed that two out of the four

Evan2[elists had heard of the ascension of Christ—that
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most wonderful termination of a wonderful life—and

either forgot to mention, or deliberately omitted it ?

And may it not be assumed that Paul, wdien detailing

the several occasions on which Christ had been seen

after his crucifixion, must needs, had he known of it,

have included this, perhaps the most striking of all, in

his list ? In fact the ascension rests entirely on the

evidence of two witnesses, both of them comparatively

late ones, the forg-er of the last verses of Mark, and

the third Evangelist. Neither of -them stand as near

the events described as the true author of Mark, as

Matthew, or as Paul, from no one of whom do we

hear a word of the ascension. Nor do even these two

witnesses relate their story in the same terms. The

finisher of Mark merely tells us that after his parting

charge to the eleven, he was received into heaven and

sat on God's right liand ; a statement couched in such

general terms as even to leave it doubtful whether

there was any distinct and visible ascension, or

whether Jesus was merely taken to heaven like any

other virtuous man, though enjoying when there a

higher precedence.^ Especially is this doubt fostered

by the fact that this Gospel, when speaking of the

witnesses to Christ's resurrection, never alludes to any

of the physical proofs of his actual existence so much
dwelt upon in Luke and the last chapter of John.

Very much more definite is the statement at the close

of the third Gosj^el. There it is related that Jesus led

his disciples out to Bethany, where he blessed them,

and that, in the very act of blessing, he was parted

from them and carried up into heaven.^ The same

author subsequently composed the Acts of the Apostles,

* ilk, xvi. 19. ^ Lu. xxiv. 50, 51.
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and lu tlie interim lie head greatly improved upon

liis previous conce|)tion of the ascension. When
lie came to write the Acts, he was able to supply,

what he had omitted before, the last conversation

of the master with the disciples he was about

to leave ; he knows too that after the final words

— no blessing is mentioned here— he was taken

up and received by a cloud ; that while the dis-

ciples were gazing up, two men in white— no

doubt the very couple who had been seen at

the sepulchre— were perceived standing by them,

and that these celestial visitors told them that

Jesus would return from heaven in the same

way in which he had gone to it.^ Unhappy
Galileans 1 little could they have dreamt for how
many centuries after that day their successors

would wjitcli and wait, watching and waiting in

vain, for the fulfilment of that consoling pro-

phecy.

Casting a retrospective glance at the stories of the

Eesurrection and the Ascension, we may perhaps dis-

cern at least a psychological explanation of their origin

and of the currency they obtained. Whatever other

qualities Jesus may have possessed or lacked, there can

be no question that he had one—that of inspiring in

others a strong attachment to himself. He had in his

brief career surrounded himself with devoted disciples
;

and he was taken from their midst in the full bloom of

his powers by a violent and early death. Now there

are some who have been taught by the bitter expe-

rience of their lives how difKcult, nay, how impossible

^ Acts i. 9-1 1.
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it is to realise in imaG:ination the fact that a beloved

eompanioii is iu truth gone from them for ever.

]\Iore especially will this mental difficulty be felt when

lie whom death has parted from our sides is young,

vigorous, full of promise ; when the infinite stillness

of eternal rest has succeeded almost without a break

upon the joyous activity of a well-spent life ; when

the beino; who is now no more was but a moment xx^o

the moving spirit of a household, or the honoured

teacher of a baud of friends who were linked together

by his presence.

Where the association has been close and constant

;

where we have been accustomed to share our thoughts

and to impart our feelings; where, therefore, we have

habitually entwined not only our present lives, but

our hopes and wishes for the future around the per-

sonality of the dead, this refusal of the mind to com-

prehend its loss is strongest of all. Emotion enters

then upon a strange conflict with Reason. Reason

may tell us but too distinctly that all hope of the return

of the beloved one to life is vain tind foolish. But

Emotion speaks to us in another langunge. Wellnigh

does it prevent us from believing even the ghastly

realities which our unhnppy eyes have been compelled

to witness. Deep within us there arises the craving

for the presence of our friend, and with it the irrepres-

sible thought that he may even yet come back to

thoFC who can scarcely bear to live without him.

"Were these inevitable longings not to be checked by

a clear perception that they originate in our own

broken hearts, we should fancy that we saw the figure

of the departed and heard his voice. In that case a

resurrection would have taken place for us, and for
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those who believed our tale. So far from the reappear-

ance of the well-known form seeming to be strange,

it is its failure to reappear that is strange to us in

these times of sorrow. We fondly conceive that in

some way the dead must still exist ; and if so, can

one, w^ho was so tender before, listen to our cry of pain

and refuse to come ? can one, who soothed us in the

lesser troubles of our lives, look on Avhile we arc

suffering the greatest agony of all and fail to comfort ?

It cannot be. Imagination declines to picture the

long future of solitude that lies before us. We cannot

understand that we shall never again listen to the

tones of the familiar voice ; never feel the touch of

the gentle hand ; never be encouraged by the warm
embrace that tells us we are loved, or find a refuge

from miserable thoughts and the vexations of the

world in tJie affectionate and ever-open heart. All

this is too hard for us. We long for a resurrection
;

we should believe in it if we could ; we do believe

in it in sleep, when our feelings are free to roam at

j)leasure, unrestrained by the chilling presence of the

material world. In dreams the old life is repeated

again and again. Sometimes the lost one is beside

us as of old, and we are quite untroubled by the

thought of parting. Sometimes there is a strange

and confusing consciousness that the great calamity

has happened, or has been thought to happen, but

that now we are again together, and that a new life

has succeeded upon death. Or the dream takes a less

definite form. We are united now ; but along with

our happiness in the union there is an oj^pressive

sense of some mysterious terror clouding our enjoy-

ment. We are afraid that it is an unsubstantial,

shadowy being that is with us ; the least touch may
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dissipate its uncertain existence ; the sliglitcst illness

may extinguish its feeble breath. Granting only a

strong emotion and a lively phantasy, we nicay com-

]»rehend at once how, in many lands, to many

mourners, the images of their dreams may also become

the visions of their waking hours. They see him

again ; they know that he is not gone ; he is beside

them still.

But for us, Avho live in a calmer age, and see with

scientific eyes, there is no such comfort. Not to us

can the bodily forms of those who have gone before

us to the grave appear again in all the loveliness of

life. In the first shock of our bereavement we may
indeed indulge in some such visionary hope ; but as

day after day passes by and leaves us in a solitude

that does but deepen with the lapse of time, we learn

to understand only too well that we are bereft for

ever. Hope, gradually dwindling to a fainter and

fainter remnant, is crushed at last by the miserable

certainty of profound despair. Yet even then, the

mind of man refuses to accept its fate. The scene of

the reunion, which we cannot but so ardently desire,

is postponed to another season and to a better world.

Many are they to whom this final hope is an enduring

consolation. But if even that should fail us in the

hour of darkness, as the more primitive and simpler

hope failed before it ; if here again emotion is reluc-

tantly comjoelled to yield to reason ; then there is still

one refuge in despondency, and a refuge of which we

can never be deprived. It is the thought that death,

so cruel now, will one day visit us with a kinder touch ;

and that the tomb, which already holds the nearest

and the dearest within its grasp, will open to receive

us also in our turn to its everlasting peace.
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Subdivision 3.

—

The Ideal Jesus.

The Gospel attributed by tlie current legend to St

John differs from the other three Gospels in almost every

respect in which difference is possible. The events re-

corded are different. The order of events is different.

The conversations of Jesus are different. His sermons

are different. His oj^inions are different. The theories

of the writer about him are different. Were it not for

the name and a few leading incidents, we should bo

compelled to say that the subject of the biography him-

self is different. A more conspicuous unlikeness than

that of the synoptical to the Johannine Jesus it is not

easy to conceive in two narratives which depict the

same hero. In the synoptical Gospels Jesus is plain,

direct, easy of comprehension, and fond of illustrating

his meaniiig by short and simple parables. In John

he is obscure, mystical, symbolic, and of his favourite

method of teaching by parables there is not a trace.

Both descriptions cannot be true. It would l)e

monstrous to suppose either that the synoptical

Gospels omitted some of his most extraordinary

miracles and some of his most remarkable discourses,

or that the Gospel of John passed over in silence the

wdiole of that side of his character which is por-

trayed in the ethical maxims, the parables, and the

exhortations of its predecessors. Were it so, none

of the four could be accepted as other than an ex-

tremely one-sided and imperfect biography, and each

of them is plainly regarded by its author as complete

within itself. None of them refers to extraneous

sources to supplement its own deficiencies. The con-

cluding verse of the fourth Gospel does indeed allude
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to mail}' unrecorded actions of Jesus, wliicli, if they

were all written, would fdl more books than the world

(jould contain. But, not to rely on the fact that the

last chapter is spurious, these words contain no in-

timation that a mode of teaching completely different

from that here recorded was ever employed by Jesus.

And this is the point in which John's narrative is

peculiar. Again, to turn to the Synoptics, there is no

.shadow of an intimation in them that, between the

last supper and the arrest, Jesus addressed to his

disciples a long and remarkable discourse, full of

the most interesting revelations. Can avc sujDpose

that they could have forgotten it, delivered as it was

at such a moment as this, the very last before their

master's condemnation at which he was able to speak

to them ? Such a supposition is utterly untenable.

The two traditions embodied in these versions of his

life do not therefore, as some learned men—Ewald,

for example—have supposed, supplement, but ex-

clude one another.

Let us enter in detail into some of the peculiar charac-

teristics of the Jesus of John. In the first place, we
may note that his miracles are altogether new. One

of them at least is so astounding that no biographer

who had heard of it could have passed it by. The

laising of Lazarus is the greatest feat that Jesus ever

2)erformed. In other cases he brought persons who

were supposed to be just dead to life, but sceptical

Jews might have suspected that they had never in

reality died at all. Ample precautions against such

cavils were taken in the case of Lazarus. This man

lived at Bethany, and his sisters, IMary and Martha,

were devoted admirers of Jesus. These women sent
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word to Jesus, wlio bad retired "beyond Jordan,"

to say that tlieir brother was ill. He replied that this

illness was for the glory of God. After he had heard

of it he remained two days in the same place. Then,

disregarding the dissuasions of the disciples, who

reminded him that the Jews had recently sought to

stone him, he proceeded towards Judaea, He informed

them, in that obscure manner which he almost

invariably affects in this Gospel, that Lazarus was

asleep ; but on their misunderstanding him, consented

to sj^eak plainly and say that he was dead. He
added that for their sakes he was glad he had not

been there, in order that they might believe— even

the disciples' faith being apparently still in need of

confirmation. On reaching Bethany, he found that

Lazarus had been buried four days. Martha, who
came to meet him, observed that had he been there,

her brother would not have died, and that even now
whatever he asked of God would be given. Jesus

told her that her brother would rise again ; a saying

which she interj^reted as referring to the general resur-

rection; but he replied that whoever believed in him
would never die, and required of her an explicit declar-

ation of her faith in this dogma. Martha evaded the

inquiry by a profession of her conviction that he was

the Christ, and went to summon Mary. She too

remarked that if he had been there Lazarus would not

have died. Distressed by her distress, Jesus himself

wept. Going to the grave, he ordered the stone which

covered it to be removed, in spite of Martha's objec-

tion that putrefaction had set in. A curious scene

fi^llowcd. " Jesus lifted up his eyes and said, ' Father,

1 thank thee that thou hast heard me. And I know
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that thou hcarest me always, but because of the people

which stand by I said it, that they may believe that

thou hast sent me.'" "We must suppose these last

words to have been spoken sotio voce, for " tlic people

which stood by" would have been little likely to

believe in him had they known tliat the thanksgiving

to God was a mere pious pretence, offered up for the

2)urpose of impressing their imaginations by the

event that was to follow. Knowing that his father

always heard him, he certainly had no occasion to

thank him on this one occasion ; if indeed he could

properly be thanked at all for taking the necessary

measures to ensure the credit of his own son, in

whom he desired mankind to believe, and who is over

and over again described as one with himself. This is

perhaps the only instance in any of the Gospels in

Avhich something like hypocrisy is ascribed to Jesus ; in

which he is represented as consciously acting a part

for the benefit of the bystanders, and speaking simply

with a view to effect. Happily for his rejDutation we

are not obliged to Ijelieve in tlie accuracy of his

biographer. After this he called loudly, " Lazarus,

come forth." The dead man accordingly arose, and

came forth from the tomb clad in his graveclothes.^

His restoration to life was permanent, for we find him
afterwards among the guests at a supper to which

Jesus was invited.^

Another singidar miracle to which there is no allu-

sion in any other Gospel is that which is here declared

to be the first; the conversion of water into wine.

Jesus was at a wedding in Cana of Galilee, and when
the wine provided for the entertainment had all been

' Jo. xi. 1-46. - Jo. xii. 2.
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consumed, liis mother informed him of the state of

things. He gave her a rej^elling answer; but she

told the servants to do what he bade them. He then

ordered six water-pots to be filled with water, and

the contents to be drawn. It was found that they

contained wine of a superior quality to that at first

provided.^

The second miracle according to John is not unlike

some of those recorded elsewhere. It consisted in the

cure by a mere word, without visiting the place, of

a nobleman's son who was on the point of death. This

time also Jesus was at Cana, though the patient lay

at Capernaum.^ Another cure was wrought at the

pool of Bethesda, the healing virtues of which are

known only to this Gospel. A man who had long been

lying on its steps, too infirm to descend at the proper

moment, wiis enjoined to rise and walk, which he did.'

It is singular that although *' a great multitude of

impotent folk " were waiting at the pool, many of

whom must needs have been kej)t long, since only one

could be cured each time the water was troubled, this

man alone was selected for the object of a miracle.

Why were not all of them healed at once ?

Not only are the most wonderful proofs of Christ's

divinity contained in this Gospel unknown to the rest,

but its dramatis personce are in several respects

altogether novel. Nathanael, whose difiiculties about
tliinking that any good thing can come from Nazareth
are overcome in a conversation with Jesus;* Nico-
demus, the secret adherent who came by night
and received instruction in the doctrine of re^ener-

VOL. I.
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2 Jo. iii. 46-54, "Jo. i. 45-51
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ation/ wlio at a later period supported him against

the attacks of the Pharisees," and lastly brought spices

to his interment ;
^ Lazarus, brother of Mary and

Martha, who owed him his life ;
* the woman of

Samaria, to whom an important prophecy was made,

and whose past life he knew by intuition ;
^ are all new

personages, and they hold no mean place in the story.

The immediate attendants on his person are no doubt

the same ; but the representation that there was one

disciple " whom Jesus loved " above the rest, and to

whom a greater intimacy w^as permitted,® is uncoun-

tenanced by anything in the other Gospels ; and in-

dicates a fixed purpose of exalting the apostle John

above his compeers.

While the scene, the persons, and the plot are thus

diverse, the style of the principal actor is in striking

contrast to that which he employs elsewhere. Its most

conspicuous characteristic is the continual recurrence

to symbols. It is true that in the other Gospels Jesus

frequently exchanges the direct explanation of his

views for the indirect method of illustration. But an

illustration serves to clear up the meaning of a speaker

;

a symbol to disguise it. Illustrations cast light upon

the principal thesis ; symbols merely darken it. And
this is the difference between the synoptical and the

Johannine Jesus. The one is anxious to be under-

stood ; the other, in appearance at least, is seeking to

perplex. Hence the exchange of the parable for the

symbol. The number of such symbols in John is con-

siderable. Jesus is continually inventing new ones.

^ Jo. iii. I-2I. •• Jo. xi. 44 ; xii.

- Jo, vii. 51. = Jo. iv. 1-30.

'^ Jo. xix. 39.
" Jo. xiii. 2.-;.
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Near tlie beginning of tlie Gospel, he explains to

Nicoclemus that it is needful to be born again; a state-

ment by which Nicodemus is considerably perplexed/

But his symbols are more generally applied to him-

self or his relations to the Father. He is the bread

of life or the bread of God ;
^ again, he is the living

water,^ or he gives a water which prevents all

future thirst ;
* he is the true vine, his Father the

husbandman, and his disciples the branches ;
^ else-

where he is botli the good shepherd and the door by

which the sheep enter the fold ;
^ he is the way, the

truth, and the life ;
^ he is the light that came into the

world ;
® or he is the Resurrection and the Life.^ John

the Baptist, also, unlike the John of the other Gospels,

adopts the same manner. Christ is spoken of by him

as the Lamb of God, which takes away the sins of the

world ;
^^ oi^as the Bridegroom whose voice he rejoiced

to hear, while he himself was but the BrideoToom's

friend. ^^ Sometimes " the Jews," as they are termed

in this Gospel, are puzzled by the enigmatical style of

Jesus, the sense of which they cannot unriddle. Thus,

when he tells them that if they destroy the temple

he will rebuild it in three days, they are naturally

unable to perceive that he is speaking of the temple

of his body.^^ They murmured because he spoke of

himself as the Bread that came down from heaven, nor

was any explanation offered them beyond a reiteration

of the same statement." Not only the Jews, but also

many of his own partisans, were hopelessly perplexed by

1 Jo. iii. 3, 4. ^ Jo. XV. 1-5. i« Jo. i. 29.

2 Jo. vi.
2)2)i 4S- ^ Jo. X. 7-16. " Jo. iii. 29.

3 Jo. ^ Jo. xiv. 6. 12 Jo, ii. 19-21.

^ Jo. iv. 14. 8 Jo. xii. 46 ; iii. 19.

9 Jo. xi. 25.

1^ Jo. vi. 41-51.
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tlic statement tliat no one could have life in liim

Avlio did not eat Lis flesh and drink his blood ;^

a statement which differs materially from that

made at the passover {in the other Gospels),

where the bread and wine were actually offered

as signs of his flesh and blood, and the apostles

alone (who were present) were required to receive

them. At other times he confused them by mys-

terious intimations that he was going somewhere

whither they could not come, and that they should

seek him and be unable to find him.^ On one

occasion, his auditors were unable to comprehend

his assertion that he must be lifted up, and requested

him to explain it. The only reply was another

enigma, namely, that the light was with them but

a little while, and that they should believe in it

while they had it.^ To such language they might

well have retorted, that what they had from him

was not light, but a twilight in which no object

could be distinctly seen, and which never advanced

towards clear daylight.

Closely connected with this tendency to speak in

obscure images was his predilection for argument with

the Jews on abstruse theological topics. In the other

Gospels he teaches the people who surround him, and
the subject of his teaching is generally the rules of

moral conduct ; comparatively seldom theology. In

John he does not so much teach as dispute, and the

subject of the dispute is not morals—a field he scarcely

ever enters—but his personal pretensions. Upon these

he carries on a continual wrangle, supporting his claims

by his peculiar views of the divine nature and of his

1 Jo, vi. 53, 6o. 2 Jo vii 33-36 J viii. 21, 22. ' Jo, iii. 32-36.
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relation to it.'^ In the same spirit the blind man whom
lie cures enters into a discussion with the Pharisees

on the character of him who had restored his sight.^

The Jews are depicted as continually occupied about

this question. Even their own officers receive from

them a reproof for making a laudatory remark about

him,^ w^hile Nicodemus, who interposes in arrest of

judgment, is sharply asked whether he also is of

Galilee.*

The very best instruction of Jesus is not given, as

in the other Gospels, to a multitude, but is reserved for

a select circle of his own followers. It is in the 14th,

15 th, and 1 6th chapters that he rises to the sublimest

heights of his doctrine, and the whole of this remark-

able discourse is delivered to the disciples after Judas

has left the supper-table in order to betray him. The

substance -of his teaching is no less peculiar than its

occasions. The writer conceives of him as holding an

altooether sim^ular relation to the Father, and that

relation he represents his Christ as continually ex-

pounding and insisting upon as of vital moment.

The Evangelist himself begins his work by a concise

statement of his doctrine on this point. The Logos,

he says, was with God in the beginning ; the Logos

was God. All things were made by it, and nothing

was made without it. In it was life, and the life was

the light of men. This Light came into the world, but

the world did not know him. Even his own, who-

ever these may have been, did not receive him. To

those who did receive him, he gave power to become

' Jo. V. 16-47; vi. 41-59; vii. 14-36; viii. 12-59; i^'- 39-4 ^ ;

X. 19-38.
'^ Jo. ix. 24-34. ^ Jo. vii. 47, 48. * Jo. vii. 51, 52.
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the sons of God ; and these were Lorn, not of blood,

nor of the will of the flesh, nor of the will of man,

but of God. The Logos was made flesh, and dwelt

among us, and we belield his glory, as of the ouly-

begotton of the Father.^

The language of Christ is duly adjusted to this very

speculative theory. Thus, he scandalises the Jews by

the bold assertion that he and his Father are one;

and adds to their horror by further maintaining that

he is in the Father, and the Father in him.^ Elsewhere,

Philip is required to believe in the same truth. In

reply to his ignorant request that he may be shown

the Father, he is told that seeing Jesus is equivalent

to seeing the Father. Moreover, the Father who
dwells in Clirist performs the works which are appar-

ently done by Christ alone.^ The disciples, too, are

included in this mystic unity, for they are in Jesus

in the same sense in which he is in God."* His

Father, nevertheless, is greater than himself.^ Jesus

had been glorified with the Father before the world

existed, and looks forward to a return to that

glory. He wishes that those who have been

given him on earth may be with him to behold

the glory which God, who loved him before the

foundation of the world, has o^iven him. That

glory he has given them, and they are to be one,

even as he and his Father are one; he in them,

and God in him.*'

After these preliminary observations, we need

not dwell long on the historical incidents of the

Gospel, of which there are but few. The meeting

' Jo. i. 1-T4. 3 Jo. xiv. 9-1 1. 5 Jo. xiv. 28.

' Jo. X. 30 38. * Jo. xiv. 20 ; xvii. 21, 23. 6 Jo. xvii. 5, 22-24.
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of Jesus with Andrew and Simon, and liis reception

of Natlianael, related in the first chapter, have

abeady been noticed. It only remains to be said,

that Nathanael was deceived by a prophecy which

was not fulfilled ; for at the end of the interview,

Jesus, referring to his amazement that he had been

discovered under the fig-tree, which had quite put

him off his balance, tells him that he shall see greater

things than these, and especially mentions among
them the opening of the heavens and the descent of

angels upon the Son of man. Nathanael never saw

anything of the kincl.'^

The conversion of water into wine follows next.

A peculiarity in the notions of this writer is evinced

by the assertion that his mother and brothers

went with him to Capernaum, for his family do

not accompany him, according to any other state-

ment ; while here his mother not only is with

him, but is aware that he is able to work a

miracle.^ Jesus, after visiting Capernaum, proceeded

for the passover to Jerusalem, where it is said that

many believed in him because of his miracles. His

expulsion of the money-changers, however, brought

him into collision with the authorities of his nation,

who asked him for a sign ; a question to which he

replied by the undertaking to rebuild the temple, if

destroyed, in three days.^ But one of the Jewish

rulers, named Nicodemus, was disposed to believe in

his pretensions. This man came to him by night,

and heard from him a long theological disquisition.*

Jesus then went into Judoea, and remained there

1 Jo. i. 35-5 T. 2 Jo. ii. 1-12. 3 Jo, ii. 13-25. ^ Jo. iii, i -21.
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witli liis disciples baptizing his converts. John
the Baptist is made to bear an emphatic testimony

to liis superiority.^ A visit to Samaria is the occa-

sion for an interesting dialogue with a Samari-

tan woman who had come to draw water at a

well ; and her report leads the inhabitants to come
out and see the prophet by whom she had been so

much impressed.

This incident is reproduced w4th curious fidelity in

Buddhist story. Ananda, one of Sakyamuni's disciples,

met with a Matangi woman, one of a degraded caste,

who was drawing water, and asked her to give him some

of it to drink. Just as the Samaritan wondered that

Jesus, a Jew, should ask drink of her, one of a nation

with whom the Jews had no dealings, so this young

Matangi girl warned Ananda of her caste, which

rendered it unlawful for her to approach a monk.

And as Jesus nevertheless continued to converse with

the woman, so Ananda did not shrink from this out-

cast damsel " I do not ask thee, my sister," he

replied, " either thy caste or thy family ; I only ask

thee for water, if thou canst give mc some." The

Buddha himself, to whom the Matano-i o-irl afterwards

presented herself, treated her with equal kindness.

He contrived to divert the profane love she had con-

ceived for Ananda into a holy love of religion ; much

as Jesus led the Samaritan from the thought of her

five husbands, and of him who was not her husband,

to the conception of the universal Father who was to

be worshijDped ''in spirit and in truth." And as the

disciples "marvelled" that Jesus should have conversed

with this member of a despised race, so the respectable

' Jo. iii. 22-36.
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BraJimans and liousehoklers wlio acllierccl to Buddhism

were scandalised to learn that the young Matangi had

been admitted to the order of mendicants/

After two days spent at Samaria Jesus went on to

Galilee, where he healed the nobleman's son.^ Havinor

returned to Jerusalem for another feast, he cured the

impotent man on the Sabbath, which endangered his

life at the hands of the indignant Jews, and led him to

deliver a long vindication.^ The feeding of the five

thousand was followed by an attempt to make him

king, from which he prudently escaped. The disciples

took ship to go to Capernaum, and Jesus joined them

by walking on the water. On the ensuing day he

preached to the people who followed him, and shocked

even some of the disciples by the loftiness of the

claims he advanced. Many of them are said to have

left him at this time.*

A singular proceeding is now mentioned. Urged

by his brothers, who were still incredulous, to go to

Jerusalem for the feast of tabernacles, he declined on

the ground that his time was not yet come. When
they were gone he himself went also, though secretly,^

There is no reason assigned for this little stratagem,

and he soon emerged from his incognito and taught

openly in the temple. The public mind was much
divided about his character, some maintaining him to

be Christ, others contending that Christ could only

come from the seed ofDavid and the town of Bethlehem.

An attempt to arrest him failed, owing to the

impression he made upon the police.^ A discussion

with the Jews was terminated by their taking up
1 Jo. iv. 1-42 ; H. B. L, pp. 205, 206. ^ Jo. vi.

2 Jo. iv. 43-54. ^ Jo. vii. I -10.

3 Jo. V. ^ Jo. vii. 11-53.
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stones to throw at liim, a peril from wliicli he

escaped apparently by miracle.^ Further offence

Avas given by the restoration of a blind man's

sight on the Sabbath." A discourse on his title

to authority provoked divisions, and at the feast

of the dedication he was plainly asked whether

he was the Christ. His answer again led to an

attempt to stone him, from which he escaped

to the place beyond Jordan where John had for-

merly baptized.^ The raising of Lazarus and the

anointing by Mary are the next events recorded.'*

The passover followed six days after the latter

incident, and his preaching at this festival was

interrupted in a singular manner. Jesus had used

the words, " Father, glorify thy name," where-

upon a voice was heard from heaven, saying, "I

both have glorified it, and will glorify it again."

Thereupon Jesus observed that this voice came

not for his sake, but for that of the bystanders.

It seems, however, to have produced but little effect

upon them, for a few verses later we find a com-

plaint that, in spite of his many miracles, they did

not believe on him.^ The last supper with the dis-

ciples was immediately succeeded by a parting dis-

course of much beauty, conceived in an elevated

tone ; and his last moments of freedom were occu-

pied in a prayer of which the pathos has been rarely

equalled.^

The remainder of his career—his trial, execution,

and alleged resurrection—have been fully treated in

another phice.

1 Jo. viii. 12-59 5 verses i-ii are spurious. * Jo. xi. i-xii. 9.

2 Jo. ix. ^ Jo. xii. 12-50.

3 Jo. X. " Jo. xiii.-xvii.
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Subdivision 4.

—

What did the Jnvs thinh of hlvi?

Victorious over Jesus Christ at the moment, the

Jewish nation have, from an early period in Christian

history, been subject in their turn to his disciples.

Their polity—crushed under the iron heel of Vespasian,

scattered to the winds by Hadrian—vanished from

existence not long after it had successfully put down

the founder of the new faith. Their religion, tolerated

by the heathen Romans only under humiliating and

galling conditions, persecuted almost to death by

the Christians, suffered until modern times an op-

pression so terrible and so cruel, that but for the

deep and unshakeable attachment of its adherents, it

could never have survived its perils. Hence the

course of -events has been such that this unhappy

nation has never until quite recently enjoyed the

freedom necessary to present their case in the matter

of Jesus the son of Joseph ; while the gradual decay

of the rancour formerly felt against them, at the same

time that it gives them liberty, renders it less im-

portant for them to come forward in what would

still be an unpopular cause. Thus it happens that

one side only in the controversy, that of the Christians,

has been adequately heard. They certainly have not

shrunk from the presentation of their views. Every

epithet that scorn, hatred, or indignation could suggest

has been heaped upon the generation of Jews who

were the immediate instigators of the execution of

Jesus, while all the subsequent miseries of their race

have been regarded—by the party which delighted to

inflict them—as exhibitions of the divine venocance
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against that one criminal act. Nor Lave even froe-

thiukers shrunk from condemning the Jews as guilty

of gross and unpardonable persecution, and that

towards one who, if they do not think him a God,

nevertheless a|:)pears to them singularly free from

tlame. On the one side, according to the prevailing

conception, stands the innocent victim ; on the other

the bloodthirsty Jewish j)eople. All good is with

the one ; all evil with the other. It is supposed that

only their hard-heartedness, their aversion to the pure

doctrine of the Redeemer, their determination to shut

their eyes to the light and their ears to the words of

truth, could have led them to the commission of so

great a crime.

Whether or not this theory be true, it at least

suffers from the vice of having been adopted without

due examination. An opinion can rest on no solid

basis unless its opposite has been duly supported by

competent defenders. Now in the present instance

this has not happened. Owing to the causes

mentioned above, the Christian view has been

practically uncontested, and writer after writer has

taken it up andrepeated.it in the unreflecting way
in which we all of us repeat assertions about whicli

there is no dispute. Yet a very little consideration

will show that so simple an explanation of the trans-

action has at least no d pnori probability in its

favour. That a whole nation slioukl be completely

in the wrong, and a few individuals only in the

right, is a sup2:>osition which can be accepted only

on the most convincing evidence. And in order

even to justify our entertaining it for a moment, wo
must be in possession of a report of the circumstances
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of the case from the advocates of the nation, as well

as from the advocates of the individuals who suffered

by its action. A one-sided statement from the par-

tisans of a convicted person can never be sufficient

to enable us to pronounce a conclusive verdict against

his judges. The most ordinary rules of fairness

prohibit this. Yet this is what is commonly

done. No account whatever of the trial of Jesus

has reached us from the side of the prosecution.

Josephus, who might have enlightened us, is silent.

(3n the other hand, the side of the defence has

furnished us with its own version of what passed,

and from the imperfect materials thus supplied we

must endeavour to discriminate between the two as

best we can. To do this justly, we must bear in

mind, that even though the charges produced against

Jesus should not appear to justify the indignation

of his accusers, it is at least unlikely that that in-

dignation was altogether without reasonable cause.

And painful as it may be to be compelled to think

that Jesus Avas in the wrong, it would surely—had

not long habit perverted our natural sentiments—be

quite as painful to believe that a large multitude of

men, impelled by mere malignity against a virtuous

citizen, had conspired to put him to death on charges

which were absolutely groundless. The honour of

an heroic, and above all, of a deeply religious people,

is here at stake. It is no light matter to deal in

wholesale accusations of judicial murder against

them. It would surely be a happier solution if it

could be shown that the individual condemned was

not absolutely guiltless. But possibly we may be

able to elude either alternative. Just as, according';
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to the able reasoning of Groto, tlie ii2~)riglit character

of Sokratcs may be compatible with a sense of justice

on the part of the Athenians who condemned him to

death, so it is <;onceivable that the innocence of Jesus

may consist with the fact that the Jews who caused him

to be crucified were not altogether without excuse.

An examination of this question must be con-

ducted wnth a careful regard to the hereditary feelings

of orthodox Hebrews in matters of religion ; with au

attention to the conceptions they had formed of

holiness, and consequently of blasphemy, its negation

;

with a desire to do justice if possible to the very pre-

judices that clouded their vision, and to realise the

intensity of the sentiment that ruled their national

life and bound them to uphold their law in all its

severe integrity. We must remember that the Jews

were above all things monotheists. Ever since, after

the captivity, they had put away every remnant of

idolatr}^ they had clung to the unity and majesty of

Jehovah with a stern tenacity which no alluring

temptations, no extremity of suflfering, had been able

to break. If they were now ready to persecute for

this faith, they had at least shown themselves able

—

they soon showed themselves able again—to bear per-

secution for its sake. Their law, with its monotheis-

tic dogmas and its practical injunctions, was to them
supremely holy. Any attempt to infringe its pre-

cepts, or to question its authority, excited their

utmost horror. To set up any other object of

worship than that which it recognised, to teach any
other faith than that which rested on this foundation,

was blasphemy in their eyes. The happiness, nay,

the veiy existence, of the nation was bound up with
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its strict observance. This may have been a delusion,

but it was one for which, the existing generation was

not resjDonsible. It had been handed down from

their ancestors, and had reached them with all the

sanctity of venerable age. If it were a delusion, it

was one which the compilers of the Pentateuch

;

which Josiah, with his reforming measures; which

Ezra, with his purifying zeal ; which the prophets

and priests of olden times who had fought and

laboured for the religion of Jehovah, had mainly

fostered. They had succeeded but too well in im-

pressing upon the mind of the nation the profound

conviction that, in order to ensure the favour of God,

they must maintain every iota of the revealed truth

they had received, and that his anger would surely

follow if they suffered it to be in the smallest degree

corrupted or treated with neglect.

Nevertheless the utmost efforts of the people to guard

the purity of the faith had been rewarded hitherto with

little but misery. Their exemption from troubles did

not last long after the rebuilding of the temple. A
prey now to the Seleucidse, now to the Ptolemies,

their native land the scene of incessant warfare,

they enjoyed under the Asmonean kiogs but a brief

period of independence and good government. Their

polity received a rude shock from the capture of

Jerusalem by Pompey ; maintained but a shadow of

freedom under the cruel tyranny of Herod ', and fell

at last—some time before the public appearance of

Christ—under the direct administration of the unsym-

pathetic Eomans. A more intolerable fate could

hardly be imagined. The Eomans had no tenderness

for their feelings, no commiseration for their scruples,
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no compreliensioQ of their peculiar practices. Hence

constant collision between the governors and the

governed. It is needless to enter in detail upon the

miserable struggles between those who were strong in

material force and those who were strong in the force

of conscience. Suffice it to say, that provocation on

provocation was inflicted on the Jews, until at length

tlie inevitable rebellion came, to be terminated by the

not less inevitable suppression with its attendant

cruelties. But in the time of Jesus the crisis had not

yet come. All things were in a state of the utmost

tension. It was of the highest importance to the

people, and their authorities were well aware of it,

that there should be nothing done that could excite

tlie anger of their rulers. The Eomans knew, of C(mrse,

that no loyalty was felt towards them in Palestine.

And the least indication of resistance was enoucrh to

provoke them to the severest measures. All that

remained of independence to the Jews—the freedom

to worship in their own way ; their national unity
;

their possession of the temple ; their very lives—de-

pended on their success in conciliating the favour of

the procurator who happened to be set over them.

The assertion by any one of rights that might appear

to clash with those of Eome, even the foolish desire

of the populace to honour some one who did not pre-

tend to them, were fraught with the utmost danger.

It was necessary for the rulers to prove that they did

not countenance the least indication of a wish to set

up a rival power.

Their task was the more difficult because the people

were continually looking for some great national hero

who should redeem them from their subjection. The
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conception of tlie " Messiah," the Anointed One, the

King or High Priest who should restore, and much
more than restore, the ancient glory of their nation,

who should lead them to victory over their enemies

aild then reign over them in peace, was ineradicably

imbedded in their minds. Consequently they were

only too ready—especially in these days of overstrung

nerves and feverish agitation under a hateful rule—to

welcome any one who held out the chance of deliver-

ance. The risk was not imaginary. Prophets and

Messiahs, if they were not successful, could do nothing

but harm, Theudas, a leader who did not even claim

Messiahship, had involved his followers in destruction.

Bar-cochab, who at a later time was received by

many as the Messiah, brought upon his countrymen

not only enormous slaughter, but even the crown-

ing misfortune of expulsion from Jerusalem. Now,

although the high priests and elders no doubt shared

the popular expectation of a Messiah, they were bound

as prudent men to test the pretensions of those who

put themselves forward in that character, and if they

were imperilling the public peace, to put a stop to

their careers. It was not for them, the appointed

guides of the people, to be carried away by every

breath of popular enthusiasm. They would have

been wholly unworthy of their position had they

permitted floating reports of miracles and marvels, or

the applauding clamour of admirers, to impose upon

their judgment. Calmly, and after examination of

the facts, it was their duty to decide.

Jesus had professed to be the Messiah. So much

is undisputed. Could his title be admitted ? Now,

in the first place, it was the central conception of the

vol.. I. 2 b
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Messianic oftice that its holder should exercise tem-

poral power. He was not expected to be a teacher

of religious doctrines, for this was not what was

required. The code of theological truth was, so far

as the Jews were aware, completed. The Revelation

they possessed never hinted, from beginning to end,

that it was imperfect in any of its parts, or that it

needed a supplementary Revelation to fill \\^ the void

which it contained. Whatever Christians, instructed

by the gospel, may have thought in subsequent ages,

the believers in the Hebrew Bible neither had ascer-

tained, nor possibly could ascertain, that Jehovah

intended to send his Son on earth to enlighten them

on questions appertaining to their religious belief.

This they thought had long been settled, and he who
tried either to take anything from it or add anything

to it was in their eyes an impious criminal. Such

persons, they knew, had been sternly dealt with in

the palmy days of the Hebrew state, and the example

of their most honoured prophets and their most pious

kings would justify the severest measures that could

be taken against them. A spiritual reformer, then,

was not what they needed: a temporal leader was.

And this they had a perfect right to expect that

the Messiah would be. The very word itself—the

Anointed One, a word commonly applied to the king

—indicates the possession of the powers of govern-

ment.^ Their prophecies all pointed to this conception

1 The word H^liTD translated into Messiah, is of common occurrence

in the Old Testament. It is occasionally used of the Hebrew people,

with the intention of emphasising the fact of their being, as it were, a

royal or privileged people, superior to all other nations. In nearly all

cases it is the king of Israel who is described as the Anointed ; David

frecjuently bearing this title, and Kyros being, I believe, the only
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of the Messiah. Their popular traditions all con-

firmed it. Their political necessities all encouraged

it. The very disciples themselves held it like the

rest of their nation, for when they meet Jesus after

his resurrection we find them inquiring, "Lord, wilt

thou at this time restore the kingdom to Israel ? "
^

The conversation may be imaginary, but the state of

mind which such a question indicates was doubtless

real. The author represented them as speaking as he

knew that they had felt. Now, if even they, who had

enjoyed the intimate friendship of Jesus, could still

look to him as one who would restore to Israel some-

thing of her bygone grandeur, was it to be expected

that the less privileged Jews, who had inherited from

their forefathers a fixed belief in this temporal restor-

ation, should suddenly surrender it at the bidding of

Jesus of Nazareth ? For he at least did not realise

the prevailing notions of what the Messiah ought to

be. For temporal sovereignty he was clearly unfit,

nor does he seem to have ever demanded it. There

was a danger no doubt that his enthusiastic followers

might thrust it uj)on him, and that, thus urged, he

might be tempted to accept it. But his general char-

acter precluded the supposition that he could ever be

fit to stand at the head of a national movement. The

absence, moreover, of all political enthusiasm from his

pagan monarch to whom it is given. This occurs in the well-known

exhortation (Isaiah xlv. i), " Thus saith the Lord to his Messiah

Kyros," &c. The verb Hl^D "vvith which it is connected, signifies to

anoint, with the special sense of conferring a peculiar holiness on the

anointed object. Unction was applied to the kings, the high priests,

the altar, the tabernacle, the sacred vessels, and other objects used in

divine worship. It conveyed, therefore, a consecration both to things

and persons, and with persons it Avas also the symbol of a divinely-

given i^ower,

^ Acts i. 6.
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teaching proved him not to be the Saviour for whom

they were looking. His assertions that he was the

Son of God, though they might provoke sedition and

endanger the security of his countrymen, could bring

them no corresponding good.

Christians have maintained that the Jews were

entirely wrong in their conception of the Messiah's

character, and that Jesus by his admirable life

brought a higher and more excellent ideal than

theirs into the world. They admire him for not

laying claim to temporal dominion, and laud his

humility, his meekness, his submissiveness, the

patience with which he bore his sufierings, and the

whole cataloo-ue of similar virtues. It was, accordinsj

to them, the mere blindness of the Jews that prevented

them from recognising in him a far greater Messiah

than they had erroneously expected. Moreover, they

tell us that another of the mistakes made by this

gross nation was the expectation of an earthly

kingdom in which Christ was to reign, whereas it was

only a spiritual kingdom which he came to institute.

But who were to be judges of the character of the

Messiah if not the Jews to whom he was to come?

The very thought of a j\Iessiah was peculiarly their

own. It had grown up in the course of their national

history, and was embodied in their national prophecies.

They alone were its authorised interpreters ; they

alone could say whether it was fulfilled in the case of

a given individual. It is surely a piece of the most

amazing presumption on the part of nations of

heathen origin to pretend that they are more com-

petent than the Jews themselves to understand the

meaning of a Jewish term ; a term, moreover, which

neither had nor could have before the time of Jesus
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any sense at all except that which the Jews

themselves attached to it. Christians, who de-

rive not only their idea of the Messiah's character,

but their very knowledge of the word, from the

case of Jesus alone, undertake to set right the

Jews, among whom it was a current notion for cen-

turies before he had been conceived in his mother's

womb I

Granting, however, that this difficulty might have

been surmounted, supposing that it was a spiritual

kingdom which the ancient prophets under uncouth

images referred to, the question still remains whether

Jesus in other respects fulfilled the conditions de-

manded by Scripture. For this purpose it will be

the fairest method to confine ourselves to the discus-

sion of those prophecies alone which are quoted by

the Evangelists, and are therefore relied upon by
them as proving their case. Where, however, they

have quoted only a portion of a prophecy, and the

remainder gives a somewhat difi'erent complexion

to the passage extracted, justice to their opponents

requires that we should consider the whole.

Take first the circumstances of Christ's birth. It

was expected that the Messiah w^as to be of the family

of David, and born at Bethlehem Ephrathah. Now,
according to two of our authorities, he fulfilled both

of these conditions. But, without at all discussing

the point whether their statement is true, it is abun-

dantly sufficient for the vindication of the Jew^s to

observe, that they neither knew, nor could know,

anything at all, either of his royal lineage or of his

birth at Bethlehem. For he himself never stated

either of the two capital facts of which Luke and

Matthew make so much, nor does it appear that any
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of his disciples alluded to them during his lifetime.

He was liabitually spoken about as Jesus of Nazareth.

Matthew, in endeavouring to account for the name by

misquoting a prophecy, bears witness to the fact that

it expressed the general belief. Luke makes him

speak of Nazareth as his own country. Nowhere

does it appear that he repudiated the implication con-

veyed by his ordinary title. Still less did he ever

maintain—what his over-busy biographers maintained

for him—that he was of the seed of David. Quite

the reverse. He contends against the Pharisees that

the Messiah was not to be a descendant of David at

all. The dialogue as given by Matthew runs thus

:

" ' What is your opinion about the Christ ? whose son

is he?' They say to him, 'David's.' He says to

them, ' How then does David in the spirit call him

lord, saying, The Lord said to my lord. Sit on my
right hand until I place thine enemies under thy feet?

If then David calls him lord, how is he his son?' "^

No answer was given by the Pharisees, nor was any

explanation of the paradox ever granted them by

Jesus. In the absence, then, of any further elucidation

we can only put one interpretation upon his argument.

It was clearly intended to show, not only that the

Messiah 7ieed not, but that he could not be of the

house of David. David in that case would not have

called him Lord. The Pharisees may have been but

little impressed hy the force of the argument, but

of one thing they could scarcely entertain a doubt.

Jesus wished it to be thought that he was the

Messiah. He also wished it to be thought that the

Messiah was not a son of David. He himself there-

fore was certainly not a son of David. But if any-
^ Mt. xxii. 42-45.
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thing more were needed to excuse the ignorance

—

supposing it such—of the Jewish rulers about the

birthplace and family of Jesus, we find it even super-

abundantly in the work of one of his own adherents

—

the fourth Evangelist. Not that this writer is to be

taken as an authority on the facts, but he is an

authority on the views that were current, at least in a

portion of his own sect, and on that which he himself

—writing long after the death of Christ—had received

by tradition. Now, in the beginning of his Gospel

he describes Philip the disciple as going to Nathanael,

and saying, " We have found him of whom Moses in

the law and of whom the prophets wrote, Jesus the

son of Joseph from Nazareth^ At this Nathanael

sceptically asks, "Can anything good come from

Nazareth ? " and Philip replies, " Come and see."
^

According to this account, then, the very disciples of

Jesus believed in his Nazarene nativity, as also (by

the way) in his generation by a human father. Nor

is this all the evidence. In another chapter an active

discussion is represented as going on among the Jews

as to whether Jesus was the Christ or not. Opinions

difiered. Foremost among the arguments for the

negative, however, was the appeal to the Scriptural

declaration that the Christ must be of David's seed,

and emanate from the village of Bethlehem.^ No
answer to this was forthcoming from the partisans of

Jesus, nor is any suggested by the Evangelist. There

is but one rational inference to be drawn from his

silence. He either had not heard, or he purposely

ignored, the story of Christ's birth at Bethlehem, and

the genealogies which connected him with David.

^ Jo. i, 45, 46. - Jo. vii. 42.
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His mind (if he had ever been a Jew) was to no small

extent emancipated from Jewish limitations, and with

his highly refined views of the Logos, he did not

believe in the necessity of these material conditions.

It was nothing to him that they were not fulfilled.

More orthodox believers in the prophecies of the Old

Testament may be pardoned if they could not so lightly

put them aside. But what shall be said of the

conduct of Jesus ? If he really were a descendant of

David, born at Bethlehem, and wrongly taken for a

Nazarene, can we acquit him of an inexcusable fraud

upon the Jews in not bringing these facts under their

notice ? Assuredly not. If, knowing as he did the

weight they would have in the public mind, he kept

them back ; knowing that they would overcome some

of the gravest objections that were taken against his

claim, he did not urge them in reply ; knowing at the

close of his life that he Tvas charged wdth an undue

assumption of authority, he did not produce them as

at least a portion of his credentials,—he played a part

which it would be difficult to stigmatise as severely

as it deserves. He believed that his reception by his

nation would be an immense benefit to themselves,

yet he did not speak the word w^hich might have

helped them to receive him. He thought he had a

mission from God, yet he failed to use one potent

argument in favour of the truth of that idea. He saw

finally that he was condemned to death for supposed

impiety, yet he sufi'ered the Sanhedrim to incur the

guilt of his condemnation without employing one of

his strongest w^eapons in his defence. Happily, we
are not obliged to suspect him of this iniquity. The

contradictory stories by which his royal descent and
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his birtli at Bethlehem are sought to be established

sufficiently betray their origin to permit us to believe

in the honour and honesty of Jesus.

Another Messianic prophecy which he is supposed

to have fulfilled is that of birth from a virgin, the

necessity of which was deduced from an expression

of Isaiah's. That the writer of the fourth Gospel was

ignorant of this virgin-birth we have already shoAvn,

and that the Jewish people in general took him to

be the son of Joseph is obvious enough from their

allusions to his father.^ Here again he never contra-

dicted the prevalent assumption. But even had they

known of the miraculous conception, the Jews might

have denied that the passage from Isaiah bore any
such construction as that put upon it by Matthew.

He renders it: "Behold, the virgin shall be with

child, and bear a son." ^ But a more proper transla-

tion would be :
" The maiden shall conceive, and

bear a son," for the word translated virgin by IMatthew

does not exclude young women who have lost their

virginity. Nay, it curiously enough happens to be

used elsewhere of maidens engaged in the very con-

duct by which they would certainly be deprived

of it.'

Moreover, the two prophecies quoted by Matthew,

1 Mk. vi. 3 ; Mt. xiii. 55, 56 ; Lvl iv. 22 ; Jo. vi. 42.
2 Mt. i. 23.

3 The word T\'dl'}^ improperly rendered irdpeevo^ in the LXX.,

means, according to Furst's Hebrew Lexicon, "a marriageable, ripe

maiden, either unmarried, Gen. xxiv. 43 ; Ex. ii. 8 ; Song of Sol.

vi. 8, ... or in sexual intercourse with a man, Prov. xxx. 19."

—

Fiirst, sub voce. The correct translation of this passage was given as

early as the second century by Theodotion and Aquila, whom Irenseus
refutes by the aid of a fabulous story to the effect that the seventy
translators of the Old Testament each did his work separately, and that

their seventy versions, when presented to Ptolemy, were found to be
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which were, no Joubt, familiar to the Jews, could by

no possibility be applied by them to a person of the

character of Jesus. Even the small fragments torn

away from their context by the Evangelist convict

him of a misapplication. In the first fragment, the

Virgin's son is called Immanuel, a name which Jesus

never bore.^ In the second, he is described as " a

ruler, who shall govern my people Israel," which

Jesus never was.^ But the unlikeness of the pre-

dicted person to Jesus is still further shown by com-

jtaring the circumstances as conceived by the prophet

with the actual circumstances of the time. Immanuel's

birth is to be followed, while he is still too young to

choose between good and evil, by a terrible desolation

of the land. Hosts, described as flies and bees, are to

come from Egypt and Assyria, and camp in the valleys,

the clefts of the rocks, the hedges and meadows.

Cultivable land will produce only thorns and thistles.

Cultivated hills will be surrendered to cattle from

fear of thorns and thistles.^ Nothing of all this

happened in the time of Jesus. But the prophecy

of Micah is still more inappropriate. The "ruler"

who is to be born in Bethlehem is to lead Israel to

victory over all her enemies. He is to deliver his

people from the Assyrian. The remnant of Jacob is

to be among the heathen, like a lion among the

beasts of the forest, like a young lion among flocks

of sheep. Its hand is to be lifted up against its adver-

saries, and all its enemies are to be destroyed.*

These references to j)rophecy were certainly not

word for word the same. Thus, " even the Gentiles present perceived

that the Scriptures had been interpreted by the inspiration of God."

—

Irenseus adv. Hacr. iii. 21.

» Mt i. 23.
'^ 3It. ii. 6. ^ Isa. vii. 14-25. * Micah v.
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hai^py. An allusion by Matthew to the words, " The

people who walk in darkness see a great light," is not

much more to the purpose, for Isaiah in the passage

in question proceeds to describe the child who is to

bring them this happiness as one who shall have the

government upon his shoulder, who is to be on the

throne of David, to establish and maintain it by right

and justice for ever.^ Another extract from Isaiah,

beginning, " Behold my servant whom I have chosen,"

and depicting a gentler character, is more appropriate,

but is too vague to be easily confined to any one

individual.

Jesus himself is reported by one of his biographers

to have relied on certain words from the pseudo-Isaiah

as a confirmation of his mission. If the account be

true, the circumstance is of great importance as show-

ing the view he himself took of his ofiice, and the

means he-employed to convince the Jews of his right

to hold it. Entering the synagogue at Nazareth, he

received the roll of the prophet Isaiah, and proceeded

to read from the sixty-first chapter as follows :
—

" The

Spirit of the Lord Jehovah is upon me, because

Jehovah has anointed me to announce glad tidings

to the poor ; he has sent me to bind up the broken-

hearted ; to cry to the captives, Freedom, and to

those in fetters. Deliverance ; to cry out a year of

goodwill from Jehovah." Here Jesus broke ofi" the

reading in the middle of a verse, and declared that

this day this scripture was fulfilled.^ But let us con-

tinue our study of the prophetic vision a little further.

" To cry out a year of goodwill from Jehovah, and a

day of vengeance from our God ; to comfort all that

1 Mt. iv, 15, 16 ; Is. ix. 1-7. 2 Lu_ iy. 16-21.
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mourn ; to appoint for the mourners of Zion,—to

give them ornament for ashes, the oil of joy for

mourning, a garment of praise for a desponding spirit

;

that they may be called oaks of righteousness, a plan-

tation of Jehovah to glorify himself. And they will

build up the ruins of old times, they will restore the

desolations of former days ; and they will renew

desolate cities, the ruins of generation upon genera-

tion. And strangers shall stand and feed your flocks,

and the sons of foreigners shall be your husbandmen

and your vinedressers. And you sliall be called

* Priests of Jehovah ;
'

' Servants of our God,' shall be

said to you ; the riches of the Gentiles you shall eat,

and into their splendour you shall enter." ^ Had
Jesus concluded the passage he had begun, he could

scarcely have said, " This day is this scripture fulfilled

in your ears." The contrast between the prediction

and the fact would have been rather too glaring.

Perhaps the most striking apparent similarity to

Jesus is found in the man described in such beautiful

language by an unknown prophet in the fifty-third

chapter of Isaiah. But these words could hardly be

applied to him by the Jews ; in the first place, because

they would not be construed to refer to him until after

his crucifixion, seeing that they describe opj^ression,

prison, judgment, and execution ; in the second place,

because there was no reason to believe that he bore

their diseases, and took their sorrows upon him. And
although the familiar words—doubly familiar from

the glorious music of Handel,—"He was a man of

sorrows, and acquainted with grief," may seem to us,

who know his end, to describe him perfectly, they

1 Is. Ixi. 1-6.
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could hardly describe him to the Jews, who saw him

in his daily life. In that, at least, there was nothing

peculiarly unhappy.

Failing the prophecies, which were plainly two-edged

swords, Jesus could appeal to his remarkable miracles.

He and his disciples evidently thought them demon-

strations of a divine commission. But, in the first

place, it is clear that the evidence of the most wonder-

ful of these consisted only of the rumours circulating

among ignorant peasants, which the more instructed

portion of the nation very properly disregarded.

Their demand for a sign ^ proves that they were not

satisfied by these popular reports, if they had ever

heard them. And in the second place, those miracles

which were better attested were not convincing from

the fact that others could perform them. Jesus,

charged with casting out devils by Baal-zebub, the

prince of- devils, adroitly retorted on the Pharisees

by asking, if that were so, by whom their sons cast

them out ? ^ But thus he admitted that he was

not singular in his profession. Miracles, in short,

were not regarded by the Jews as any proof of

Messiahship. Their own prophets had performed

them. Their own disciples now performed them.

Others might possibly perform them by diabolic

agency. The Egyptian magicians had been very clever

in their contest with Moses, though Moses had beaten

them, and had performed far more amazing wonders

than those of Jesus, in so far as these latter were

known to the Pharisees.

Miracles being too common to confer any peculiar

title to reverence on the thaumaturgist, there remained

1 Mt. xii. 38. 2 Mk. iii. 22 ; Mt. sii. 24-30 ; Lu. xi. 14-24-
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the doctrine and personal character of Jesus by which

to judge him. It must be borne in mind that the

impression which these might make upon his antago-

nists would depend mainly upon his bearing in his

relations with them. He might preach pure morals

in Galilee, or present a model of excellence to his

own followers in Juda3a ; but this would not entitle

him to reception as the Messiah, nor would it remove

an unfavourable bias created by his conduct towards

those who had not embraced his principles. Let us

see, then, what was likely to be the effect on the

Pharisees, scribes, and others, of those elements in his

opinions and his behaviour by which they were more

immediately affected.

There existed among the Jews, as there still exists

among ourselves, an institution which was greatly

honoured amonej them, as it is still honoured, thouorh

in a minor degree, among ourselves. The institution

was that of a day of rest sacred to God once in every

seven days. Tliis custom they believed to have been

founded by the very highest authority, and embodied

by Moses in the ten commandments which he received

on Sinai. Nothing in the eyes of an orthodox Jew
could be holier than such an observance, enjoined by

his God, founded by the greatest legislator of his race,

consecrated by long tradition. Now the ordinary

rules with regard to what was lawful and what

unlawful on this day were totally disregarded by

Jesus. Not only did his disciples make a path

through a cornfield on the Sabbath, but Jesus openly

cured diseases, that is, pursued his common occu-

pation, on this most sacred festival.^ When these

' Mk. ii. 23—iii. 7; Mt. xii. 1-14 ; Lu. vi. i-i i, xiii, 10-17, xiv. 1-6.
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violations of propriety (as they seemed to them)

first came under the notice of the Pharisees, they

merely remonstrated with Jesus, and endeavoured

to induce him to restrain the impiety of his dis-

ciples. Not only did he decline to do so, but he

expressly justified their course by the example of

David, and by that of the priests, who, according

to his mode of reasoning, profane the Sabbath in

the temple by doing that to which by their ofiice

they were legally bound. Such an argument could

scarcely convince the Pharisees, but they must have

been shocked beyond measure when he proclaimed

himself greater than the temple, and asserted his

lordship even over the Sabbath-day. They then

inquired of him—a perfectly legitimate question

—

whether it was lawful to heal on the Sabbath, to

which he replied that if one of their own sheep

had fallen, into the pit they would pick it out. Con-

firming his theory by his practice, he at once healed

a man with a withered hand. It is noteworthy that

the desire of the Pharisees to inflict punishment upon

Jesus is dated by all three Evangelists from this

incident ; so that the hostility towards him may be

certainly considered as largely due to his unsab-

batarian principles.

Now in this question it is almost needless for me

to say that my sympathies are entirely with Jesus.

Although I do not perceive in his conduct any exten-

sive design against the Sabbath altogether, yet it is

much that he should have attempted to mitigate its

rigour. For that the world owes him its thanks. But

surely it cannot be difficult, in this highly Sabbatarian

country, to understand the horror of the Pharisees at
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Ids apparent levity. Seeing that it is not so very

long since the supposed desecration of the Sunday in

these islands subjected the offender to be treated as

a common criminal; seeing that even now a total

abstinence from labour on that day is in many
occupations enforced by law; seeing that a custom

almost as strong as law forbids indulgence in a vast

number of ordinary amusements during its course,

—we can scarcely be much surprised that the Sab-

batarians of Judaea were zealous to preserve the

sanctity of their weekly rest. The fact that highly

conscientious and honourable persons entertain similar

sentiments about the Sunday is familiar to all. We
know that any one who neglected the usual customs

;

who, for example, played a game at cricket, or danced,

or even pursued his commercial avocations on Sunday,

would be visited by them with perfectly genuine

reproaches. Yet this was exactly the sort of way in

which Christ and his disciples shocked the Jews. To

make a path through a cornfield and pluck the ears

was just one of those little things which the current

morality of the Sabbath condemned, much as ours

condemns the opening of museums or theatrical

entertainments. Their piety was scandalised at

such a glaring contempt of the divine ordinances.

Nor was the reasoning of Jesus likely to conciliate

them. To ask whether it was lawful to do good or

evil, to save life or to kill on the Sabbath-day

was nothing to the purpose. The question was

what was good or evil on that particular day,

when things otherwise good were by all admitted to

be evil. Nor were the cures effected by Jesus

necessary to save life. All his patients might well
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liave waited till evenino^, when the Sabbath was
'C3' over.

One of them, for instance, a woman who had suffered

from a "spirit of weakness" eighteen years, beino-

unable to hold herself erect, was surely not in such

urgent need of attendance that a few hours more of

her disease would have done her serious harm. Jesus,

with his principles, was of course perfectly right to

relieve her at once, but it is not to be wondered at

that the ruler of the synagogue was indignant, and
told the people that there were six working days ; in

them therefore they should come and be healed, and
not on the Sabbath. Tlie epithet of "hypocrite,"

api^lied to him by Jesus, was, to say the least, hardly

justified.^

Another habit of Jesus, in itself commendable, ex-

cited the displeasure of the stricter sects. It was

that of eating with publicans and sinners. This

jDractice, and the fact of his neglecting the fasts ob-

served by the Pharisees, gave an impression of

general laxity about his conduct, which, however

unjust, was perfectly natural.^ Here again I see no

reason to attribute bad motives to his opponents, who
merely felt as " church-going " people among our-

selves would feel about one who stayed away from

divine service, and as highly decorous people would

feel about one who kept what they thought low

company.

Eating with unwashed hands was another of the

several evidences of his contempt for the prevalent

proprieties of life which gave offence. The resentment

felt by the Pharisees at this practice was the more

excusable that Jesus justified it on the distinct ground

^ Lu. xiii. 10-17. ^ Mk. ii. 15-22 ; Mt. ix. 10-17 5 Ln. v. 29-39.

VOL. I. 2 c
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that he had no respect for "the tradition of the

elders," for which they entertained the utmost rever-

ence. This tradition he unsparingly attacked, ac-

cusinor them of frustrating: the commandment of God
in order to keep it.^ Language like this was not

likely to pass without leaving a deep-seated wound,

especially if it be true (as stated by Luke) that one

of the occasions on which he employed it was wdien

invited to dinner by a Pharisee. IndijBferent as the

washing of hands might be in itself, courtesy towards

his host required him to abstain from needless out-

rage to his feelings. And when, in addition to the

first offence, he proceeded to denounce his host and

his host's friends as people who made the outside of

the cup and the platter clean, but were inwardly full

of ravening and wickedness, there is an apparent rude-

ness which even the truth of his statements could not

have excused.'*

Neither was the manner in which he answered the

questions addressed to him, as to a teacher claiming

to instruct the people, likely to remove the prejudice

thus created. The Evangelists Avho report these

questions generally relate that they were put with

an evil intent: "tempting him," or some such

expression being used. But whatever may have

been the secret motives of the questioners, nothing

could be more legitimate than to interrogate a man
wlio put forward the enormous pretensions of Jesus,

so long as the process was conducted fairly. And
this, on the side of the Jews, it apparently was.

There is nowhere perceptible in their inquiries a

i ML vii. 1-13 ; ^It. xv. 1-9. - Lu. xi. 37-39.
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sdicme to entrap him, or a desire to entangle liim in

difficulties by skilful examination. On the contrary,

the subjects on which he is questioned are precisely

those on which, as the would-be master of the nation,

he might most properly be expected to give clear

answers. And the judgment formed of him by the

puljlic would naturally depend to a large extent on

the mode in which he acquitted himself in this

impromptu trial. Let us see, then, what was the

impression he probably produced.

On one occasion the Pharisees came to him,

*' tempting him," to ascertain his opinion on divorce.

Might a man put aw^ay his wife ? Jesus replied that

he might not, and explained the permission of Moses

to give a wife a bill of divorce as a mere concession

to the hardness of their hearts. A divorced man or

woman who married again was guilty of adultery.

Even tl^e disciples were staggered at this. If an

unhappy man could never be released from his wife,

it would be better, they thought, not to marry at all.^

Much more must the Pharisees have dissented from

this novel doctrine. Ptightly or wrongly, they rever-

enced the law of Moses, and they could not but

p)rofound]y disapprove this assumption of authority to

set it aside and substitute for its precepts an unheard-

of innovation.

Another question of considerable importance was

that relating to the tribute. Some of the Pharisees,

it seems, after praising him for his independence,

begged him to give them his opinion on a dis-

puted point: Was it lawful or not to pay tribute

^ Mk. X. 1-12 ; Mt. xix. 1-12.
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to the Emperor ? All three biographers are indignant

at the question. They attribute it as usual to a

desire to "catch him in his words," or, as another

Evangelist puts it, to "entangle him in his talk."

Jesus (they remark) perceived what one calls their

"wickedness," a second their "hypocrisy," and the

third their " craftiness." " Why do you tempt me ?

"

he began. "Bring me a denarium that I may see

it." The coin being brought, he asked them,
" Whose image and superscription is this ?

"

"Ccesars." "Then render to Caesar the things

that are Caesar's, and to God the things that

are God's." ^ One of the Evangelists, reporting

this reply, rejoices at the discomfiture of the

Pharisees, who " could not take hold of his words

before the people." Doubtless his decision had the

merit that it could not be taken hold of, but this

was only because it decided nothing. Taking the

words in their simplest sense, they merely assert what

nobody would deny. No Pharisee would ever have

maintained that the thinojs of C?esar should be mven
to God ; and no partisan of Eome would ever have

demanded that the things of God should be given to

Csesar. But practically it is evident that Jesus meant

to do more than employ an unmeaning form of words.

He meant to assert that the tribute was one of the

things of Caesar, and that because the coin in whicli

it was paid was stamped with his image. More

fallacious reasoning could hardly be imagined, and it

is not surprising that the Pharisees " marvelled at

him." Nobody doubted that the Emperor possessed

^ Mk. xii. 13-17 ; Mt. xxii. 15-22 ; Lu. xx. 20-26.
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tlie material power, and no more than this was proved

by the fact that coins bearing his effigy were current

in the country. The question was not whether he

actually ruled Judsea, but Avhcther it was lawful to

acknowledge that rule by paying tribute. And what

light could it throw on this question to show that the

money used to pay it was issued from his mint ? It

must almost be sujDposed that Jesus fell into the con-

fusion of supposing that the denarium with Caesar's

image and superscription upon it was in some pe-

culiar sense Caesar's property, whereas it belonged

as completely to the man who produced it at the

moment as did the clothes he wore. Had the Eoman

domination come to an end at any moment, the coin

of the Empire would have retained its intrinsic value,

but the Eomans could by no possibility have founded

a right of exacting tribute upon the circumstance of

its circulation. Either, therefore, this celebrated de-

claration was a mere verbal juggle, or it rested on a

transparent fallacy.

After the Pharisees had been thus disposed of, their

inquiries were followed up by a puzzle devised by the

Sadducees in order to throw ridicule on the doctrine of

a future state. These sectaries put an imaginary case.

Moses had enjoined that if a man died leaving a

childless widow, his brother should marry her for the

purpose of keeping up the family. Suppose, said

they, that the first of seven brothers marries, and

dies without issue. The second brother then marries

her with the like result ; then the third, and so on

throug:h all the seven. In the resurrection whose

wife will this woman be, for the seven have had her

as their wife ? To this Jesus replies : first, that his
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questioners greatly err, neither knowing the Scriptures

nor the power of God ; secondly, that when people

rise from death they do not marry, but are like

angels ; thirdly, that the resurrection is proved by the

fact that God had spoken of himself as the God of

Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, and that he is not the

God of the dead, but of the living/ Whether the

Sadducees were or were not satisfied by this answer

we are not told, but it is quite certain that their

modern representatives could not accept it. For the

inquirers had hit upon one of the real difiiculties

attending the doctrine of a future life. We are

always assured that one of the great consolations of

this doctrine is the hope it holds out of meeting

again those whom we have loved on earth, and

living with them in a kind of communion not wholly

unlike that which we have enjoyed here. Earthly

relationships, it is assumed, \vill be prolonged into that

happier world. There the parent will find again the

child whom he has lost, and the child will rejoin his

parent ; there the bereaved husband will be restored

to his wife, and the widow will be comforted by tlie

sight of the companion of her wedded years. All

this is simple enough. Complications inevitably

arise, however, when we endeavour to pick up again

in another life the tangled skein of our relations in

this. Not only may the feelings with which we look

forward to meeting former friends be widely difi"erent

after many years' separation from what they were at

their death ; but even in marriage there may be a

preference for a first or a second husband or wife,

which may render the thought of meeting the other

* Mk. xii. 18-27 ; Mt. xxii. 23-33 5 Lii. xx. 27-40.
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positively unpleasant. And if the sentiments of the

other should nevertheless be those of undiminished

love, the question may well arise, Whose husband is

he, or whose wife is she of the two ? Are all three to

live together ? But then, along with the comfort of

meeting one whom we love, we have the less agree-

able prospect of meeting another whom Ave have

ceased to love. Or will one of the two wives or two

husbands be preferred and the other slighted ? If so,

the last will suffer and not gain by the reunion. Take

the present case. Assume that the wife loved only

her first husband, but that all the seven were attached

to her. Then we may well ask, whose wife will she

be of them ? Will her affections be divided among
the seven, or will they all be given to the first ? In

the former case, she will be compelled to live in a

society for which she has no desire ; in the latter,

six of her seven husbands will be unable to enjoy the

full benefit of her presence. The question is merely

evaded by saying that in the resurrection there is

neither marriage nor giving in marriage, but that men
are like angels. Either there is no consolation in

living again, or there must be some kind of repeti-

tion of former ties. Still less logical is the argument

by which Jesus attempts to prove the reality of a

future state against the Sadducees. In syllogistic

form it may be thus stated :—

•

God is not the God of the dead, but of the living. God told

Moses in the bush that he was the God of Abraham, Isaac, and

Jacob. Therefore they are not dead, but living.^

What is the evidence of the major premiss ? The

^ Mk. xii. 18-27 ; Mt. xxii. 23-33 '> ^i-i. xx. 27-40.
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moment it is questioned it is seen to be invalid.

Nothing could be more natural than that Moses, or

any other Hebrew, should speak of his God as the

God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob, meaninoj that those
7 7 ' O

great forefathers of his race had adored and been

protected by the same Jehovah in their day, but not

therefore that they were still living. The Sadducees

must have been weak indeed if such an arcjument

could weifrli with them for a moment.o
After this a scribe or lawyer drew from Jesus the

important declaration that in his oj^inion the two

greatest commandments were that we should love God
with the whole heart, soul, mind, and strength ; and

our neighbours as ourselves.^ How gratuitous the im-

putations of ill-will thrown out against those who
interrogate Jesus may be, is admirably shown in the

present instance. One Gospel (the most trustworthy)

asserts that the question about the first commandment
was jDut by a scribe, who thought that Jesus had

answered well, and who, moreover, expressed

emphatic approval of the reply given to himself.

Such (according to this account) was his sympathy

with Jesus, that the latter declared that he was not

far from the kingdom of God. Mark now the

extraordinary colour given to this simple transaction

in another Gospel. The Pharisees, we are told, saw

that the Sadducees had been silenced, and therefore

drew together. Apparently as a result of their

consultation (though this is not stated), one of tliem

who was a lawyer asked a question, tempting him,

namely, Which is the great commandment in the law ?

Diverse, again, from both versions is the narrative of

^ Mk. xii. 28-34 ; Mt. xxii. 34-40 ; Lu. x. 25-37.
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a tliird. In the first place, all connection with the

preceding questions is broken off, and without any

preliminaries, a lawyer stands up, and, temjyting him,

inquires, " Master, by what conduct shall I inherit

eternal life ? " To which Jesus replies by a coun-

ter-question, " AYhat is written in the law ? " and

then, strange to say, these two grent commandments

are enunciated, not by him, but by the unknown

lawyer, whose answer receives the commendation of

Jesus.

The bias thus evinced by the Evangelists, even in

reporting the fairest cjuestions, seems to show that

Christ did not like his opinions to be elicited from

him by this method, feeling jierhaps that it was

likely to expose his intellectual weaknesses. In this

way, and possibly in others, a sentiment of hostility

grew up between himself and the dominant sects,

which, until the closing scenes of his career, was far

more marked on his side than on theirs. Beautiful

maxims about loviiicr one's enemies and roturnino-

good for evil did not keep him from reproaching

the Pharisees on many occasions. Unfortunately,

a man's particular enemies are just those who
scarcely ever appear to him worthy of love, and

this was evidently the case with Jesus and the

men upon whom he poured forth his denunciations.

Judging by his mode of speaking, we should suppose

that all religious people who did not agree with him

were simply hypocrites. This is one of the mildest

teims by which he can bring himself to mention the

Pharisees or the scribes. Of the latter, he declares

that they devour widows' houses, and for a pretence

make long prayers ; therefore they would receive the
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greater damnation.^ The scribes and the Pharisees,

it is said, bind heavy burdens on others, and refuse to

touch them themselves (surely an improbable charge).

They do all tlieir works to be seen of men (their

outward behaviour then was virtuous). One of their

grievous sins is that they make tlieir phylacteries

broad, and enlarge the borders of their garments.

Worse still : they like the best places at dinner-

parties and in the synagogues (to which per-

haps their position entitled them). They have a

pleasure in hearing themselves called " Eabbi," a

crime of which Christ's disciples arc especially to

beware. They shut up the kingdom of heaven,

neither entering themselves, nor allowing others to

enter. They compass sea and land to make one

proselyte, but all this seeming zeal for religion is

worthless ; when they have the proselyte, they make
him still more a child of hell than themselves. Tliey

pay tithes regularly, but omit the weightier virtues

;

unhappily too common a failing with the votaries of

all religions. They make the outside of the cup and

platter clean, but within they are full of extortion

and excess. Like whited sepulchres, they look well

enough outside, but this aspect of righteousness is

a mere cloak for hypocrisy and wickedness. They

honour God with their lips, but their heart is fiir

from him.^

^ Mk. xii. 40 ; Mt. xxiii. 14.

2 Mt. xxiii. 1-33 ; Mk. vii. 6. I omit the concluding verses in Mt.

xxiii., as the allusion in ver. 35 renders it impossible that Christ coulil

liave uttered them. Indeed, the whole chapter is suspicious ; but as

portions of it are confirmed by Mark, I conclude that the sentiments at

least, if not the precise words, are genuine.
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He uses towards them such designcations as

these:—"Scribes and Pharisees, hypocrites;" "you
blind guides ; " " you fools and blind ; " " thou

blind Pharisee
;

" " you serpents, you generation

of vipers." If we may believe that he was the

author of a parable contained only in Luke, he used

a Pharisee as his typical hypocrite, and held up a

publican—one of a degraded class—as far superior

in genuine virtue to this self-righteous representative

of the hated order/

Had the Pharisees been actually guilty of the exceed-

ing wickedness which Jesus thought proper to ascribe

to them, his career would surely have been cut short at

a much earlier stage. As it was, they seem to have

borne with considerable patience the extreme license

which he permitted himself in his language against

them. Nay, I venture to say that had he confined

himself to lansfuas-e, however strono^, he mio;ht have

escaped the fate which actually befell him. And
the evidence of this proposition is to be found in the

extreme mildness with which his apostles were after-

wards treated by the Sanhedrim, even when they

acted in direct disobedience to its orders.^ Only
Stephen, who courted martyrdom by his language,

was put to death, and that for the legal offence of

blasphemy. Ordinary prudence would have saved

Jesus. For his arrest was closely connected with his

expulsion of the money-changers from the temple

court. Not indeed that he was condemned to death

on that account, but that this ill-considered deed was

the immediate incentive of the legal proceedings,

^ Lu, xviii. 9-14. 2 ^cts iv. 15-21, and v. 27-42.
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which subsequently ended, contrary perhaps to the

expectation of his prosecutors, in his conviction

by the Sanhedrim on a capital charge. Let us

consider the evidence of this. For the convenience

of persons going to pay tribute at the temple,

some mouey-changers—probably neither better nor

worse than others of their trade—sat outside for

the purpose of receiving the current Roman coin-

age and giving the national money, which alone

the authorities of the temple received in exchange.

Certain occasions in life requiring an offering of

doves, these too were sold in the precincts of the

temple, obviously to the advantage of the public.

Had Jesus disapproved of this practice, he might

have denounced it in public, and have endeavoured

to persuade the people to give it up. Instead of

this, he entered the temple, expelled the buyers

and sellers (by what means we do not know), upset

the money-changers' tables and the dove-sellers'

seats, and permitted no one to carry a vessel

tlirougli the temple. " Is it not written," he ex-

claimed, " ' My house shall l)e called a house of

prayer for all nations ?
' but you have made it a den

of thieves."^ The action and the words were alike

unjustifiable. The extreme care of the Jews to pre-

serve the sanctity of their temj^le is well known
from secular history. Nothing that they had done

or Avere likely to do could prevent it from remain-

ing a house of prayer. And even if they had suf-

fered it to be desecrated by commerce, was it, tliey

would ask, for Jesus to fall suddenly upon men

^ Mk. xi. 15-18 ; Mt. xxi. 12, 13 ; Lu. xix. 45-48.
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who were Imt pursuing a calling Avliicli custom

had sanctioned, and which they had no reason to

think illegal or irreligious ? Was it for him to

stigmatise them all indiscriminately as "thieves?"

Plainly not. He had, in their opinion, exceeded

all bounds of decorum, to say nothing of law, in

this deed of violence and of passion. Thus, there

was nothing for it now but to restrain the further

excesses he might be tempted to commit.

No immediate steps were, however, taken to punish

this outrage. It is alleged that Jesus escaped be-

cause of the reputation he enjoyed among the

people. At any rate, the course of the authorities

was the mildest they could possibly adopt. They

contented themselves with asking Jesus by what

authority he did these things, a question which

assuredly they had every right to put. He an-

swered by another question, promising, if they

answered it, he would answer theirs. Was John's

baptism from heaven or from men ? Hereupon

the Evangelists depict the perplexity which they

imagine arose among the priests. If they said,

from heaven, Jesus Avould proceed to ask why they

had not received him ; if from men, they would

encounter the popular impression that he was a

prophet. All this, however, may be mere specula-

tion ; we return within the region of the actual

knowledge of the Evangelists when we come to their

answer. " And they say in answer to Jesus, * We do

not knotc' And Jesus says to them, ' Neither do I
tell you by what authority I do these things.' "

^

^ ML xi. 27-33 ; Mt. xxi. 23-27 ; Lu. xx. 1-8.
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Observe in this reply tlie conduct of Jesus. He
liad promised the priests that if they an-

swered his question he also would answer theirs.

They did answer his question as best they could,

and he refused to answer theirs ! Even in

the English version, where the contrast between

him and them is disguised by the employment of

the same word " tell " as the translation of two

very diflferent verbs in the original, the distinc-

tion between " We cannot tell " and *' I do not,'"

that is " will not tell," is palpable enough. But

it is far more so in the original. The priests did

not by any means decline to answer the question

;

they simply said, w^liat may very likely have been

true, that they did not know whence the baptism

of John was. In the divided state of public opinion

about John, nothing could be more natural. They

could not reply decidedly if their feelings were

undecided. Their reply, " We do not Imow,"

was then a perfectly proper one. The correspond-

ing reply on the part of Jesus would have been,

" 1 do not know by what authority I do these

things ;" but this of course it was impossible to give.

The chief priests, scribes, and elders had more right

to ask Jesus to produce his authority for his assault

than he had to interroo;atc them about their reliirious

opinions. But Jesus, though he had for the moment

evaded a difficulty, must have been well aware that

he was not out of danger. It was probably in con-

sequence of these events that he found it necessary

to retire to a secret spot, known only to friends.

Here, however, he was discovered by his opponents,

and brought before the Sanhedrim lo answer to
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the cliarges now alleged against his character and

doctrine.

To some extent these charges are matter of

conjecture. The Gospels intimate that there was

much evidence against him which they have not

reported. Now it is impossible for us to do com-

plete justice to the tribunal which heard the case

unless we know the nature and number of the

offences of which the prisoner was accused. One

of them, the promise to destroy the temj^le and

rebuild it in three days, may have presented it-

self to their minds as an announcement of a seri-

ous purj)ose, especially after the recent violence

done to the traders. However this may be, there

was now sufficient evidence before the court to

require the high priest to call upon Jesus for his

reply. He might therefore have made his defence

if he had thought proper. He declined to do

so. Again the high priest addressed him, solemnly

requiring him to say whether he was the Christ,

the Son of God. Jesus admitted that such was

his conviction, and declared that they Avould after-

wards see him return in the clouds of heaven.

Hereupon the high priest rent his clothes, and

asked what further evidence could be needed. All

had heard his blasphemy ; what did they think of

it ? All of them concurred in condemning him to

death.'

The three Evangelists who report the trial all

agree that the blasphemy thus uttered was accepted

at once as full and sufficient ground for the con-

^ Mk. XV. 53-64 ; Mt. xxvi. 57-66 ; Lu. xxii. 66-71.
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viction of Jesus. Now, I see no reason whatever

to doubt that the priests who were thus scandalised

by his decLiration were perfectly sincere in the

horror they professed. All who have at all realised

the extremely strong feelings of the Jews on the

subject of Monotheism, will easily understand that

anything which in the least impugned it would

be regarded by them with . the utmost aversion.

And a man who claimed to be the Son of God
certainly detracted somewhat from the sole and

exclusive adoration which they considered to be

due to Jehovah. As indeed the event has proved

;

for the Christian Church soon departed from pure

Monotheism, adopting the dogma of the Trinity

;

while Christ along with his Father, and even more

than his Father, became an object of its worship.

So that if the Jews considered it their supreme

obligation to preserve the purity of their Jeho-

vistic faith, as their Scriptures taught them to

believe it was, they were right in putting down

Jesus by forcible means. No doubt they were

wrong in holding such an opinion. It was not,

in fact, their duty to guard their faith by perse-

cution. They would have been morally better had

they understood the modern doctrine of religious

liberty, unknown as it was to Christians themselves

until some sixteen centuries after the death of Christ.

But for their mistaken notions on this head they were

only in part responsible. They had inherited their

creed with its profound intolerance. Their history,

their legislators, their prophets, all consjjired to up-

hold persecution for the maintennnce of religious

truth. They could not believe in their sacred books,
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and disbelieve tlie propriety of persecution. Before

tliey could leave Jesus at large to teach his subversive

doctrines, they must have ceased to be Jews ; and

this it was impossible for them to do. We must not

be too hard upon men whose only crime w\as that they

believed in a false religion.

According to the dictates of that religion, Jesus

ought to have been stoned. But the Eoman supremacy

precluded the Jews from giving effect to their own
laws. Jesus was therefore taken before the procura-

tor, and accused of ''many things." The charge of

blasphemy of course would weigh nothing in the mind

of a Roman ; and it is evident that another aspect of

the indictment was brought prominently before Pilate
;

namely, the pretension of Jesus to be king of the

Jews. As to the substantial truth of this second

charge, w^e are saved the necessity of discussion, for

Jesus himself, when questioned by Pilate, at once

admitted it. But whether it was made in malice, and

in a somewhat different sense from that in which

Pilate understood it, is not so clear. Jesus at no time,

so far as we know, put forward any direct claim to

immediate temporal dominion. At the same time it

must be remembered that the ideas of Messiahship and

possession of the kingdom were so intimately con-

nected in the minds of the Jews, that they were

probably unable to dissociate them. Unfit as Jesus

plainly was for the exercise of the government, they

might well believe that, if received by any considerable

number of the people, it would be forced upon him as

the loo-ical result of his career. Nor were these fears

unreasonable. His entry into Jerusalem riding on

an ass (an animal expressly selected as emblematic of

VOL. I. 2d
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his royalty), witli palm-branclics strewed before liim,

and admirers calling " Hosanna !
" as lie went, pointed

to a very real and serious danger. Another such de-

monstration might with the utmost ease have passed

into a disturbance of the peace, not to say a tumult,

which the Romans would have quenched in blood

unsparingly and indiscriminatingly shed. Jesus was

really therefore a dangerous character, not so much to

the Romans, as to the Jews. Not being prepared to

accept him as their king in fact, they were almost

compelled in self-preservation to denounce him as

their would-be king to Pilate.

His execution followed. His supposed resurrection,

and the renewed propagation of his faith, followed

that. It has been widely believed that because Chris-

tianity was not put down by the death of its founder,

because, indeed, it burst out agjain in renewed viojour,

therefore the measures taken against him were a

complete fiiilure, and served only to confer additional

glory and power on the religion he had taught. But

this opinion arises from a confusion of ideas. If they

aimed at preserving their own nation from what they

deemed an impious heresy—and I see no proof that

they aimed at anything else—the Jewish authorities

were perfectly successful. Christianity, which, if our

accounts be true, threatened to seduce large numbers

of people from their allegiance to the orthodox creed,

was practically extinguished among the Jews them-

selves by the death of Christ. They could not pos-

sibly believe in a crucified Messiah. Only a very small

band of disciples j)ersisted in adhering to Jesus, justify-

ing their continued faith by asserting that he had risen

from tlie tomb. But it was no lono-er amonix th(^
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countrymen of Jesus, whom lie liad especially sought

to attach to his person and his doctrine, that this

small remnant of his followers could find their con-

verts. Neither then, nor at any subsequent time, has

Christianity been able to wean the Jews from their

ancient faith. The number of those who, from that

time to this, have abandoned it in favour of the more

recent religion has been singularly small. If, as is

probable^ there was during the earthly career of Jesus

a growing danger that his teaching might lead to the

formation of a sect to which many minds would be

attracted, that danger was comj^letely averted.

True, Christianity, when rejected by the Jews,

made rapid progress among the Gentiles. But it was

no business of the authorities at Jerusalem to look after

the religion of heathen nations. They might have

thought, had they foreseen the future of Christianity,

that a creed which orij^inated anions' themselves, and

had in it a large admixture of Hebrew elements, was

better than the worship of the pagan deities. Be this

as it may, the particular form of error which the

Gentiles might embrace was evidently no concern of

theirs. But they had a duty, or thought they had

one, towards their own people, who looked to them

for guidance, and that was to preserve the religion

that had been handed down from their forefathers

uncorrupted and unmixed. This they endeavoured to

do by stifling the new-born heresy of Jesus before it

had become too powerful to be stifled. Their measures,

having regard to the end they had in view, were

undoubtedly politic, and even just.

For were they not perfectly right in supposing that

faith in Christ was dam^erous to faith in Moses ? The
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event has proved it beyond possibility of question.

Not indeed that they could perceive the extent of the

peril, for neither Jesus nor any of his disciples had

ventured then to throw off Judaism altogether. But

they did perceive, with a perfectly correct insight,

that the Christians were setting up a new authority

alongside of the authorities which alone they recog-

nised,—the Scriptures and the traditional interpretation

of the Scriptures. And it was precisely the adoption

of a new authority which they desired to prevent.

So completely was their foresight on this point jus-

tified, that not long after the death of Christ, his

assumed followers received converts without circum-

cision, that all-essential rite ; and that, after the lapse

of no long period of time, Judaism was entirely aban-

doned, and a new religion, with new dogmas, new

ritual, and new observances, was founded in its place.

Surely the action of the men who sat in judgment

upon Jesus needs no further justification, from their

own point of view, than this one consideration. They

had no more sacred trust, in their own eyes, than to

prevent the admission of any other object of w^orship

than the Lord Jehovah. Christ speedily became

among Christians an object of worshi]:). They owned

no more solemn duty than to observe in all its parts

the law delivered by their God to Moses. That law

was almost instantly abandoned by the Christian

Church. They knew of no more unpardonable crime

than apostasy from their faith. That apostasy was

soon committed by the Jewish Christians.

On all these grounds, then, I venture to maintain

that tlie spiritual rulers of Judasa were not so blame-

worthy as has been commonly supposed in the execu-
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tion of Jesus of Nazaretli. Judged by the principles

of universal morality, they were undoubtedly wrong.

Judged by the principles of their own religion, they

were no less undoubtedly right.

Subdivision 5.

—

What did he tJdnh of himself ?

Having endeavoured, as far as our imperfect infor-

mation will admit, to realise the view that would be

taken of Jesus by contemporary Jews, let us seek if

possible to realise the view which he took of himself.

In what relation did he suppose himself to stand to

God the Father ? And in what relation to the Hebrew

law ? What was his conception of his own mission,

and of the manner in which it could best be fulfilled ?

Though, in replying to these questions, we suffer some-

what from the scarcity ofthe materials, we do not labour

under the same disadvantages as those w^e encountered

in the preceding section. For there we had to judge

between two bitterly hostile parties, of which only one

had presented its case. And from the highly coloured

statement of this one party we had to unravel, as

best we could, whatever circumstances might be per-

mitted to weigh in favour of the other. Here we
have no conflicting factions to obscure the truth.

The opinion formed by Jesus of himself has been

handed down to us by his own disciples, who, even if

they did not perfectly understand him, must at least

have understood him far better than anybody else.

And if the picture they give us of the conception he

had formed of his own office be consistent with itself,

there is also the utmost probability that it is true.

Especially will this hold good if this conception
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should be found to differ materially from that not

long afterwards framed about him by the Christian

Church.

Consider first the idea he entertained concerning

his Messianic character, and his consequent relation

to God. His conviction that he was the Messiah, who
was sent with a divine message to his nation, was

evidently the mainspring of his life. It was under

this conviction that he worked his cures and jjreached

his sermons. Probably it strengthened as he con-

tinued in his career, though of this there is no posi-

tive evidence. Possibly, however, the instructions he

gave on several occasions to those whom he had healed,

and once to his disciples, to tell no man about him,

arose from a certain diffidence about the power by
which his miracles were effected/ and a reluctance to

accept the honour which the populace would have

conferred upon him. However this may be, he cer-

tainly put forward his belief on this subject plainly

enough, and its accej^tance by his disciples no doubt

confirmed it in his own mind, while its rejection by

the nation at large, especially the more learned portion

of it, gave a flavour of bitterness to the tone in which

he insisted upon it. The title by which he habitually

designates himself is the Son of man. This was, no

doubt, selected as a more modest name than " Son of

God." The latter was never (if we exclude the fourth

Gospel) applied by Jesus to himself, but when applied

to him by others, he made no objection to it, but ac-

cepted it as his due. The inference from his behaviour

is, that he liked to be thought the Son of God (as in-

^ E.rj., ^Ik. i. 44 ; Mt. ix. 3a
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deed, is shown Ly his eulogy of Peter when tliat apostle

had so described him)/ but that he did not quite ven-

ture to claim the title for himself. That he w\as ever

imagined, either by himself or others, to be the Son of

God in the literal, materialistic sense in which the

term was afterwards understood, it w^ould be an entire

mistake to suppose. No such notion had ever been

formulated by the Jewish mind, and it w^ould, no

doubt, have filled his earliest disciples with horror.

As Mr Westcott truly observes, " Years must elapse

before we can feel that the words of one who talked

with men were indeed the words of God." ^ Nor was

the Hebrew Jehovah the sort of divinity who would

have had a son by a youug village maiden. Proceed-

ings of that kind w^ere left to the heathen deities. Nor

did Christ, in claiming a filial relationship to God, ever

intend to claim unity with the divine essence, still

less to iissert that he actually w\as God himself. This

notion of identity would receive no sanction even from

the fourth Gospel, which does, quite unlike its prede-

cessors, lend some sanction to that of unity in nature.

The best proof of this is that Jesus never, at any

period of his life, desired his followers to worship

him, either as God or as the Son of God. Had he

believed of himself what his followers subsequently

believed of him, that he was one of the constituent

persons in a divine trinity, he must have enjoined

his apostles both to address him in prayer themselves,

and to desire their converts to address him. It is

quite plain that he did nothing of the kind, and that

they never supposed him to have done so. Belief in

^ Mt. xvi. 17 ; vers. 18 and 19 are probably interpolations.

2 Canon of New Testament, p. 64.
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Christ as the Messiah was tauglit as tlie first dogma

of apostolic Christianity, but adoration of Christ as

God was not taught at all. But we are not left in

this matter to depend on conjectural inferences. The

words of Jesus are plain. Whenever occasion arose,

he asserted his inferiority to the Father (as Milton

has proved to demonstration),^ though, as no one had

then dreamt of his equality, it is natural that the

occasions should not have been frequent. He made

himself inferior in knowledge when he said that of

the day and hour of the day of judgment no one

knew, neither the angels in heaven, nor the Son ; no

one except the Father.^ He made himself inferior iu

power when he said that seats on his right hand and

on his left in the kingdom of heaven were not his to

give ;
^ inferior in virtue when he desired a certain man

not to address him as " Good master," for there was

none good but God.^ The words of his prayer at

Gethsemane, " all things are possible unto thee," imply

that all things were not possible to him ; while its

conclusion, "not what I will, but what thou wilt,"

indicates submission to a superior, not the mere exe-

cution of a purpose of his own.^ Indeed, the whole

prayer would have been a mockery, useless for any

purpose but the deception of the disciples, if he had

himself l)een identical with the Being to whom he

prayed, and had merely been giving effect by his

death to their common counsels. While the cry of

agony from the cross, "My God, my God, why hast

thou forsaken me ? " ^ would have been quite unmean-

' Milton, Treatise on Christian Doctrine, Sumner's translation, p.

ICO ff. * iMk. X. 1 8.

'' Mk. xiii. 32. ' Mk, xiv. 36.

= Mk. X. 40. « Jlk. XV. 34.
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ing if the person forsaken and the person forsaking

had been one and the same. Either, then, we must

assume that the Language of Jesus has been misre-

ported, or we must admit that he never for a moment

pretended to be co-equal, co-eternal, or consubstantial

with God.

Throughout his public life he spoke of himself as

one who was sent by God for a certain purpose.

What was that purpose? AVus it, as the Gentile

Christians so readily assumed, to abolish the laws

and customs of the Jews, and to substitute others in

their stead ? Did he, for example, propose to supplant

circumcision by baptism ? the Sabbath by the Sunday ?

the svnao-oo-ue by the church ? the ceremonial obser-

vances of the law of Moses by observances of another

kind? If so, let the evidence be produced. For

unless we find among his recorded instructions some

specific injunction to his disciples that they were no

longer to be Jews, but Christians, we cannot assume

that he intended any such revolution. Now, not

only can no such injunction be produced, but the

whole course of his life negatives the supposition that

any was given. For while teaching much on many
subjects, he never at any time alludes to the Mosaic

dispensation as a temporary arrangement, destined to

yield to a higher law. Yet it would surely have been

strange if he had left his disciples to guess at his

intentions on this all-important subject. JMoreover,

it came directly in his way when he censured the

Pharisees. He frequently accuses them of overlaying

the law with a multitude of unnecessary and trouble-

some rules ; but while objecting to these, he never

for a moment hints that the vci-y law itself was now
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to become a thing of the past. Quite the reverse.

The Pharisees were very scrupulous about paying

tithes, and disreo^arded weiofhtier matters ; these, he

says, they ought to have done, and not to have left

the other undone. If those tithes were no longer to

be paid (at least not for the same oljjects), why does

he not say so ? Again, he charges them with trans-

gressing the commandment of God by their tradition
;

where it is the accretions round the law, and not the

law itself, which he attacks. In one case he even

directly imposes an observance of the legal require-

ments on a man over whom he has influence.^ More-

over, he himself evidently continued to perform the

obligations of his Jewish religion until the very end

of his life, for one of his last acts was to cat the pass-

over with his disciples. The only institution which

he apparently desires to alter at all is the Sabbath,

and there it is plain that he aims at an amendment in

the mode of its observance, not at its entire abolition.

Indeed, he justifies his disciples by invoking the

example of David, an orthodox Hebrew; and very

happily remarks, that the Sabbath was made for man,

not man for the Sabbath—one of his best and most

epigrammatic sayings. But an institution made for

man was indeed one to be rationally observed, but

by no means one to be lightly tampered with. Jesus,

in fact, was altogether a Jew, and though an ardent

reformer, he desired to reform within the limits of

Judaism, not beyond them.

If further proof were needed of this than the fact

that he himself neither abandoned the religion of his

birth, nor sought to obtain discij)les except among

1 Mk. i. 44.
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those who belonged to it, it would be found in his

treatment of the heathen woman whose daughter was

troubled with a devil. To her he distinctly declared

that he was not sent except to the lost sheep of the

house of Israel. In reply to her further persistence,

he told her that it was not well to take the children's

meat and throw it to dogs. Nothing but her appro-

priate yet modest answer induced him to accede to

her request. ^ Further confirmation is afforded by his

instructions to his disciples, whom he desired not to

go either to the Gentiles or the Samaritans, but to

the lost sheep of the house of Israel.^ His own prac-

tice was altogether in conformity with these instruc-

tions. He markedly confined the benefits of his

teaching to his fellow-countrymen. Once only is he

said to have visited the neighbourliood of Tyre and

Sidon, and then he was anxious to preserve the

strictest incognito.^ Even when the Jews refused to

believe in him, he sought no converts among the

Gentiles. He never even intimated that he would

receive such converts without their previous adoption

of the Jewish faith, and after his decease his most

intimate disciples were doubtful whether it was lawful

to associate with uncircumcised people.^ Not only,

therefore, had he himself never done so, but he had

left no instructions behind him that such a relaxation

of Jewish scruples might ever be permitted. True,

when disappointed among his own people, he now
and then contrasted them in unflattering terms with

the heathen. Chorazin and Bethsaida were worse

than Tyre and Sidon ; Capernaum less open to convic-

1 Mt. XV. 21-28. 3 Mk. vii. 24.

2 Mt. X. 5, 6. Acts X. 28 ; xi. 2, 3.
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tion than Sodom.'' The faith of the heathen centurion

was greater than any he had found in IsraeL*^ But

all these expressions of embittered feeling imply that

it was in Israel he had looked for faith, towards

Israel that his desires were turned. To discover faith

out of it might be an agreeable surprise, but, as a

general rule, was neither to be expected nor sought.

Having, then, determined what the purport of his

mission was not, let us try to discover what it was.

The quest is not difficult. The whole of his teaching

is pervaded by one ever-recurring keynote, which

those who have ears to hear it cannot miss. He
came to announce the approach of what he termed
" the kingdom of heaven." A great revolution was

to take place on earth. God was to come, ac-

companied by Jesus, to reward the virtuous and to

punish the wicked. A totally new order of things

was to be substituted in lieu of the present un-

just and unequal institutions. And Jesus was sent

by God to warn the children of Israel to j^repare for

this kingdom of heaven. There was but little time

to lose, for even now the day of judgment was at

hand. The mind of Jesus was laden with this one

great thought, to which, with him, all others were sub-

ordinate. It runs through his maxims of conduct,

his parables, his familiar converse with his disciples.

Far from him was the notion of founding a new
religion, to be extended throughout the world and to

last for ages. It was a work of much more immediate

urgency which he came to do. " Prepare for the

kingdom of heaven, for it will come upon you in the

present generation ; " such was the burden of his

^ Mt. xL 20-24. * Mt. viii. 10.
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messao-e. Let us liear his own mode of delivermo: it

to men.

The very beginning of his preaching, according to

Mark, was in this strain :
" The time is fulfilled, and

the kingdom of God has approached ; repent, and

believe the Gospel."^ Precisely similar is the purport

of his earliest doctrine according to Matthew.^ How
thoroughly he believed that the time was fulfilled is

shown by his decided declaration that there were

some among his hearers who would not taste of death

till they had seen the kingdom of God come with

])Ower,^ a saying which, as it would never have been

invented, is undoubtedly genuine. He told his dis-

ciples that Elias, who was expected to precede the

kingdom of heaven, had already come.*

Over and over again, in a hundred difi'erent

ways, this absorbing thought finds expression in his

language. The one and only message the disciples

are instructed to carry to the "lost sheep of the

house of Israel " is that the kingdom of heaven is at

hand.^ When a city does not receive them, they are

to wipe ofi" the dust of it against them, and bid them

be sure that the kingdom of God is near them.^ In

the coming judgment, Chorazin, Bethsaida, and above

all his own place Capernaum, were to suSer more than

Tyre and Sidon. Earthly matters assume, in conse-

quence of this conviction of their temporary nature,

a very trivial aspect. The disciples are to take

no thought for the morrow; the morrow will take

thought for itself. Nor are they to trouble them-

selves about food and clothing, but to seek first the

1 ]\Ik. i. 15. 3 Mk. ix. I. « Mt. X. 7.

2 Mt. iv. 17. ^ Mk. ix. 13. « Lu. x. 11.
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kingdom of God.^ They are not to lay up treasure

on earth, but in heaven, in order that their hearts

may be there.'^ Moreover, they must be always on

the watch, as the Son of man will come upon them

at an unexpected hour. It would not do then to

be enffajred as the Avicked antediluvians were when
overtaken by the flood, in the occupations of eating

and di'inking, or marrying and giving in marriage.

Instead of this, they must be like the faithful

servant whom his master on returning to his

liouse found watching.^ Preparation is to be made

for the kinsfdom which their Father will 2[ive them

by selling what they have and bestowing alms, so

laying up an incorruptible treasure ; by keeping their

loins cfirded and their liMits burninsj.* Neglect of

these precautions will be punished by exclusion

from the joys of the kingdom, as shown in the

parable of the ten virgins.^ But the indications

of the great event are not understood by the people,

who are able to read the signs of the coming weather,

but not those of the times;® an inability which

might have been due to the fact that they had had

some experience of the one kind of signs and none

of the other. On another occasion, he observes

that the law and the proj)hets were till John ; since

then the kingdom of God has been preached, and

every man presses into it.^ Here he specially pro-

claims himself as the preacher of the kingdom ; the

man who brouMit mankind this new revelation.o
Such was the manner in which this revelation was

1 Mt. vi. 31-34. * Lu. xii. 32.
'^

I\rt. vi. 19-21. ' Mt. XXV. 1-13.

' Mt. xxiv. 38, 42, 43 ; Lu. xii. 37, 38. « Lu. xii. 54-57.

* Lu. xvi. 16.
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announced, that some at least of those who heard him
thought that the kingdom was to come immediately.

To counteract this view he told the parable of the

nobleman who went from home to receive a kingdom,

leaving his servants in charge of certain monies, and

rewarded them on his return according to the amount

of interest they had obtained by usury, ]3unishing

one of them who had made no use of the sum
intrusted to him.^ He himself, of course, was the

nobleman who received his kingdom and returned

again to judge his servants. So urgent was the

message he had to deliver, that (according to one

Evangelist) a man who wished to bury his father

before joining him was told to let the dead bury

their dead, but to go himself and announce the

kingdom of God ; while another, who asked leave

to bid farewell to his family, was warned that no

man, having put his hand to the plough, and look-

ing back, was fit for that kingdom.^

The arrival of the kingdom was to be preceded by
various signs. There would be false Christs ; there

would be wars, earthquakes, and famines ; there

would be persecutions of the faithful ; but the Gospel

(that is, the announcement of the approach of this

new state of things) must first be published in all

nations.^ Then the sun and moon would be dark-

ened and the stars fall ; the Son of man would come

in power and glory, and gather his elect from all

parts of the earth. The existing generation was not

^ Lu. xix. 11-27.

^ Lu. ix. 58-62.

3 This verse is so inconsistent with other declarcations of Christ, espe-

cially with Mt. X. 23, that I am disposed to regard it as an interpola-

tion.
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to pass till all these tilings were doue. Not even the

Son knew when this would happen ; but as it might

come suddenly and unexpectedly upon them, they

were to be continually on the watch. ^ The apostles

would not even finish the cities of Israel before the

Son of man had come.^

Little is said in description of the nature of the

kingdom of heaven except by the method of illustra-

tion. The main result to be gathered from numerous

allusions to it is that justice is to prevail. Thus, the

kingdom of heaven is said to be like a man who
sowed good seed in his field, but in whose property

an enemy maliciously mingled tares. At the harvest

the tares are to be burnt, and the wheat gathered

into the barn. This parable Jesus himself explained.

The tares are the wicked ; the wheat represents " the

children of the kingdom." And as tares are burnt,

so " the Son of man shall send his angels, and collect

from his kingdom all ofi*ences, and those who do

wickedness, and shall throw them into the furnace of

fire; there shall be weeping and gnashing of teeth.

Then the just shall shine out like the sun in the

kingdom of their Father." The same idea is ex-

pressed in the illustration of the net cast into the sea,

which gathers good fish and bad. Just as the fisher-

men se]3arate these, so the angels at the end of the

world will separate the wicked from the midst of the

just. Other comparisons represent the influence on

the heart of faith in the kingdom. Thus, the king-

dom of heaven is like a grain of mustard-seed, which,

thounjh the smallest of seeds, becomes the largest of

herbs. Or it is like leaven leavening three measures

1 Mk. xiii. ; Mt. xxiv. ^ ]^it, x. 23.
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of meal. Again, it is like treasure liid in a field, or

a pearl of great price/

The best qualification for pre-eminence in the king-

dom was humility.

When asked who was to be greatest in the kingdom

of heaven, Jesus replied that it would be he who

humbled himself like a little child. ^ He delights in

the exhibition of striking contrasts between the pre-

sent and the future state of things. The first are to

be last, and the last first. Those who have made great

sacrifices now are then to receive vast rewards.^ He
who has lost his life for his sake is to find it, and he

who has found it is to lose it.* The stone rejected

by the builder is to become the head of the corner.^

The kingdom of God is to be taken from the privileged

nation and given to another more worthy of it.® Pub-

licans and harlots are to take precedence of the respect-

able classes in entering the kingdom.^ It is scarcely

possible for rich men to enter it at all, though God
may perhaps admit them by an extraordinary exertion

of power.^ Many even who trust in their high char-

acter for correct religion will find themselves rejected.

But they will be safe who have both heard the sayings

of Jesus and done them. They will have built their

houses on rocks, from which the storms which usher

in the kingdom will not dislodge them. Those, how-
ever, who hear these sayings, and neglect to perform

them, will be like foolish men who have built their

houses on sand, where the storms will beat them down,

and great will be their fall.^

1 Mt. xiii. 24-50. * Mt. X. 39. 7 Mt, xxi. 31.
2 Mt. xviii. 1-4. 5 ]y£]._ ^ii. 10. « t\j]._

j._ 23-27.
3 Mk. X. 29-31. « Mt. xxi. 43. 9 Mt, vii. 22-29.

VOL. L 2 E
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That the kiuo-dom is to he ou earth, uot in some

imkiiowu heaven, is manifest from the numerous

references of Jesus to the time wlien the Son of

man will "come;" a time \Yhich none can kno\v,

yet for ^vliich all are to watch. He never speaks

of men "going" to the kingdom of heaven; it is

the kino^dom of heaven which is to come to them.

And the most remarkable of the many contrasts

will be that between the present humiliation of

the Son and his future glory. He will return to

execute his Father's decrees. His judges them-

selves will see him "sittino- on the ri^ht hand ofo o

power, and coming in the clouds of heaven."^ In-

stead of standing as a prisoner at the bar, he will

then be entliroued as a judge. "When the Son of

man shall come in his glory, and all the angels

with him, then he shall sit on the throne of his

glory ; and all the nations shall be collected before

him, and he shall separate them from one another,

as the shcplierd separates the sheep from the goats
;

and he shall put the sheep on his right hand, but

the goats on his left." 1'hc goats, who have done

harm, are then to go into everlasting punishment

;

and the sheep, who have done good, are to pass into

eternal life.^

This equitable adjustment of rewards and punish-

ments to merit and demerit is the leading conception

in the revolution which the kingdom of heaven is to

make. The faithful servant is to be made ruler over

his master's goods ; the unfaithfid one to be cut off and

assigned a portion with the hypocrites. The virgins

whose lamps are ready burning will be admitted to

' Mt. xxvi. 64. - ilt. XXV. 31-46.
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the marriage festival. The servants who make the

best use of the property committed to their charge

will be rewarded, while those who have failed to

employ it properly will be cast into outer dark-

ness.^ So also the wicked husbandmen in the vine-

yard, who ill-treated their master's servants and

killed his heir, are to be destroyed when he comes,

and the vineyard is to be committed to other culti-

vators.^ All those, on the other hand, who have made

o-reat sacrifices for the sake of Christ will receive ao
hundredfold compensation for all that they have now

abandoned.^

Such was the sort of notion—rude, yet tolerably

definite—which Jesus had formed of the kingdom his

Father was about to found, and for the coming of

which he taught his disciples to pray. This hope of

a reign of justice, of an exaltation of the lowly and

virtuous, and a depression of the proud and wicked,

animated his teaching and inspired his life. To make

known this great event, so shortly to overtake them,

to mankind, was a duty with which in his 023inion he

had been charged by God ; to receive this message at

his hands was in his judgment the first of virtues, to

spurn it the most unpardonable of crimes.

Subdivision (i.—^Vkat did his disciples tldnk of Mm ?

There is on record a remarkable conversation which

afi"ords us a glimpse, both of the rumours that were

current about Christ among the people, and also of

the view taken of him by his nearest friends during

his lifetime. Jesus had gone with his disciples into

^ Mt. xxiv. 42-xxv. 30. - Mk. xii. 1-9. ^ Mt. xix. 29, 30.
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tlie towns of Coesarca Pliilippi. On tlic way, being

apparently curious about the state of public opinion,

lie asked them, " Whom do men say that I am ?

"

To this they replied, "John the Baptist; and some

say Elias, and others that thou art one of the prophets."

To which Jesus rejoined, " But you, whom say you

that I am ? " Peter returned the answer, " Thou art

the Messiah ;
" or " Thou art the Messiah, the Son of

the living God." It is remarkable that Peter alone is

represented as replying to this second question, as if

the others had not yet attained to the conviction which

this apostle held of the Messiahship of Jesus. Espe-

cially would this conclusion be confirmed if we adopted

the version of Matthew, where Jesus expresses his

high approbation of Peter's answer.^ If this apostle

was peculiarly blessed on account of his perception of

this truth, it may be inferred that his companions had

either not yet perceived, or were not yet sure of it.

That Peter did not mean by calling him the Messiah

to state that he was a portion of the deity himself, is

evident from what follows ; for Jesus having predicted

his future sufferings, " Peter began to rebuke him,"

anxious to avert the omen. Had he believed that

it was God himself with whom he was conversing, he

could hardly have ventured to question his perfect

knowledge of the future.

The doctrine of the divinity of Christ is not, in fact,

to be found in the New Testament. Even the writer

of the fourth Gosj)el, who holds the highest and most

mystical view of his nature, does not teach that.

Often indeed in that Gospel does Jesus speak of him-

self as one with the Father. But the dogmatic force

^ Mk. viil 27-30 ; Mt. xvi. 13-20.
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of all these expressions is measured by the fact that

precisely in the same sense he speaks of the disciples

as one with himself. As the Father and he are in

one another, so he prays that the disciples may be

one in them/ Moreover, when the Jews charged him

with making himself God, he met them by inquiring

whether it was not written in their law, " I said, Ye
are gods." If, then, those to whom the word of God

came were called gods, was it blasphemy in him, whom
the Father had sanctified and sent, to say, " I am the

Son of God ? " ^ Here, then, the term which Jesus

appropriates is " Son of God," and this he considers

admissible because the Hebrew people generally had

been called gods. Evidently, then, he does not admit

the charge of making himself God.

The authority of the fourth Gospel is, of course, of

no value in enabling us to determine what Jesus said

or did,- but it is of great value as evidence of the view

taken about him by those of his disciples who, at this

early period, had advanced the furthest in the direc-

tion of placing him on a level with God himself. It

is either the latest, or one of the latest, compositions

in the New Testament, and it proves that, at the

period when its author lived, even the boldest spirits

had not ventured on the dogma which afterwards

became the corner-stone of the Christian creed.

Throughout the rest of the canonical books, Jesus is

simply the Messiah, the Son of God ; in whom, in that

sense, it is a duty to believe. Whoever believes this

much is, according to the first epistle of John, born of

God.^

Clearer still is the evidence that, in the opinion of

1 Jo. xvii. 21. 2 Jo. X, 2i2>-2)7-
^ I Jolm v, i.
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those most competent to judge, Jesus had no inten-

tion of abolishing the observance of the law of Moses.

So far were his disciples from imagining that he

contemplated any such change, that they were at first

in doubt whether it was allowable for them even to

relax the rules which forbade social intercourse with

heathens. The writer of the Acts of the Apostles,

however, informs us that, when an important convert

was to be Tvon over from the pagan ranks, Peter

had the privilege of a vision which enjoined him

not to call anything which God had cleansed common
or nnclean. Interpreting this to mean that he

might associate with the Gentiles, he received the

heathen convert, Cornelius, with all cordiality, and

even j)reached the gospel of Jesus to the uncircimicised

company by whom he was surrounded. That this was a

novel measure is plainly evinced by the fact that the

Jewish Christians who were j^resent were astonished

that the gift of the Holy Ghost should be poured out

upon the Gentiles. They therefore had conceived that

Christianity was to be confined to themselves.^

But there is more direct evidence of the same fact.

When Peter returned to Jerusalem, the circumcised

believers there found fault with him because he had

gone in to uncircumcised men, and had eaten with

them. Peter, of course, related his vision in self-

defence, and since there was no reply to be made to

such an argument as this, they accepted the new and

unexpected fact which he announced :
" Well, then,

God has given re2')entance to life to the Gentiles

also."^ Paul, who was too strong-minded to need

a revelation to teach him the best way of promoting

' Acts X. 2 _^\(.^g j.j_ i_j5_
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Christian interests, also received lieatlien converts

without requiring them to come under Jewish obliga-

tions. But the conduct of these apostles was far

from meeting with immixed approbation in the com-

munity. Some men from Judasa came to Antioch,

where Paul and Barnabas were, and informed the

brethren there that unless they were circumcised they

could not be saved. So importanrt M^as this question

deemed, that Paul and Barnabas, after much disputing

wdth these Judaic Christians, agreed to go with them

to Jerusalem to refer the matter to a council of the

apostles and elders. Obviously, then, it was a new

case which had arisen. No authoritative dictum of

Jesus could be produced. The possibility of having to

receive heathens among his disciples was one he had

never contemplated. Called to deal with this su-

premely important question, on which the whole future

of the Church turned, the apostles displayed modera-

tion and good sense. Acting on the concurrent advice

of Peter, Paul, James, and Barnabas, they wrote to

the brethren in Antioch, Syria, and Cilicia, that they

had determined to lay no greater burden upon them

than these necessary things :— i. Abstinence from

meat offered to idols ; 2. from blood
; 3. from things

strangled
; 4. from fornication. Hence it will be

seen that they absolved the heathen believers from all

Jewish observances except two, those that forbade

blood and things strangled. These, from long habit

and the fixed prejudices of their race, no doubt

appeared to them to have some deeper foundation

than a mere arbitrary command. These therefore they

enjoined even upon pagans.^

1 Acts XV. I -3 1.
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Be it observed, however, that tliis dispensation

applied only to those who were not of Hebrew blood.

The apostles and elders assembled at Jerusalem had

no thought of dispensing themselves from the binding

force of the law of Moses. To observe it was alike

their privilege and their duty. They did not conceive

that, in becoming Christians, they had ceased to be

Jews, any more than a Catholic who becomes a

Protestant conceives that he has ceased to be a

Christian. The question whether those w^ho had

been born Jews should abandon their ancient religion

was not even raised at this time among them. The

only question w\as whether those who had not been

born Jews should adopt it.

Innovation, however, is not to be arrested at any

given point. Liberty having been conceded to the

Gentiles, it was not unnatural that some of the

apostles, when living among the Gentiles, should take

advantage of it for themselves. No overt rule was

adopted on this su])ject. It seems to have been tacitly

understood that all Jews should continue to be bound

by the rigour of their native customs, except in so ftir

as they had been modified by common consent ; and

the attempt of some to escape from this burden was

an occasion of no small scandal to the more orthodox

members of the sect.^ Both Peter and Paul indeed,

at separate times, were compelled to make some con-

cessions to the extremely strong feeling in favour of

the law which existed at headquarters. The conduct

of these two eminent apostles merits examination.

Peter, it appears, never gave up Judaism in his own
person ; but when staying at Antioch he mixed freely

^ Acts xxi. 20 : dal. ii. 12.
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with Gentiles, making no attempt to impose the

law upon them, and approving of the proceedings

of Paul. It so happened, however, that there came

to Antioch some brethren from James at Jerusalem.

These men were strict Jews, and Peter was so much

afraid of them, that he "withdrew and separated

himself" from his former companions. The other

Jewish Christians, and even Barnabas, the former

friend of Paul, were induced to act in the same

way. Paul, who was not likely to lose the oppor-

tunity of a little triumph over Peter, ruthlessly

exposed his misconduct. According to his account,

he publicly addressed him in these terms :
" If tliou,

being a Jew, livest like a Gentile and not like a

Jew, why dost thou compel the Gentiles to be like

Jews?"^ What answer Peter returned, or whether

he returned any, Paul does not inform us. His

charge against Peter I understand to be. not that the

apostle had positively adopted heathen customs, and

then taken up Jewish ones again, but that he had

relaxed in his own favour the rules which forbade

Jews from eating with Gentiles. On the appearance

of the stricter Christians from Jerusalem he put on

the appearance of a strictness equal to their own.

Such conduct was consistent with the character of

the disciple who had denied his master.

Paul himself, on the other hand, was a complete

freethinker. Once converted, the system of which he

had formerly been the zealous upholder no longer had

any power over his emancipated mind. His robust

and logical intellect soon delivered him from the fetters

in which he had been bound. Far, however, from

foliowiug his example, the Christians at Jerusalem

1 Ga]. ii. 1 1- 14.
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Avcrc shocked at the laxity of his morals. The steps

he took to conciliate them are graphically described

in the Acts of the Apostles. On visiting the capital,

Paul and his com2:»anious went to see James, with

whom were assembled all the elders ; and Paul

described the success he had met with among the

Gentiles. Hereupon the assembled company, or more

probably James as their spokesman, informed Paul

what very disadvantageous reports were current con-

cerning him. "Thou seest, brother," they began,

" how many thousands of believers there are among

the Jews, and all are zealots for the law ; and they

have been informed of thee that thou teachcst the

Jews among the Gentiles apostasy from Moses, saying

that they should not circumcise their children, nor

walk in the customs. What is it, then ? It is quite

necessary that the multitude should meet, for they

will hear that thou art come. Do then this that we

tell thee. AVe have four men who have a vow upon

them ; take these and be purified with them, and bear

the expense with them of having their heads shaven

;

and all will know that there is nothing in what they

have heard about thee, but that thou also walkest in

the observation of the law."^ This sensible advice

was adopted by Paul ; and the " zealots for the law,"

Avho composed the Christian community at Jerusalem,

ha.d the satisfaction of seeing him purify himself and

enter the temple with the men under the vow. On a

later occasion, too, when charged with crime before

Felix, Paul mentioned the fact that twelve days ago

he had gone up to worship at Jerusalem, as if he had

been an orthodox Jew.^

But although he might think it expedient to satisfy

' Acts xx;. 20-24. - Acts xxiv. u.
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James and his friends at Jerusalem by a concession

to public opinion, the rumour which had reached the

brethren there, if unfounded in the letter, Avas in

fact an accurate representation of the inevitable out-

come of Paul's teaching. Possibly he did not wish to

press his own views upon others of his nation, and

therefore did not interfere with such of them as,

though living among heathens, yet adhered religi-

ously to their national customs. But unquestionably

liis own feelings were strongly enlisted in favour of

the abolition of the law, and if the Jewish Christians

read and accepted his w^ritings, they could hardly fail

to adopt his practice. The law in his opinion was no

longer necessary for those who believed in Christ.

He is not the true Jew who is one outAvardly, nor is

that the true circumcision which is outward. He is a

Jew Avho is so internally, and circumcision is of the

heart in the sj)irit, not in the letter. If it be asked

what advantage the Jew has, Paul replies that he has

much : the first of all, that to his nation were confided

the oracles of God.^ He knows, he says, and is per-

suaded in the Lord Jesus, that there is nothing unclean

in itself, though to him who thinks it so it may be

unclean. It is well to abstain from eating flesh or

drinking wine, or anything else that may give offence

to others, but these things are all unimportant in

themselves. One man esteems one day above another;

another man esteems them all alike ; let each be fully

persuaded in his own mind. Only let us not judge

one another, nor put stumbling-blocks in one another's

way.'

From these considerations it appears that the

^ Rom. ii. 28, 29 iii. 1,2. ^ Rom. xiv.
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suspicions entertained of Paul at Jerusalem were

substantially true. Possibly lie did not absolutely

teach the Jews to abandon the law
;
possibly he did

not even completely abandon it himself. But in his

writings he constantly treats it as a thing indifferent

in itself ; Christians mioht or mio-ht not believe in its

obligations, and provided they acted conscientiously,

all was well. Along with these very sceptical opinions,

however, Paul strongly held to the necessity of

worldly prudence. He is very indignant with the

" false brethren privily introduced, who slipped in to

spy out the liberty we have in Jesus Christ, that

they might enslave us ; to whom," he adds, " we did

not yield by subjection even for an hour."^ But

when the brethren at Jerusalem required him to clear

himself from the report that he was not an observer

of tlio law, there came in another principle of action,

which he has himself explained with praiseworthy

frankness. "To the Jews," he tells the Corinthians,

" I became as a Jew, that I mioht ojain the Jews ; to

those under the law as under the law, not beinir

myself under the law," that I might gain those under

the law ; to those without law as without law (not

being without law to God, but law-abiding to Christ),

that I might gain those without law ; to the weak I

became weak, that I might gain the weak ; I became

all things to all men, that by all means I might save

some." ^ Actiuc: on this clastic rule, Paul mi^lit

' Gal. ii, 4, 5.

2 If the words m wv avrbs virb v6fiov be genuine, they contain a distinct

declaration (the only one in tlie apostle's writing's) that Paul liad

thrown off Judaism. Since, however, they are not contained in all the

MSS., I do not lilce to found an argument upon them.
^ I Cor. i.\. 20-22.
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easily comply with all tlie demands of James and liis

zealots. To the Jews he became a Jew for the nonce.

It was perhaps in the same spirit of worldly wisdom

that he took the precaution of circumcising a young

convert who w^as Jewish only on the mother's side,

his father having been a Greek.^

While such was the conduct of this strong-minded

reformer, it is plain that his attitude towards the law

was not shared by the personal friends of Jesus.

James at Jerusalem adhered strictly to Judaism.

The other apostles, so far as we know, did the same.

The rest of the brethren there did the same. Paul

was tolerated, and even cordially received, as the

apostle of the Gentiles, but it docs not apj^ear that

he had any following among the Jews. Had any of

the original apostles followed him in his bold inno-

vations, he would surely have mentioned the fact, as

he has mentioned the partial adhesion of Peter. On
the contrary, he seems in his epistles, when attack-

ing the Judaic type of Christianity, to be arguing as

much against them as against the unchristian Jews or

the heathen.

Stronger evidence than mere inference is, however,

obtainable on this point. The Jewish Christians, who

had received their doctrines direct from the com-

panions of Jesus, soon came to form a sect apart,

and w^ere known by the name of Ebionites. Of these

men, Irenreus tells us that " they use the Gospel

according to Matthew only, and repudiate the apostle

Paul, maintaining that he was an apostate from the

law." Moreover, "they practise circumcision, perse-

vere in the observance of those customs which are

1 Acts xvi. 1-3.
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enjoined Ijy the law, and are so Judaic in tlieir style

of life, that they even adore Jerusalem as if it were

the house of God." ^ It was a strange fate that befell

these unfortunate people, when, overwhelmed by the

flood of heathenism that had swept into the Church,

they were condemned as heretics. Yet there is no

evidence that they had ever swerved from the doc-

trines of Jesus, or of the disciples who knew him in

his lifetime. Jesus himself had been circumcised, and

he certainly never condemned the rite, or spoke of it

as useless for the future. He was so Judaic in his style

of life that he reverenced the temple at Jerusalem as

" a house of prayer for all nations," and deemed it his

special duty to purify it from what he regarded as

pollution. But the torrent of progress swept past the

Ebionites, and left them stranded on the shore.

Should the position here maintained with reference

to the Judaic character of the early Christians be

thought to require further confirmation, I should find

it in the weighty words of a theologian who, while

entirely Christian in his views, is also one of the

highest authorities on the history of the Church.

Neander, speaking of this question, observes that the

disciples did not at once arrive at the consciousness

of that vocation which Christ (in his opinion) had

indicated to them, namely, that they should form a

distinct community from that of the Jews. On the

contrary, they attached themselves to this community

in every respect, and all the forms of the national

theocracy were holy to them. " They lived in the

conviction that these forms would continue as they

were till the return of Clirist, l)y which a new and

» Adv. Ihcr. i. 26.
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Liolier order of tliinojs was to be founded : and tins

cliange they expected as one tliat was near at hand.

Far from them, therefore, lay the thought of the foun-

dation ofa new cultus, even if from the light of belief in

the Redeemer new ideas had dawned upon them about

that which belonged to the essence of the true adoration

of God. They took part as zealously in the service of

the temple as any pious Jews. Only they believed

that a sifting would take place among the theocratic

people, and that the better part of it would be incor-

porated in tlieir community by the recognition of

Jesus as the Messiah."^ Neander proceeds to point

out—and here too his remarks are valualde—that the

outward forms of Judaism gave facilities for the

formation of such smaller bodies within the ireneral

body, by means of the division into synagogues. The

Christians, therefore, constituted merely a special

synagogue, embraced within the mass of believers who
all accepted the law of Moses, all worshipped at the

temple of Jerusalem. It will be seen, however, that I

differ from Neander in so far as he supposes that the

members of the Christian synagogue, in adhering to

Judaism, were neglecting any indications given by
their founder. On the contrary, it aj^pears to me a

more reasonable explanation of their conduct that the

founder himself had never contemplated that entire

emancipation from Judaic forms which was soon to

follow.

On these two points, then—the humanity of Jesus

and his Judaism—the early history of the Church

affords our position all possible support. How is it

about the third—his announcement of a kingdom of

1 Neander, Pilaiizung der Cliristlichen Kirclie, vol. i. p. 38.
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heaven soon to come ? Paul must liave derived liia

doctrine on this point, whatever it was, from those

who were disciples of Christ before him, for it does

not appear that he had any special revelation on the

subject. Let us hear what was the impression made

upon his mind by their report of the teaching of

Jesus. " AVe do not wish you to be ignorant, bre-

thren "—so he writes to the Thessalonians—" that you

may not grieve like the rest who have no hope. For

if we believe that Jesus died and rose again, thus also

Avill God bring those who sleep through Jesus. For

this we say to you hy the word of the Lord " (Paul

therefore is speaking with all the authority of his

apostolic commission), " that we who are alive and are

left for the coming of the Lord shall not take prece-

dence of those who are asleep. For the Lord himself

shall descend from heaven with the word of command,

with the voice of the archangel, and with the trumpet

of God, and the dead in Christ will rise first. Then

Ave who are alive and are left shall be snatched with

them in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air, and

thus we shall always be with the Lord."^ Clearer

than this it is difficult to be. There can be no

question whatever, unless we put an arbitrary signifi-

cance on these words, that Paul looked for the second

coming of Christ and the final judgment long before

the existing generation had passed away. Some will

fall asleep before that day, but he fully expects that

he himself and many of those whom he is addressing

will be alive to witness it. So confident is he of this,

that he even describes the order in which the faithful

Avill proceed to join their Lord, the dead taking a

' I Thess. iv. 13-17.
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Ligher rank than the living. He differs from Jesus,

and probably from the other apostles, in placing the

kingdom of heaven somewhere in the clouds, and

not on earth. But he entirely agrees with them as to

the date of the revolution. Quite consistent with the

above passage is another (of which, however, the correct

reading is doubtful) : "We shall not all sleep, but we

shall all be changed."
^

Filled with the like hope, he prays that the spirit,

mind, and hody of the Thessalonians may be preserved

blameless to the coming of Christ.^ And he comforts

them in a subsequent letter by the promise that they

who are troubled shall have "rest with us in the

revelation of the Lord Jesus from heaven with the

angels of his power. ^ While, in writing to the Corin-

thians, he speaks of the existing generation as those

" upon whom the ends of the ages have come." *

Not less clear is the language of the other apostles.

Peter, on that memorable day of Pentecost when the

apostles exhibit the gift of tongues, and some irreve-

rent spectators are led to charge them with inebriety,

explains to the assembly that the scene which had

just been witnessed was characteristic of the "last

days," as foretold by the prophet Joel. In those days

their sons and their daughters were to prophesy, their

}:oung men to see visions, and their old men to dream

dreams ; the Spirit was to be poured out on God's

servants and handmaidens; there were to be signs and

wonders ; blood, fire, and smoke ; the sun was to be

^ I Gbr. XV. 51. Lachniaiin reads: Tr6.vTi% [y-^A Kovixfje-QsofuOa, ou

icduTes. 5e aWay.riao/j.ida. The reading of our authorised version seems

to me to give far better sense, as also to liarmonise Letter with the

apostle's- general doctrine.

- I Tl'«ss..v. 23. ^ 2 Thess. i. 7. * i Cor. x. 11.

VOL. I. 2 F
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turued into darkness, and the moon into blood ; and

whoever called on the name of the Lord was to be

saved. Thus Peter, than whom there could be no

higher authority as to the mind of Christ, applied to

his own time the prophetic description of the "day

of the Lord" given by JoeL^ James exhorts his

disciples not to be in too great a hurry for the arri-

val of Christ. They are to imitate the husbandman

waiting for the ripening of his crops. " Be you also

patient : confirm your hearts ; for the coming of the

Lord draws near."^ The author of the first epistle

of Peter distinctly informs the Christian community

that " the end of all things is at hand." And he wiirns

them not to think it strange concerning the fiery trial

which is to try them, "but rejoice, inasmuch as you

share in the sufi"erings of Cluist ; that in the revelation

of his glory you may also rejoice with exceeding joy."

'

Further on he promises that when the chief Shepherd

appears, they shall receive "the unfading crown of

glory." * In the first ejDistle of John the disciples are

thus exhorted :
" And now, little children, remain in

liim, that when he comes we may have boldness, and

may not be ashamed before him at his coming." ^

In the next chapter he tells them that " when he

appears we shall be like him, for we shall see him as

he is."^ Of the Apocalypse it cannot be necessary to

speak in detail. The one great thought that inspires

it from beginning to end is that of the speedy return

of Jesus, accompanied as it will be by the judgment

of tlie wicked, the reward of the faithfiU, and the

establishment of a new heaven and a new earth far

' Acts ii. 14-21. •*

I Pet. iv. 7, 12, 13. ' i Jo. ii 28.

" James v. 7, 8. * i Pet. v. 4.. * i Jo. iii. 2.
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more glorious and more beautiful than those that are

to pass away. The end of the book is conclusive as

to its meaning : "I, Jesus, have sent my angel to tes-

tify these things to you in the churches." " He that

testifies these things says, ' Surely I come quickly.

So be it ; come, Lord Jesus.' "
^

There is another passage bearing on this subject,

which, as it appears to have been written at a later

date than any of those hitherto quoted, may best be

considered last. It is found in the second epistle

attributed to Peter. The epistle was probably written

after the first generation of Christians had passed

away, but the forger endeavours to assume the style

of the apostle whose name he borrows. From the

language he employs it is evident that there was

some impatience among believers in his day on

account of what seemed to them the long delay in

the second coming of Christ. Scoffers had arisen, v/lio

were putting the awkward question, " Where is the

promise of his coming ? for since the fathers fell

asleep, all things continue as they were from the

beginning of creation." Such scoffers, he tells them,

are to come " in the last days," and he warns them

how to resist the influence of their specious arguments.

For this purpose he reminds them of the former de-

struction of the earth by water, and assures them that

the present heavens and the present earth are to be

destroyed by fire. They are not to let the considera-

tion escape them that with the Lord one day is as a

thousand years, and a thousand years as one day.

Hence God is not really slow about fulfilling his

promise, as some people believe ; he is only waiting

^ Rev. xxii. 16, 20.
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out of kindness, uot being willing that any should

perish, hut desiring that all should come to repentance.

But the day of the Lord will come unexpectedly, like

a thief in the night ; wherefore the Christians who
are looking^ for new heavens and anew earth, accordinor

to his promise,, must take care to be ready that they

may be found by him spotless and blameless/ Here,

then, we have a further proof of the hopes entertained

by the early Christians ; for this writer, who evidently

felt that the promises held out by the original apostles

were in danger of being discredited by the long delay

in the expected catastrophe, concerns himself to show

that the postponement of its arrival is not after all so

great as it may seem, and seeks to dispel the doubts

that had grown up concerning it. He thus bears

important testimony to the nature of the expectations

entertained by those who had gone before him.

But even if we had not this epistle, we should find

some evidence of the same fact in the writings of the

earliest fathers. Thus, in the first epistle of Clement,

the Christians are warned in the foliowins: lano:ua2:e :

—

"Far from us be that which is written, 'Wretched

are they who are of a double mind and of a doubting

heart;' who say, 'These things we have heard even in

the times of our fathers ; but behold, we have grown

old and none of them has hajipened unto us
!

' Ye
foolish ones ! compare yourselves to a tree ; take [for

instance] the vine. First of all it sheds its leaves,

then it buds, next it puts forth leaves, and then it

flowers ; after that comes the sour grape, and then

follows the ripened fruit. Ye perceive how in a little

time the fruit of a tree comes to maturity. Of a

' 2 Pot. iii.
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truth, soon and suddenly sliall liia will be accom-

plished, as the Scripture also bears witness, sayino-,

* Speedily will he come, and not tarry
;

' and, ' The
Lord shall suddenly come to his temple, even the Holy

One, for whom ye look.' " ^

Further on, the same writer expressly states that

what the apostles of Christ preached was the speedy

advent of the new order of thino;s. '' Havinc: there-

fore received their orders, and being fully assured by

the resurrection of our Lord Jesus Christ, and estab-

lished in the word of God, w^ith full assurance of the

Holy Ghost, they went forth proclaiming that the

kingdom of God was at hand." ^ Here, then, we have

the authority of this very early writer for the state-

ment that such was the view taken of the mission of

Jesus by his original disciples.

Again,_ in the second epistle of Clement, this

expression occurs:—"Let us expect, therefore, hour

by hour, the kingdom of God in love and righteous-

ness, since we know not the day of the appearing of

God."^ Thus it appears that the apostles received

from Jesus, and the early Christians from the apostles,

the doctrine that the return of the Messiah in his

glory would take place soon.

Subdivision 7.

—

What are we to think of him 1

"We come now to the most important question of all,

namely, what opinion the evidence we possess should

lead us to form ofthe moral character of Jesus, and of the

value of his teaching. In considering this subject, we
^ First Ep. of Clement, cli. xxiii.—A. N. L., vol. i. p. 24.

- Ibid., ch. xli.—A. N. L., vol. i. p. 37.

3 Second Ep. of Clement, cli. \ii.—A. N. L., vol. i. p. 62.
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are met at the tliresliold of the inquiry by the extreme

difficulty of discarding the traditional view which has

gained currency among us. Not only believers in the

Christian religion, but freethinkers who look upon

Christ as no more than an extraordinary man, have

united to utter his praises in no measured terms. His

conduct has been supposed to present an ideal of

perfection to the human race, and his aphorisms to

embody the supreme degree of excellence and of

wisdom. Some critics, not being Christians, have

even gone so far as to assume that whatever items in

his re^^orted language or behaviour seemed to reflect

some discredit upon him could not be genuine, but

must l)e due to the imaginations of his disciples.

All this unbounded panegyric naturally raises in

the minds of critics who have freed themselves from

the accepted tradition a slight prejudice against him,

and this may lead them to regard his errors with too

unsparing a severity, and to mete out scant justice to

the merits he may really possess. No task can be

less easy than that of api^roaching this question with

a mind entirely devoid of bias on the one side or on

the other. For my own part, I shall endeavour, if I

cannot attain perfect impartiality, at least neither to

praise nor to bhime without adequate reason.

Before proceeding, however, it may be well to state

that I shall not attempt to discriminate between the

authentic and the unauthentic utterances of Jesus, but

shall take for granted that his reporters—excluding

the fourth Evangelist—have in tlie main reported him

correctly. No doubt this position is not strictly true.

There must be errors, and there may be grave eri-ors

in the record, since those who transmitted tlie language
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of their master trusted only to memory. But it is on

the whole much more likely that the parables, sermons,

and short sayings ascribed to Jesus re^^rcsent with

some aj)proach to fidelity what he really said, than

that they, or any considerable proportion of them,

w^ere invented by any of his disciples afterwards.

They have, moreover, a characteristic flavour Avhich it

would have been difiicult for a forger to give to the ficti-

tious utterances he might have added to the genuine

remains. It is, however, a question of minor import

whether the synoptical writers are or are not fiiithful

reporters. Jesus is presented to our admiration by

them as the Son of God, and as a pattern of virtue

and of wisdom. Therefore, even if we are not criticis-

ing a portrait from life, we are at least criticising the

ideal portrait which they have held up as an object of

worship, and which Christendom has accepted as such.

Omitting (as already considered) those very consider-

able portions of his doctrine Avhich refer to himself

and to his kingdom, we may proceed to the more

strictly ethical elements which are to be found scattered

about in his instructions to his hearers, sometimes

contained in those striking parables which, following

the habit of his nation, he was fond of relating ; some-

times in the short, clear, and incisive sentences of

which he was a master. In considering the value

and originality of his views, it will be of advantnge to

compare them, where we can, with those of other great

teachers of mankind.

Perhaps one of the most conspicuous peculiari-

ties is his fondness for impressive contrasts. He
has a peculiar pleasure in contemplating the reversal

of existing arrangements. The first are to be last

;
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the liiimble exalted ; tlie poor preferred to the rich :

the meanest to become the greatest, and so forth.

Strangely similar to this favourite idea, so continually

making its appearance in his moral forecasts, is the

language frequently used by his Chinese predecessor

Lao-tse, who in more than one respect greatly re-

sembles him. Thus Jesus tells his disciples that he

who is greatest among them shall be their servant,

and that he who exalts himself shall be abased, while

he who humbles himself shall be exalted.^ Elsewhere

he declares that if any man desire to be first, he shall

be last, and servant of all.' Presenting a child, to

render his lesson the more impressive, he tells them

that he who humbles himself like this little child is

greatest in the kingdom of heaven.^ Exactly in the

same tone Lao-tse observes that " the holy man places

himself behind, and comes to the front ; neglects him-

self, and is preserved."* Heaven, according to the

same sage, does precisely as Jesus expects his Father

to do in the kingdom of heaven. " It lowers the

high, it raises tlie low. The way of heaven is to

diminish what is superfluous, to complete what is

deficient. The way of man is not this ; he diminishes

what is deficient to add it to what is superfluous."^

On the same subject of humility, an opinion of the

philosopher Mang, or Mencius, may be compared with

one of Christ's. There was a strife among the disciples

of the latter which should be accounted the greatest.

Christ said :
" The kings of the earth have dominion

over them, and they who have authority over them

are called benefactors. But be not you so : but lot

' Mt. xxiii. 10, 1 1. - Mk. ix. 35. ^ ^,l^ ^viii. 4. » T. t. k., cli. vii.

' T. t. k., cli. Ixxvii.
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the greater among you be as tlie younger, and lie that

leads as he that serves." ^ Now Mang in like manner

warns his disciples against the craving for authorit}-.

"Mencius said : 'The superior man has three things

in whi^ch he delights, and to be ruler over the empire

is not one of them. That his father and mother are

both alive, and that the condition of his brothers

affords no cause for anxiety;—this is one delight.

That, when looking up, he has no occasion for shame

before heaven ; and below, he has no occasion to blush

before men ;—this is a second delight. That he can

get from the whole empire the most talented indivi-

duals, and teach and nourish them ;—this is the third

delight. The superior man has three things in which

he delights, and to be ruler over the empire is not one

of them.' " ^ This definition of the pleasures of the

high-minded man is quite equal of its kind to any-

thing that has been said on the same subject by Jesus.

It is true that Mang ranges over a somewhat wider

field, and that therefore the sentences just quoted do

not admit of exact comparison with anything coming

from Jesus. But while both agree in reprobating the

desire to exercise power, Mang goes beyond Jesus in

proposing to substitute other interests for that of

political ambition. And these interests are of the

best kind. His *' superior man " rejoices in the pros-

perity of his family, in the consciousness of his

innocence of any disgraceful conduct, and in his

opportunities of teaching those who are most worthy

of his instructions and most likely to carry on his

work. The latter is a pleasure which is rarely men-
tioned, and it shows much thoughtfulness on the part

1 Lu. xxii. 25, 26. ^ Mang, vii. i, 20.—C. C, vol. ii. p. 334,
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of the pliilosoplier to have upheld it as an object; in

life.

Curiously enough, another Chinese sage has antici-

pated another of the best points in tlie doctrine of

Jesus. Jesus enjoined his hearers not to practise

charity in a public and ostentatious manner, like the

hypocrites, ''but when thou doest alms, let not thy left

hand know what thy right hand doeth."^ In this ad-

mirable maxim he would have had the sujDport of all

true Confucians, for one of their canonical writers

had also told them that " it is the way of the superior

man to prefer the concealment of his virtue, while it

daily becomes more illustrious, and it is the way of

the mean man to seek notoriety, while he daily goes

more and more to ruin."
"

On another question, that of the admonition of an

erring friend, Jesus gave an opinion which is in perfect

accord with an opinion given by Confucius. If a

man's brother trespass against him, he is first, accord-

ing to Jesus, to take him to task in private ; should

that fail, to call in two or three witnesses to hear the

charge ; and should the ofiender still be obdurate,

to inform the Church.^ If his impenitence continue

even after this, he is to become to him " as a lieathen

and a publican."* Turning to the conversations of

Confucius, we find the following :
—

" Tsze-kung asked

about friendship. The Master said, 'Faithfully ad-

monish your friend, and kindly try to lead him. If

you find him impracticable, stop. Do not disgrace

1 .^II. vi. 3.

"^ C. C, i. 295.—Chung Yimg, ch. xxxiii. i.

3 The use of this word casts suspicion on the authenticity of the verse

wliere it occurs.

Mt. xviii. 15-17.
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yourself.' " ^ The steps inculcated by the two teachers

are, making allowance for difference of country, almost

identical.

The thoughts as well as the language of Jesus are

often reproduced with singular fidelity in the sacred

w'orks of Buddhists. As the Buddha is, on the whole,

the prophet w^hose character approaches most closely

to that of Jesus, so we are almost certain to find in

the literature of Buddhism nearly all the most exalted

features of his ethical teaching. Thus Jesus praises

the poor widow who contributes her mite to the

temple treasury, because she had given all that she

had. In one of the numerous legends supposed to

have been related by Sakyamuni an exactly similar

incident occurs. A former Buddha ^vas travellino-o
through various countries, accompanied by his atten-

dant monks. The rich householders presented them
wdth all "kinds of food as offerings. A jDoor man, who
had no property whatever, and lived by collecting

wood in the mountains and selling it, had gained two

coins by the pursuit of his industry. Perceiving the

Buddha coming from a visit to the royal palace, he

devoutly gave him these tw-o coins ; his sole possession

in the world. The Buddha received them, and merci-

fully remembered the donor, who (as Sakyamuni now
explained) was richly rew^arded during ninety-one

subsequent ages.^ The widow's mite is no less closely

reflected in the following anecdote from the same

collection. In the time of a former Buddha, a certain

monk belonging to his train had gone out to collect

the oflferings of the pious. He arrived at the hut of

a miserable couple, who had nothing between them

1 Luu Yu, b. xii. ch. 33.— C. C, i. 125. - W. 11. Th., \j. 53.
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but an old piece of cotton-wool. When the liiisband

went out to beg, the wife sat at home naked in the

hay; and when the wife went out, the husband

remained in the same condition. To these people

then the monk approached, crying out as usual, " Go
and prostrate yourselves before Buddha ! present him

with gifts ! " It happened that the wife was wearing

the cotton-wool on this occasion. She therefore

requested the holy man to wait a little, promising

to return. Hereupon she entered the house and

requested the permission of her husband to offer the

cotton-wool to Buddha. He, however, pointed out

that as they had not the smallest property beyond

this, extreme inconvenience would result from the

loss of it, for both of them must then remain at home.

To this she replied that they must needs die in any

case, and that their hopes for the future would be

much improved if they died after presentation of nii

offering. She then returned to the monk, and re-

quested him to turn away his eyes a moment. But

he told her to give her alms openly in her hands, and

that he would then recite a, benediction over them.

Tlie full delicacy of her situation had now to be

explained. " Except this cotton-wool stuff on my
body I have nothing, and no other clothing; since,

then, it would be improjDcr for thee to behold tlie

foul-smelling impurity of the female body, I will

reach thee out the stuff from within." So saying she

retired into the house and handed out her garment.

When the monk delivered it to Buddha, it caused

OTcat offence to the king's courtiers, who surrounded

him, on account of its being old and dirty. But

Buddha, who knew their thoughts, said,
'"'

I lind, that
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of ail the gifts of this assembly, na single one sur-

passes this in cleanliness and purity/'^

Not only in the case of the widow at the treasury

did Jesus dwell upon the value of even trifling gifts

made for the sake of religion. Another time he

declared to those about him that whoever gave them

a cup of cold water in his name, because they belonged

to Christ, would not lose his reward. In Buddhist

story the very same ideas are to be found; almost

the same words. An eminent member of the Buddha's

circle says that " whoever with a purely-believing

heart offers nothing but a handful of water, or pre-

sents so much to the spiritual assembly or to his

parents, or gives drink therewith to the poor and

needy, or to a beast of the field;—this meritorious

action will not be exhausted in many ages."^

The simile of fishing for men, employed by Jesus

in his summons to Simon and Andrew, is likewise to-

be discovered in the works of the great Asiatic re-

ligion. The images of the Boddhisattvas, or Buddhas

yet to come, frequently hold in their hands a snare^

which is thus explained in the Nii^pon Pantheon

:

—
" He disseminates upon the ocean of birth and de-

cay the Lotus-flower of the excellent law as bait

;

with the loop of devotion, never cast out in vain, he

brings living beings up like fishes, and carries them

to the other side of the river, where there is true

understanding." ^ And in the book from which some

illustrations have already been taken, it is said of a

believer that " he had been seized by the hook of the

doctrine, just as a fish, who has taken the line, is

securely pulled out."
^

' W. u. Th., p. 150 ' B. T., p. 213.

^ Ibid., p. 2,7.
* W. u. Th., p. 1 14.
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Ilitlicrto we have noticed a few of tlie minor poiiit.^

in the doctrine of Jesus, and while there has been

little in these to object to, there has also been little to

excite excessive admiration. The extreme exaltation of

humility, and the evident anxiety to see, not equality

of conditions, but a reversal of the actual inequalities,

are not among the best features of his ideal system.

AYe cannot but suspect something of a personal bias.

Thus, in the parable of the Pharisee and the publican,

aimed at a hostile and detested order, the publican

is justified by nothing but his humility ; while in

that of Lazarus and Dives, Lazarus is eternally

rewarded for nothing but his poverty. It is no

doubt well to be humble, and we should be glad

to see poverty removed ; but it is not to be assumed

that the Pharisee, conscious of leading an honourable

life, is therefore a bad man ; nor that the rich pro-

prietor should be tormented in hell merely because

he does not give alms to all the beggars who throng

about his gates. When Jesus desires that virtuous

actions should be done as quietly and even as secretly

as possible, he inculcates an important principle of

morals, and it is devoutly to be wished that we had

among us more of this unconspicuous kindness, and

less ostentatious charity. Where, however, he preaches

on the virtue of bestowing alms on his disciples, he

does but echo a sentiment which is natural to religious

teachers in all ages, and to which, as we have seen,

the emissaries of another and eai'lier faith, were equally

alive. Passing from these comparatively trifling

questions, let us consider some of his decisions on the

greater moral problems with which he felt called upon

to <l('a1.

On a vast social sul^ject—that of divorce—he pro-
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nounced an opinion wliicli gives us a little insight

into his mode of regarding that most important

of all topics, the relations of the sexes. The

Pharisees, it appears, came to him and asked him

whether it was permissible for a man to put away his

wife, Moses having allowed it. Jesus explained that

this precept had been given for the hardness of their

hearts. His own view was, that man and wife are

one flesh, and that if either should leave the other,

except on account of unfaithfulness, and marry again,

that one would be guilty of adultery. This severe

doctrine he supported by one of his short sayings :

"What God hath joined together, let not man put

asunder."^ But surely this judgment assumes the

very point at issue. The joining together in wed-

lock is ascribed to God ; the putting asunder to

man. But granting the sacredness of the marriage

tie, it would still be no less possible to invoke the

divine sanction for its dissolution than for its ori-

ginal formation. And in many instances the maxim
might be exactly reversed. So unfortunate is the

result of many marriages, that it would be easy

for a religious reformer to say of them, with per-

fect sincerity, " What man hath joined together,

let God put asunder." There is, in fact, almost

as much to be said on moral grounds for the

divorce of unhappy couples as for the marriage of

happy ones. Nor does Jesus by any means face the

real difficulties of the question by allowing divorce

where either of the parties has been guilty of adul-

tery. This, no doubt, is the extreme case, and if

divorce is not to be given here, it can be given

^ Mk. X. 1-12 ; ]Mt, xix. 1-12, ami v. 31, 32.
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nowhere. But why is adultery to be the sole ground

of separation ? Why is an institution which may
bring so much happiness to mankind to be converted

into one of the most fertile sources of human misery ?

Why, when both parties to the contract desire

separation, is an external authority, whether that of

opinion or of law, to enforce union ? None of these

<}uestions appear to have presented themselves to the

mind of Jesus. Supposing even that his decision

Avere right, he assigns no reasons for it, but

simply lays down the law in a trenchant manner,

without giving us the least clue to the process by

M'hich he arrived at so strange a conclusion. Nor is

it in the least likely that the many perplexities en-

compassing this, and all other questions affecting

the morals of sex, had ever troubled him. His mind

Avas not sufficiently subtle to enter into them ; and

thus it is that, throughout the whole course of

his career, he lays down no single doctrine (if we
except this one on divorce) which can be of the

smallest service to his disciples in the many practi-

cal troubles that must beset their lives from the

existence of a natural passion of which he takes no

account.

Another weak point in the system of Jesus is

his aversion to wealth and wealthy men, apart

from the consideration of the good or bad use

they may make of their property. Thus, the

only advice he gives to the rich man who had

kept all the commandments was to sell everything he

had and give the proceeds to the poor ; a measure

of very questionable advantage to those for whose

benefit it is intended. When the man naturally
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declined to take this course—practically a mere

throwing off of the responsibilities of life—Jesus

remarked that it was hard for those who had
riches to enter the kingdom of God. Seeing the

amazement of his disciples, he emphasised his

doctrine by adding that it Avas easier for a camel

to pass through the eye of a needle than for a

rich man to enter that kingdom. Hereupon his

disciples, " excessively astonished," asked who then

could be saved, and Jesus left a loophole for tlie

salvation of the rich by the declaration that, im-

possible as it might be for men to pass a camel

through a needle's eye, all things are possible with

God.^ A like animus against the wealthier classes

is evinced in the story of the king who invited

a number of guests to a wedding festivity. Those

who had received invitations made lioht of them.'&"

one efoing to his fiirm, another to his merchandii3^""t) ise,

and so forth ; or, according to another version,

alleging their worldly affairs as excuses. Seeing

that they would not come, the king bade his ser-

vants go out into the highways, and bring in whom-
soever they might find; or, as Luke puts it, the

poor, the maimed, the halt, and the blind.^

More indiscriminately still is this aversion to

the rich expressed in the parable of Lazarus

and Dives. Here we are not told that the great

proprietor had been a bad man, or had acted

with any unusual selfishness. The utmost we may
infer from the language used about him is that

^ Mk. X. 17-27. ^ Mt. xxii. i-io ; Lu. xiv. 16-24.

VOL. I. 2 G
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lie liad not been sufficiently sensitive to the dif-

ference between his own condition and that of

the beggar. But no positive unkindness is even

hinted at. Nor had the beggar done anything to

merit reward. He had only led one of those idle

and w^ortlilcss lives of dependence on others wdiich

are too common among Southern nations. Yet

in the future life the beggar appears to be re-

warded merely because in this life he had been

badly off"; and the rich man is punished merely

because he had been w^ell off".^ A stronger in-

stance of apparently irrational prejudice it would be

difficult to find.

In connection with these notions about wealth

there is a curious theory of social intercourse de-

serving to be considered. Jesus has expressed it

thus :
" When thou makest a supper or a dinner,

do not invite thy friends, or thy brothers, or thy

relations, or thy rich neighbours, lest they also

should invite thee in return, and thou shouldst

have a recompense. But Avhen thou makest a

feast, invite the poor, the maimed, the lame,

t1ic blind ; and thou shalt be blessed because

they have not the means of making thee a recom-

pense. For thou shalt be recompensed at the

resurrection of the just."^ Nobody can object

to charitable individuals asking poor people or

invalids without rank to dinner at their houses;

indeed, it is to be wished that the practice were

more common than it is. But we cannot admit

that this kind action ought to be rendered obli-

1 Lu. xvi. 19-25. ^ Lu. xiv. 12-14.
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gatory, to the exclusion of other modes of con-

duct. Society, properly speaking, cannot exist

except by reciprocity. That sort of friendly in-

tercourse between equals which constitutes society

implies giving and taking ; and it is eminently

desirable that we should do exactly what Christ

would forbid us doing, namely, invite our neigh-

bours and be invited by them as circumstances

may require. The fear that \7Q may receive a

recompense for the dinner-parties we may give

is surely chimerical. Pleasantness and mutual ad-

vantage are alike promoted by this reciprocity,

which, moreover, avoids the discomfort produced

when the obligation is wholly on one side. Jesus,

in fact, overlooks entirely the more intellectual

side of society, and dwells exclusively on the

moral side. What he wishes to establish, is not

converse' between men, but charity. So that a

person acting on his views would be excluded

from the society of those who might benefit him

either materially or morally, and would be con-

fined to those whom he might benefit. Such an

arrangement would not in the end be good either

for the benefactors or the benefited.

His conceptions of justice are seemingly not

more perfect than his conceptions of social ar-

rangements. The parable of the labourers is in-

tended to justify the deity in assigning equal

rewards to those who have borne unequal burdens,

and also to illustrate his doctrine that the first

will be last, and the last first. A householder

hires a number of labourers to work in his vine-
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yard; some of ^vliom lie engages in the mornin^c:,

others later in the day, others towards its close.

All of them receive a denarium in payment,

though some had worked the whole day, and

others only an hour. At this result the class

which had worked the lono;er time o;rumble ; but

the householder defends himself by appealing to

the strict terms of his contract, by which he

had bound himself to give the same wages to

all.^ No doubt the labourers who had borne

the burden and heat of the day had no legal

standing-point for their complaint ; bat the senti-

ment that prompted it was none the less a just

one. Granting the validity of the master's plea

that he had honourably fulfilled his bargain, it

may still be urged that the bargain itself was

not of an equitable character. Plainly, a sum
which is adequate pay for an hour, is inadequate

for ten or twelve ; and that which is sufficient

for a day is excessive for an evening. And the

same argument applies to a future state. If, as

is so often urged, it is to be a compensation

for the sufferings of this state, then it ought

to bear some proportion to those sufferings. But

how can this be effected ? Jesus saw the diffi-

culty, and endeavoured, but not successfully, to

meet it by this parable.

But the imperfection of his sense of justice

is nowhere more conspicuously shown than in

the conduct he ascribes to God. To recur again

1 Mt. XX. 1-16.
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to the case of Lazarus and Dives. Not only is

the rich man j^unished with frightful torture, but

his humble and kindly request that Lazarus might

be allo'wed to warn his five brothers of their possible

fate is met with a peremptory refusal. The only

reason alleged for this cruelty is that they have Moses

and the prophets, who certainly did not inform them
that the mere possession of wealth or enjoyment

of luxury was punished by everlasting misery.^ In

other places, too, the horrible doctrine of unending

punishment is asserted by Jesus, and all the efibrts of

his modern disciples will not explain away this fact.

The tares are to be bound up in bundles to be burnt.

The wicked are to be cast into a furnace of fire, where

there will be wailinir and o-nashino- of teeth.^ It is000
better to enter into life mutilated than to be thrown

unmutilated into the fire ^ of hell which is never

quenched.^ The servant who had made no money
by usury is cast into outer darkness.^ The righteous

go into eternal life; the wicked to eternal punish-

ment.^ Blasphemy against the Holy Ghost cannot

be forgiven, but involves eternal damnation.^ It is

almost needless to observe that no wickedness could

ever justify punishment without an end; that is,

punishment for punishment's sake ; and that the

creation of human beings whose existence terminated

in torture w^ould be itself a far more terrible crime

than any which the basest of mankind can ever

commit.

There is one more point as to which his teaching

1 Lu. xvi. 27-31. 3 ]\it. xviii. 8, 9, « Mt. xxv. 46.
2 Mt. xiii. 30, 42, 50, » Mk. ix. 43-46. ^ Mk. iii. 29.

Mt. xxv. 30.
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Avill not bear iuvestigation. It is the doctrine of

the power of prayer. He tells his hearers, in the

most absolute manner, that they will receive what-

ever they may ask in prayer provided they believe.^

Faith is the grand and sole condition of the accom-

plishment of all desires. This is the explanation

of the withered fig-tree. It was faith that had

wrought the change. By faith the disciples might

effect not only such matters as the destruction of

fig-trees, but far more stupendous miracles." This

is the explanation of the disciples' failure witli

the lunatic child. It was owino- to their want

of faith. Had they but faith as a grain of mus-

tard seed—so Jesus told them—they would be able

to say to a mountain, " Eemove hence thither," and

it would be removed. Nothing would be impos-

sible to them.^ And if they had faith themselves,

if they really believed in their master's words,

and ever attempted the experiment of working-

such transformations in nature, they must have

experienced the bitter disappointment so graphi-

cally described by the authoress of "Joshua David-

son" in the case of that sincere Christian. But

short of this extreme trial of the power of faith

over matter, many generations of pious believers

will bear sad witness to the fact that they have

asked many things in prayer which they have

not received ; not least amoug the number being

moral excellence, which they have but imperfectly

attained. Yet this, it would seem, might be the

most easily granted without interference with the

^ Mk, xi. 24 ; Mt. xxi. 22. - Mt. xxi. 19-21. ' Mt. xvii. 20.
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physical universe. And if it be pleaded that no

Christian has ever really succeeded in acquiring the

degree of faith required to move mountains, what

becomes of the promise of Jesus ? Is it not a mere

form of words, depending for its truth on a condition

which human nature never can fulfil ?

The opinions of Jesus on the question of the law-

fulness of the tribute, and his rej^ly to the Sadducean

difficulty about due adjustment of matrimonial rela-

tions in a future state, have been already noticed.

Neither of these decisions, it has been shown, can be

regarded as evincing wisdom or depth of thought.

On the other hand, his answer to the scribe who asked

him which was the first commandment fully deserves

the approbation which his questioner bestowed. After

this, remarks the Evangelist triumphantly, no man
dared to interrosfate him. PassinQ-from these isolated

judgments, let us consider now the fullest exposition

to be found anywhere of the moral system of Jesus,

—

the so-called Sermon on the Mount.^ As reported by

Matthew, this is a vast collection of precepts on many
different subjects, delivered no doubt on many different

occasions. Taken together, they contain the concen-

trated essence of his teaching, and ofi'er therefore the

fairest field for discussion and criticism. He opens his

discourse with a series of blessings, in which his extreme

fondness for contrasting the present with the future

order is markedly exhibited. Those whom he selects

as the objects of benediction are the poor in spirit

;

mourners ; the meek ; those who hunger and thirst

after righteousness ; the merciful ; the pure in heart

;

the peacemakers ; those who are persecuted for right-

1 Mt. v.-vii. inclusive.
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eousness' sake ; the disciples wlien reviled, persecuted,

and unjustly accused. Of the nine classes of those

who are thus blessed, five are composed of those

whose present condition makes them ol)jects of pity,

and who are consoled with the as.surance that they

shall be rewarded in the kingdom of heaven. After

this, the followers of Jesus are admonished that

they are the salt of the earth, and that they must

cause their light to shine before men. This is followed

by that remarkable declaration (already noticed) as to

the permanence of the law, and by a warning that,

if they wished to enter the kingdom of heaven, their

righteousness must exceed that of those odious people,

the scribes and Pharisees.

Hereupon Jesus takes up three great command-

ments—not to kill, not to commit adultery, not to

commit perjury—and proceeds to expand their mean-

ing beyond the literal signification of \\\q words.

Thus, it had been said, " Thou shalt not kill." But

he says, that whoever is angry Avith his brother

shall be liable to the judgment ; that whoever says

*'Kaka"^to his brother shall be liable to the San-

liedrim ; Ijut tliat whoever says " Fool," shall be

liable to hell, or literally, to " the gehenna of fire."

The punisliment is of undue severity in proportion to

the offence ; but when, in the following verses, Jesus

insists on tlie importance of doing justice to men
before performing religious obligations, he sj)eaks in

the truest spirit of humanity. Proceeding to the

^ From the HeLrew p^T or pT, a •word meaning empty ; and

(applied to persons) an empty, vain fellow. It is used of the " vain

and light persons" whom Abimelech hired (Judges ix. 4), and of David

by Michal when he uncovered himself before the maid-serva:its.
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commandment not to commit adultery, lie enjoins

aD excess of self-discipline. It is not desirable

to pluck out the right eye and cut off the rio-ht

hand because they offend us, though it is well to

train them to obey the higher faculties. The argu-

ment of Jesus rests only on the assumption that

the sinful members, if not destroyed by such vio-

lent measures as this, may land the whole body in

hell. Dealing next with the question of oaths, he

enlarges the prohibition of perjury into a prohibition

of all swearing whatsoever, assigning the strangest

reasons for avoiding the employment, when taking

oaths, of the names of various objects. They are

not to swear by heaven, because it is God's throne

;

nor by the earth, because it is his footstool ; nor by

Jerusalem, because it is the city of the great king

;

nor by the head, because we cannot make a single

hair black or white. Granting even that the advice

is good, what is to be said of these reasons ? What
would be thought of a Member of Parliament using

an exactly parallel argument : namely, that it is

wrong to swear by the New Testament, because the

person taking the oath cannot make a single type

larger or smaller ?

The theory embodied in the following verses occupies

so cardinal a place in the philosophy of Jesus, that in

order to do him justice they must be quoted at length.

" You have heard that it has been said. An eye for an

eye, and a tooth for a tooth. But I tell you not to

resist evil ; but whoever shall smite thee on the right

cheek, turn to him the other also. And as for him

who wishes to sue thee, and take thy coat, give him

thy cloak also. And whoever shall compel thee to go
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oue mile, go two with liim. Give to liim that asketh

thee ; and turn not away from him that wishes to bor-

row of thee. You have lieard that it has been said,

Thou shalt love thy neighbour and hate thine enemy.

But I say unto you, Love your enemies, and pray for

them who persecute you, that you may be sons of your

father in heaven ; for he causes his sun to rise on bad

and good, and sends rain on just and unjust."^

Perhaps there is no single point in the moral teach-

ing of Jesus which has been more celebrated than this.

It is thought to represent the very acme of perfection,

and Christianity takes credit to itself for the embodi-

ment of so magnificent a doctrine in its moral system.

And certainly the Avords of Jesus are so sublime as

almost to extort admiration and disarm criticism.

Nor would it at all detract from his merits if the

principle here laid down should turn out to be no new

discovery of his own, but one already reached by great

teachers in other lands ; for it was through him that

it was made known to the Jews of his own age, and

thus to the whole of Christendom. Moreover, we

cannot suppose that he had ever hcaid of those who

had anticipated the sentiments, and almost the words,

of these beautiful sentences in the Sermon on the

Mount. Nevertheless, these anticipations exist ; and

Avhatever glory this rule may confer on the religion of

Christ must belong equally, and even by prior right,

to the religion of Lao-tsze and the religion of Buddha,

Thus Lao-tsze says, " Keturn enmity by doing

good." ^ Or again, "I treat the good man well; the

man who is not good I also treat well." ' The very

perfection of patience under injustice, extending to the

1 Mt. V. 38-J V ^ T. t. k., 63. 3 iijia., 4g.
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length of blessing those who curse, and turniDg the

other cheek to those who smite the one—is exhibited

in the okl Buddhistic legend of Purna. Purna is a

convert who spontaneously betakes himself as a mis-

sionary to a savage nation. The Buddha asks him

what he will do if they address him in coarse and

insolent language. He replies that he will consider

them good and gentle people not to strike him with

their fists or stone him. Should they strike him with

their fists or stone him, he will still think them good

and gentle neither to strike him with sticks or swords
;

should they strike him with sticks or swords, he will

equally praise them for not killing him ; should they

even kill him, he will still say, "They are certainly

good people, they are certainly gentle people, they

who deliver me with so little pain from this body full

of impurity." ^ This is certainly a most consistent

applicatioii of the principle of non-resistance to evil,

and of loving one's enemies. No Christian saint or

martyr could have followed his master's precepts more

faithfully than this Buddhist apostle. But whether

those precepts admit of general adoption into the

scheme of human morals is a much more difficult

question than whether in occasional instances here and

there they have led to admirable conduct. Let us call

in another Chinese philosopher to our assistance on

this point.

The doctrine of returning good for evil, proclaimed,

as we have seen, by Lao-tsze, was thus dealt with by
his great rival, Confucius. "Some one said, 'What
do you say concerning the principle that injury should

be recompensed with kindness ?
' The Master said,

1 H. B. I., p. 253.
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'With what, then, will you recompense kindness?

Eecompensc injury with justice, and recompense kind-

ness with kindness.' " How shall we decide between

these authorities ? None can question the nobility of

the conduct enjoined by Jesus in certain instances.

There are cases where the return of good for evil, of

blessing for cursing, of benevolence for persecution, is

not only the highest practicable vktue, but also the

best punishment of the evil-doers. Nevertheless, there

is great force in the observations of Confucius. If we

are to reward injury by kindness, how are we to reward

kindness ? Is there to be no difference made between

those who do us good and those who do uo harm ? To

so pertinent a question we are compelled to answer

that the practical results of such conduct on our part

would be simply disastrous. Unkindness would not

receive its natural and appropriate penalty, nor kind-

ness its natural and appropriate reward. Not only

should we ourselves be losers by our failure to resist

injustice, but the worst classes of mankind would

receive by that non-resistance a powerful stimulus to

evil. Imagine, for example, that, instead of opposing

an extortionate claim, we give up our cloak also to the

man who wishes to take our coat. Plainly such con-

duct can have but one result. AVe shall become the

victims of extortionate claims, and our property will

be squandered among the undeserving instead of being

kept for better uses. Or suppose that persecution for

the sake of our opinions, instead of being met with

armed resistance, wherever that resistance is likely to

be successful, is received only with blessings showered

on the heads of the oppressors ; without doubt, the

hands of the persecuting party will be strengthened,
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and liberty, which is everywhere the result of resisting

evil, will never be established. The freedom we our-

selves enjoy, both as a nation in respect of other

nations, and as individuals in respect of our domestic

government, is the consequence of acting on a prin-

ciple the direct reverse of that laid down by Jesus.

Our ancestors, who were good Christians but much
better patriots, would have been amazed indeed at any

attempt to persuade them to turn the left cheek to

him who smote them on the right. A doctrine more

convenient for the purposes of tyrants and malefactors

of every description it would be difficult to invent.

At the same time it must be conceded that there

is in it some truth, provided we discriminate between

fitting and unfitting occasions for its a|)plication.

It is not the violent man who assaults us, the

unscrupulous man who sues us, or the persecutor

Avho tramples on our freedom, who should be met by

a benevolent return. But there are ofi"ences of so

personal a nature, afi"ecting our individual interest so

largely, and the public interest so slightly, that

the best way of dealing Avith them may often be

not to resent them, but to receive them with unruffled

gentleness. Each person must judge for himself wdiat

are the cases to which this possibility applies. But

the guiding rule in thus acting must be that we expect

by thus returning good for evil to soften the heart of

him who has done us wrong, and, in the language of

Paul to " heap coals of fire on his head." Should the

efi'ect be simply to relieve him from the penalty of our

resentment without inducing him to change his course,

we shall have done him a moral injury and society a

material injury, and the probability or improbability
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of sucli a result should be measured in deciding upon

the conduct to be pursued. Properly guarded, and

borne in mind as the occasional exception, by no

means as the rule, the return of injustice or ill-will by

benevolence and kindly feeling may be of the utmost

value, both in cultivating the best emotions in those

who practise it, and in calling forth the repentance of

tliose towards whom it is practised ; but as a universal

and absolute principle it must be utterly rejected.

Lao-tsze and Jesus when they affirmed it undoubtedly

struck one of the highest notes in human nature.o

Yet it must be granted that Khung-tsze took a

wider view, and that his injunction to recompense

injury with justice, and kindness with kindness, is

more consistent with a philosophic regard for the

interests of mankind, and with a practicable scheme

of social ethics.

Jesus proceeds to enjoin his disciples neither to give

alms, nor to pray, nor to fast in an ostentatious

manner ; and in connection with this excellent advice

he teaches them tlie short prayer which has become so

famous under his name. The clauses of this prayer

may be worth some consideration. It begins with a

formula of adoration addressed to "Our father in

heaven." Then follows a petition full of meaning to

Jesus and tliose to wliom he imparted it, but of little

or no signification in the mouths of the millions of

modern Christians who daily repeat it :
" Thy king-

dom come." Jesus hoped, and his disciples caught

the hope, that God's kingdom would come very soon

;

and this prayer was a request for the early realisation

of the glories of that kingdom. Those who then

employed it believed that at any moment it might
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be granted, and that at no distant period it certainly

would be granted. " Thy will be done, as in heaven

so also on earth
;

" a clause embodying the popular

conception of another region in which God's will is

perfectly obeyed, while here it is met by some counter-

acting influence. " Give us this day our daily bread,"

for beyond the daily provision they were not to look
;

a doctrine which we shall notice shortly. " And

forgive us our debts" (or, in Luke, our sins) "as we

forgive our debtors ; and lead us not into temptation,

but deliver us from evil." Passing over the singular

conception of God as leading men into temptation, let

us rather notice the preceding petition, on which

Jesus himself has supplied a commentary, that we

may be forgiven, as we forgive others. In reference

to this he tells his hearers, that if they forgive men
their trespasses, their heavenly father will forgive

theirs ; and that if they do not thus behave, neither

will he. A kindred doctrine is laid down in the

beginning of the next chapter, where he tells them not

to judge, that they may not be judged ; that with

what measure they mete, it shall be measured to

them again. And this is illustrated in another place

by the parable of a servant who, having been excused

from the immediate payment of a large debt by his

master, refused to excuse a fellow-servant from the

payment of a small one ; whereupon his master flew

into a passion, and " delivered him to the tormentors." ^

There is an apparent justice and a real emotional

satisfaction in the harsh treatment of those who are

harsh themselves. But we must not be misled by
the immediate gratification we experience at the

1 Mt. xviii. 23-35.
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punishment of tlio unforgiving scrvcant, supposing

that it is right to mete out to each man the measure

he metes out to others. Assuredly it does not follow

that because a man is unjust or cruel, he should be

treated with injustice or cruelty himself. Either it is

right to forgive a man's sins, or it is not. If right,

then his own harshness in refusing forgiveness to

another is one of the sins which should be forgiven.

If not right, then neither that nor any other offence

should be forgiven by the supreme dispenser of justice.

For what reason should the one crime of not forsiv-

ing those who trespass against us be selected for a

punishment of such extraordinary severity, while it is

implied that the penalty of other and graver crimes

may by God's mercy be remitted ? The fact is, that

Jesus is misled by a false analogy between the con-

duct of one man towards another, in a case where

he is personally concerned, and the conduct of a

judge towards criminals. Offences against morality

are treated as personal offences against God, who has

therefore the same right to forgive them as a creditor

has to excuse his debtor from payment. But in a

perfect system of justice, human or divine, there could

be no question of forgiveness at all. Every violation

of the law would bring its appropriate penalty, and
no more. The penalty being thus proportioned to the

offence, there could be no question of that sort of

"forgiveness" which implies a suspicion that it is,

or may be, too severe. No doubt, the temper of

the offender, and the probability of his repeating the

crime, would be elements to be considered in awardincr

the sentence. But it must always be borne in mind

that either the hope of complete pardon, or the threat
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of a punishment far heavier than is needed to deter,

equally tend to neutralise the effects of our system of

justice. And thus it has been in Christendom. The

threat of everlasting torture, accompanied with the

expectation of complete forgiveness, has been less

efficacious than would have been the most moderate

of earthly penalties, provided they had been certain.

But Jesus was encumbered with a system in which

there were no gradations. Thus he represents the

deity now as extending comjolete forgiveness to sins

which should have received their fitting retribution

;

now as visiting with immoderate severity offences

for which more lenient measures would have amply

sufficed.

Proceeding to another subject, the speaker dwells

upon the comparative unimportance of terrestrial

affairs. He advises men not to lay up treasure on

earth, but in heaven, for where their treasure is,

there will their heart be also ; and he goes on to

say, "Take no thought for your life what you

shall eat or what you shall drink, nor for your body

what you shall put on. Is not the life more than

nourishment, and the body than raiment ? Look at

the birds of the sky, for they sow not, neither do they

reap nor gather into barns, and your heavenly father

feeds them. Are you not much better than they ?

And which of you by taking thought can add a

single cubit to his stature ? And why do you take

thought for raiment ? Consider the lilies of the field,

they toil not, neither do they spin : and I say to

you that not even Solomon in all his glory was

clothed like one of these. And if God so clothe the

grass of the field w^hich exists to-day and to-morrow
VOL. I. 2 n
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is cast into tlie oven, will he not much more clothe

you, you of little faith %
" Therefore his disciples

are to take no thought about eating, drinking, or

clothing (as the Gentiles do), for their heavenly

father knows that they have need of these things.

They are to seek the kingdom of God and his

righteousness, and these will be added. They are

to take no thought for the morrow, but let the mor-

row take thought for itself.' Upon which extraordi-

nary argument it would have been interesting to

ask a few questions. In the first place, how did

Jesus suppose it had happened that men had in

fact come to trouble themselves about food, drink,

and clothing ? Did he imagine that an inherent

pleasure in labour had driven them to do so ? AYould

he not rather have been compelled to admit that, not

l)y any choice of their own, but just because their

heavenly father had not provided these things in the

requisite abundance, they had been forced to "take

thought " for the morrow ; all their primitive inclina-

tions notwithstanding ? Every tendency of human
nature would have prompted men to take no thought

either for food or raiment, had not hunger and cold

brought vividly before them the necessity of doing so.

But for this they would only have been too glad to

live like the birds of the air or the lilies of the field.

But let us examine a little more closely the reason-

ing of Jesus. Birds neither sow nor reap ; God feeds

them ; therefore he will feed us without sowing or

reaping. A more unfortunate illustration of the care

of Providence for his creatures it would be difficult to

find. Was Jesus ignorant of the fact that he feeds some

' Mt. vi. 25-34.
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birds upon otliers whom they seize on as their prey,

and these again upon an inferior class of animals?

So that, if he is careful of the hawk, it is at the

expense of the dove ; and if he is careful of the sparrow,

it is at the expense of the worm. Cannibalism, or at

least a recourse to wild animals as the only obtainable

diet, must have been the logical results of the doctrine

of Jesus. Not less singular would be the effects of

his teaching as to clothes. The lily which remains in

a state of nature is more beautifully arrayed than was

Solomon. Granted ; but does it therefore follow that

we are to imitate the lily ? We might agree with

Jesus that nudity, alike in flowers and in human beings,

is more beautiful than the most superb dressing;

yet there are conveniences in clothes which may even

justify taking a little thought in order to obtain them,

and those who really omit to do this are generally

the lowest types of the human race. That God
would not give us clothing if we ourselves made no

effort to obtain it, is not only admitted, but almost

asserted, in the argument of Jesus ; for he refers us to

the grass of the field, which remains in its natural

condition, as an example of the kind of raiment which

our heavenly father provides. So absurd are these

precepts, that no body of Christians has ever at-

tempted to act upon them. Some there have been,

indeed, who took no thought for the morrow, and who
never exerted themselves to procure the necessaries

of life. But then they lived in the midst of societies

where these things were provided by the labour of

others, and where they well knew that their pious

indolence Avould not leave them a prey to hunger, but
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Avoukl rather stimulate the charitable zeal of their

more secular brethren.

After laying down the rule against judging others,

which has been already referred to, Jesus gives the

excellent advice to those who would pull the mote

out of their brother's eye to attend first to the beam iii

their own. This is followed by the proverbial warning

not to cast pearls before swine. A singular passage

succeeds, in which the doctrine is broadly stated that

whatever men desire of God they are to ask it, " for

every one who asks receives, and he w^ho seeks finds."

And it is added, that as they give their children good

gifts, so their heavenly father gives good things to

those who ask him. But what of those who do not

ask him ? Does he, like an unwise human parent, give

most to those who are the loudest in their petitions,

neglecting the humble or retiring children who make

no noise ? These verses allow us no option but to sup-

pose that Jesus thought he did, and this inference

receives strong confirmation from the parable of the

unjust judge, who yielded to clamour what he would

not give from a sense of justice,^ as also from the

illustration of the man who was wearied by the im-

portunity of his friend into doing what he would not

have done for the sake of friendship." In the former

case, the parable is related for the express purpose of

showing "that men ought always to pray and not

to faint
;

" in the latter, the illustration is given in

connection with the very verses which we are now
criticising. There is, then, no escape from the con-

clusion that the conceptions Jesus had of the deity

1 Lu. xviii. 1-5. ^ Lu, xi. 5-9.
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were of a nature to lead to tlie belief that God

might be worried by continual prayer into conces-

sions and favours which would not otherwise have

been granted.

Excepting a single verse, the remainder of the

sermon is occupied Avith a warning that the way to

life is narrow, that to destruction broad; with a

caution against false prophets, and a very fine de-

scription of the future rejection from heaven of many

who have made loud professions of religion, and

contrariwise, of the reception of those who have done

their father's will, and whom he likens to one who has

built his house upon the solid rock as distinguished

from one who has built it on the sand. One verse,

however, remains, and that not only the most impor-

tant in the wdiole of this discourse, but ethically the

most imjDortant in the whole of its author's system.

That verse is the well-known commandment :
" All

things whatsoever you may wish men to do to you,

thus also do you to them. For this is the law and

the prophets." ^ Whether Jesus perceived that in this

brief sentence he was enunciating the cardinal prin-

ciple of all morality is of necessity uncertain. But

from the addition of the phrase " this is the law and

the prophets," it is probable that he regarded it as

a summary of the moral teachings of the religion

he professed. If so, he has rightly laid the foundation

of scientific ethics. Utilitarians, who believe that

the object of morality is human happiness, may claim

him (as one of them has already done) as the father

of their system. While Kant, who gives the funda-

mental law, so to act that the rule of your conduct

^ Mt. viL 12 ; Lu. vi. 31.
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may be such as you yourself ^voukl wish to see

adopted as a general principle, will be equally in

afxreement with him. Nor does it detract from the

merits of Jesus that this very doctrine should have

been announced in China about five centuries before he

proclaimed it in Judaea. He remains not less original

;

but we, while giving him his due, must be careful to

award an equal tribute to his great predecessor, Con-

fucius. Twice over did that eminent man assert the

principle taught in the Sermon on the Mount. In the

first instance, " Chung-kung asked about perfect virtue.

The Master said, ' It is, when you go abroad, to behave

to every one as if you were receiving a great guest ;

to employ the people as if you were assisting at a

great sacrifice ; not to do to others as you loould not-

wish done to yourself; to have no murmuring- against

you in the country, and none in the family.' " ^ Much
more strikingly is this law enunciated in the second

case. " Tsze-kung asked, saying, ' Is there one word

which may serve as a rule of practice for all one's

life ?
' The Master said, ' Is not reciprocity such a

word ? What you do not want done to yourself, do

not do to others.'" " And we have another statement

of the rule in the work ascribed to the grandson of

Confucius, where he is reported to have said, " What
you do not like when done to yourself, do not do to

others."^ It is true, as remarked by the translator,

that the doctrine is here stated negatively, and not posi-

tively ; but practically this can make little di0"erence

in its application. Not to do to others what we wish

^ C. C, vol. i. p. 115.—Lun Yii, xii. 2.

' C. C, vol. i. p. 165.—Luu Yu, XV. 23.

2 Chung Yung, xiii. 3.—C. C, vol. i. p. 25S.
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tliem not to do to us would amount to nearly tlie same

thing as doing wliat we wisli them to do. Obviously

it prohibits all actual injury wdiich we should resent

if inflicted on ourselves. But it also enjoins active

benevolence ; for as we do not like the lack of kind-

ness towards ourselves when in distress or want, so

we must not be guilty of showing such lack of kind-

ness to others. Take the parable of the good Sa-

maritan, told in illustration of the kindred maxim

to love our neighbours as ourselves. Plainly w^e

should not like the conduct of the priest and the

Levite were we in the situation of the plundered man.

And if so, the behaviour of the good Samaritan is

that which the Chinese as well as the Jewish prophet

would require us to pursue.

Much more might be said of the doctrines of Jesus,

but it is~time to brine: this over-lono; section to a close.

What answer shall we now return to the query which

stands at the head of this final division, What are

we to think of him ? Is our judgment to be mainly

favourable or mainly unfavourable ? or must it be a

mixture of opposing sentiments ? The rej^ly may be

given under three separate heads, relating the one to

his work as a prophet, the next to his intellectual,

and the last to his moral character. Considered as a

prophet, he forms one of a mighty triad who divide

among them the honour of having given their religions

to the larger portion of Asia and to the whole of

Europe. Confucius, to w^hom Eastern Asia owes its

most prevalent faith ; Buddha Sakyamuni, whose faith

is accepted in the south and centre of that continent

:

and Christ, to whom Europe bows the knee, are the

members of this great trinity not in unity. All three
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are alike iu their possession of proplietic ardour and

prophetic inspiration. Two of them, the Chinaman

and the Jew, speak as the conscious agents of a higher

Power. The other, of whom his creed prevents us

from saying this, is yet represented in his story as

predestined to a great mission, becoming aware of

that destiny at a certain ej)och of his life, and thence-

forth feeling that no temptations and no sufferings

can induce him to swerve from his allotted task. Of

these three men it would perhaps be accurate to say

that Confucius was the most thoughtful, Sakyamuni

the most eminently virtuous, and Christ the most

deeply religious. Not that a descrij^tion like this can

be regarded as exhaustive. Each trespasses to some

degree on the special domain of the others. Especially

is it hard to compare the moral excellence of Jesus

with that of Buddha. The Hindu, as dej^icted in his

biographies, offers a character of singular beauty, and

free from some of the defects which may be discerned

in that of the Jew. History, however, was too much

despised by these Oriental sectaries to enable us to

form a trustworthy comparison. All we can affirm is,

that, assuming the pictures of both prophets to be

correctly drawn, there is in Sakyamuni a purity of

tone, an absence of violence or rancour, an exemption

from personal feeling and from hostile bias, which

place him even on a higher level than his Jewish

fellow-prophet. Supposing, on the other hand, that

either picture is not historical, then it must be con-

ceded that primitive Buddhism attained a more per-

fect ideal of goodness than primitive Christianity,

Both ideals, however, are admirable, and they closely

resemble one another.

Morally not unlike, Jesus and Sakyamuni have
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another point of similarity in a certain mournfulness

of spirit, a sorrowing regret for tlie errors of human
kind, and a tender anxiety to summon them from

those errors to a better way. Each in his own
manner felt that life was very sad; each desired to

relieve that sadness, thouo^h each aimed at efFectino^

his end by different means. Sakyamuni ofiered to

his disciples the peace of Nirvana ; Jesus, the favour

of God and the rewards to be o^iven in his king-

dom. There is a striking similarity in the manner in

which the summons to suffering humanity is expressed

in each religion. Here are the words ascribed to

Buddha :
" Many, driven by fear, seek an asylum in

mountains and in woods, in hermitages and in the

neighbourhood of sacred trees. But it is not the

best asylum, it is not the best refuge, and it is not

in that, asylum that men are delivered from every

pain. He, on the contrary, who seeks a refuge in

Buddha, in the Law and in the Assembly, when he

perceives with wisdom the four sublime truths, ....
that man knows the best asylum, the best refuge ; as

soon as he has reached it, he is delivered from every

pain."^ Still more beautifully is the like sentiment

expressed by Jesus :
" Come unto me, all ye that

labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.

Take my yoke upon you and learn of me, for I am
meek and lowly of heart, and you shall find rest unto

your souls. For my yoke is easy and my burden is

light."

'

While in tenderness and sympathy for human
sorrow Christ resembles Buddha, in the nature of his

moral precepts he sometimes resembles Confucius.

1 H. B. L, 186. ^ Mt. xi. 28-30.
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The plaiu duties of man towards his fellow-man are

inculcated in the same spirit by both, while in

Buddhism it is generally the most extreme and often

prodigious examples of charity or self-sacrifice that are

held up to admiration. Buddhism, moreover, teaches

by means of long stories ; Confucius and Jesus by

means of short maxims. To a certain extent, indeed,

Jesus combines both methods, the first being repre-

sented in his para1)les ; but these are much simpler,

and go far more directly to the point, than the

complicated narratives of the Buddhistic canon. On
the whole, we may safely say that Jesus is certainly

not surpassed by either of these rival prophets, and

that in some respects, if not in all, he surpasses both.

Another comparison is commonly made, and may
be just touched on here. It is that between the

Hebrew prophet and the Athenian sage, " who," in

the words of Byron, ''lived and died as none can

live or die." Without fully endorsing this emphatic

opinion of the poet, we may admit that Sokrates is

not unworthy to stand beside Jesus in the foremost

rank of the heroes of our race. He shares with the

prophets who have been already named the inspiring

sense of a divine mission which he is bound to fulfil.

At all hazards and under all conditions he will carry

on the special and peculiar work which the divine

voice commands him to do. And this plenary belief

in his own inspiration is not accompanied, as some-

times happens, by mental poverty. Intellectually

his superiority to Jesus cannot be disputed. It is

apparent in the very manner of his instruction.

Sokrates could never have enunciated the truths he

had to teU in that authoritative tone which is api)ro-
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priatc to tlie religious teacher. Whatever knowledge

he thinks it possible to acquire at all must be ac-

quired by reasoning and inquiry; and must be

tested by comparison of our own mental condition

with that of others. Nothing must be assumed but

what is granted by the hearer. Sokrates would have

thought that there was little gained by the mere

dogmatic assertion of moral or spiritual truths. He
must carry his interlocutor along with him; must

compel him to admit his errors ; must stimulate his

desire of improvement by bringing him face to face

with his own ignorance. Much as w^e must value

the moral teaching of Christ, it must be confessed

that the peculiar gift of Sokrates is one of a far rarer

kind. The power of inculcating holiness, purity,

charity, and other virtues, either directly by short

maxims, (as in the Confucian Analects, in Men-
cius, or in Marcus Aurelius), or indirectly by stories

(as in Buddhagosha's jDarables), is by no means
so uncommon as the Sokratic gift of searching-

examination into men's minds and souls. If Jesus

is unsurpassed in the former—" primus inter pares
"

—Sokrates is absolutely without a rival in the

latter.

Whether the shock of the elenchus of Sokrates,

or the touching beauty of the parables and the

Sermon on the Mount, produced the greatest benefit

to the hearers is a question that can hardly be de-

termined. The efi'ect of either method must depend

upon the character of those to whom it is applied.

Outward appearances would lead us to assign more
influence to the method of Jesus ; for Sokrates left

no Sokratics, while Christ did leave Christians to
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liaud on his doctrine. But, in tlie first place, it may

be confidently asserted that no lasting sect could

have been formed upon the basis of the few truths

taught by Jesus himself; and, in the second place, the

fact that he became the founder of a new religion

must be attributed as much to the state of Judsea

at the time as to his personal influence. That the

influence of Sokrates was not small in his own life-

time might be inferred from the bitterness of the

prosecution alone, even if Plato had not remained to

attest the abiding impress he left upon an intellect

by the side of which those of Peter, James, and John

are but as little children to a full-grown athlete.

AVe can imagine the havoc that would have been

made in the statements and arguments of Jesus

had Sokrates met him face to face and subjected him

to his testing method. How ill would his loose

popular notions have borne a close examination of

their foundations; how easily would his dogmatic

assertions have been exposed in all their naked

presumption by a few simple questions ; how quickly

would his careless reasoning have been shattered by

the dialectic art which would have forced him to

exhibit its fallacies himself before the assembled

audience ! But there was no one competent to the

task, and when his opponents attempted to perplex

him by what they thought awkward questions, he

was able to baflle them without much trouble by his

superior skill.

It is not, however, as an intellectual man that we

must consider Jesus. He himself laid no claim to

the character, and, if we would do him justice, we

must judge him by his own idea of his function and
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his duties. So judging, there can he no question that

we must recognise in him a man of the highest moral

grandeur, lofty in his aims, pure in his use of means,

earnest, energetic, zealous, and unselfish. No doubt

he was sometimes misled by that very ardour which

inspired him with the courage required to pursue his

work. No doubt he suffered himself to forget the

charity that was due to those who could not accept

his mission nor bow before his preaching. No doubt

he returned curse for curse, and hatred for hatred, with

unsparing hand. Perhaps, too, he was sometimes the

first to give way to angry passion, and to express in

scathing words the bitterness he felt. Yet his failings

are those of an upright and honourable character, and

while they ought not to be extenuated or denied,

neither ought they to outweigh his great and unques-

tionable- merits. Appointed, as he believed, to a

special work, he bravely and honestly devoted his

powers to the fulfilment of that work, not even shrink-

ing from his duty when it led him to the cross.

His unhappy end has cast its shadow over his

life. He has been continually spoken of as " a man
of sorrows and acquainted with grief." There is no

reason to suppose that in any special sense he corre-

sponded to the prophetic picture. Undoubtedly he had

his sorrows ; undoubtedly he was acquainted with

grief. But unless there had been in his private life

some tragedy of which we are not informed, those

sorrows were not of the bitterest, nor was that o-rief

of the deepest. There is no doubt in his language

a tinge of that sadness which all great natures who
are not in harmony with their age must needs experi-

ence. He believed that he had ojreat truths to tell,
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iiud lie found his countrymen unwilling to receive

them. Here was one source of unhappiness ; and

another he had in common with all who are deeply

conscious of the miseries of human existence. But in

no special or transcendent sense can he be termed a

man of sorrows and acquainted with grief. So far as

our evidence goes, he was exempt from the most terrible

calamities that befall mankind. Free from all earthly

ties but those of friendship Avith his chosen companions,

he w^as not exposed to many of the anxieties and trials

which afflict more ordinary men. Dying young, he

did not suffer (so far as we know) from any serious

illness, nor from the troubles, both physical and

mental, that scarcely ever fail to beset a longer life.

Bereavement, the most terrible of human ills, never

afflicted him. ^Vhether in his youth he had suffered

the pains of unrequited love at the hands of some

Galilean maiden we cannot tell. But there is nothing

in his language or his career that would lead us to see

in him an embittered or disappointed man.

Judging by the representation given in the Gospels, it

does not appear that his life was in any special measure

sad or gloomy. On the contrary, his circumstances

were in the main conducive to a fair share of happi-

ness. Surrounded by admu-ing friends of his oAvn

sex, and attended by sympathising (perhaps loving)

women, he passed from place to place, drawing crowds

around him, speaking his mind freely, and receiving no

inconsiderable homage. Granting that he had enemies,

he was able until his prosecution to meet them on

'•qual terms, and was not prohibited (as he would

have been in most Christian countries until recent

times) from proclaiming aloud his unorthodox opinions.
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True, this liberty was not allowed to continue for

ever, but it was no small matter for him that it had

continued so long. True, he suffered a painful death ;

but far less painful than many a humble martyr has

undergone for his sake; far less pninful even than

those torturing illnesses which so often precede the

hour of rest. Nor is it possible that his death could

reflect its agonies back upon his life. His life, on

the whole, seems to have been one, if not of

abundant happiness, yet of a fair and reasonable

degree of cheerfulness and of comfort. The notion

that he had not where to lay his head is of

course utterly unfounded. Not only had he his

own house at Nazareth, but he had friends who at

all times were happy to receive him. If he himself

ever drew this sad picture of his desolation (which

I doubt), -he must have done it for a special pur-

pose, and without regard to the literal accuracy of

his words.

While, then, I see no proof of the peculiar sorrow

ascribed to him on the strength of a prophecy, I freely

admit that he had the melancholy which belongs to a

sympathetic heart. His words of regret over Jerusa-

lem are unsurpassed in their beauty. At this closing

period of his career we may indeed detect the sadness

of disappointment. And in the bitter cry that was

wrung from him at the end, " My God, my God, why
hast thou forsaken me ? " we look down for a moment
into an abyss of misery which it is painful to con-

template ; physical suffering and a shaken faith, the

agonies of unaccomplished purposes, and the still more

fearful agony of desertion by the loving Father in

whom he had put his trust.
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But Jesus, though he knew it not, had done his

work. Nay, he had done more than he himself

intended. After-ages saw in him—what he saw only

in his God—an ideal to be worshipped and a power to

be addressed in prayer. We, who are free from this

exaggeration of reverence, may yet continue to pay

him the high and unquestioned honour which his

unflinching devotion to his duty, his gentle regard for

the weak and the suffering, his uncorrupted purity

of mind, and his self-sacrificing love so abundantly

deserve.
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